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~'fe s~1all be mostly concerned ~·;ith jet-p1·opellad devices th2.t go th:cough 
air. It is thus of inter•.;,st ·to acquaint ourselves first vlith the genen-..1 
cha.ra.cter:;.stics of the P..~.;mos})here. This is the purpose of this lectuxe. 
The atmosphere :l s "'lihe gaseous envelo1:>e of the earth ~-rhich considered 
in a tine inte:rv&'. of de.ys and years can be taken to be unchanging; 21 though 
• 
conside:-ed in f'. time interval of the o1•der of the life of the earth it is not. 
For our purpc3e then. the atmosphere maintains constant characteristics. These 
chara.cter!.s'Gica a.re nott ha':tever, absolutely constant, it varies Hith the days 
and the nights of the year. In fact the atmosphere is e. state of dynamic 
eqn:•.lib:-itun. In the aspect of composition, the atmosphere is con::~tantly 
eJ .::hP..ng:.n.c C~ and o2 ,,;ith the plant and the animal life; it al.so l'eceives He 
·l;hrough the radioacti vc decay of elements, and looses He by diffusion into the 
in t:-l"stcllar spece~. In the aspect of energy content, it receives solar energy 
' >y absorbint~ the r3hort ':lava leng·!;h rad!lation and it is heated by the r,-1arm 
r_.ar·;:;h. Ther.e'.'oro the atmosphere is really not static but has its many cycles 
;~d distu~bances~ 
'1'he earth's atmosphere is Bene rally classified into three major regions -
~~he "tropoGphere. stratosphe't'e and ionosphere:- of '.~hich the latter two regions 
can be considered to confJti tute the u:9per at::aosphere. 
Lo•·test of these thrae atnospheric regiC>ns. is the tropospherec ~'lhich 
extends f:com sea-level to an a.vere.ge heigh'~ of 7 miles (5 miles over poles, 
10 niles over the ,~q_u.P.tor). Here the stJ·e.tosphere begins e.nd re?-.ches to a. 
heir-,ht of ;::bout 6fJ miles, from ~:thich the: ionos11here, so called because it is 
a highly ionizer ... or electrified regim,., extends through the remai.."line height 
of the atnos-pr,ere to the point '·!here it mere;es 1•ri th interplanetary space. 
T'ne t!'oposphere is li teraJ.ly the dis·turbed encl unsettled area of the 
eariihfs atuosphere. It is the region of cloud activity P.nd ~·reather; hat'e 
are the storms, e.ir meo.sses, and ~'larnr or cold fronts \'lhich give the r~orld 
its 'tJee.ther. The troposphere ia the area in 'l:rhich dust, smoke, "'ater vapor, 
and bacteria are largely found and hare it is that the temperature drops at 
0 
an average rate of about l F per 300 feet of ascent. 
The altitude at \·thich this temperature decrease ceases and a constant 
temperature is ret'.ched is the demarcation line between the troposphere and 
stratosphere. The line is often referred to as the tropopause, or the 
dividine. line bett:Jeen the t•Afo atmospheric regions. The a1 titud.e at 1,1hich 
·iihe tropopause is found varies considerabl;r however. As pointed out, over 
the poles the troposphere extends only 5 miles high, but over the equator 
it reaches an alti~~de of 10 miles. In moderate latitudes it averages a 
height of 7 miles, despite seasonal variations (hi~her in summer end lower 
in '~inter). The tropop?~se temparature in middle latitudes (45°) is -67°Fi 
at ·the poles this temperature is higher than at the equator. 
The stratosphere, extending f1•om some 7 to 60 miles altitude, originally 
derived its name £rom the belief that it represented an orderly arrangement 
of •.·rind stn..ta. or layers •rTi th a.n absence of turbulence and atmospheric 
mixing. This stratos~heric concept of the past has recently had to be 
l'evised, as r.&.e.s the belief that the temperature remains constant throughout 
the height of the stratos1Jhere. 
Th2.t ~rea of the upper air above 60 miles e~titude, generally referrea 
to as the ionosphere, is considered to extend to the outer limit of the .. 
atmosphc~e. The ionosphere is an area characterized by free electrons and 
by ch:>re;ed or electrified a.toms and molecules of the uni£ied upper air. 
··~ 
J. t h .s thr.3e M<>.j-Jr regions or layers •:1here ion concentration is the e;reatest. 
Lo·:est and lea"st ionized of these three lRyers is the E leyer (55-65 miles). 
Next higher Rnd more strongly ionized is the Fl layer (100-125 miles); 
highest end nost intensely ionized is the F2 l@.yer (155-215 miles). These 
heights are genere~izations, because the layers ve.ry greatly in thickness 
and altitudes. It is possible that the ionosphere additionA-lly conte.ins a 
G layer ·~Jhich, if it exists at all, is probebly situated at a height 
bet•,.een :~50 ~nd 435 niles. The G leyer has been reportedly detected in 
regions near the geomagnetic e~uator. 
~here is still e~other ionized layer in the upper atmosphere. This 
is the D layer •,rhich is found ve.riously at 35- to 60 miles heights. 
Althoueh it is a region of ion concentration, it is only slightly ionized and 
of rather ninor im~rtance. Because of the relative unimportance of the 
D layer, the ionosphere is generally accepted as beginning •:ti th the much 
more significc>nt E layer. Inasmuch as the E leyer is usually found bet•:reen 
55 and 65 miles, this height is usually stated for base of the ionosphere. 
The region where the ionosphere begins to meree with interplanetary 
space is often referred to as the exosphere~ but the height to •R'hich the 
ionosphere actu.a.lly extends is one of the ~ e.tmospheric unknownso 
Temperature Ch?racteristic§_ 
As one ascends from sea-level up through the troposphere at a latitude 
of 4S0 , the te!'l-pere.ture Qrops at a rate of 1 °f every 300 ft. in altitude 
until a const~nt -67°F is re?ched at the tropo1)ause or ba.se of the 
stra.tos~here. Until recently it ':tas ·.-ridely believed that the temperature 
stayed at -67°F throughout the height of the stratosphere. The extention 
of man's kno·.,ledge of thPt region, ho,,;ever, has "Oroved this belief to be 
in error. 
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7or e latitude of 45C1 , for instance, it is }>erfectly true t[lp t the 
te""lperaC.ure holds constent at -67°F, but only from 7 miles to 20 miles 
above which it undor~oes a shE~rp increase. In the neighborhood of 31 
miles, it measures 170°F and rerlains conste.nt for the suceeding 7 miles. 
At 38 miles, a decrease in teiD9crature sets in which drops the reading to 
a lo•!f of -27°F at about 50 miles. This temperature 'is held constent £or 
perhaps 2 miles in altitude. At roughly 52 miles, ho•:1ever, the region is 
believed to undergo a seve1•e and constant increase in tempera.ture. This 
i!lcrease appears to occUl' at a constant or uniform rate, at lee.st as high 
as the ionosphere's F2 layer •·There the altitude is about 200 miles, e..nd the 
te::xperature is some•.·There in the neighborhood of 1500°F. Above the F2 layer, 
it is :possible that the temperatura goes ?..S high f\.S that of interplanetary 
0 0 gas, estime.ted as being bet•·reen 17,000 F and 26,000 F. 
The un~er air temperature~ are the so-called kinetic temperatures 
de£ined according to the ~vera~e energy contents of the nolecules. The~ 
a!"e derived or calculated on the basis of other atmos· heric data (particule.rly 
pressures) 2.11d by such other indirect means as meteor observations, 
souncl •r~ave propagation. radio •rtave behavior, and spectroscopic analysis of 
the aurorae and of light from night slcy' (air glow). Needless to say these 
tempel·aturas at high altitudes are only provisal)r, and subject to corrections 
as the upper air research :progresses. 
Atmospheric Comnosition 
At sea-level, the earth1 s atmosphere is chemice.lly com1:osed of: 
:Nitrogen 
Oxygen 
Argon 
Carbon dioxide 
20.95 
0.93 
0.03 
99.99% 
liCO!l 
Helium 
KrJ.P·:;on 
Xenoll. 
Ozone 
fu'..done 
0.01% 
The most a.bundant components by far are obviously nitrogen and oxygen. 
There is little VP.ri?ytion of this conposition at lO\'i' altitudes, presu.:tably 
bece.u!'>e the tt1rbulence of the tro-r>oa-phere keeps these gases 'rlell and quite 
uniformly mixed. 
~'lith an. increP.se in altitude, there is somewhere a decrease in 
atmospheric mixing by turbulence P~d vertical currents. As a conse~uence. 
the gaseous conponents of the sir might be expected to rearrange themselves 
according to ';Tci~ht; a diffusive separation of these atmospheric constituents 
should occur, •,;ith the hel?.vier eases tending to separate and settle. The 
hei.:~ht Et ' . ;hich such diffusive separation does begin, ho•:;ever, is one of 
the unsolved mysteries of the upper atJ~OS!Jhere. Some authoritat ive estil!'.a.tes 
plPce the :~l ti tude RS hieh as 250 lon. (115 miles). 
Oxygen and nitrogen, the dominP.nt constituents of the earth's atmosphere, 
under~;o chanees as altitude is increased. ·,fuile the ratio of nitrogen to 
oxy(~en at sea-level is 78% to 21~ of the entire p;eseous cor:mosi tion of the 
Hir at ·{.hn.t height, it is possible th~tt this ratio undert~oes a change in 
the neiGhborhood of 30 Miles above sea level, •:rhere it becomes 82.}& nitrogen 
0 @nd 18% oxygen in a latitude of 45 • 
Ui tr·:>een and oxygen sho•11 a variation in their abundance because they 
undergo bP.sic chemicel ch~~es. They are normally molecules but at upper 
atJ:Josphor.e. 02 is converterJ to 03 and 0 and N2 to N. 
The increP.se in temper?..tu.re of the stratosphere at about 20 miles 
in 45° lRtitude is no accident; it is the direct result of the presence 
of ozone at th~t atmospheric height. Ozone is produced b~ the effect 
of the sun's ultrviolet radiation upon 02 and it h8S the property of 
absorbine heat from sola.r radiation. 
Ozone has been detected in var,ring quantities from sea-level to 
heights in excess of 30 miles; its heaviest concentration appears to 
be located at an altitude of about 15 miles. Although it extends through 
30 miles or more. its actual concentration is relativel~ small. Were the 
ee.rth 1 s ozone reduced to standard pressure and temperature, it 'IIOuld form 
a layer only lP'' thick. But it's sparsity should not cause us to overlook 
the impo::-'Ga.nce of ozone. 
It is •.·ridely believed that the di ssociP.tion of oxygen from its 
molecule.r form to its atomic form begins in the region from 50 to 80 miles 
and possibly continues up tn~ough the renainder of the a.tnosuhere, and 
thP.t nitro~en undergoes similer dissociation from N2 to N. Atomic nitrogen 
has been observed in aurore?.e, but little is ~enerally- kno~m about the 
dissociation of N2 in the upper air. Regardless, however, of whether they 
exist in molecular or e.totaic states,. nitrogen and oxygen are the main 
chemical constituents of tho etnos~here at least up to the altitudes of tho 
highest obsezved ~urorae (700 miles). 
The spectroscopic e.nclysis of light emissions at heights beh·een 45 e.nd 
450 miles, shows the presence of sodium at such altitudes. The origin of 
this sodiwa is not kno•,rn, but it is sometimes attributed to meteoric or 
volcanic dust,. 
· 11ile it ,,:as no'.; orieinalJ.y expected to find sotliUI!l in the ·~ppe::.-
air, M<JlY physicist did expect to detect large quc.nti ties of He. It \'las 
re8soned that, bec~use of radioactivity and because of the constant 
libel·ation of helium into the l'l.tmosphere in n.?.turP.l gE>.ses et!lergine from 
the e.?.rth 1 s interior, He t.-rould be naturally abundent in the upper air. 
Bec?.use of its lightness. He was further assumed to rise to the upper 
part of the atmosphere ':!hich, accordil'.,e to many scientist, ~.iould be 
constituted ~lmost entirely of He in con:pe.ny '-"lith a. still lighter ce.s, H. 
To d..c'1.te, ho';rever, man has no concrete evidence, spectroscopic or other.-rise, 
that this atmos!)heric ceiling of He and H exists. A possible explanP.tion 
is that He rises to the top of the ionosphere and then escapes from the 
earth's atnosphere by entering interplanetary spP.ce. This is all the more 
likely due to the hiGh temperature existing at high altitude. 
The amount of •.-t<.>.ter vapo!' in the air is a. highly variable factor, 
as the daily readine of the relative humidity in the troposphere will verify. 
Ho,·rc-ver it is largely concentrated in the troposphere. There is water vapor 
in the regions of upper air, but its extent and location are subjects of 
differences cf opinion. At least one balloon flight, using a specially 
developed electronic dew point r~grometer, has indicated the presence of 
a. thin saturated leyer in the lo•.ver stratosphere at a height of about 10 
miles. 'tlater vapor has also been spectroscopically detected in the upper 
strc>.tosphere. The existence of na.creoue and noctilucent clouds lends 
?~ditional support to the belief that water vapor is contained in the upper 
air. 
If p is the prassure at cu1. altitude y. ::>nd is the ~Ass density at 
.v and g is the gravite_tional acceleration •. the e·lui11brium of vertical 
forces requires 
The value of g c~n be ap~roximated as 
(1.2) 
where ~ fft> is the gre.vi ta.tionpJ. fl.cceleration at the surface P.nd r is the 
rad.ius of the earth. Assumi~ perfect r,as la•.oJ to hold and let R be the 
universal ga.s constE>..nt, 
(1.3) 
\There H(y) is the averaee molecular •.-rei~ht of the atnosphere at y end T(y) 
is the ausolute temper.?.ture at y. Therefore if' A is the ground :pressure, 
J~(li#);:; J,.?..~. M(y)d; _ 1- r~(~J"fl 
-...,~ ~ w;J t9T(jJ Rj{i~-J):Jr(j; (1.4) 
(1.4) sho·~s that the pressure end hence the density of the atmosphere a.t 
altitudes c?.n be calculated if the temperature and. the composition of the 
air at ~.1 titudes are kno•m. The relation can be also used to check the 
consistency of measured data. 
~~o things are to be noticed: For en isothermal atmosphere of constant 
composition, 
(1.5) 
.g ... 
log (~/;6 )oO-
•,rhe:ro 'j"'.Ji s the ratio of' specific heats and a is the velocity of' sound. 
The interesting point is that t.he pressure p at/==""" is not zero but 
finite, P.lthou~h quite small. 
Secondly, the behR.vior of pressure at extreme altitude is really quite 
gener?2 9 since both composition and temperature do settle do·~ to constant 
valuea (values for interplanetaey gas) and the pressure of interplanetary 
gas can be estimated. This fact may be considered as to indicate that the 
gravitational attraction is not strong enough to condense all matters into 
The }.aboriouf.l calculation usine temperature and composition data 
indicated in the previous sections of this lecture are· carried out. The 
results taotuated. (See, "Handbook of Supersonic Aero~amics" Vol. I. 
NAVORD Report 1488, (1950)). The following is the abridged values for 
0 4,0 lati tud9. 
Altitude ;•!eight .Pressure 
Ft. lb/ft 3 psi ~~~ 
Sea Level 0.07651 14.70 29.92 
10,000 0.06649 10.11 20.58 
200-000 0.04075 6 ... 76 13.75 
30,000 0.02861 4.36 8.88 
40,000 0.01872 2.72 5.54 
50,000 0.01161 1.69 3.44 
60,000 0.00720 1.05 2.13 
70,000 0.00447 0.649 1.32 
80,000 0.00277 0.403 0.820 
90,000 0.00172 0.250 0.509 
100,000 0.00107 0.155 0.315 
:Besides the fO!"Ce "balance. •i!e may also try to conpute the energy ba.lsnce. 
Here the difficulty is ho•,rever that the transport processes are complicated 
by the turbulent r.1otion of the air mass, ~-thich a.s stated in the previous 
section, cxtonds to very high altitude. 
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u :Jf •• r Air ~rind~ 
'.Tinds in the strc.tos;Jhere at b<elloon heights are no~-1 kno•m to 
experience a see.sonal chP.nge', flo•:ri..Tlg •r~ent to ·e?.st in •qinter and east to 
•.o~est in summer; greater '·!incl. e;peeds predonin?.te in the \•rint.er. Trackil"..g 
of noctiJucent clouds indicates that •·rinds at their altitude (50 miles) 
are as great as 400 miles :per hcur and gener.a.lly flow from the northee.st. 
'tlind values derived from meteor t:.•ail studies has sho,m considerable 
variation; in the dc.ytime, meteor tre.ina drift to•11ards the east , e.t night 
to•.<~ards the 'rTest. Belo•,t a height of 50 miles, they drift to't:ard the •..;est, 
but above 50 miles a. drift to••ta.rd the eE<.st predominateo. Wind speed, 
deriv-ed from meteol' s1ghtings. average about 80 oph at a height of 27 :niles 
?-nd 120 mph at 54 miles. At heights of about 60 to 75 niles over the 
no~theastern United States, spcradic E le~er observations have sho\~ 'trlnd 
velocities of 60 mph. 90 mph, f:nd as high as 290 oph, all from east to •.-rest. 
The existence of turbulence c>.nd vortir:P.l air movement in the upper 
a.tmoa~)nare is no'rr believed to be a. •:rell-established fact. For one thing, 
the ccMpcsition of the atmoophere ~~s been found to be approximately the 
BBme at 50 miles as in the troposphere; this indicates that there is mixing 
and stirring of tho air up to e.s high as 50 miles. Some author1 ties are 
• ~15.11 ing to place the altitude for the begining o:f diffusive equilibriwn as 
high as 155 niles. Other evidence of upper air turbulence ce.n be found in 
the bohr...vior ofnoctilucent clouds, meteor trails t'lnd sounding :-ockets. 
1;octilucent clouds R.re often •:tary in appearance end continually change 
their sha-pe in a Ma.tlner that ,.,oulcl be logically caused by Tertical air 
Flovement. The straight 1 ines of meteor trails are freq_uently rapidly 
distorted ?lld broken up as if torn apart by very severe atmospheric turbule·nce. 
I 
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Preooare r ea.dingo on more thml one hi&l altitude rocket have indicated 
thnt t he roekot might have beon in a etrong atmocpheric updraf't. All 
thio l oads to the concluo1on that the ttpper ai.r. primar1l~ the stre.toephore, 
is a reGion of turbulence and strong Tertical as well as stroDg horizontal 
vindo. 0 c 
2. MrodmBl'llic Problema 
A Jet-propelled device can be made to tr.evel through the atmosphere 
f'rom sas-level up to the highest ail t1 tude and with speeds up to 10,000 mph. 
The immediate question 1n the design of such devices ie the a.eroey-ne.mic 
:f'orcea which the device will experience. For ~ probloms, we are onlJ' 
interacted in the drag, but for ~ othera e are perticularl~ interested 
in the lif'ii of the device to obtain long glide. We are al:w~s of course 
1ntereoted 1n the control and stabili t,. problem. To supply thia design 
information is the e.crody!l.amic problem. 
It i s gene:ral practice to expreos the forces and the momenta in non-
dimensional coefficient forms. These coeff1oiente are obtained b,y dividing 
I 3 
tho actual force and moment by the qnamic pressure F,/'/.1. ( vf' the air 
density , U the flight speed) and a proper power of the typical dimension 
at 
of the bo~. These coefficients are functioneAtwo characteristic numbers: 
the Raynoldc number Re and the !-tach number M. The aeroeynem1c problem then 
is r eall y to find the fUnctional relations between the eoetfioients to the 
Boynolda number and the Mach number. 
Ao a first approximation. the gas m~ be considered ac an egeragate 
of rapidly movine particle• which are constantly colliding with each other. 
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'11 en -~he coarseness of the structure of' the gaseous medium can be 
expressed by the parameter ~ ~rhich is the distance the particles 
or molecules travel between collisions. Since the instantaneous velocity 
distribution and density distribution in the gas are f'e.r from uniform, one 
can only conveniently use the statistical average of' the quantity instead 
of the instantaneous VA.lue of the quantity. The distance / 1~ then the 
statisticP-1 avcraee over the billions and billions of molecules concerned. 
This avers.ge / is called the mean free T)ath of' the gas. If the mean free 
path is siM.ll in conparison '1ti th the dimension of the flo•AT field or the 
dimension of the bo~ in the flow field, then_the gas can be considered 
as a continu~m and the ordinar~ gas dynamics is sufficient for the ana~yais 
of these flo"rs. If the mean free path is not negligible t'lhen compared with 
the dimension of the body, then the effects of the discrete character ot 
the eas I!lust be taken into account in the calculation. 
The mean free path 1 can be calculated from the mean velocity of the 
molecules, the density of the gas and the "effective radius of the molecules." 
However, there is no direct ''la;T of measuring the effective radius of molecules; 
therefore it is more fruitful to express the quantityJ! in terms of a 
meRcurable q~~ntity suches th~ viscosity of ~as. This is easily done by 
the following consideration. If the gas flo•~ts in the x-direction ':11th 
the macroscopic velocity u/y) the gradient is then &~ NOl·t the gas 
7 
moleculee in a lower l~er move into an upper layer with the average 
velocity i/ of' t~e molecules. The distance they •ATill travel before they 
lose tr.air identity by collision '·lith other molecules is ..f • The difference 
in marjroscopic velocity of· the l~er •t~here the molecules orie1nated and the 
laye!.' wher.:J the molecules are nixed is then,.l ctU.J . The mass of molecules, 
crossing a unit area of the l~er is proportional t?fii-where.f' is the density of the 
-13-
Zluide. The!'eforo: the momentum exchange between l~ars is proportio •. nl 
tofii"lf;~ This is the visco~ls shearing stress 'C. Since the coefficient 
of viscosity is defined as 
'C ~(f'j) 
ft is proportional to fir/. The calculation of this coefficient of 
I 
proportinality is however not easy. according to the Kinetic theor.y, it is 
(2.1) 
The average velocity 11"' is closely connected vri th the 11veloci ty of sound" a 
by the equation 
(2.2) 
•:rhere r is the ratio of specific heats. Thus the mean free path is given 
in terms of the kineana.tic viscosity /:7" and the veloci"tu of sound a by 
(2.3) 
The flow conditions near the wall for the caee in which the mean free 
pt!.·Gh j is small but not negligible compared •rrith the body dimension L or 
the thickness S ot the boundar.1 layer were first investigated theoretically 
by J o C. !-iaxt~rell in 1879. It is found that the flot,, veloc1 ty at the wall 
is nolong~r zero as is the case in ordinary fluid flow but it is 
t.t =~ ~ + .l.~ ~T (J 61 /f .f7 ()~ =0 (2.4) 
'I'he ratio 0~ and f is eiven by 
(2.5) r7 :::.o.&J?t![P#) 
/ is the fraction of the tengentiel momentum of the impinging molecules 
trensm~_i;ted J.;o the t-rall. l-1SX1:.'ell himself interpreted the fractional value 
CJf / as meanine that a. fra.ction {of the sur£ace reflects diffusely and the 
. ·14. . 
J. : .. • in ier specula1·ly. [ :.s generally less but close to 1 ~ 
Similar to t?de velocity discontinuity, there io a terrr.._)erature 
discontinuity at the ~tra.ll first .:found by Smoluchowaki in 1898. namely: 
(2.6) 
where T is the tenperature of the gas at the ·~all, Tw is the temperature 
o:f the •·rall 1:>..nd. YL l.S the coefficient o:f temperature discontinuity. ~ is, 
of course, the coefficient of heat conduction. 
-!- = /. 9t~6{-2-o<.) r _!__ t (2.7) 
11: ol T+l ~~ 
'rTherc ()(, is the accommod~.tion coefficient introduced by Knudsen. ()(.dan 
be defined as the fractional extant to 'l(hieh those molecules that fall on 
the surface ?~d are reflected or rc-emitted fron it, rLave their mean ene~ 
adjusted or 11accommoda.ted11 to•.:ard 't/hat •trould be if the returning nolecules 
'Jiere 11at temperature" of the •:Jell. 
Such flo•.·! •!lith small .J. or _!_ ratieS is thus appropriately ealled 
'- J' 
as the slip flow.. To connect the criterion ~ .or ~ to the r.1ore familiar 
characteristic parameters of :no\1~ we note 
For small 
(2.8) 
For lar~e Reynolds numbers j."V jii;'. 
· 1 /VI 
- ""\./-
,/ ~~ 
then 
Re, >>.I (2.9) 
Eg_a . (2.8) and (2o9) then connected the slip flow criteria. '!lith the Hey-.a.olds 
I t 
11umbe::t• and the !·t:"'-ch number. ~ concept first developed by tn. von Karman.* 
,.. Th. von Kllt.rm/tn "Gac-theoretische Deutun¢ der H.eynoldschen Kenr.~.:ili.l" 
.laJIH 3 (1923) 
"' ..... .a. v 
one en~ers an entirely ne•,l roalm of fiu.ici mechanics. Here the ch.?.nces for 
t he collision of ~olecules amo~~ themselves are much smaller than the 
chances f:>r the collision of nolecules 1rrith the •tt?.J.l or the surface of the 
bo~. Therefore, for the calculation of forces, one need only consider the 
impact of a stre~n of nolectuea with a velocity ~~d energy distribution 
determined t•-y the therm?~ eo_uilibriu.m in 'the free stream, the 1-ie..x':Jellian 
distribution. Tha greatest sinplifiQel.tion comes from the fact that one need 
not consider the distortion of the MB.XI;tellien distribution due to collision 
of the rc-emi tted .!"!Olecules ~>Tith the moleculell in the stream. This realm 
of fluid flo•,, is ca~led free Molecule floyr. 
Therefore •:re set up 
~.,:e he.ve the ordinary gas 
the some•·rhet arbitrary criteria that for 4< _L. • 
0 /00 
dynamics, for J > ,:0 '11e have slip flow, and 
finally :for~ >10 • •:re have the free molecule flow. The whole 
plane can then be divided into regions, eech for one tYPe of fluid. notion. 
Gas L'ynemice 
The dominant concept in t.he fluid mechanics of the gas dyne.mics realm 
is the boundary leyer, due to r •• l'randl t. Throueh the boundary leyer 
concept, ':18 are e.ble to separate viscous effects from the dyn.emic effete. 
The Qynemic effects ere considered first in the so-called perfect fluid 
theory. In this part of gas ~'"IlC:!.lllics then the a.ero~amic coefficients are 
functions of !-1ach number onJ.y. In fact the flow is called subsonic, 'JJhen 
the Hach number is less than oue so that in no part of the field is the 
local ~tach number equal to 1. When the 1-IE>.ch !Ullllberc:l'l, the now is caJ.led 
tran.sonic. 11ihen 14 > 1 , the flo•tr is supersonic. ifuen M ~ 1 , the flow 
is hypersonic. For aerodynam;.cisi;, the point of particular interest is 
t 1 't''-"•L, t i on bet•..;een the a.cro<"!ynamic coefficients and <;he l·iach nunoe:c. 
In t his problem, the engineer is helped by another powerful concept: this 
is ·;.he idea that if the body moving through the air is thin or $lender the 
dist~1bance created by the bo~ would be small. The concept of smell 
dis~rub?..nce led irrunedie.tely to the lin.-..e.zized theories in subsonic r?.nd 
supersonic flo•1s 2.nd to a greatly simplified theory on transonic and eyper= 
sonic flo•.1s. I-torevore. the most re•,rard1ng consequence of the small 
distrul>2nce conce'Pt is the very useful sinilari ty rules: 
e.) Subsonic Flot'/S - frPncl.tl - Glsu.ert rules ( !/.;;.,.~,.) 
b) Trr.>nsonic Flo•,o~s - von l:~m~ Similarity rules 
c) 
d) 
Supersonic Flo•,,s - Ackeret rules 
Hypersonic Flo•:rs Hypersonic Simile.ri ty rules 
:tt is almost certain that these po•!lerful tools together '•Ji th •:lindtunne l 
r e s ee.rch •trUl solve all problems of t..l:tis type. Therefore it is :perhaps not 
too much to sey that ge.s dynalnic flo••rs of perfect e;as is essentie~ly sol veO. 
~nd only de tails need to be filled out. 
Uot so is ho•·Jever t.he boundary layer :probler.t. Here the viscosity and 
heat condi ';ion effects are the predominatinc ones. The dyn?.r4ic pressure 
prope.ga.t i on takes only a secondary position. Therefore the character of the 
boundary l <wer is not greatly changed by incref!s i ng the Mc:ch number of the 
f r ee s treru1 from subsonic t o supe r sonic ones. The theory of lamina r 
bounda l"J l:>.yer a..'l'ld the probl en of the stR.bility of the laminar layer are 
setisfacto:dlr solved, except the very high speed cases t,._rhere dissociation 
of r~cl ecules h?.s to be t?..ken into account. The unsolved problem is the 
p roblem of tu:r.bulent boundary :.eyer. Here the theoreticC!l understanding 
tllill be Derhaps vel'Y difficult a but a. great ar.tount of experinental data 
certainl y ·1elp~. Fortunately •:re clo not expect a radice~ change in turculent 
bcund.n.ry layer behavior f ran subsonic to supe rsonic flo'"S. A vel"J intriging 
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case is th , turbulent boundary layer of hypersonic flo•11 •·rhere the t r:.rbulent 
flnc t u.ating velocities may be of th.e same order of me.enitude ~.s the velocity 
of sound. 
Slip Flo\'10 
It is physically clear tha.t slip of fluid over the surface of the body 
will reduce the friction p_nd the temperature junp over the bo~ will reduce 
the heat fh'x. The greatest difficulty in this field is the uncertainty 
about ·~hat basic equP.tions to use. Recent test data from the University of 
California indicate, ho•,,ever. if the Mach number is moderate (3 <. H), 
theoretic:::-.1 x-esults from the coi'lbination of Navier-Stokes equ?..tions and the 
sliT> conditions agree well ''»'i th fe.cto. Of course, this does not say that 
Havier-Stokee equP.tions can be adequete for hieher Mach numbers. 
~t10 fpcts are .. ,orth pointing out: In ordinary boundary layer now • 
the influence of the so-called 11 second viscosity coefficient" or bulk viscosity 
is not felt because the main effect is the shear, not the volume chp_nge. In 
slip flo•,rs, t he Reynolds numb~r me.y be so small as to make the bounclary layer 
concept invalid. Then the effect of bulk viscosity can be of i~portance. 
Secondl;{ , the Berkeley tes ·t r esults sho•:J that the temperature recove ry 
fac tor is &reater the.n unity. Thic; is a fa.ct 'llhich may be of considerable 
importanc e in engineerine design. 
Free Holecule Flow 
He r e the 11viscous11 effects completely predominate the dynamic eff'ects. 
The r e f o re t he 1-!P.ch number cna.nees never introduced any startling phenemena.. 
There i s no change in characteristics of flow in going from subsonic to 
supers oni c to hyper s onic. Si nce the flo•:r is controlled by the wall re-eaission 
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of molecules~ the la'IT of internction bet~.-~oen the zr:olecules and the wall 
is of pri1!12.ry importance here.. Unfortunately, very little is known on 
this subject. The necessary be.sic kno•.dedge here is the molecul.ar dis-
tribution function of the re-emitted molecules for a beam of unifo~ 
impinging molecules of specififd energy and velocity at a specified well 
tenperature. At very high speeds, such as a :fal.lilll; meteor. 1 t will al.eo 
be necessary to consider dissociation and chemical reeoting i.e., not only 
is the energy state of the molecule changed by collision with the wall, but 
also its structure. 
It is eenerally :found that the value of ~ is very close to 1, but 
is small. The explaination here i 's that j is close to l because of the 
diffraction of molecular beam by the cryJtal. lattice of the solid surface 
and the multicrystalline structure of engineering materials. Actuall~ the 
I 
molecule spends very little ti~e on the solid to get accommodated to it. 
3. Vertical Tra.iectory of Rockets 
The sinplest performance problem of the dyna111ic trajectory of a jet-
propelled device is the vertical ascent of roCkets. It is obvious ~t 
verticeo.J. trajectory is the trajectory for sounding rockets. • But even for 
lohg-rane;e rockets the initial po•tlered flight is often vertice~ for reasons 
of convenience in launching, minimum drag loss, etc. Launching is made 
easier by the elimination of launching ramp, and drag loss ,_s ST!tfl~ler by 
penetrating 
of vertical 
simple. 
the dense atmosphere at the maximum rate. Therefore the study 
~1.~'1-' 
trajectory is an important problem besides/\mathema.tically 
General Relations 
If 771, is the instantaneous mass of the rocket at time t, 1/ the 
altitude, c the effec.tive exhaust velocity, D the O.r~ and g the gravitationaJ.. 
attraction, then 
c and g are not exactly constants; c varies because of the reduction of 
atnospheric :pressure ~'lith alti';ude and g reduces •..nth height. Ho•.-1ever 
these VE!riaticns ~ be neglected ,,'li thout seriously influencing our 
results. 
th\.1.9 
Hence 
Then (3.1) 
_;i.+lt 
e c 
can be written as 
Lot m0 be the initial ma.s9 of the rocket at t = 0 •:1hen the velocity 
• is?o ~ ~- . . . ~ 
-A[ !i; t-Jgt ?ft-2 "] c ]) c. c 
7ft() -= e c e dt + 'llf1 e {3.3) 
or 
(3.4) 
{3.4) im:neiie.tely gives t•:ro important results: Firstly, since D is 
pro-portional to the cross-sectiona.l area of the rocket and hence is 
proportional to ~, d the diameter of the rocket, ':Thile lllo is proportional 
to the volume of the rocket or d3 , the importance of dr~ decreases •,lith 
-·2C>-
increR.~e 5.n t h e s i ze of rocket6 For large rockets t h en1 the drag influence 
can be computed as a sme.ll perturbation of the .,rajectory \•.ri thout drag. 
Secondly, ''lhen dr~.g is negligible, 
?K, - [ j,- :io -1-lt;J 
- ::. e c 
?1(<' ) 
(3.5) 
T"nerefore for a ~iven initial vcloci ty and :f'inal velocity, the ratio of 
initia.l me.ss to the fine~ mfl.ss ia the least, or the eJq>enditure of propellant 
is the smallest, if t = 0, i.e., use the propellant all at once as an impulse. 
I 
If t 1 is fixed, then tho mass ratio (D = 0) is quite inde,)entlent of the manner 
acceleration e.nd thrust varies •.·rith time ancl altitude. (3.5) cE>n be e.lso 
•t~ri tten as 
(3.6) 
Tli.us the loss in finP..l velocity due to the action of gre.vity iajfi. 
2. Constant Thrust vs. ConstP.nt Acceleration • 
For lone renge rockets or rockets of high altitudes. the e~titude at 
bum-out is generally a smP.ll part of na.xinum P~titude. Therefore the 
performF~ce of the rocket cPn be apvroximately determined by the naximum 
• 
vel ocity ?I at burn-out alone. In this section, •;~e sh.?.ll m~ke t•NO more 
• 
s i!Tlplifying assumptions: the initial velocity Jo = 0 and D = 0. 
Cf . i·lal i na, F. J. and Summerfield, H., "The Problem of Escape from the :Earth 
by Rocket". J. A~ro. Sciences 14:471-480 {1947) 
J::hricke . K. A.. "A comp~.rison of Rocket l?ropulsion at Constant Thrust 
and n t Cons tant Acceleration 11 , J. Detroit Rocket Soc., 5:50-63 (1951) 
Then the t~eneral l'ell? tioll bet• . ,een mass ratio and speed is 
.. I 1t = c i'~- - tJ/i ~ 1-t , 
•,rhere J is the pronella.nt loadin.-; rRtio defined ~ 
> :::: 1ft,t> - ~I 
.,(I 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
It is the re.tio of propellant ••reie;ht to the gross •.'Ieight. For V-2, ~ 
is 0.75. 
Now if the thrust is constant, then the maximum acceleration is 
(3.9) 
•:thore )l'r.ta.x is the V.?.lue of acceleration in g. Thus (3. 7) can be •:rri tten as 
. [ I J "=- c /Aft {1- >) + _L 
- i' I- 5 (nhltl( +I) 
(3.10) 
This reletion has the interesting property that for a :fixed "al.ue of 
-r.Nme.x• dcternined by the physicel limitations of the p~ load, there is a 
m,.".xi:J.Ur.t j, . This is determined by 
?i I I [ >~t- I J ~ > = 0 -:::1->If - (n.'NI( 1-/) (1-> '')~ + 1-,~ 
• 
•::here ~ • is the value of ~ at rne.ximum /t • Solving for f. "'• 1rre have 
> *: - 71,11'/IIIJ( 
. n~n~~x ...;. I / 
(3.11) 
Therefore the me.xiroum i"' co rrosponding to ~ 1¢1 is 
(3.12) 
is of course the 
lo•., e-ccelera.tion and the inefficient •,ray of utilizing propellant at the starto 
-' ~ 
: ~:.. 
. - -
... .Ill,. - JO 
and 
If the thrust is v~.ryine~ but 1;he .P.ccel!i,.ation is consten1, tt.an 
1'(1-J.) 
(3.13) 
t = _ _£ I J~ (1-t-) . (3.14) 
) I I ,'1/fi(f I ·--; > 
...__ 
To compare these t•rJO ce.s~~s. let us take Bma.x :ra 5.. Then for constant 
thrust, the maximum velocity fs reRched •.v-hen > * = 5/6 = 0.833, a.nd 
• J/fc = 0.959. For constant accelere.tion of N1nax: = 5, the aame maximum 
speed is poasible 'ttith a smeller loading ratio ~= 0.684. Of course the 
actual differenc~ is not so great because the constant thrust rocket has a 
larger burning time ?.nd hence greater altitude at burn-out. .But 11.everthcless. 
the constant acceleration rocket has a better ~erforc~ce if the limitation 
is on the n1aximum acceleration the payload can ~dthstend. Hence for 1)ra.ctice.l 
design, some degree of thrust -programming is indicated. 
rrob. 3.1 
. 
Assune constant g and~ = 0, sho•,; that the vecuum swnmi t altitude Y1 
for a constant thrust rocket of maximum acceleration Nmax j' is 
(3.15) 
For a constant acceleration rocket of acceleration Nma:z. f' , the VC?.ccum 
sumnit eltitud.? Y2 is 
Y:"- (3.16) 
:Prob. 3.2 
tYV 
For the constant ·thrust rocket, let$- = 5/6, .ltmax = 5, what is the value < 
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of~2 
s?.me v;:o~ue 
1 If the constant acceleration rocket is ' made to have the 
of 'C"/f,. , at sane :Uma.x• ':lhat is the required '~ 1 
h/( co/; J =- o G 1· 
Drag Correlat~ 
The d:rag of a rocket in vertical fl1ght is a function of altitudi>l 
and velocity. This fUnctional relation is rather complicated. ~nus in 
general the inte~ration of the equation of motion of rocket incl~<ang drag 
cannot 'be done analytie<!.lly and numerical methods are necessary. If the 
calculation is to 'be done by desk calculator nlC'.nua.ll.y, ~ one of the 
nunericP~ integration methods for ordinar,y differential e~uation can be 
used."' 
Ho,·rever. if the size of the rocket is very large, s~ a rocket of 
50 tons, or if the rocket is the later 9tep of a step rocket so that the 
air density is very small, the drag is very small in comparison 'ITi th 
in'3rtie. force. Then C~~s a zeroth order approximation, the drC~.g effects •:n.ll 
be neglected 8nd the performance is ce~culated as if the atmosphere does 
not exist. This is done in the previous section. After the zeroth 
.a.pvro:xination is cor.:1puted, the drag effect is cp,J.cule.ted as a correction. 
In general, if F is the thrust 
(3.17) 
lk•.r let the ma~i tude of the drae be represented by])~ so th2.t ~ is a 
11on-dimensional quantity of order one. Then 
(3.18) 
•• Cf. 'ilhi ttalcer and Robingon, "Cal.culens of Observationll 
If the size of the rocket is very lm·~e, then D0 /Mfl:f •11111 be quite small. ~ 
Therefore D0 /Jij,. is non-dimensional :parameter to ~easure the drag effect. 
Than we can write y- as a power aerios . in this parameter. 
1 = 11 (()) + ~ 1 (I)+ - ... - ----- (3.19) 
.~ e ?i.~l' . 
By substituting (3.19) into (3.18) and equating equal. po•tters of D0 /V. 
?H.. t:l i (') p 
-n, 
""•! cJ,t" - ?ht,,_ -:;;;;- (3.20) 
7?L. cL; {I) J:) 
m. f,. d.t - -
ci D., 
(3.21) 
(3.20) is the zeroth approximation •r~ithout drag, and (3.21) gives the drag 
• 
correction. Integrating (3.21), a~suming ~= 0, 
• (1) j(-]) 11 = -/t zr)(.:/ )at-
() 
(3.22) 
But (D/D0 ) is to be conputed by using the altitude of the zeroth 
a.pproxir.le.tion at time t P.nd sinilar1y »'<.:/m ·'V t relation is specified by 
the thrust V?.riation chosen. Then after the zeroth approximation has been 
computed, the first ap~roximp.tion can be eve~ua.ted as a simple quadrature, 
numericc:.lJ.y in general.. Another form of (3.22) is, using (3.5) 
i((J~?t 
c dt (3.23) 
A second inteeretion of (3.22) ~1d (3.23) gives the correction of 
~.l t it ude due to drag. 
As an example, let us usa a "constant acceleration" rocket, so that 
) 
And let the densit,y of atmosphere decrease exponentially, and the drag 
coefficient be constant 1 A the cross-sectional ar&~ 
Thus 
Or 
J 
Ther efore 
• ( 1) ..!.. A {- -t'cC ?t9.J: (?17·J)9t} [ [!f11 /;~('1/H)gfl] t = _.z ~~o{lptj- :~ -f: e, 2 0 c +(?l~ /Jk /- ~ 2 'J t:, f 
-+~ .1.. + ,1 fii !If.RA,f ( ~tt _1J.;!:!. ..L)\L1.J. (t"?N W --'--)Jj t -n ae• J :2J ,J~ · [.J 2:" l• ~ «G 'J l4 2. .,_ ~e- 1 
'tlhere .lAf. is the error function defined b;y 
(3.25) 
2 $~ l x .v.f (x.) = .JiiF 0 e- Js 
In t he case considered. the correction can thus lana.lytice.J.ly be calculE>.ted. 
Problem 3.3 
Assume exponential decre~se of density with altitude and const~~t drag 
coefficient, develope the equation for the first ord.er drag correc·tion for 
altitude of a lP.ree II constantly acceleratedn rocket. 
_&!swat 
l.J.. '_.: _ t .~o A c p; _I 1 [ -i 4- ~~.at 1- (r'l~·) at} 1] r "lli", >~ .l (J 0 ..( ~ ~ - l ( c. ~ rr + Zj 
(n-t,)ta V 1CO<na ( ?!~' lzbl- .eJ\.f \;~r f-- -n-r' ~J + ..(/l.j(vcJ.~a ~ 1] 
C t 2 .L I 2 ~ n c 2. o( "c. 
r- Bt. ~t~' 1 )\l-t~}(t-;:~ >J} 
:Prob l em 3.4 
Take ".;he £ollo,_'/ing numerical vt>.J.ues for different q\U'ntit1ec to 
ce.lcule>.te ;he velocity P.nd the altitude at burn-out: 
}.fog = 1121 000 lbs. 
~ = 0.803 
c = 11,000 ft./aec. 
?1 = 6.2 
Diameter = 8.41 ft. 
Anso;.rer 
c;, = 0.574 
fo = 0.002378 
I ~ = 22,000 ft. 
2 ~ = 32.2 ft.jseco 
• "'- . ( 0) ,, ) 
'-1 ;; "1. - '1 = 15 4oo- /, otJ (Q :: 14, 314 rfh«c.. (J, {/r tTl 
FerfornFnce Parameters 
g i s evi t!.ent fron the discussion in the previous section that the 
eff ect of dr?g is e.hrays to reduce the velocity and altitude. There:.:'ore 
"te have t ·.;o conflic tina tendencies: In order to minimize the influence of 
gl'e.vity, thn curning-tinc must be short. On ~he other han<.l, short bll.l·niU£~-
t i ne r.1e~ms very h igh velocity at the lo,_.,rer altitudes •:rhere the air densit-.r 
i s high and the r efore hi~h drag. Hence there must be an optimum aoc.eleration 
fo r a ny given cese o 
Let us ~ssume constant thrust and effective exhaust velocit,v. Then 
tho equation of motion can be 111ritten as 
(3.26) 
NO'.II if ~?" is the initial acceleration at t = 0 • .. rhen jJ =; :::: 0 
?'lo ?a 
F 
- ,, 
= (3.27) ?h, 
t,rhere ?(J is the ~ravity at sea-level. 
quantities as foll0\•18: 
No~ let us introduce the non-dimensional 
(3.28) 
1:rhere R is the radius of earth. Then Eq. (3.26) becomes 
(3.29) 
[f)~~J~X~Y} 
where Q,c:~ is the velocity of sound at sea-level and co* is the drag 
coefficient at r-1 = 1 and ~ =fJ; The ratio crJc; is a function of 
Mach nwnbor ~~ (neglectine the Reynold's number effect) and 
(3.30) 
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'~<or a suecific atnosi>here, ~ and% are c;iven functions of 7 and 
lf(o/0: is a fixed constP..nt. 
The va lue of' '2j at 'burn-out is given by' 
(3.31) 
Lat A = j J: ao~ A~~ 4,,/t~ (3.32) 
A is the 
t } I r, 
same 1_)\ltauba.tion paronete.,.. 11sed for drag correction. Therefore 
for vertical flight of e. rocket '·Ti th constant thrust and exh.e.u.st velocit~r, 
the parameters of the problem are 
cz 
) 
' 
A 
If the rocke t bo~ has geometrical similarit.y, then ~~t;* is a fixed 
function of H and thus dro-ps out of the list. If' ·:re have determined the 
~ o~tinum VElue of ?t~ for such a group of' rockets, it must be a function 
of ? , :/!1 Jo ?..nd A . If we are considering the same pro:pellan t, then 
11.-JI. is a function of ~ and A . Previous caJ.culA-tions· by F. J. i·la.lina 
and A. H. o. Soith give 11.0~~ .f for{'-" 0.7 andA;v 3. Later calculo..tions 
*' . by H. R. lvey, E. N. Bo•11en, Jr. and L. F. Oborn;v give ??Ci "'V 2 for denser 
rockets. 
It is of practical inportance to point out that if ,.oJe fix the vTeight 
?nd of t h fJ rocket and 5: , the value of A is depenrlent upon the propellant 
density. Thi s is because low density propellent requires larger volume of 
propel lant tanl:s and hence large A and A • If ''Ia have e. partiCular 
Refs: !·faline_ e>..nd Smith: 11Analysis of Soundine Rocl:::ets" J.Aero.Sciences 5:199{1932) 
Tsien c,nd aaJ.ina: J. Aero. Sciencee 6: 50 (1939) 
Ivey, .Do':!en, J r. F-n d Oborny: lTAC.\ TU 1401 {J.947) 
'.nit l.al '•Te i t;ht and swmni t a1 t i tude in mind, 'rle can set up a n'3w pe.rr..."e ter 
is 
tlfhichJ\a mea sure of this combined property of c an<.l density. This l~ind of 
propellant eveluation has been done. Ho·,ever it rena.ins to be pointed out 
that if the rocket is very large, the drag influence or A influence can 
be neglected. Then the best propellant is the propellant 'Nith highest c. 
Optimum Thrust Programping 
Eq. (3.3) can be •rrritten a.s 
~.4 j t, 1-~ r! 
?IJo e = _p_ e c. dl: + "W)1 e c 
0 
. 
Now if ?o is not zero, this means thr rocket nust be boosted to this 
velocity by ?..n initial impulse. lf ,, ~ consider the rocket motor to have 
ve.riable thrust, ste.rting '>~i th an infi.ni te thrust to boost the rocket to 
velocity jo , then ??10 e ~ is re<: lly the gross initial mass includ.ing 
the boosting: Therefore if •.1e 'rJish to c~.lculate this gross •·Teicht, •11e wrtte 
(3.33) 
The uroblem of optimum thrust · rogra.mming can then be formulated as 
follo'.>Ts: Given ?J?1 J ~ f"' and the drag function])(f,'#J • vthat should be 
the function ~(t) , su.h thet 7110 is a mi.Dimum 1 The auxiliary conditions 
• 
are f(o):o and that/1 and" at e:·.d of burning must be such as to ree.ch the 
specified summit e.Jliitude Y. To l'each the given summit alUtude •dth the 
• 
speci:fied H. and l>. J1 and p aro related, say 
. 
It= -lr;,J (3.34) 
't~here ¢ is a g tven function. l'or instance. at very high altitudes Tmere the 
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D iz negligibl"e due to l0\'1 air density' 
(3.35) 
To find the conditions for the solution of this variational problem, 
let the required function be 
•llith 
Uo\.; let_ the:oe be an artitrary :function r(i) such that 
'J ·(O) • 0 
(3~36) 
(3.37) 
but other~ise completely unspecified. Then the "neighboring" functions 
to /{i) can be constructed aa 
ft-t) == ? (i) + J,(£) p (I} (3.38) 
where k is a pa r.ameter but not a function of time. Because of (3.37) ~ 
sat i sf iea t he ini tiaJ. condition 1 (o)-= 0 • The duzation of powe~ed flight, 
or the burning time, for the optimum solution is ti . For the neighboring 
solution, t he burning time is i + ~ 
I 
k is thus a function of ~. For 
t he optimum solution, k and & both veAish. Therefore 
~{0) = 0 (3~39) 
--J.. (&) ~ (., 1-/(0) 
By considering only terms up to first order in E. 
" = j(t,+E) = 1(i",)+ t j(f;)+ J,(o) € '/(t1) (3.40) 
(3.41) 
• d-n 
whe re 'YI :: --::~ { J.t: 
- . 
• Ho~·rever '?-t and f, must satisfy Eq. (3.34) so that the 
neighboring solutions rl.ill represent rockets reach~ the specified 
summit altitude, the stated auxiliary condition. Therefore 
. j; = </J{-y,) +(1$), (-j -1,) + --·· ·-
:: # ' ( ~ J, ( !• - ~) + - - - • - . -
By using (3.40) and (3.41), the above equation gives 
This eqUE.tion then determines the value of~f!J) • With the ·i.(o) so 
determined, the neighboring solutions will definitely satisfy all auxiliar,y 
conditions. 
'.'#'ith 7J{t) specified, the total initial mass 71(0 will be dependent 
upon[, ~ Let i;-~ott-
c. 
Then by s ubstituting (3.38) and (3.41) into (3.33), •,re have 
-t,+£ i+£j,o~i;j{t,)+;t;-~al£ 
?11.(EJ:f I F(1MrjrAj, t )al: .. ""e "' 
~ 
The condition for~ (t) to correspond to the optimum solution can now be 
sta.ted sioply as 
{~) 
?f ~:() - 0 
Carrying o•.1'.; the required differentiation, \-le get 
is arbitrary other than the condition r(o):=O • Therefore 
in order for the equation to be true, 
(3.43) 
and 
(3.43) is 'iihe familiar Euler-LE>.gra.nge differential equation. (3.44) is the 
result of the auxiliary condition of the problem, sometimes called the 
condition of transversality. 
By eliminating J.{o) bet\<~een (3.42) and (3.44), one has 
O:;[j,-(1/~ iJ?~>(V~ ~[(}}), ((>1)-7("/,JjF(~,~~-t;) 
+»~,{[(1j~ 1rt,;-f(tvJri>tJ~-fCt,){j,-rifJ,!}· j,~-t, 
But '[(f) is c..r'bitra.ry. Therefore, in order for the above equation to be 
true, the sums of quantities \·Jhich multiply into (_(ft) a.nd J{i,) must be 
zero separately. Therefore 
and 
0 (3.46) 
Equations (3.43), (3.45) and (3.46) are not•t the complete ans,1er to the 
variational problem. That is, the thrust ·,rogrsmmillg must be such that 
Eq. (3.43) is satisfied at every instant r.£ the po•t~ered flight and in 
addition at the end of the po,rrered flight, the condition given by {3.45) and 
(3.46) must be satisfied. 
These conditions ean be reduced to simpler forms if the relation for F 
and D is reintroduced. Then (3.43) ber.omes 
(3.47) 
• 
when the drag is specified as a funttion of/and/• (3.47) g.t.ves the 
differential equation for the traj<Dtory f(t} . 
(3.45) and (3.46) nov become 
{3.48) 
and 
(3.49) 
(3.49) is however automatica.lJ7 satisfied if (3.34) specifies the trajector,y 
during coasting. The differ !ltial SC1_ua.tion during coasting can ba deduced 
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from (3.17) by putting~= 0 
d " 
/71 I !!:.1!. = - 7111 ~ - ZJ 
eLf; (/ 
01' 
hl,fJf/J =-m,,-:b(!,j,) 
This is exactly (3.49). B.1 eliminating ((qPJ. , between (3.48) and (3.49), d..J "I 
the condition at the end of the po•1tered flieht is finally expressed as 
But m, j, + Z), -1- ?n, r is equal to the thrust just before burn-out, 
and is thus usually not zero. Hence the above equation is equivalent to 
(3.50) 
The problen of optimum thrust programm~ can now be discussed in 
more concrete terns: Since the aerodynamic drag D enters linearly and 
homogeneously into Eq. (3.47), th?.t equation is actually a second order 
differential equation for f(-1:) , independent of the size of the rocket 
body. Ho•:1ever, bei~ a second order differential equation, •:ri th only one 
initial condition f(o):::o • the initial velocity or velocity after boosting 
. 1- is yet free ~..nd undetemined. It is determined, however, by the 
condition (3.50) at the end of the po•:1ered flight. In other words, for a 
given size of the rocket and for a ~iven final mass ~/ , there is a 
corres:pond.ing optimum booster velocity Jo and subsequent optimum thrust 
program~i~~ for any specified ~~it altitude Y. In general then, the 
optim\ll!l s ol ution ab1ays involves an impulsive start f"rom rest. This is a 
c:t>.2.racteristic of the p roblem. 
G. H1:>nel * ht>_s s tu(lied the 1)roblem of optimwn thrusting prograrmning as 
e::<.rly as 1927. Ho•-rever his solution is incol!lplete, for not giving the 
. ~ 
condition (3.50). J.fore recent complete inveatiga.tion shows that the gain "b.1 
O')tinum thrust progrPJ!U!lin~ is not large. Ho•:rever for very large rockets of 
long r.?nee, the pa"¥ lot>.d is onl;v a verly slllP.~l fre>.ction of the gross weight. 
Then even a small gain in therms of the gross weieht could ~ive a substantial 
i~provement in p~ load ratio. The interesting characteristics of the 
optimum thrust solutions are 1) the considerable initial boosting to a~;1roxinately 
1000 fps. r>nd 2) the subsequent smooth thrust veriation •.'lith re.pidly increasing 
thrust egainst e.l ti tude. 'llhether such ideal optimum solutions are feasible 
in enr.;ineerinP, prActice is a question ;vet to be ?.ns•l/ered. 
Problem 3.5 
Set up end derive the eqUPtions for optimum thrust programming b;v fixing 
Y, '1'?10 and the drag function D(J, jJ. 
u u 
"' G. HaMel, "Uber eine mit dem Problem der Rakete zusammenhangende 
Aufgahe der Vc::riationsreclmung11 • Za.MM 7:451 (1927) 
Jt . Ts1en and 3vans, J. Am. Rocket Soco 21:99 (1951) 
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4. ~ting ~cket Tre..iectories 
In tho follo•lline series of lectures, .,.,e shP.J.l consider rocket 
trajectories for r8.nge over the surf::>,ce o:f the earth. If maximum r;:~nge •ttith 
a ~iven rocket is the aim, then in eeneral ~e hR.ve two questions to ask~ 1Nhat 
is the best po•:rer trajectory? Wha.t is best coasting tra.jectory1 ·:le ha.ve seen 
in the last section that •:lith reletively small penalty in loss of velocity due to 
grPvity, and c.ue to e.ir drag, '\'e c;;o.n penetrate the dense layer of the atcosphere 
•.'lith a resulting hieh velocity. For long ranee rockets, it is certP..in that 
the ontimum po•·rer tr::~.jectory ~rill be rel~tively short P.nd the -purpose is to 
achieve ~1igh velocity at burn-out. Th<; refore the vertical po•.-1ered trajectory 
must be close to the optimum po·.~ered trajectory even for long-ra.nee rockets. 
The actual optimum trajectory •11ill be slightly curved by using the 
aerocJyna.mic lift forces of the •,rings and the body, and the azoa.vi tationa.l 
forces. 'tle shall assume here that the velocity 2.t burn-out for such curved 
trajectory can be approxima.ted by the velocity for ·~ertical. trajectory 
calculated previously. The inclination of the trajectory at burn-out is so 
controlled ~s to ~ive ~xi:mum range by co~stine. neglectine the contribution 
to r~n~e during po•ttered flight. This 111ould be good approximation for long--
ranee rockets. 
The remaining question is then tha.t optim.um coasting trct,,jectory :for ranc:e 
•:ti th fixed initial. velocity. In a. scale of thous?.nds of miles, the dense 
layer of air being only e, fe• .. r tens of miles thick is negligibly tl-J.n. .An 
apyroxin~.te picture •11ould be to consider P.ll aerodyn?..mic forces to be 
available only at "zero" altitude. Under such circumstances, the best trP.jectory 
definitely inclu<le a. high-so;::o,ring loop. •.-tith negligible drag. This is 
approximated by elli~.,tic va.ccum trajectory. ':le shal.l consider this p?.rt of 
coa sting t r a.jectory first. 
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The effects of the rot?.tion of the eFrth •'lill be neglected first. 
The flieht is considered to have started at the surface of the earth 
>:-ti·lih a velocity -v,; •11hich is inclined to the surface by an angle J,V" • 
Use polar coordin~te end let 8:.0 corresponds to the summit of the trajectory. 
&:-~ is the VElUe Of £} at the St?..rting point Of the flight. Due to 
symnetr,r of the trajectory, the range ~ is 
{4.1) 
where R is ?gain the radius of the earth. 
Let the Mass of the vehicle be ~ , then the force of attraction from 
the center of the earth is, according to the Hcwtoni?~ la~ of gravitation 
-"'Jn, 
~ 
•.there k is the constant. The potential energy at -1- , due to this force of 
attrc-.ction is eo_u~l to the nege.tive of the •·rork done in letting the mass 
11 fa.ll" fron infinity to4. Thus 
A.-
PokJ?+,,_f Energy =+j :..""' (r-4) = i 711 [;!-t-_ 
The kinetic energy is given by 
(4.2) 
{4.3) 
"'lith r1o air dr?--5, the sum of potentiaJ. energy end kinetic ener«Y must 
be a constant e~uel to the ve~ue at the starting point. Hence 
The linear momentum i n the circumferential direction is fYt-'2; £i . 
Therefore the moment of momentum is ?n~ £1~ . No•,r since the centx·al 
attractive force '!Till not act on this qu<'nti ty, the moment of momentum wil l 
be constant ?..nd eqUF~ to the vP~ue at the ~;(;arting point. Hence 
-13- ~1: = R ~ UrrJ, ~ (4.5) 
(4.4) and (4.5) are the two first integrals of the ~amic system end is 
useful here to derive results de:·;ired. 
d4 d4 d& 
J.. t- = ;r;r ttr 
The refore ··1ith (4.5), ':te have 
By substituting (4.5) and (4.6) into (4.4). we get 
Solving for ( :-:) 
Or 
(4.6) 
(4.?) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
This e~urtion can be integrated ~s 
-~r fi'V:~ ~- .,t & f-~ - Cc1t -1.- If 1/;C/JfJ ¥1 
jv,~- 2R~ -1- R 
, R~V: Cr.~;;. }!I J 
•..rhere the integration constant t7C is incorporated. This equation cen 
be re'trri tten as 
- Cile& = 
R~ Cbri"¢ _ ..,/, 
4 Rv;o- 11.1 
j ,2 ..zA/ ~~ 
"l{, - -;r- -f D2 2.. ~ 'JIJ 
,,-zroC64r 
(4 .. 10) 
No• .. r at the surface of the non-rotating earth, the gravi tatione.l constant 
is ?o , therefore 
=-If~ (4 .. 11) 
Therefore (4.10) becomes 
(4.12) 
Or 
(4.13) 
This e QU?.tion sho'rlS that JV is a maximum •:then 8: 0 as specified. Therefore 
our choice of the integration constant in (4.10) is correct. 
-4:1.-
Let 
(4.14) 
Then (4.13) is 
:But ~ :::. 1 •:~hen t9: &0 , therefore rr 
(4.15) 
Hence 
= (4.16) 
For a specified v~~ue of ~ and pv , (4.14) gives e. Then (4.15) 
~ives ~ • ':Fith 4 'tla can calculate the rco.n~e 3, by (4.1). The 
summit radius A.,.L is given by 
fi.;, 
R (4.17) 
It is to be noted that the VP..lue of 6 is less than 1 for elliptic 
t rajectory concerned here. If £ > J , the trajectory is hypcrbodic and the 
Yehicle •·rill not return to earth. Thus for our case, 
(/) To calculate the time of flight t , the symmotry property of the path 
gives 
Ey (4.5) and (4 .8), this relation can 'be '.oJri 'tten as 
The result of the integration is, using (4.17) 
(4.18) 
Optimum Elliptic Trajectory on Non-rotl'3.ting Earth 
For a non-rotatine earth, the equations derived in the previous oection 
suf'fice. Let us consider first the optimum trajectory •.d thout earth rotation. 
The optimum trajectory is the one of minimum ~ , for a given range, or given 
2 ~ • :By elir.linating Ccli ~ 'bet•rteen (4.14) and (4.15), 
For a fixed d:. , we can determine the value of £:, which ~..rill give 
6 
minimum 1!; • Let this _optimum value of ~ be t "'• then 
= 0 
(4.19) 
Thus the equFtion for&.* is 
(4.20) 
The ap;>ropriate f, * is obtained, remembering that f.< I. 
1- ~6t, 
6...6'o 
The value of£.*, the correspondi:_ng minimum -zr* is given by 
0 = 2 ~~ 1-~ 4,-) v!,2 ( I l()ff D ~8, / (4.21) 
The correspondin,.~ value of Qnz,~~· is, from (4.15) 
Corz,.2 ?h* = C(;c, #.. f)(J 
Y" 2 (/-~do) 
Or 
(4.22) 
Therefore JV It: is e.l•-reys less than !.J . 
The S1..U!lr.lit altitude Hj is given by (4.17) and is 
* *" * H, f ~) rJH;;.J/1 I -
fl = Lir;t' 1~ e~ -
/-~~ 
c.,Z.j -1 (4.23) 
The time of flight of the optimum tra.jectory is c.?J.culated from (4.18). It is 
(4.24) 
It is interesting to note that the previous e~uations all reduce to well-
kno~~n rela-tions for flat ePrth if the range or d_ is very small. :For instance, 
0 

s -
for smsll d / (4.21) becor.tes 
Then 
For a non-rotating earth, 
= 32.2577 ft./sec.2 
6 
3956.5 miles= 20.88 x 10 ft. 
(4.25) 
the 
-:) 1/J~ H,* CalculP.te 'f'v r , "" :.>.nd t(') for a range of 1600 miles and for 
/1- nr ~-- . 
.y. 
Effect of Barth Rotation 
Since •11e have assumed that the elliptic tre.jectory is high above the 
dense le~er of atmosphere, the rotation of the eP.rth has no effect on the 
motion of the vehicle. The calculation cen thus be done most simply in non-
rota.tine coordinates. This is the procedure e.dopted in the previous section. 
The effect of earth rotation is felt, ho•rrevcr, both et the startine point of 
the trP..jectocy ~nd e.t the end })Oint of the trajectory. At the starti.n.e 
point, the velocity to be sup]1Ued by the po•·Jered n ieht is not evctly the 
vector of me-enitude ~ inclined at angle "f' in the pJane of the trajectory. 
The velocity to be supplied by the po•:Jered flight is the relative velocity to 
the rotating eP.rth. The diffe:-ence of the 11absolute velocity11 specified in 
the previous section and the rel~tive velocit,y is the circumferential speed 
of rot~>.tion. This circumferentie.l. speed is J2. R ~~ is th!3 
a.ngul~tr velocity of e2.rth rotation and rj; is the angle o£ latitude. zero 
at equf'tor, goo at pale. 
A·(; the P.j1.d !>Oint , the effect of earth rota.tion man.ifest itself as the 
shift in t he ef fective range. t (l) h t h If is the time of flig t. en d~.ng 
t 0J • the longitude has "rotated" by .f2 t (IJ This may increase the 
range or decrease in range accordine to end point being west o£ the starting 
point or e~.s t of it. The same sense o£ che.nge occurs in the relative velocity 
to be supplied by the po•rrered flight. Therefore no•11 the optimum trajectory 
will be different than the one determined in the ~revious section. Furthermore, 
the optimu:n trajectory •,Jill depend upon the orientation •rri th respect to the 
axis of rotation of earth. The problem is thus eonplicPted and perhaps the 
optimum trajectory can be only conveniently determined by graphical method. 
Problem 4.? 
C~lculate the required relative initial veloc~ty and the effective range 
for the 1600 mile absolute trajector,y coopated in Problem 4.1. Consider two 
cases only: Hot ion in eq_Ufl.torial plane. to•,rard east and to•rrard west. 
Coastine Flight Around the Earth with Lift 
Trajectories other then the elliptic trajectory will be carried out ~iith 
the lift fron the • ..ting and the boey. Such flight has to be '"tithin the 
atmosphere •:rhich rotates •:ri th the c<>-rth. Then the most convenient coordinate 
system •:rill be that fixed '.'lith respect to the rotating et>.rth. The equations 
of motion of a particle in such a coordinate system 1s cocplicated by the 
so-called Corioles forces. The follo•.dng C<>~culations are ho'!rever only 
approxime. te and. have the main purpose of comparing the ranges obtainable from 
different type of tr?..jectories. 'tie shall therefore simplify the analysis by 
assumi~ the earth to be non-rotating. This asswnption is used for ?.J.l follo,,ring 
calcula tions. 
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Co as t.ine n i e;ht around the earth •:ri th lif t 1 s considered to be 
carri ed out a t a constant ra.dius equel to R. The lift produced by ·:;he 
•.o;ing must counterbalance the reso.l tant of the gravi tationa.l attraction and 
the centrifugal force. Actually the altitude of flight is not const~~t but 
so varied to enable the L/D ratio to be always at the maximum value. But 
since the atmosphere is relatively thin, this altitude variation is negligible 
in conpe.rison •dth the .ranee. 
If "111.1 is the mass, the lift is 
u'" In{ /o -If") 
'1here tb is the velocity, parallel to earth surface. Let the average L/D r a tio 
during the flieht be .A • Then the drag due to lift is 
The e quP.tion of' motion is then 
(4.26) 
where .X is distance alo~ the earth. This equation can be •. .,ri tten as 
_.£_~ ;J ~.R d 0 --x ) e - ~,rf nZ. d.r. e w, =-
Thus 
2 2 
--x ~ --x 
1: .\IT U = joff e ~~~ + CJ~ (4.27) 
The constpn t is determined by the initi~:~l condition that at X=o • ~- l/,0 • 
Thus 
(4.28) 
. 
: 
. 
. . 
.. -
. ' 
I 
~ .,.. ! . 
I 
l~o 
Tzy- eliminc>.t5.ng the constant bet• .. :eeu (4.27) and (4.28), •IJa have 
(4.29) 
The renge ~ is determined by the end condtion: At X=J; • {L:::: 0 • 
Then (4.29) gives 
Hence by soliving for $2 ~ 
(4.30) 
The ranee is thus directly proportionE~ to the average L/D ratio ~ • 
The maximum value of L/D it a function of l.ta.ch number and the Reynolds 
number. At high Mach ?umbers, the lift coefficient Ci at ma.:.dmum L/D is 
quite small. say o.oa. So if the glide begins at a velocity of 121 000 ft./sec. 
F.nd if the "•,ling loading" is 30 lbs./ft2 • Then the density ratio ()' is 
determined by the relation 
2 
30 = 0.0011895 X 12,000 X0.08 ~ 
Thus ~-:::: 30 
111-Jf .r II ,/9 .r o.oj 
This corresponcls to en altitude of ap:nroximately 140,000 ft. or 26 miles .. 
If the •,ring chord is 10 ft •• the Reynolds numbar based upon the ·11ine chord 
'.vould be ?.p·nrox:i.rletely 2x106 • Therefore •:te <>.re still •.dthin the ree~m of eas 
dynP~mics. For a 5% thick •otin1.; at ~t=6.9, recent test shows* that L/D of 6 is 
possible. According to the ~arsonic similarity law1 eo.xne ratio •:rill occur at 
higher t-lach numbers ':lith thinner sections. Therefore a vehicle of the 
dimensio!ls considered, it value for A. should be bet•11een 4 p..nd 6. 
• !1c1cllan1 C .H. IIExploratory '.H!ld·T·mnel I!lvestigation of ':line;s f'Jld Bodies 
e.t H== 6o911 J. Aero. Sc. 18: 64:1 (1951) 
X 
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It is i n t e r esting to note that for small /L0 f (4 . 30) can be 1tlri tten aG 
$. =::. A_ u: { . I/ a:) I ( U/)4l- J 
;I - 2 Jo L j r Z \J()R + 3 lJo'T + -- ·- ~ (4.31) 
By comparing this equation with (4.25), ~.,e see that if A>..2. , the ranee 
obtained by gliding is larger than the range obtained by the elliptic 
trajectory high above the atmosphere. both ,,.,ith the s::>.me initial velocity. 
If '"e take only the ini tie1 tezm of (4.31), the result cen be interpreted as 
the equality of the •:rork done against drag to the initial kinetic energy. 
This is as follo•.11s: The lift at small t/, is roughly ;m/o , the drag ~~ • 
The total •:1ork done is thus (?nj/.A)J.; • The kinetic enerGY is _/ m tt.2 e 2 ., 
Hence the result. The additional terms in (4.31) represent the gain due to 
centrifugal force from the eonvilinear motion of the vehicle around the earth. 
To determine the time of flight, we observe that 
dt = !ft J ~ = dJ: 
Q'~ ;{.b 
Therefore the tota.l time of flight i (a) is from (4.29) 
~berefore by letting 
J = 
the lovH3r limit of intet~ration in J is 1 end the upper limit 
Hence I 
I 
is a o (.J-:!5..) 
tft,R 
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(4.32) 
":lhen the velocity is small. the above equ::ttion can be expanded, 
j 
(4.33) 
The loading term again be interpreted very simply: The drag is ~;~ 
Tile dec9leration is thus /If/)\_, . The time to decelerate to zero velocity 
iFJ thus ;t Ut.4 
(4.30) and (4.31) shO'AT that the aver~e speed of the coasting fli~t is 
independent of the b/D r.?.tio and is equal to 
~ t4! 1/.U4) 1(~J.,.2. J 
-'<&) = T 1 + -l )__!!. +- -) ~ ----- --
. (, 6 f?Jo 90 /( /() 
(4.34) 
The average speed is thus approximately half of the initia.;L speed. This is 
c·:msiderably less than the average ground speed of the elliptic trajecto17. 
Pull-Outs during Coasting 
To en:~er the e-lide from thEl elliptic flight path. 'Fie have first to turn 
0 
the vehicle throue")l an angle of approxime.tely 40-45 • Simile.rly to join the 
different loops of a skip trajector,r we also need such pull-ups. In this 
section, ':Ie she.ll calculate approximately such elide tre.jectories. 
Since such a turning pa~ is relatively sh~rt~ the earth can be assumed 
to be flat and the ~rl?:vih.tional field parallel. Let the radius of the 
cir~ular path be~ and the anGle measured to the right of the verticle be~. 
The velocity alonp; the }Jath is "t</. Then if 711 is the mass of the vehicle, 
·the 1 i.ft is e 1ua.1 to 
X 
-vo-
2 7rz(;o~&+~) 
AgP.in let )\ be the average L/D ratio during the flight. Then the drag is 
f (Jo~IJ + ~2) 
Therefore the equation of motion is 
(4.36) 
But W= 4-# = && 
dti.T = "-deJ& 1 c1 ( ~~J TF /(/ Te Tf = I -;;re- /1.. C7 
(4.36) 
Therefore if ':le put 
(4.37) 
(4.35) becomes 
(4.38) 
~1is eqUE.tion c~n be e~sily integrated. The result is 
{4.39) 
where A is the inteGration constant. 
To d~te4~ine this constant, we utilize th~ initial condition thP.t ~=~ 
-::he angle of entry into the circular part. Thus ''lhe:o. (J=-oC• 
;;r_ r = ~ ., Therefore 
2. +2 ~ A "i"'oc 
-- e ,, ~ - -
By elimina.tine the constant A bet•.•Teen (4.39) and (4.40), 'lie have 
'11 = e- ~(~+rK)[':!:!! + 21/(J { (-f:. -;)~«- -.1 ~}J 
( /V (/+~) "~ ,\ 
-(l:t) { (fz -t)e;w,(} +-£ ~&} 
This eqU?tion then gives the velocity along the flight path for any & • 
At the exit. of the path, tJ =,II and tu"": <dj • Then (4.41) becomes 
The horizontal distance covered is 
(4.40) 
(4.41) 
(4.43) 
No•rJ let us consider t•·ro S"!Jecial cases: To join the different loops of 
skip :path, •:re need a pull-up path •·ri th r;C:;: [5 -v 7J Let us then take 
o<'=(3 = !fj:- • Futhermore, let the radius A_., of turni11g be such that 
,.a;: 2. 
; ~ h/o 
(4.44) 
and 
2.. .2 
d M/0 . -tliC 
t.J3 = J.f21o = (). 2 3 S!i' /o (4.45) 
If ·~re take the a.-l,raee L/D ratio during the turning to be 6, then (4.44) 
gives 
(4.46) 
The second special case is the pull-out from the do•;~n•,rard part of the 
elliptic trajectory to the horizontal ~r.:lide. Here •. ,e take p(.. =~ , (3= 0 , 
and 
Then (4.42) becomes 
(4.47) 
and S
3 
same a.s (4.45). In vie':l of the fact that here the •rring is also 
used to give lift during the horizontal glide, the L/D ratio during the pull-
out must be less thP.n the optimum. If •:1a take :\ =If • then (4.47) r;ives 
(4.48) 
Conmfl.risor. of the Skip Trajectory •rri th Stead..y Glide Tre..iecto:rz 
The hro types of trajectory ''lhich he.ve to be compared are 1) the elliptic 
loop combined ':lith the steady ~li.Cle, 2) the skip trajectory• '"i th nul tiiJle 
loops. These are the typical trajectory possible .,,ith •.·ringed rockets. 
~ ' E. s;;.nge r e..ud J • .Bredt, "A rocket Drive for Long Range .Bombers 11 
Tre..nsle.tion CG:J-32 (Tiua.er, Navy Depe.rtnent) 
For t he elliptic loop combined ,,,i th 3teaey glide, the range of the 
f ir3t loop vith specified initial velocit,y ~ is given by formula f~r the 
elliptic trajectory.. Then turning path after the reentry into the dense 
atmosphere •,rill begin •rlth the velocity -1.{; 1 the same initial velocity. but 
the horizontal gHde starts •tli th a smaller velocity. If the pull-up is done 
at 3 Jo and ~ .:= .f • then the veloc1 ty reduction during the turn is 
specified by (4.48). The range during turn is given by (4.45). The rAnee of 
the horizontal glide is then c~~culeted b,y (4.30). 
For the skip trajectory, the range of the first loop is approxime.tely 
Actuelly the range is larger due to earth curvature and the 
reduction of { '.'lith P.l ti tude, as c:>.lcula.ted in the previous section. ·rre 
shall correct this later. The ra~~e covered in the first turnin~ path 
is, eccording to (4.45) 
2. 
().285.5"~ 
,fo 
since the ini tia.l velocity -z:; is recovered '\>then the vehiclEf re-enters the 
atnosphere. The tota~ range covered in the first loop is then 
.2. /·2355~ ~ 
The seconcl loop starts with a velocity v; wh1 ch is smeller than the initial 
velocity ~ 
by (4.46) or 
due to the energy loss during pull-out. The ratio is given 
(~ ).2. = o.5052. 
Hence the ran;~e of second loop is only 50.52% of the first loop. By re!1ee.ting 
this consideration. the r.?.nge S of the conplete trajectory is then 
$ v;,~{ - :1.. 3 J = f . .2. 355" T- I + 0·5052 -1- ( o . .sos-.2) -1- (o.fTOS.Z) +-----
2 
- ...z.14 /. 2. 3 5".5' 
~J.i; "'Z-0»0 is considered as the range of the first loop or $1 • Hence 
s == ~·5"0 ~ (4.49) 
Ly this method of identifying 'V!J"' 'IIi th S, , ,,,e h..~ve corrected the error 
introduced at the beginning of this calcule,tion. The multi-loop or skip 
trajector,y is lar~er than the elliptic trajector.y by 150%. 
Actual numerice~ comparisons bet•,.,een the single loop ~tlith glide and the 
skip trajector,y show that the difference is quite small. The second type is 
slightly favored in range. Ho•lfever due to the approximate nature of the 
ane,lysis the true comparison can easily be other.1ise. The ir.tportent result is 
that a 15Q% increase in range is possible by using •,rings. The question of 
optimum glide trajector.y fo~ a pratical design remains as a unsolved variational 
problem. 
Prol:!lem 4.3 
Calculate the renges of single loop and glide, and of skip trajectory for 
an initial velocity 1{;= 14,000 ft./sec. ( ~ = 1.360 miles) 
c.) Glide 3,200 miles b) Skip Trajector,v 3,400 miles 
Inefficiency of Ho-rizontal Po•,rered Flight 
Calculations could be easily made to determine the perfornance of 
horizontal po•.1ered flight. It is foun(l that this is highly inefficient for 
obtaining range. The reason for this lies in the characteristic of the rocket 
motor: The thrust is independent of the velocity of vehicle. '//hen the rocket 
is outside the den3e atmosphere 2nd is thus not subject to drag loss, it is 
al'tfays advante.geous to strive for high velocity during the applicFtion of 
rocket thrust. This 1t!ill give more kinetic energy to the rocket end hence 
!.urger ran,<~o. z.tathei:latic<dly, the ciw;nge in velocity .a v- is the sarr.e if 
the -uhrust is the same. But the chanee in kinetic energy is equal to 1/-d ')r • 
Hence the higher ~a velocity of flieht the more efficiently the thrust is 
utilized. 
Other Considerations Concerning Long Range Rockets 
There is a prevfl.iling feeling among aeronauticel engineers that one of 
the most difficult problems in vcr,y high speed flight is the problem of high 
skin temperature at high speed. This can easily be seen ~-rhen one remembers 
that for an "insulated" '.'fall. the temperature is equa~ to the stagnation 
temperature. Of course actua~ly insulated ,,,ell really means wall at tom11era.ture 
equilibrium. The stagnation temperature is c?~culated from the staenation 
enthalpy which is equal to the enthal~y of the free stream plus the kinetic 
energy per unit mass of the free stream. At high Mach numbers, the stagnation 
enthalpy is thus very nuch larger than the free strean enthalpy. This would 
give normally very high skin temperature. However for ver,y high speed flight 
at high altitude as discussed here, the situation is alleviated• by the 
follo•ITing facts: 
a) The density of the air is very 10111 at high altitude, hence the 
etagna.tion enthaJ.p-.f per unit volume is not large. The actual heat flux even 
at hi~h ata.gn?.tion temperature cannot be toe large.. Thus the equilibrium 
state can be reached only e.f'ter a lone time interve.J., :..r the skin has a heat 
Ct>.pac i ty. 
b) There is heat loss due to radi~tion ~hich is relatively more 
important at high altitudes than at lo'.'l altitudes. 
"' \Jf. E. B. Klunker and H. R. Ivey: ".An Analysis of Supersonic Aerodynamic 
Heatine; '·lith Continuous Fluid Injection" :NAC..I\ TR 990 (1950) 
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c) D-Y.e to lo:v pressv.re at high al U tu.cles. the dissociation of' o:x;ygon 
nnd nitrogen molecules into atoms is great~ promoted even at moderate 
tenperatu.res. The dissociation is a endoth~tc re~~tion, especially for 
nitrogen. There is thus a tendency to reduce the equilibrium Skin temperature 
by dissociation at high altitudes. 
If' humans are to be carried in the rocket, then the question. of apperant 
t becomes ioportent. The a.ppe.ra.nt f is a vector •:rhich is the difference 
of the acceleration vector and the gravitational vector. I:f the e.ccelere.tion 
vector is equal to the gravite.tion.aJ. vector, the apparant f disa.::g:pea.rs. The 
apparently grP..vity free state a:!')pears thus •:1hen the body ia in a state of' free 
·' 
fal.l. This hc-.ppens during the ellipi tic trajectory. The main problan during 
zero ~ is the problem of orientation, since human orientation is all b~scd 
Ul~n the sense of gravity. This question is recently discussed by 
P. A. Canpbell.* 
Of more serious consequences is the high/ state durine the initial. 
accelerati~ and during pull-outs. This is a problem studied for sometine in 
aviation medicine. The results •:~ere aumnerized by C. F. Lombard.** The 
rr 
problem for the designer of long-re..nge man-camping rocket is that o£ designing 
•dthin the limits found by such experiments. 
111 See "Spa.ce 1-iedicine", Edited by J. P. Me.rbarger, Univ. Ill. Press (1951) p.62 
** c. F. Lombard, 11Ho•:r Uuch Force Ce.n Body ':li thstand11 Aviation '!leek. 
Jan. 17, 1949 
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5. Performance •,ri th Other Po•.-rer Plant§ 
In the previous chapters, •;~e h?.ve studied the performEil1.ce of vehicles 
pot.tered by rocket. This choice of po•..,er pl?.nt is motive.ted by the desire to 
be able to c~rry out the an?lysis in the simplest manner. Of course, it is an 
open questi on as to •11hethar rocket is the most suitable po•:rer plent for the 
purpose. Rocket is characterised by lo• . , instellation 11Teight but high consuoption. 
Other po•,;er plP.nts, such as rrunjet, have a. higher installation "Ieight but lo•.rer 
~onsumption. It is the purpose of the present chapter to study the effects on 
perfom~mce '''hen a po•.-rer plellt other thfln rocket is used. 
Conm?rison of FO'tJer Plants 
The ve rious propulsive systems for aircraft generally differ in the 
type of fuels used, in the ne.intenance required, in the cost of oper~tion, 
and in the complexitr,r of the mechanisms involved. All these factors influence 
the p~rticular choice of a propulsive system for a certain applicRtion. 
Ho;.;ever, for a general discussion, •11e may choc•se as the urimary criterion, 
the total i nitial •:tei~ht of the system, i.e., the installed '•Teir;ht pluG the 
•.·reight of the pro:9ella.nts carried. Since the fuel ·,reight incree-.ses •r~i th the 
durat·ion of flie;ht, the total initial ''reight of the propulsive system a~so 
increases ''lith duration. Thus, if a very lieht propulsive system has a high fuel 
consu..:·:tp tion, it •..rill be only useful forehort fli~ht du..ra.tions, as the fuel 
'lfeight ~·till soon c~ncel the advanteg e of the smal.l inst~~led •.·rei~ht of the 
sy stem. It is then evident that the different propulsive system should be 
compared for va.rious durations of flight. 
The o t her p?..rarneters •.<~hich effect the performance of tlie r>ropulsive 
system are the velocity of flight end the c>~titude •11here the flight is carried 
out. Thus , for a preliminary cle..ssification of :propulsive system, ''~e should 
ask: :·lhich system has the lo~.,..es·t total ,,.,eight for the same thrust required 
a'; ~ cho11en e.ltiturlo, a.t a certain velocity and for a. given duration'? 
This question ':ras studied by savera.l authors•. The result of cor:rpe.rison 
is briefly the following: For very short durations of the order of a fe\f 
minutes, the pure rocket motor gives the slik.-lllest total ,,.,eight. For speeds 
over 400 mph. the ramjet is most suitable for durations of the order of 10 
to 30 minutes, E~.nd the turbojet fo'!' lonc;er dur.:o.tions. In general, the 
different po, . ;er pl?..nts have their individual. realms of optiumum operation 
in the three dir.umsiona.l spe.ce of coordinates, duration, speed and a~titud.e. 
The above method o:f co~'aring the clifferent pO':ler plants does not take 
into account the characteristics of the vehicle. For Pny given vehicle, flying 
a predetermined program, thereisarclation bet•11een time, speed and altitude. 
In other words, the flight pl~{is a line through the spe.ce of time, speed 
and altitude. The true comparison of power plant is then much more 
complicated, a sort of average of the type of analysis indicated in the 
previous paragraph, •t~e1ghted according to the particul.::>..r application concerned. 
As ~~ example of this type of l?n~lysis. Let us consider the vertical 
flight of a vehicle. If c is now the average v;=~ue of the "effective exhaust 
velocity". in ft./sec., i.e., 
C = .3bOO f' 
s l &. 
the specific consW!lption of fuel or propellant~ hour !)er lb • 
. 
of thrust., then according (3.6), the rela.tion between the velocity tf; • and 
time 1i a~ burn-out to the mass ratio ;n.,j;m-1 , neglecting air drag, is 
* For general method Cf: Th. von K!.rmAn "ColltrlP..rative Study of Jet 
Propulsion Systems as Anr'Jlied to !<iissiles Pnd Transonic Aircraft 11 
J.P.L. Hcl!lorandum No. JPL-2 (1944) 
(5.1) 
Now let us consider a rocket and another vehicle propelled by a O.i:fferent 
:.pc~·:er plant, both •IIi th the same gross \-reight,?n0' o LetS* be the rocket 
specific consumption (I"'V 10 to 18 lb./hr.,.... lb.) and S be the speci.fic 
consumption af'the other po~'ler plant. 
.... 
Generally S < S • Therefore (5.1) 
shows that the final mass of the rocket 711/'• must be smaller than the final 
mass ?.n1 of the other vehicle. This increase in the final mass means that 
the po• . rer plant is heavier. Now if 1?12 is the structuaJ. mass plus the pay 
load mass, considered fixed, and 7t13 the mass of the installed po•.-1er plant, 
excluding fuel, 
} (5.2) 
,,,here WI/ is the rocket engine mass. Now if both vehicles are to reach the 
• 
S?.l:le burn-out speed ~ at the same ti~e instant t 1 , (5.1) gives 
+ (m1)(?11a) k I ;;;;:; * ?n"f == (/- ~) Jm. (..:!:!!:.)¥ (5.3) { 1 + ( ?n3 ) 8 ~~ "n11 
711~ 
\'/here (ml)/m, )* is the mass ratio of the rockete or I-~ • (5.3) can be 
solved for ?ns/'"13 *. 
I+(:;;) 
- (:;) (5.4) 
The eq~~tion gives 
(;- > ){1--fo) 
the value of 1'1'S/~• or the engine ~eieht ratio which 
will give eque~ performance. If the actual engine weight ratio is less 
then this, then the pay load can be increased. The rocket then is not as 
... 
good as the non-rocket vehicle. If the actual engine '!Ieight ratio is larger 
than this, then the rocket is the better eneineg 
As an example, take 
If S = 4 0 then 
> = O·J5 
?n.fm: == 1·1 
if" 
8 =/.If 
"?11!J 
.,.,... = S·S~ 
.3 
Let us consider the vehicle as the V-2 rocket, then the above values 
corresponding to a thrust of 55~000 lbs. and a. rocket engine •11eight of 
2,500 lbs ~ The new allowable engine weight is thus 13,950 lbs. The burn-
out velocity of V-2 is 5,000 ft. If it is possible to operate the ramjet 
engine up to this speed, then certa.inly the ramjet engine •.'Ieight •.'1111 be 
less than 14#000 lbs. for 55,000 lbs. thrust. Then it \•Tould be advante.geous 
t o use the r.ronjet engine instead of the rocket as the power plant. The 
perfomance of ramjet in vertical a ccelerated flight •Aas analysed under 
simplifyine aseunptiou by L. H. Schindel* and J. V. Rovmy.•• The investigF..tion 
definitely indicates the possibility of using the ramjet for such d.yn.anic 
trajectory and the possibility of using it a.s the first stage of a multi-stage 
rocket. 
Jmprovement of Rocket Performance - Nuclear Rocket 
The result (5.4) of the previous section can be also used to study the 
feasibilit.y of any proposed method of improvine the performance of rocket. 
For instP~ce, the exhaust velocity c of a given propellant can be generally 
increased by increasing the combustion pressure. Ho•.iever this means stronger 
.....-alls of the notor 'trill be necessary. The injection pressure will be also 
* L. H. Schindel: 
• J. v. Rev~· : 
11Applice>.tion of lU:.mjet to High AJ. ti tude Sounding Vehicle 11 
Thesis MIT (Aeronautical Engineering) (1948) 
••Ap:;:>lice>tion of Ramjet to Verticp.l Ascent 11 
Thesis CIT (Ae ron?utical Eneineer~) (1949) X 
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higher. All these •:rill t end to increase the •neight of pO\'ier :plant. ~1e 
que stjon is thG.t"1: :ofill the advantage of increased c be cancelled by th~ 
increased weight of the :power plant? This question can be answered by (5.4). 
Since the improvement in exhaust velocity or the specific consumption by 
increasing the combustion pres3ure is generally not large, we can simplify 
(5.4) b_y only retaining first order terms. Let the fr?.ctional increment of S 
oe ~ys* ; the fractioneJ. increment of engine •rreight by .d~;(,.3Jt1• Then the 
reletion bet··reen 1hese t•rro quanties to give s11ne overall performance is 
(5.5) 
In terms of increnent in ~ 
'",j• = { (lr:; J-7 (_~)} ~7, (5.6) 
Therefore if J = 0.75, 111;/7nf = 1.7, then for 1~ irtprovement in exh.?..ust 
velocity. the '.'Ieight of the engine can be increased by 3. 75/~ with the sa.me 
performance. If tho actual design increase in engine •:reight is higher tr..en 
this, the proposal is not • .. rorth,~rhile. 
It is ~f interest to note that as the propellant loading ratio ~ 
increases, the advantage of hi~her exhaust velocit.y is greater. This means 
the.t hi~h -oerformance rockets are •·rorthwhile to be improved. •;thile lo•...r 
perform~nce ~ockets Pre not. 
It has been proposed* to use a nuclear reactor in the form of a bundle 
of tubes •·ri th porous •·ralls to heat hydrogen to extremely high tem..,erature. 
• 
11 Science and ~inaering of l;uclear Po~J/er11 Addison-~>lesley Press. Inc. 
Cambridge, l·1? ss. Vol.II, 1>.124 (1949) 
L. Green , IlGas Cooling of a PoroU:s Hee.t Source" J. Appl. !·1eche..nics (1952) 
(ASHE Reprin t 51-A-32) 

The exhauat velocity 1~ould be quite large. Dut nuclear reactor is rather 
heavy. If radiation shield is required, the •,.reight •dll be even higher. 
(5.4) can be again used to determiite whether such a scheme is possible. 
0 For instance if heating up to 6000 F is possible. then according to Malina. 
and Summerf'ield, C is 26,000 ft./sec., or ,S = 4.46 lb./hr.lb. Let 
5 = 0.80, 711"j = 1.7, andS"*'= 10. Then ~; = 4.89. Therefore if the 
use of nuclear reactor increases the trreight of po•rrer plant system by more 
than 389~. nuclear rocket is not feasible. If less, the nuclear rocket has 
an advantage. 
Inclined Thrust Axis for Lift 
Let us consider the horizontal flight of a ramjet propelled aircraft. 
If V is velocity of flight, v the velocity of discharge and ~ the nass 
ra.te of e.ir flo•.-1, thell if ~.,e neglect the smP.~l fuel •11eight in the discharge, 
the thrust F is 
F - ?';f., ( -v-- y) (5.?) 
This assumes that the discharge nozzle ha.s its axis in the direction of flight. 
If, ho,·rever, the axis of the discharge nozzle is inclined at an anglo Q so that 
the exhaust is discharged do•m•1ra.rd, the thrust F' is now 
(5.8) 
Furthermore now there is a lift force L' equal to 
L/ • I = ~ .,r~(i 
Admittedly. F' is less than F; but if the difference F-F' = ~ r( I-~&) 
is considered as?. drag. then the lift dreg ratio is ~&j{;-Ce~rt-(}) 'llhich is 
quite le.rge for sM..""'.ll (J. At high speed1 the •.-ring L/D ratio is only moderate, 
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therefore ~here io e possibility of usine an inclined nozzle to achieve 
a better o·rerall L/D ratio and hence a sa.viJl8 in fuel. This idea. •:re.s 
proposed by :Bensauson ,* perhB~s not the first time, end was 
analysed b:,r F. ;•felch. •• 
No•:r let us consider an aircra:ft •:rith body cross-sectional area. A, 
l.-!ing area S. The drag coefficient of the body is C.27 , the drag coefficient 
of the •dng is C..l>.z. The body is assumed to be non-lifting. The lift 
coefficien~ of the •:>'ing is ~ • Let C~~ =~ , the L/D ratio of the wiJ'l€. 
T"ne •.t~eight is W. Then the equilibrium of drag and lift eives 
Now let us define 
and 
Then (5. 9) and (5.10) can be •.'ll'i tten as 
2
1 C;p, -+ j C;p~ ( j) _.... c~ (-; ~& -1) 
-f CL (-j) f cm(f) ~& = j c~ 
~ French P:>. ten 'li 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.1.2) 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
F. :ielch, 11Analysis of an Inclined Thrust Axis as Applied to a Ramjet 
Propelled Aircraft". A.E. Thesis, C.I.T. (1950) 
By el 1.mineting (S/A) bet,.lleen (5.13) and (5.14), ''re get 
(5.15) 
In order to have miminum fael consumption. the air flow through the 
ramjet mast be reduced. Thus the opt1mwn condition of operation corresponds 
to minimum ch? • With c.])f end Crc; fixed by _the ~ven specification, we get 
minimum Cm by maximizing the qaantit:y in the square bracket at the right of 
(5.15). Thas the optimum anele of the nozzle axis is 
(5.16) 
T'.au.s 
(5.17) 
If & = 0 D let the Cm be c,() • Then 
(5.18) 
Therefore 
1 
(5.19) 
$- If -p = 1-3, :1 = 6, then ~~ = 0.944., If ~ = 4, then 
c;,f Cm0 = 0.882. Thus there is a fuel saving of 6% :for ~ = 6 and l.a;6 for 
':\ = 4. These savings are quite important if the fuel load is a large fraction 
of the ~ross ':teightc Then even a smaJ.l :percentage saving in fuel ~ mean a 
large percentage increase in pay load. The saving a1so increases if ~ or 
the thrust coefficient of the rrumjet is smaller. 
Necdlcas to s~, (5.19) really is applicab1e to any propulsion 
-v-
system. Ho•!raver f'or turbojets, r is generally qu.ite large. At su.bsonic 
or tra.nson~.c speeds, ~ is quite large. Then the savings iu fuel consumption 
"V"' For rockets, V -+ 00 • b,y inclining the disch&rge nozzle is negligible. 
Then the saving possible is again small. Furthermore, ~or rockets, the 
horizontal powered fl~ht is ver.y inefficient trajector,y. Therefore although 
(5.19) is generally applicable, the only significant case is the ramjet 
• 
powered ai~craf't. 
' 
6. ~§bility P..nd Control - General Concept-a 
The perfomance e..n~.lysis of a vehicle is only a first approximation 
to the engineering solution. It is a first approximation because ,,,e e.ssume 
that all conditions are ideal. me.inly without disturbing forces. In reality 
disturbin~ forces and incidental deviations from aaoumed circumstances 
P .. h.ray-s exist. The question is then •..rhcther the vehicle is stable in the 
sense that it ·rill return to the idef'~ course, or ho•.'/ to control the vehicle 
so that it c?n be made to follo•,t the t1.esired course. These e..re the ::_Jrol>lcm::; 
of stability end control. They are often r:toro com~licP..ted than the !Jroblem 
of pel"fomance ::>.nd require great skill in their solution. For inste..nce, it 
ll 
has been sa.id. thP..t •·rhile eP.rlier inventors, LilienthP.l, ; !ottillard and 
Chanute had carried out short soaring and elidi~ flights. it took the Greater 
genius of the ~<Iri~ht broth~:rs to really solve the control And st::.l>ility problem. 
At pre3ent, the perfornance problem of lonp, renLe flieht at ver,r hich speed 
can be said to have beAn solved in its eeneral outline. But the stability 
and control question is quite fer from this satisf~ctory state of affairs. 
Let us consider the simplest system - a system of one degree of 
freedom. ~enote by~ the deviation from the chosen course, t the time, 
e.nd ol. the constant "sprine constant", then the systen •!rithout forcing 
ftmction is described by 
clct t o( LJ. == 0 dt fT 
The solution of this eqttation is 
;; = . ';/ 0 -e. -..<t 
•.>there ~0 is the deviation or "disturbed position" et 
sinply the initie~ dis turl.Jance. Therefore it is evident 
time t = o, or 
frotl (6.2) that 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
if 
~-67·· 
c;< is positive, tha clistul"b..mcc: •11ill be e decreasing funct1.on of tirne, 
P .. nd eventually the disturbance • ..till disaPPear. The system is then s2.id 
to be stable. If o<. is nega.tiveo the disturbance . ~1111 be f!n incree,sing 
function of time, a.nd eventu~tlly the disturbance •.fill be so large as to 
be hPrmful to the proper oper?.tion of tho system. The system is then said 
to be unstable. The sine:,"'"Ul.ar ce.se of o< = o, is called neutral stability. 
In practice, only stable system is acceptable. 
Uo•11 suppose the spring constant is a. va.ria.ble: The spring constant 
is in ~cnerA.l a function of the condition of the system. For instance, the 
aerod,ynamic coefficients of e.n aircraft is e. function of speed of the aircr?.ft. 
If thP. speed of the aircraft is chan~in~ due to acceleration or decelcr~tion, 
the a erodynamic coefficients •:rill be chnnging. If vre a.re considering the 
deviation fror.t the chosen course, then the speed of e.i rcre.ft ca.n be trP.nsla. ted 
into the time variable through the specified "normal course11 • Thus the 
aerodynamic coefficients or the spring constt?.nts are specified functions of 
tine. In our sinple systemt the differential equation 1s 
(6.3) 
The solution of this equation is 
(6.4) 
•.vhcre ;} 0 is age.in the initial disturbance. If co{ (t) is ah~eys positive, 
then lo~ (d I/") is a.l':Jays nee,ative, then if/ ~~is ah1eys less the.n one. 
In fact, under such circumstences, J I Jo is a decreF.sing function ''lith 
respect to time. The notion is thus stable. If .,I. (t) is c> .• :br~s negative, 
the motion is unstable. 
The interestint'; c:>se is ho••rever ··rhen o< (t) has both positive and 
.,... 'r;a.ti ve YP~ue~. Let c::>'. (t) ~o be first posit ~.ve. then nee;ative. but 
f inally is positive again. This s~ulates the circumstance of a nysteM 
gomg throue)l a. 11unstablelt region. Let t 1 corresponds to the first 
zero of o( (t) and -t..2 the second zero of o{ (t). Then it is easy to see 
thP~ t the mininu.m of ;( 
(6.5) 
The "nrocimum" of(/ . (/mq is given by 
(6.6) 
The main quest-ion is vrhether the ratio JJ11~X / tf~ is too le.rge so that 
the system will not operate ~ro?erly. It is entirely possible to have the 
integrP.l in (6.6) positive even •-lith P.. ttun.stable11 region. Then the log(jt111f./ f"") 
·~11 be neeative due to the neeative sign in front of the integral and 
• Then the sys ten is sa.tisfe.ctory in spite of the fact the.t 
there is an unstable region. 
If the integral in (6.6) is negative, then J Jm"t/ "7\d'ol :·/e shall 
see that the ratio }r»Ytf" can be controllecl by the speed of going throu~h 
the unstable reeion. Lett= k7}, let d-. (t) is given bye?((" ). Then (6.3) 
becomes 
(6.7) 
Or 
(6.8) 
'N'here L'2 is the second zero of o"- (t). Therefore if k is larc-~e. then J'rn0' c;m be very lP..re e if the integral is negative. k l :.:: ree "Means 
" l r ... m ~ :'~ntnrval or eo1.ng through the unsta ble re0ion slowly . .J· tt i "' 
k i s very smP.J.l, the ratio J'n(/ is small even if the inteeral he.s a 
laree negati'le velue~ Hance even if there is strong unstable region~ the 
effect need not be c~.tastrophic if th~ system cru1 go throueh it rapidly. 
An entirely different cheracteristic is exhibited by non-linear systens o 
For inGtance~ if the spring constant co( in our simple first degree system 
is a f,mction of the dis turb2nce J- , then 
.::'1 f ~ r;;; ':1 - o d:t (/ -
Let us put 
Then the solution of (6.9) is spec~.fied by 
{_-_rJ e/j 
J~o ffj) 
On the o';her hand. c1.ifferentia.tionof (6.9) Bives 
d 2; d{ d4 
d;f2 f dJ q;f -::. C> 
d 3l__ + c/ :!{__{-r d ;; \ "l. ~ A£ <:/ ~ ~ 
d-1 3 d;t;o.-;j;r-T d(f eft?. =..o 
- - - - - -
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
(5.12) 
Thus :Lf j, ~.t' a zero of the ~ct::l.on J (t) ancl tm-.t if f ( J-) is rcr;ul e.r <' t 
;), ~ ';i1.en all the derive.tives of J •:rith roS})CCt to t v;nishos. £ecau:;a in 
th2t case, aJ.l the dcriv~tives of f w~th respect to J- are finite pt ;;, 
'I'his I~ean'3 thn:t J appror_ches J, t asy::rptoticellyo In fact. if the ini ti.al 
diS t U.1·ba11C e '1 c . (/ l.S such that 
disturb~nce :fill become Jr 
(/ o 7 'j, , and f { 1 °) 7 0 • then the 
oventuc>..lly. If Jd <:: /, , then -Jf Jt?ko, the 
distur·ba nce •,rill becono (J J even ·tt.ally P.lso. This p?ttenl is r~~poa.ted ' ·lith 
othe r -oe::os of f ( J ) . The V?lu.cs of J for l .?.r c e tine depends upon the 
lv-· 
:1...1i ... :.., 7clu.e.; / "but ar ~ r-•. l ways the ~~eros of t h o function .f (!/)· ... 1 (/<) 
:i. w~l"O of f ('I) P.nd thiS Val.U9 Of 0t~.iill be ~intained as t :::..•L ;oc3 on. 
Jmt if J/f <.:oe.t this (fa. zero cf f <q- ), a sli~ht chanee in the in!.tieJ. 
" iJ produces drastic result: The final(/ will then be the next ze:;:-os of 
f ( J) J.f jJ. 70 • no st1.ch drastic result 'llill occur. Such co!:lplicated 
pattern of "behavior of' the syf3tem is a. characteristic of non-linear sy3ter.1. 
TAe three cxa~ples illustrates the stability problem in three de~reea 
of complexity anu difficulty. If the disturbancmaro small ~.nd the 
chP..:t·acte::-istic time is lone.;, such ~.s airpl<'.Ile under ':!ind llisturbc-nces, the 
problsm is ap~roxiDc":l.ted by linear system '·!i th const?.nt coefficients in the 
differential equr-.tion. If the tirte is Ghort, such as a nissile, {:,he 
probleill can be only solved by linear clif:'eronti[Cl e·1uations '•7i th coefficientg 1~at M.t.-
functions of time. Fin.?-lly if the d.is ·~urbance is large, then the :-; ro'ulem 
is ncn~lineP-r. At present~ only the f i rst c<>.se is studied '·tith a de~rec 
of completeness. This is the present stability and control theory of 
?.ircr:,:;.ft. A snall bcginninr, has been nad.e for the second ce.se. This ie 
clo ~.;ely associated •.vith the so-c:::lled b~llistic disturb:>..nce theory in th['.t 
•,rs a::.•3 concerned. 'lith tho disturba.nce froM the desired. ballistic course. 
!lu.ch ·vork ho··1ever re!12.ins to be done "before •·re can use the theory to solve 
}ira ctic:£'1 problem3. The non-linear problem so fe.r see::ts to be ouch talked 
abont end v e ry little of it is solved. 
• . n -
I n t his ch;:,.:pter. ' •le s.hc..ll gi vo an int:r.odu.ction to the present t heory 
o:f stf:.bility Pnd con~rol b:a;;ed upor. a system o"f linear ordinary differential 
equations ':<lith const? .. nt; coefficients. The basic theo:r:y of the behavior of 
solutions of such systems is of course ,,.,ell-known and clevelo}led many years 
age. The me·thoc1 used in tha classical theo17 is h.orrrever not practical. when 
applied to enr;ineering probJ.e.ms of v ery corrplicated nature. The main effort 
of modern servo-neohanism. s :::eciP.J.:i. s ts is directed to,.tard findinc means of 
a!12lysis Tflhich · is a pplicable to complicated systems. The follo•dng introductoly 
treatnent folL:n<Ja closely e. :paper by ':1. ;3ollay. * 
Laplace Trans:forms 
The appropriate tool for line~.r eq_U.9tions of const~nt coefficients is 
the me t hod of Laplace transforn.. If(/ (t) is :ftmction of t, defined for 
t ~o. the Laplace transform Y(p) is defined aa 
'\ny unit of a cm:~plicated. system is chE:.ra.cteri zed by a.n input 'f~· (t) and 
P •. n out~out J;,b (t ) . They a re rela.tocl through a d i fferential equa.tion 'rrhich 
-:::hr• r a.c terizes the }_)1'0pel·Hes of that unit. Their L::=_place transforms are Y.:.. ( r) 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
'tfe shP.ll separa te the output i n to t"r1o parts: The part (/o (t) is the 
out put d.u e to the input IJ"f;. (t). , The part ~ (t) is due to the ini tiel 
con ditions of the sys t em. I n. the language of classicP~ tlleo:cy, ~(t) is the 
:~ ~i. Hollay: 11Ju3rody rws:'li c St abiJ. :J.t:r a n d Autome.tic Control" J. Ae . s. \ToJ.. 18, 
_np, 5&9-6!. 7 ( 1951 ) 
... 
.;' 
:p~rticulr. r in t ~al due t J..:. { t) ; ,'1 (t ) is the complementary fWlction. ~e 
<~t• 
{7.4) 
and 
(7.5) 
where 
YQ Cf J = f~ -t.-rt /. (-t) Jt. (7.6) 
OoO 
Yp ( f>:: Jo (. -ft /tJ {f:) d-t (7.7) 
We now introduce a special terminology: The ttgaintt of the syster.t is 
defined as 
(7.8) 
Then 
(7.9) 
,.,here (:, (p) is ce~led the "transfer func'.;ion••, or 
(7.10) 
It is evident th~.t J;. (t) f>..nd '!Db (t) a::e not nccesss.rily of tho sf!Jtle dinension. 
Thus Yo (p) and y L. (p) are not necessLrily of the sl'll:l.e di!aension. Henc.e the 
gain K is dimensional q_u.entity, while the tr?nsfor fWlction is non-di1:1ensional. 
The b2.sic units a coP.lplic?.ted s;sstern is resolved are first-ordor or 
second-orcler systems. In our sinplc anr..lysis, ,,e shall therefore study 
particularly the characteristics of the first-order and second-order systoms 
c?.nd the methods for combinine the 11olutions of these sinple systems. The purpose 
of the an?.lysis ··till be t •·!o-fold: (eJ to de termine the rPll{~e of parameters for 
;.rhich t h e overall system is s t ?..blr e1nd (b) to clot er n ine the a ccurc-.cy of control -
i.e., o compute the oYerall output response f or a given input. 
~~lds of Fir st-Or der Systems 
Consider a c2ntilevar ~)ring which has a dashpot at its end. The 
sprine stiffness is k, the dar.tping constant of the da.ahpot is c. The other 
end of the cantilever s-pring is moved up•;rard, 1 ts position being ei ven 'b7 
Ji.. (t). Tho dashpot end ler,s behind the input due to the d.E:I!lping; it 
experiences the displecement } 0 b ( t). (This simple case approximates, for 
exa.:'lp1e, the motion of a recordine !>en havine viscous friction). Neglecting 
the lt:aee-a.cceleration forces, the forces actii!fl on the dashpot are 
Spring force - up• . ro.rd = ~ r /.;.- j .. b ) 
~.ln!>ine force - uv . .,ard = - c d /ob I et-e 
Thus, the e quation of notion is 
Or by letting 
•Je have 
(?.11) 
(?.12) 
(7 .13) 
T 1 has thus the dimension of time~ and called the characteristic del~~ t ime. 
The initial condition is 
r :.o-c (7.14) 
Hu1tipl;r (7.13) by e. -pot and integrate from o to .-:::J, •.-1a have 
(7 .15) 
end thus 
(7.16) 
Therefore 
is 
y0 (p) , representing the Le:plP..ce transform of the outiJut a.ue to ;<·, 
(7.17) 
and Y b (p), representing the Laplace transfol'I!l of the output due to inl t1al 
conditions, is 
yb (f) = T. /,. ( o) 
T, r +I (7 .18) 
From ('7.17), the eain is l, i.e •• 
K :./ (7.19) 
(,(.,):: I r, f.._ I (7.20) 
The block di~ret'l is thus as follows: 
1 G(f>- I >Yo(') 1i fJ+ I Yu f)~ -
The tr2~sfor function (; (p) can be r epresented by a constant factor 
by the poles and zeros in the complex p = )\ + ~ w plAne. The simple 
transfer function G- (:p) (7.20) h~.s no zero, it has a sinple pole at 
Sn ecie.l Case: 
For the S:!!ecial c ::> se of a unit step in!:JUt in displacement, we have 
fz(t):: hr-t > 
Yc(f) = 1 ~-f't c/r':; 
The corre spondi ng solutions for the first order equation is thus 
v ( .,; ) _ I 
r o r - ? ( r, f + t ) 
I 
r, • 
(7.21) 
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<?.nd 
Tho other part of the output is 
and 
yb ( J J : T, ~ ~/ 1b ( 0 ) 
/J, ("t) = /. (o )~ -~/r, 
Therefore the complete solution is 
(7.22) 
(7.23) 
(7.24) 
(7.25) 
The term ~b(t) represents a de~ped subsidence due to the initial 
con~ition ~b (o). This term enters into the ana~yais of automatic 
control systems only •.oJhen it is nocess11.ry to cocrpute the response of a. 
.system that is not initially at rest and in equilibrium. 
Tho term }u (t) = 1- e. -e/r, represents the output motiOJ?- due to the 
step input h (t). It is represented by an exponential approach to the input. 
It indicates that the output l~s behind the input, that at a tine t = T1 , the 
output has re8ched 63% of its a~totic daflection. Tho error signal, or the 
differonce bet•:1eon input E>nd output is 
(7.26) 
':Te note tha.t the error /e<t)_..O as t --=-and thP.t the initial slope of 
the output is 
Special C.?se.;. 
( dJ"o) - _L dt: 't::o - I, 
'I 't i.c..J't (/ i ("t ) = F i.rn e. 
The special c~se of a sinusoidal input ~nth frequency L) is most 
-u)1: 
conveniently represented by ,,~riting the input J;.. (t) = f,·m e' • Then 
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Then the corresponding solution of the first order system io 
and 
Y~;. r-,) = 1i;~, 1" to) 
;h 't-t: ) = lh ( , ) e.. - -t-/r, 
Y'o'fJ = /i"' r,'ft, ~-fw 
To find J, (t). t:Te first observe that 
Therefore 
(7.27) 
The tems Yb (p) end Jt,<t) are thua exactly the same as the previous 
special case. The solution J.,.(t) has as its first tem -'th c 1 • a dC~;:yped 
subsidence. This term represents a trenscient disturbance associated •.nth 
the initial epplica.tion of the force. 
The second term of ;'.:> (t) represents . a. steady sinusoidru. oscillation 
a.t the saoe frequency 0 as the input. The r~.tio 
I 
/+ i,Jr, (7.29) 
It "'ill be noted thP.t this rAtio is the sane as 't!Ould be obtained by ''Triting 
i. ...:> instead of :p in G (p), i.e., 
/ 
nf. thus for c. s:illuaoidal input 
Thic form of relation is generel.ly true. 
!' is convenient to express the conplex vector (;fi~)in terms of its 
magnitude M end its phase ~le e - thet is 
In the above exa.r.tple of a first order systen. •: e l1ave then 
Or 
P.nd 
"-A i.s I 
,-, e =- I+ L.~r, ; 
V I+ t.J'r,l. 
1- (.wr, 
-,+ w'ir,z 
(7 .30) 
(7.31) 
(7 .32) 
The above relP..tions indicate ho•q •.tell the output is able to follo•11 e. 
sinusoidal vari8tion in the input. '.•Te no re that e.t very l01.i frequencies the 
- I . I 
steaey output )<> ( t) foll,f.,.,s the input ;;.: ( t) in JM.gnitu.de and pha.se, at higher 
freq,uencies the ratio }.i becomes less. tht..n one e.nd the output lees the input, 
0 
P..nd at very high frequencies ~~- 0 and the phase angle l~s by 90 • The 
variation of H and S •-:i. th tho dinension.J.ess frequency u = wl,, can be 
on loB-log paper. Then since as u -•·oe> • If -..f:r , the gra,ph of log10l·1 vs. 
log 10 U. has a slope of -1 for le.ree \.-.. 'For small V?lues of u, log 10 M 
starts \·lith a slope of 0. Thus, tho first-order system can be e.pproxime.ted 
by the t•:ro dottod strc>.ieht lines on I his diagram. 
Lo1 
Oto 
In ·t;he a.ccoustic P..nd. electricP.l litcrc.ture it is customary to plot 
20 log 10 :.fin ord.er to convert the amplitude Wlits into decibels. A 
doublinp; in frequency is cPlled an octave, end thus the region •..rhere our 
curve of log '" H vs log10 u. has a slope of •l is denoted by a slope of 
-20 log 10 2 = - 6.02 db. !)er octave. 
It •.'1111 be noted that on this logarithmic "Plot the approximate curve 
log 10 11 goes throur,h 0 at U = I i.e., A.t 0 = -.J: • If •:re therefore 
measure the experimental resnonse of a first-order system P~d plot it as 
indic?.ted above. the dele,y time T 1 is eP.oily ostir.tP.ted by notinr, the 
frequ~.ncy at ·~hich a str8.1~t line S.!Jpro:ltir:lation for le.rge V?..lues of uJ 
crosses the axis. 
Another convenient method of representing 
•g (;(lw) = 1-1 e.' is directly 
a.s a com::>lex vector of ma.gnitude M nnd ar~ent 9. This is so-called J1yquist 
diagrP.m. For our first order system Gtiw)is a semi-circle, starting at 
l for&.)= 0 1 e;oing thrOU{>;h ~/ + i) - :!:( 1, at vf(J-i.)• and ending e.t 0 for 
....::; -.. ~. For nany purposes it is l!lore convenient to plot y'G(iw). It •dll 
be noted that, in case of t>~ first order systen, this t'Asults in ~- stre.ight 
line, j/Gtiw> =I+ i~r, 
u.:o 
I 
U:o 
~ 
Su.rn..t'leri zing tho conclusions for a si~pla first-order system 
'!IO note the follo• .. ,ing·: 
(1) Its t~nsfar function is (;,.( f>= 1} r, l'+l ). which has a simple 
pole at p = - 0; 
(2) For e. step input, the output e.p:proc>.ches the input e.>..1>onentially 
•t~ith the tir.te const:>.nt T1 • 
(3) For a sinusoiclal input there is a transient end a steady-stP.te 
outr>ut. The ratio o:f steady-state output to sinusoidal input, •11hich is 
"lOst i~ortant for ste.b11 i ty Rna.lysis, mB3" be '1Tri tten do•..m directly :from 
the transfer function 
I 
J+ , w7i 
(4) The transient disturbP~ce due to the initial condition a.t t • o-~ 
and the trP.nsient disturbf'.nce associated •·!ith the initi;:~l e.wlicPtion of the 
force <?re dFnped out like .(. -~ • These terms Pre inportant for cf lcuh·tion 
of the response curve but not for the stability P.nPlysis. 
Jijxaqples of Othor First-Order ;;,"ystems 
The follo·dng phyaice.l systems ~ be e.pnroximatecl by first order 
differential equations, and they frequently occur in the synthesis of e.ircr?.ft 
control system: 
(l) Integrator 
An electric motor •.othose speed djpjdt: is proportional to an input voltPr,e Vi 
follo•.oJs tha eflur::tion 
(7.33) 
•oJhere A is e. scP.le f?..ctor. Thus, the aneuJ.ar rotation £ of the notor is 
proportion2l to 
j -t I/,;; it 
, 
This rele.tion is represented by the block diat~re.m •.o~ith Laplece transforms ll .. ·(f). 
'~;_(f) I Kirrr,= 1] ~p(f) • .. 
l{· (t) fotl::) 
VoL rA&.E EL Fe r~tc. AHC.vL"'R po~1TJol'l 
INpuT )..//oTo~ o F Ro roR. 
This tranafnr fUnction represents a limitin~ case of 
(;.(p) = r;,.,., 
by a. pole at the 
as T,-~. Thus the transfer function is rep~esented 
obtained from 
Tha.s 
and 
origin. 
J'-/: j 
1T' ~=--z 
The output response to a sinusoidal input is 
(7 .. 34) 
(7.35) 
(7.36) 
0 
The output is attenu~ted a.t hieh freq_uencies, and~ the input by 90 • 
(2) Differentiator 
A rate gyro c i ves a val ta~e output lJo prOJ10rtione..l to the atlf~Ul?..r 
velocity afJf.jlclt of the ~recession axis, i.e., 
£/. = A ( d~/4t) (7.37 ) 
•hnre A 1, the scale !P.ctor. This case is, therefore, the inverse o! 
the !Jrecedine; one . The tr~ne!er function KG (p) = AJS haa a zero at 
the origin. The output response to a sinusoidal in:put is obtained !rom 
Therefore 
(7.38) 
(7.39) 
0 
The output is thus proportional to the input frequency nnd le~~s by 90 • 
;f"" Gv LA It 
po~ITJOr./ 
1/'lf'v T 
VolTAfrE 
our~vT 
(3) Sinple be; not•11ork 
Consider the !ollo•-ring circuit: 
R 
-r--~~~·---T--------
__._lv, ----.~.-±'___..1 "f 
82· 
If j is the current flo• ling ill tho resistance and cP.p~el tance and 
( 
if there is no chtil~e in t hs c:::.pa.ci t e..nce at t = 0 , '•1e have 
we ha.ve 
I 
< !<+ c/ )JfJ) = V,fJ') 
I 
~ :rtJ'= 'lzlf> 
Therefore 
from t = o to t = ~ 
/ 
(7.40) 
Hence the transfer function of this circuit is the same as the example of 
spring dash pot system eiven in the p revious aystetl. Only here T1 = RC. 
This circuit is frequently used in order to introduce a phase lag into a 
system. It is generslly more convenient to de2J. •·rith the reciproce.l of delay 
time, r:tnd thus •·re define 0, = I /r, and correspondin.-~ly the tr~n3far function 
f or t>_ siMple le.~ net•trork 
I 6 fJ) ::: _____..;~~ = I+ f- ) 
I 
t.J, (7.41) 
/ 
(4) Lead .Net•:rork 
Consider the follo•rring circuit: 
J -:J: -~-~ 
R,j, = -/: 1 t ~ (-t J dt 
Ll,: R,jt + R:J 
t./z = Rz) 
The corresponding Laplace tra.nsfom eque..tions are 
Therefore 
J =J, -~>J2 
R,J, :: zy. JZ 
v, :: I<,J, ..J.. RzJ 
~ = RzJ 
= I? 2 + k, Rz c e 
(I?,+Rz ) f /(, M'z ( f 
Thence the Ga.in is 
(7.4.2) 
(7.43) 
The val.ue of t is usually be~.,reen 0.1 end 1. If •,re introduce the notation 
4)1 as 
~ : r 1?, + Rz ) / H, I< z ~ (7.44) 
The trnnsfer function can be ·n-itten a.a 
(7.45) 
(7.45) sho'Jfa thft.t the transfer function haa a zero at p = - 6-'4, 
and a pole at p = • w,. The chare.cte1'1st1csof' this system are as follows 
for a sinusoidal input: 
I f ··1e put 
then 
J.-l.e. ;~ : -i ~ ,.;, ,J. itA) 
v,.,. ;,u 
)w! .. vi 1-1. ii t F)s. <9: -fq.., -'rt ~ ;,_ t;,,-1(-';;, ) (7.45) 
If(;;::>>~. ' 
-;s; 
I w 
-=-( ~) = ti v' t sv, 
Therefore "''e have 
and 
h{/to e uru.1 r b/1, (t .J. Rj1• fi 1-1r •n. -t.'/'.Vl-Lt,.v'l Ht:f: ) 
~ ( ll) : (9(.1 ) 
'{ 
Therefore the loee.rithmic plot of KI-IA-i&>: i,MA_io is as follows: 
-85..., 
'J.'he ma:rlmurn value of E) occurs P..t u = 1 , P.nd is e'lual. t o 
(7.47 ) 
Therefore this circuit gives a considerable phase lead over a limit uand of 
frequencies. For va:ey large ..J 1 bl'-1 ::1 • For very small cJ 1 t-14:: t' • 
(5) Restric$ed lP& net,,ropkj 
The follo•_.ting net•11ork gives 
(7 .48) 
Thus 
k:. I 
/~ ( p/MJ,) 
I 
J+f//etJ,) } (7.49) 
f : !(, / ( /?, f ll ) 
The transfer function 6- (p) has a zero at p = - 0 1 and e. pole at p = - ~"f), .• 
Tho v<Uue of l VP..riP.s orcJ.illF.rUy bet•·reP.n 0.1 and 1. 
The ch~re.cteristics of this system .a.l'e as follo•t~s for a sinusoidal 
i nput: 
':There 
.4) 
I+ L-w, 
(7 .50) 
Therefore the behavior of t h i:; ne t ·:Tork is quite similr-.r to the net•>o~ork stu<lied 
in th ~revions section. Only hel'C •·re haYe a JlhP..se let!! for a. limited 
bnnd of f~cquellci es . 
0 
(6) Simplified AerocLvnamie StA.bility .8gu.e.tions 
The simplified equation for the rolling motion of an airplane is 
(7.51) 
where I is the moment of inertiaabout the roll axis, L)f is the 
aerodynamic d.ar.lping in roll, e.nd A J" is the tongue applied due to the 
aileron deflection r . ·.rriting n = ;{' 
J(jll + Ly.n :~ T 
If n< o)::. o 
/ 
( :J f f L j 1 rJtf) :: ti Of! ) 
Thus N(p) ~ 
oi~> =.II .f. L 1' 
~ Therefore 
Lj 
and 
I 
, t}f ·· · u imrlified cao fo1 1 o 3 that o_ the simpl lOG 
L .; i,., s 0 --.. .... ., ... , ~~ b ... : . • Go .... t~ tho. o.el'oeyD.E:m5.c d.m::1ping .I "' ~ ~... sw 
cligiblo . then t ho analysis follouo t hat of the e1m~e integrator circuit. 
~:?.l:tsis of s~~rda1' SXstems 
Lot ua conzidez tho ci~tileTer spring of a pre•1ous seotion. Attach 
e. fini ·;;,c 11\C.ss )'T} to the claohpot. 
o!l the d.ashpot is - rn d z/o6 • 
dt:."L 
7'71 tf?.l~b -1-
cl-t ~ 
~th the initial conditione 
Then. the additional force acting npvard 
The equation of motion then becomes 
(?. 52) 
t=o-t 
Lt) v = v r/m = nat\.'.raJ. frequency Of Wld.emped ma.88-8pr1ng 87Btezn 
~ =(C/m )/z&Jc = ratio of actual damping coefficie!lt to critical 
damping 
Then t he equation of motion becomes 
~1o Le~laco tranuf or.m equatio!l is 
2hu.e 
(7.S<t) 
(7.55) 
(7.56) 
Thia t r-.dll!lfer :CU.nction baa ~D zeros, ru.t 1 t has two poles at 
the roots of the danomu1ato~ 
:a 
0~ 
(7.57) 
And 
(7.58) 
Th.eJo ve.lueu ot J, and /z can be plotted on t o complex p-plane with 
0 ...:. ~ ~ <.::>.o ;;s parametel.•. 't'Then ~ = o. 'J. = -{ • P....a <; increases. ~ 
alao inorea.aes till 5 = 1, J: = 7T • Fnrthsr \ "Acraase in S • movo• ~ 1 
;.owai\. G the orlgin aJ.ong the negative part of tl. r real a.xis: whUe Jz movea 
to;;.-a.rdB negati vo inf'ini ty. 
. i~ (/ b ( · ' d.L\Iil o the :a.ui t.. condition:. 1 s t'ounU. c 
-"ollC'·:s fci· the car:o ) ~ 1. Wo introduce f. = - .S ..J., andY= V 1- S !c.Jo • 
# 
T'.ll.o:n i t cc:t be ee.oiJ.y :found that 
I 
:;b(t J: ~o;o) .e_. >.. t ~;nvt -1- tfl,{c) .e.;>.t c-,rc. t r-: )fb (o )L~.,J}t.. (7.59) 
Sinco "" is a n~tiTe number. it is seen t~t the initial. motion due to the 
bound.a.l7 conditi,.,n is a da.'tlped sine vaTe with damping factor A = - I c.Jo 
and t.zi th the r.a tural treqtWney I) = V 1-l7 z c.Jo 
Lot us oxamine more care:full;r the f'orced cot!on due to the input /i. ( ,). 
(1.) .$J20Ci&;.l cappi- (f:(-t.) : J((--t) 
For the special case of a unit step input 1n disple.cement, J.· ( t) = ,{ ( t) 
end Y.: (f l = -; • Tl-.e correspondiDg solution for the second-order equation 
is then 
(7.60) 
and t:C11o 
(7 .61) 
'1he region 0.4 ~ l:) ~ I ia ord.inariJ.T 
considexod a good compromise betwesn 
quick approach to the input and oxceas1ve 
overahootin& .. 
Tho special c.?.se of oimtl.eoidal input g:lvell 
(7.62) 
(7.63) 
l 
'The :f'i~t part is the eteady state ou.tput and the remainder is the transcient 
which will ba damped on' ae t -. COioO • Here again 
[): (t )] S+t4&/ ;j,·('i) : f.-.1 ~ ;$:; G { l'w) 
2 
..-;ith He;~::: ___ ulc;...;~~~---
f 4)0 2- w 'L) 1- 2i ~c.:> • ..., 
Then-afore 
H: [ w Jz ;:; ~ v 1-{ 1())1 f ( z ~ -;:;:) (7.65) 
--hr?l t9 = - z~ r r.J/,J() /r 1-rti J 1-] 
~e I"..axirnum of l·1 oceur ncar ~-J/c.J, -""/ , where A,f::: * 
J .. lJh"-;.-~. <9- -18o 0 and M ,.._. ~{j,/· or 
, and (f) = - 9o o • 
log 1'-1::: - 2 log1 (~) ICJ () .v., 
Tho acoustic onginoar will cal.l this a do:pa of -12.04 lb. par octa.Te. 
. 
r ~,ncMon (;.(;(())= 4 e. '6' ia onoUy pl.ottacl on. tha baoio 
of. t:he provioUIJ cel.c'llla.t1_o!l~. ~ne ;;actor (r{ i0) ste.rta t'rom M ::: 1, 
'lfuen v) .: o ; the vee tor increases to a 1'1lalt!l'iltl.ln ai: .resonance and 
thon decreases ln JJS€!litudo again aa U- 0 and ~-+ -/tJQ~ as ...J -OCI>. 
The follo,;Jing peysica.l systems that occur in the automatic control of 
ail"Crnf't may· be app:roxil:la.ted by oecond-order sy-stems. 
a) l·1achan1cel SprL"lg-mass-demp:lng qstems 
1) ~dra.ulie servo system 
2) Bate r;yro - A bette!:' approximation than our preViously used 
is 
z 
K c;.(l' > = ----:-~A:;..:.,l~--
f-ftJ 7-f z sr-l}+ 1 
4) Elec~t·ic Hotor 
b) 
c) Aorotl.ynamic s-.retoiJs 
"'rm.3idH· e. seriu:} _of a:::-rs.n.e;cments of n 1--cntc. The r ·;;h element hA::; 
This se~1as a rray is 
equ.i vcleJ.l t ·:.o e. single block having a transfer fune tion K G- ( ib) whore 
K-:::1-( /(z · · ·- Kr ----k,.., (7.66) 
The :ref ore 
Ltfto 1-4: ~~lo 1-1, + .!,/'" M2-~o ·- • f ~o A4'r.,. -- ·J.~.t"ic7.6'1) 
<9 = <.C, + cr>z + - - - -+ <9r f - - - f ~, J 
Thla sho'IIB the usefulnena of the logrithmic M. 
Thao 
A simple feedback G+3rvo io show schelll2.-i>ically as follows: 
EffJ=)~fN-Ye$. 
KG(r) 
Yo(') 
£·r; J =- Y,· r1 )-Yo rt) 
Yot f) = K &fJ '£( J ) 
't, (_k) 
(7 .68) 
(?.69) 
. (7.71 ) 
T"uo at~tic ceae corresponds to zero treqlJ.i>:ilcy. Thws (7.70) shows that the 
rat i o ~f e4ror to input at zero frequency a static condition ts smaller ror 
la-.~6er valuea .of the gain K. Thcrofore 1n ordor to ~ve an accurate control 
S:fa~om '>lith &m.ll "steady s~ate" errora, the gain lt ehoul.d be large. '!hie is 
one of ~ho design condition. 
P'u.rthermoro 'Vote) _ KG(!) . Y,7) = J+[K6-("'h>]-' (7.72) 
Y,·(l') - /tJ<Gt'/J) ) Y. ;> r 
The overall ratio '(o <"f) jy,. (J) could be represented b;y a ~stem transfer 
f Wlct1on k.s '-~ (! ). 
The feedback ser-.;o ia the most important element for automatic control 
eystemo. The input Y.- ("f) is compared 'With the actual. outpu.t Y,rf ), and 
only the difference E(J>= 'yf(/ J- Y. cr) 1s passed on to the airplane as 
n control sig:l.a.l. This trick permits the output to be controlled 'b7 an error 
aienal rather than by direct inpu~o and ae a reault, the accuracy and spoed of 
<r:ccpouso a re lilUCh improved. We shall see this presently. 
Tha more eene!"al :feedback servo is ae follows: 
T!".us 1 ta arraD&enant ,_s similar to the simple s~rvo. except that the signe.l 
tr.3.t i s fed b?.ck ill modified in e.mpli"liu.de and phase by a corrective net,,tork 
\i.i.th t he tl-anfJf'er function Kz6z (7). Hence 
£('f)-:::Yi_(J)-'tf(J) 
Yf ( f J= Kz Gz(JS;) Yo (J) 
)~t;; )_- I< G-, ( J;) li:(jZ ) 
(7. 73) 
.· 
(7.74) 
i 
Appendix to Chapter 7 
As a simple example of feedback control, let us consider a turbo-
generator set. The angular speed of the set is determined by the 
balance of the driving torque of the steam turbine and the torque 
absorbed by the alternator. The torque absorbed by the alternator is 
in turn determined by the electrical load. The ideal operation is then 
one where the steam inlet valve to the turbine is so manipulated that 
these two. torques are exacdy equal. Practically, this ideal-balance 
can never be achieved and we have always the residual error to1·que 6( t). 
If I is the moment of inertia of the rotating parts, W' the deviation of 
the angular velocity from the desired value, say, 3600 rpm. and C is 
the "damping coefficient". then 
I I 11f+Cw =S(t) (A-1) 
I 
This is the fundamental equation for open~ycle contl·ol. Since I is 
very large, C is very small. The charactel"istic _time of the system is 
very large, being I/C. Furthermore the steady state erl"or, being 6/C 
will be also rather large. 
In the language of servo-;met:l\anism, (A-1) is represented as 
where Yi (p) is the Laplace transform of 6(t) and 't; (~) is the Laplace 
transform of the W '(t). 
Now we can change the control system to the efficient closed 
cycle control by simply letting the steam turbine valve be opened or 
ii 
closed by an additional ar.nount according to the ~.Y, the deviation 
in angular velocity. That is. we continuously measure W 1 an€! let 
the torque of the steam turbine be increased by an amount -K(.J1 • 
Then the dynamic equation correspoad to (A- 1 ~ ia 
I dw' + C w' -:: 6 (t)- Kw' 
df: (A-Z1 
The characteristic time of the system is no;,.,v I/(C + KL and the st~:t cly 
state error is o/(C + K). By mal~ing K lal·ge, both of these equani:i'i:ies 
can be made to be small. We have then a contl·ol system of J..•apid 
response and great accuracy. In a diagram, the system is 
'i.J;+C __, -... 
.:. I. k ... 
Therefore the closed-cycle control is very much superior in comparino:.1. 
with the open-cycle control. 
\'i'o zhnll give an O\l~~lina of tha variou.s rtethods ttsed to determine 
'Ghe :perfOl'!;}.:mce. of tha f oedba.ck control s;rute.'ll~. '!'he treatment still i'olloum 
the J,:apal· b7 ~. Bolla.y • 
. Routh Orj. ta:r.ion for Oosfficient§ of tho Fl.·egtlf3nc'! Eguat:J.on 
:1e have seen that for the Bimple feedback net•.1ork the overall system 
trP.nsfer 1\mct!on is :ie:fined by 
(8.1) 
OI·:iinarily be expressible as tbo ratio of h·o polynomials. oa.ch of which h 
given in factored form. Thus fo~ the following roll control system, the transfer 
"fihere the fir.at par.t, i3 du.e t•:> airplane, the second part due to amplifier 
fl:acl COI!t!Rl'tOl' a.'ld tho thir'l pa-rt d\.1& to n.Ueron control servo. 
X(:::'/.,) [ I '/u 
·-----·-_.;.------; .r.(o/1 Gyro 1--.=...;..-·------' 
I 
-' 
:.tL '3 :nu.I!h1:·e tiJ:r N (p) cf t.hio f'tmction iG of the ·i:;h.iJ..~d degree :ln / • ~he 
deno:"!in.:.tol' O(f>) is of i;he sovonth dcgxae:. 1:l ~ • Each is given iD 
factored. fo:m so t}"!..a.t •.1e know tho throo zeros and aeven poles of 6-( fJ) . 
t'io nota that 
(8.3) 
Thus the zero a of G.,:, Cp) are the sene as those of (;.. (1') • The poles of G (f) 
CU"e, ho~·wver, cllm:~ecl .. 'rhe degree or lj,f,P)is the sane e.a that of ofJ), 
{:iince ordinarily 0 (J ) is of equal or hig.~or 1.agrae than N fJ). Let u.s m"i te, 
:l.n general 
(8.4) 
_7 :z '7 ore '"he !7.ero s 0~ /' ( ~ j( -;( ,; 
'/ / -z I - -- - if:m u. v - J,. Cl'_s r ), r~ -' rz. - -- -- rn 
poles of ~/()and A is c:.. cone tent. 
Tho p:dnc5.pal mat.hema.tical problem of ths servo analysis is ordina.I'H;.r to 
GO :fl·o~n the tranofer ftmction G (f) to the function (;.5 {? ) in factoz·ed 
fol'm. For ?..fter the la tta-r has beon 'dri'i;tc>l!l. in factored form. the soltltion of 
tho problem ie 1rllme<liately- available. If, for exar..~pJ.e, the input is a Binl.lsc;.1~.e.l 
force 
{8.5) 
and the solution is 
(8.6) 
' ~ 
' ' 
· .... c:r::J J/.::, -:.ro the rooi;s cf the so ... r;aJ.lad i'::-cquonc.7 aq_t•.et5.on O~J'f) =- 0 
:t if! obvious that in order for the terms e f;.t to vnnish as t - <.><::~ 
it ie necassaey that the re:s.l pa.rta of J/s be all negatS.Te. Thies means t hat 
tho rocts fr mu.e1; be all L., the negative half of the p-plene. The 
dota::mination of the :roci'l>a Pr is ord.:tn.arily not s1mpla if the equation 5 ~) 
5.$ a. higher-o!:tlsi' polynomial... 'i'he u.a1lal cleea:l.ca.l technique to asstlllle the 
l':Lege.tiveuGss c£ the real pe.rts of Jr is a eer:tes of i nequalities about the 
coefficiM.ts ol the }'lOlynooial ~ (J ). It has the diaadvantage that one 
insight into tho J:-'t,Ysical behav:J.or as the various paraqtetere are 
i 
The follO'!ing teclmi~u.e• aro eu;perior in thio reopectl 
( 
- J. Kr;(,'$ >_ - N,:} tL!_ 
t(? ~ Cf' ) = I - ~ ) 
-1- I( G(J) O.s (r 
anc1. si;udies the ~1'!at'ion 'o:f "the poJ.e-a of G5 ( ?J) i.e., the roots of the 
,. ... .,... ...... "') 
_ . ..., ... -
as ·the parc>...met.er K varies from 0 to ~ • 
(;.tJ)ia g~.ven in .f'a.cto~cd form 
G<J!l) =A rJ·S,)rJ;-s.?..)-- ·--(p-..s"') 
fJ-5;) IJ-Jz 1-- --(J·!,.) 
A = (-J; ) r -!? ) - - - -r- fr, ) 
(-S,) (-.Sz.)--- .( -.5,.) 
(8. 7) 
(8.8) 
!1-enora.J.J.y the;: dDr.or•'.nator c:r Gt.J) iu o:t eqt"m.l or higher order than the 
denominate~ i.e. , ?/ ~7n. Let uu ax,prees oach of tha factors in Tector form: 
.g_.s = ~ .R.if, r , ... , , ·Y, 
p -!>z :- ,;~ .e.' z. 
- - · - ·-- - (6.9) 
Tho vccto:~.• 5r .e.1/r at~ar~a from the end point of -.Sr and goes to the 
end point of 7' The -, gctor q,_ e i<S~r starts from the end point of /r 
end. goes to the e~d poiL'; of p. The points 5r and /r are, of coo.rsa, 
the za1·os and poleo of (T (fJ • The point / 1s a variable point in the 
I>-:Pl rme • Tht.ls 
:rrow since the physical cnnsta.."'lto of aey unit of the system are real. tho 
coef':ficients of !V(J)a:. td. O(J>are real. Horeover the roots of Nr,JJand 
DCJ)b.e.7c generally negat\va real :parts. Therefore A is real and positive. 
Tholl 
T:·wreforo if ~·Je write 
then 
end 
Tho poles oi' 
R-=- A ( ~ 5z- ---5"'/<?, <t'~- -- -(\/, ) 
tJ = ( 1, ~ 1z -J.. .---- f,., )- r ~ t &z+ - --~) 
[~(f) are found from the condition that 
I+ I< 6-(/>J:::: o 
kR.(}~= e.lrt 
fl:!et:.co the condHions for the polo Jr of (;~ (;) are 
(8.10) 
(8.11) 
KR=I } (8.12} end 
Evans studies· this problem in two steps. He determines first of al.l. 
the locu.o of all points .,.,hich satisfy the angle condition. Then he computet 
the v~lue of X for various points along thia loeua b.1 measuring the lengths 
S1 ~z -- -..5"'" and Q, 4/2.- -- t;J,., a.nd computing the ratio R. For a given · 
-value of Kt the pointo p1 , f'z-- - - Pn aloag these loei are then the roots 
of ~CJJ:: o • i.e., the poles of G~(J>. 
Evens has developed a. nwuber of simple rules thAt determine the loeus of 
points satisfying the angle condition. 
l.kU.eJ,. - For a gain I<= 0, in order for l + K6.rf)=. 0, C.(p)mu.at be very 
large, i.e.$ /must be a pole of (r(,). Therefore for}<= 0, the poles of 
(;~(J> are poles of (;.(J). 
R;~ --For K -~ ~, in order "for 1 +KG-({')= 0, (;.(p>must be Tery 
small. The:::-efoz-e fo'l" K -~~, the poles of (;~(J> could be zeros of G(r). 
Rtt if fi 71'11, the nuraber of zeros of G (J> is less than the number of poles 
ot ~(J) . Ho•;;c-ver in that case G(!J- o aG f--~ . Therefore the 
.tniesing poler> ere supplied by J .:: c;;:..<> • Ftt:r"l>hermore, since "for very large f . 
Gt 7.) ----~1-r ? .,. 71') 
Tht'\3 the condition I+ 1< (;.( l') = o requires 
~ n-rn = c e ,. 1'1' 
Ronco tho esymptotes of ~r have the phase angles 
~ = 1,, 2, :3 .• - -
In othor •~tord.s , ··rhen. n - m= 1, •.1a ha:vo one asymp-~o to 'll.rith pha.s e angl e 77 , 
~'hen I?- m= 2t wa havo t":o asymptotes ~..rith phase angle 71/z and ~" 
~'l'nen 7?- m = 3: wo have three asyr.tptotea •  .rith ane;J.o 77./j • 7T • - %. When 
?? -,., = 4, \fG hc>.ve fou.r a.symp~otes 'd th angles 71' 4 , .Jtr4 • - .3~ , - 7r/4. • 
Rt.,le 3 - Th" root locus along the real. axis is aJ.on.g sl. temate segments connecti:1.1g 
~he zeros and poles J.ocated on the real axis, startine with the one far~heat to 
the right. 
This rule ~ be easily Tarif1ed b.Y conGider1ng ~ point on ~e reel 8%18. 
The angle to this point from a pair of conjngate eomple.:x poles or 1-eros 18 
and - t9 , l'espectivel:r, and thu.s their sum is zero. The angle to this 
point fl"'l!l the poloa or zeros on the axis ia 6J = 0 for all poles or zeros 
0 
to the left of ? • and it is & = 180 for all poles or zeros to the ri~t 
ot / • Thus, the au;n is 180° if thero is &n odd number of poles and zeros to 
tile rieht of l' . 
Rtt:'.e 4 -- If thel•o ie a breakaway- of 1;he root loeus from the real a:d.s, the 
point of bre~~'~ n~ be esti~\ted from the condition that, for a small die-
. 
place.mon t ~ c..) f'1'om the axis, the incr"}a.sa 1n angle due to the poles and zero a 
on the nxis to the loft mua~; be just b.l?.lenced by the effect of these to the left. 
Exarrmle 
(;.( ) = (o·ool) (2) ( (pl 
., (/->4- o.oo I> ( jh f 2)( JJ. 1P) 
Ai-; k :: o , loci start from -0.001. -2, s.n.d -6. Section of loci between 
-0.001 and -2, be.tween -s and - G.>co • 
0 0 0 
Aeyn:ptotee +60 , -60 , 180 • 
from 1\ ~ axis at \ bet'Jf'esn -0.001 and ~2. I' I 
At..) 
---·--- + )l,+o.ool 
ptJ AW 
~---------+ ~-------A, .~. z ;.., .,. G-.. ::o 
J. l 
Or ( )o., + Z ) ( ~.f. & ) + ( }, -1- o • o o I) ( ), + (p ) +f ): f o , o o I J ( ), + 2) = o 
\ 
;: (o.oo/)(2){6> 
G{/fl)= (p+o.oot)(p.J-2) (p~6) 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
l~:le 5 ,.,...... '!'he point· U.. at which the ~ot loeu.s oroosea the 1magina:ey- axis 
iuto the positive hElf-plena eP.n often be estimated by ~ing adTentage o~ 
·iihe proport:i.es of the 1'ight Bll(?;lo. 
.._ (. oo/) ( Z) f (, ) 
- Jd ,0+ 2 ) ( iZ ., (p ) 
·1 
Fol·r not n Bl' the 'Ol·i~in. 
, ......_ 0 
Jlut u • 1 = 90 So 
c9z+ 0...3: roc> 
But 
9 o <> + c< = (3 -~o c9z f 49...3 
,\ ~=(3 
This 1s the tteomatrica1 condition for detem1ning U. • 
Rule 6 - - Tho diro:!tion of locus departure !rom a polo (or locus approach 
t o o. zoro) ~ ba oao1.ly estlmated by computing the engle at the pole under 
considera tion ~r~m all of the other poles and zeros in the field. 
Tho following figure indicateo that tor small displacements 
a.V/~ from tho pole 1 4 , the angles cf, ~ 'fz (!)1 , tl.i' , <P 3 from other 
zeros and poles r er.nin cons·iiant. Thus the anglo ~ 4 is given b7 
Thi a det arDincs 6?~ . 
.. 9 ~3~ 
These rules ~.ve the e ssontial c~·acteriztioa of the root loci. For 
.. :ttol?' d~e.te loc~tions. tho root l ocu io found by taking e. number of trial 
?ho vru.u~ of K ccn then be cal.cale.ted a.loi:Il; the interested 
parto of tho loci . !:he deei~cd Y( th~n can be eecar~inod. 
The condition for t.he pole lr o:t ~ (7' )is 
1 + K&t ;tn =- o 
Thor~fo:ro 
!f ··e conaide!' J to be the complex coordinete. then the left side of (8.13) 
l'epr.:>sents the CC.I:lplex potential functio:l for a grou:p of m 
s1nltc of strength uaity loca·~ed at .5r and a. group of n sourceG of the s2li1S 
otrm."'..g'>ih located at J' r • Therefore there ia net source o~ •trongth -n- 7r1 • 
(8.13) can be ill'Ge;J.:p:::o·ted then as the equ?.tion for the streamline of lf-= f 
In other 'lrord&, t:1e root loci . o'i Evans are the branches. of -f - streamline iA 
tho :::o:·l:r·lcz p - plano. The veluo of tho potential function along the streamline 
\·;hon r.lUl tipliod by 2 7t giy-ae the lO€'f'l..ri thm of AX. 
';lith '.;M.E c.,ncept of ~drodynamic a.ne.log, the general character of th9 
I ( 
root locus can bo tJketchod i~d1atoly. · Furthermore 1t is also a useful d&si~ 
to ou,e:;eat ood1.ticntions of the system to achieve batter system performance. 
1"o:t' instrurce, tho nystem cll.a.?acterized by 
lr'.:-y hr~-;·e ·~he c..iae.d.Yanta.ge of being unsteblo il\ the closod-loop performance a.t 
to~ ~~u ~~lue~ of gain K. G~aphicclly~ it immadiately suggests putting a sink 
-lC, · 
at Sc. ncnr to f, and a oonrce noa.!" to h . Thus 
/c _£, !"J. 1-s, 
:r;- />(/'-j, Hp-p&) p- ~t.. (;.(') = 
Sinco (- ffe.. ) "'{ -.S£. "> , this additional series nat~rork is a lead o1rco.1t 
discussed in the previous chapter. 
\ 
On.!" hydzooOyn.ru'"lc an...'Uogr also permita us to understand the posaibilit)" of 
. 
s:,t10ad. up the responoo of a slo~f mechanism ~ o.sing the feedback s7stem. We 
note :nrot tlta.t the sca.lo of' the p -plane is tho inverse of time scale. fhue 
. 
e. omal.l m3gt:.i tude of ?r moone Blow renponaa. Row ouppose we have a linear 
rnochanical S"Jlltem of _fi ra~ ordor cha.racterbed b;y a omaJ.l .f, on the nega.ti ve 
pezt of the ::-eal t>...xis 5.n tho p -plano. Putting this meehaniesl s,.stem in seriea 
\ rith a :?a.ot d.ai">Ipad eloctrie ·ciX"cu.it with e. large /z will ' not improw metters 
l>cce.u.ao •ao sti~.l have the tf, pole. :Sa:~ if r;re no'1 introduce the feedbacks 
thc:.l the :-oo·;.n ;P, ana. J2 will lie bet·~aen J, and gz • ~ceording to ov 
hyci.rodyn.auic analo&J. This means / J, I ;;::- -;.- J f, / and the reaponBe time of the 
:fccdba.cl'; systom in ~G?3' much ehortar then thn opon system witho11\ feedback. 
rn ~ac~) it is not difficult ~o seo that feeubaok ~stem allows as to control 
t ho responce charact~Tistico of the overall s,ystem at will b,y putting a 
e.ppropr~.e:iie c:..:rcu:.t in se~·5.es to the org:L."lal syatem. 
P.ou.th deduced hiG fa.11ous eri te:rion for stabili i~ of linear vibrating 
systems by using the Cs.uch;r Theoremter in the theor;y of complex variables. 
Thie theo~am states that if j (I') is the vector representing the function 
of a. complex var-la.bla p • th1o :f'unction f ( p) having ~ poles and r zeros 
\~ithin a closed eontonr C of the p -plane, and e.s the point ? mo"YeB a.roand 
· tho closed contour C encircling it once in the clockwise direction. the Teetor 
f { 1) carries out r- S clockwiae revolutions about the orgin. Bouth applied 
t h i9 theorem to find the number of roots of the frequency equa.t1on ~ <~>: o 
in the right half' of the p- plano. He took as boundaries for the contour C: a) 
);he imae;inary axis, J' = i c.J {along this axi a £?:, ( 7> ) ::- £S { i w ) J and b) the 
ij 
'lnfir..i te half circle to the right, ~ ::: R .e. , where R -- c.;-O • Nyquist 
carried over the ap~licat1on of those cirteria to the simple feedback network 
fo r r;~hich 
- C?sre> = 
J<S(;.~(?> N~ (J > 
Th.e point [ ~(f)J/£"t~Cp)] = o 
G(~) ":.-I<' Thus, i:f the vector 
Ol~gin as the point moves 
bali p- pl~z. then the vector 
clockwise around the contour C of the right I/ [ K Gf.J!J encirclee the point -1, or the 
~I!OCtOl' encircles the point - K. 
Let ~s illustrnt e the application of thi s method for the simple transfer 
f~:~nction C ( J > = I e c '"" 1:. 7i ) ( ,., e rz ) 
~ Sec Cf. ·;,'hitta..~er e.."ld We.toon: "Uodern Analysis" p.ll9, ~ 6.31 (4th Edition) 
a."'l.d thus Gii> = J ( I+ p r; ) ( I+, 7Z ) 
(a) Alo~ "the imaginal')" axio, f= i..J 
I . ( . _ . _ , &._~ io,. _6 ,·~ 
_G..,..(-,.:.., w-) = I c.<) J-1- I uJ T, ) (I+ ; ,.) Tz ) - I 44.1 ,-,, ~ ,_,2 .A. 
At w =o 1/G(lw) =-o/ 
At v.J -+~. '/Gru . .J) =-i~ 
The var.:tor Jv/1 ~ /6', and l-Iz -'!.; ~z \'thich mul ~iply ; .,J tum this vector 
0 0 0 • 0 progressively through 180 , i.e •• from 90 to 180 to 270 • The end point 
points of' the vector I /Gfit.J)are 1"op~sentad by the cu.rve OAB. As r 
tra.veTaes the portion of the imagina.ry axis from w = o to 0 = - <>o • 
the end poin·i;s of the veott>r I/ &fi4J) follow the curve OA'B', which is the 
c 
b) AJ..or-e the infini t.a contoul' ·. 'X n ; f ·'' ... r-; _ __.... r = ~-. .e. ...., ...;, ,.... - --- -
.As the vee tor ~-
•·' J' 
0 
rotates 180 clo<*'ttise alc.·ng th~ in:£'1n1 te circle from 
B to C to n1 , the vector 
the infinite eir~le. 
Let us examine now whether the vector I /r;t}> encircles the point •K aa f 
describes the contour c. It is obvious that .,..x, poi.nt involves no net rotation 
while -~ involves two cloc~4ise revolutions. Therefore while the gain K1 is 
stable, the gain x2 is 1msta.ble. The point A signifioa the croes-oTor point. 
This criterion for atabili i-.17 of feed back sy:1tems ie called Nyquist 1a criterion; 
'~>he diagram is cAlled Nyquist~ s diagram for ·~e I / G < J > • We do not, ho•t~ever~ 
obtain. ~ quant:i.tative estimate !:t"om this d."tagram to indicate ho"1 unstable the 
~stem is. The root locus diagram gives the solution of this same problem 
including a quantitative measure of the negative damping coefficient as a 
function of t?e gain K. 
In order to obtain a. quantitative measro•e of the d.BJI.1ping coefficient, 
positive or negative, it is in principle poa~ible to carr,r out the conformal 
mapping not only of the ~ina ? = ; ...) , but alao of neighboring lines of 
constant cls.niping J ~). +; ..() , keeping )' = constant. HO,feTer this :process 
is ordinarily- too tedious for practical application. 
R. M. Osborne. sho' . .,ed th.a.t for tn>ical contl"ol BjPStema an approximate 
measure of th9 d?.mP1ng eoef~ieient ~. for the most critical root is given 
[, =i ~ 
where <::tL = flphase ma.rgi~" 
(8.14) 
in degr•3ee (180° - t9) at tha cut off frequency 
•:~hero / K (;.. ( ; fU) / = 1 and n? == olo:-,e of the eu.TVe of log10 / l< G t ,· w{ vs 
CJ «criteria R.ola.ting Stes.dy··State Response to Transeient Rasponae of Closed 
I,oo-p System." LR.E. (J.951) 
108-
loglO w e.t the point I KG ( i wJ/ - l. 
then r' ~ _L,; 3. 0 - 0 3 
...., -~·-r:r- .. 
0 
Thus if' o( = 30 , and n?= 1.7, 
Another word of caution is neoeaaa17 when the function (; (~)has 
L ;eros .11! ..Y1! J'ighl ~ !lt. the p- plene. Then the vector I/ t; CJJ trill 
oarJ7 out r copntercl,ockyig§ rotations as / carries ou-t one clockwise 
rotation around the contour C due to these r zeros. If the 
carries out r COllllterclocktdse rotaUons around - K • Tha' K is etabl~. 
But u: W, carries out; ( r- ..S) counterclock-rlse rota tiona around - K. then 
this k is unstable and has .S roots ~.dthiD the right half of the p- plane • 
. 
Bode d1agrema is a plot of the magn1 tude and phase of (; { /,.; ) = 1..-f ~ 18 
1n two separate diegr~o: lo~0 f-1 va 1og10 ~ and t9 vs log10 c.J • Accord.ing 
to (8.12), the point on theoe diagramo which belo~~g to the roo\ locus is the 
0 point for which (9 = :1:. 180 , the correepondi.Dg K J.-1 . ahould be equal 
to unit7. Therefore if at (') = ::t 180°, the corresponding M isl-4180°, 
then the critical gain J<, is K<.. = 1/ lv(180o. A desirable design 
condition in terms of the Bode diagram is frequentl1' stated to be a •phase 
me.re1n" of about 30° to 50° at "gain cross over•, i.e., (9 = 150° to 130° at 
the frequency '"'here K J-1 .::=I 
Qonrnariaon of Different Uethods 
In compa.rlllg the Bode or Nyqn.1at presentation, '111 th Evens method, we 
note that the Bode or N;yquist diagrams permit the direct use of experimental 
W:>.tn. Tho Evans method requ1rea the knowledge of' the zeros and poles of the 
transfer function (;( p > and requires an approximate ~tic representation 
of experimental data. This could be a disadvantage. 
On the other hand, tho Bvane roo~locue method praaenta d1rectl1' a 
complete picture ot the stability and transient response eharacterisUcs 
that are mos·:; impor'11ant for aircl·aft control~ In briaf, it has the following 
cerits: 
a) The root-locus gives the roots of the closed-loop qstem direoUy 
a.nd, b7 a simple calcul.ation, the transient reaponss. 
b) The degree of stabilit:y can be read from the root locu.a directly. 
c) Complicated systems can be set up in aa.ch a :fashion that the effect 
on transient response and eta.bili t:y of changilll~ 21r1 parameter in the problem 
can easily be v1saa.l1zed. 
d) There is no ambigu1.t)- or confusion concerning interpretation of 
the plots even for complex systems having any number of roots end poles tn 
either the rip;ht or left half of the complex plane. 
Multiple-Loop Net\jOtkg 
The systems discussed in the preTious sections are really the simpler 
control ~stems. Ordinarily a control ~stem ia more complicated than these 
discussed. For instBl1ce a. typical system for tho control of an a.irplene 
about a. single axis mq be as follows in block diagram. 
t9; t C olwlpr!nsc.l:H.J 
N e+"" o rl< 
er 
e 
. 
) 
5ervo 
.Surjac e. ~-....... I-
ori Vt: 
~ 
:--or--
• 
A;r 
-frCime 
~· 
\....-y_J 
F.J<J> I 
- llQ-· 
It is often ad~ltageouo. in spite o! the increaaed system complexity 
engendered tb.ereby. to a.dd the feature of the control-surface position 
f'eedbe.ek or ltfollotf-up•. The advantages and disadvantages of such an 
addition 'llere discu.ssed by L. Becker. • If t~e inner loop is not closed, 
then we have the usual feedback control. aud 
6JQ rz(e) F3 teJ 
~:: 1-1- ,.c, (p) Fzt;> r3ljJ (8.15) 
If both loops are closed. then 
Therefore 
= Fz(e > 
&; /ff:i (Ju rzCJ>j="3{i)f f1Fz(J> (8.16) 
and 
(8.17) 
The stability of the system then depends upon the root ~a of the po]Jrnomial. in 
• L. Becker, •control-Snrfa~e Position Feedback in !~ight-Control $7stems• 
Aeronautical Engineering Review Vol. 10 (J.95l), No. 9, September 
1!1 
graphical method, UPin-Ball~ method of Even s 0 seems to be applicable to 
this case. 
One o:f the d1fticult:1es o'f designing or ~e;ynthesizingM a good control 
sy-stem is tb.e difficulty of he.viag a large gain K for smell ateacl7 
state error. and having a stable s;vstem nndar ~ic conditione. Thie led 
to the idea of combining the closed-cycle control ~tlth open-c,ycle controlt 
proposed by J. R. Moore. *111 .An open cycle s;.rstem at tempts to produce a desired 
output ~ operations on the input "..rlthout benefit of compar1.soA o'f tile ou\pttt 
and 1n:put. Examples o:f such are found in a:n,v type of meter where the output 
depends upol;) kn~m properties of the instrum.mt . This idea ca.n be extended 
with profit to some servo applications. lle:ro, operations on input before the 
detector m~ be fed around the detector into the actuator amplifier as shown 
in the following fi~re. 
(J),· 
open-Cycle 
c onfro lie r 
Series Loop 
Confra/ler 
pCI re¥//e/ 
t 
C on-fr<:~/1 er 
F:. { ) 
Una lfere:t 6/ e 
Glemenf.> 
** J o R. Moor e , "Combinati on Opan-~cle closad-c7cle S7stems" Proc. I.R.E. 
Vol. 39~ pp. l42lwl 432 (1951) 
-ll~ 
Then we have 
F;,. ( J ) t!J,· = <0, 
&'0 = Fz ( ~) [ i9J f f; { jP) I B; - F3 ( 1' ~ <9o J J 
Solving for <9~; , we ge\ 
kt.p>fi (p)+ ,t:,(~;t=;(z) 
J-+ ;:,(7 > Fztf) r3('J > 
Therefore u· '.1e are able to make 
I .. 
or 17; ( ~ J ,..._ r;_~z,....(~jb-> 
(8.18) 
then the steady ste.te error ( ~ / (J; ) - 1 v111 b-3 'Teey small even for very 
amall gains in ;:; <J>, Fz {. p) end F~ (~J· 2llin is a fortWla.te situation, 
because ,.,hile it is not difficult. to 'QUthesis11 a lead networlt 1:(. { J > to 
completely corupenae.te for Fz { p > , 1 t idll oe. e:r.trenely di:f'fic\11 t to do that 
a·t a lar~e eP.in. The combined qst~m of open .. eycl.e end closed-cycle control 
thus allows the design of the feedback lc;~op prima.ri17 from atabili t;r and noise 
eliminatio~ considerations without jeopardizing "stea~ state" or s;ynchr.onlzLng 
operations, since these are largely taken cara of by the "open-cycle" portion 
of the system. 
The most complicated system is that of automatic control and guidance 
of aircraft. Examp~es of' that is given by J. B. Rea.• Here the problem of 
analys~ng auch complicated system is a challenge to all applied mechanicia~. 
• J. B. Rea. "Analysis of Sy-stems for Automatic Control of Aircraft• 
Aero Eng. ReView Vol. 10, No. 11, Nov. (1951) 
9. Att.tornatic Qgntrol. of J!l'Opulsion S.Vatem 
Host propul.aion systems have two or more parameters that can be •e.ried 
to produce a given thl'Ust. Durin« cru.ise, the important problem is w operate 
the tJ7s~em e.t the optimum spociftc fuel consumption expreaaed 1n pounds per 
mile. lfll open-cycle, closed-cycl.e qetem appears well adapted to schednle the 
operation at approxtmatel7 the correct speed aDd alt1ta4e and to depend 
· thereafter upon the direct measurement of fuel now and d11tance in order to 
adjust the parameters for optimull per.tol'ID8Dce. The adjustment of the controla 
must be carried ou.t consistent w1til ~e 11mi~t1one of the eDgine and the aircraft. 
The various adjustable parametera and the limiting facton are ahovn in the 
following table. All of these power plant a suffer under certain cond1 tiona 
from instabilities. The f1rst form ~ experience a pulsation aasociated ui~ 
t he compressor; the last fore mav experience tns~bil1t1es associated with 
combustion. There is a good poss1b1lit.T, that automatic control systems ~ 
e1 ther prevent operation in these unstable recimes. or, might even damp out such 
oscillations by introducing a fee«back link into the s,f&tem. 
In such control S7stems. the first task 1a to determine the transfer 
fUnctions o~ the engine elements. Such elementa17 transfer 1\mctiona are 
ratios of polynomials in '? if the element has f1Jl1te degrees of freedom. Bu~ 
if the mecha.n1em has infinit e MeD¥ degrees of freedom, then s~r1ctly speak:lDg 
more general transfer function is necessary to represent ita charactar1atica. 
An 0xat2pla of this is the tmns1'er func~1on of rocket nozzle defined as the 
ratio of the pra.ctional increase in mass rate of now end the fractional 
increase in chamber pressuro. This transfer fUnction is determined by tha 
p~blem of no~stea~ flow of a contL~uum and thus represents the chara~ter1et1oa 
of infini tel~ ma.ny degrees of f r eedom. Whichever mq be the case. the transfer 
fUnct ion nevertheless def ine fullY the characteri stics of the mechanism so long 
aa the characteristics are linear characteristics. 
• 
Propulsion §zqtem A~1ustable Param§tera Prtne~ Operating LigiSs 
Piston Engine & Propeller l. r.p.m. by propeller pitch l. ~fax1mWD r.p.m. 
Turbojet 
Propeller turbine 
Ramjet 
Rocket • 
2. l·lanifold pressure by fuel a. Mex1mum manifold pressure 
flow 
l . r.p .. m. bT fuel flow l. Mazimum r.p.m. 
2 .. Turbine inlet tempsre.ture 2. H•numm turbine inlet temp. 
by e.%hauet nozzle area 
3. l'Ulsation limit 
4. Combustion blow-out lim! t 
l . r.p.m. b7 propeller pitch 1. Maximum r.p.m. 
2 . Turbine inlet temperature 2. Maximum tUJ'bine inlet temp. 
by' fule flow 
3. Pulsation limit 
4. Oombuet1on blo~out limit 
1 .. Maximwn temperature 1. Maximum temperature 
b7 fuel now 
2 .. Pul.sation li.mit 
2. Pressure recover, b.f 
exhaust noszle area 3. Blowout limit 
l . Fuel flow 1. MaximwD preasure 
2.. Fuel ratios 2. Oombu.stion 1natab111 t7 
-llf-
Actually even more roetrictad characterization is sufficient. '!'he 
engine element is fully described b,r the freq~ena.r response Characteristics. 
The frequency response 1e the transfer function with J = i cJ • o :!G w~Oib 1 
or the trans-fer function is defined a.l.ong ha.li" of the 1m8gina.J'7 axia in the 
complex p-pla..'le. Then bT the principle of anaJ.Ttic continuation, the transfer 
function is defined 1n the ~·1hole p-plane. The frequ.ency response can be either 
calculated0 or experimental.ly determined. •• For :mliable data to be used in system 
synthesis, the experimentally datel'llined 1'requeno;r roeponse 18 preferred. 
Doksenho~Hood Theo~ of Conit91 
t 
The syatem considered here iii essentially that l!lhovn in the folloldng 
figure. This block diagram daseribes a. typicP..l engine and control system. The 
TI<AIJ.SIENT 
X Y-j 
L (7' > y 
general system eontiguration chosen is the one employing negative feedback in 
which error in the controlled variable is fed back into the control. The 
~ E. w. Otto and B. L. Tqlor. •D,ynamics of Tu.rbojet Engine Considered a.a a 
~~aei-Steady ~stemn HACA TN 2091 (1950) 
•• H. Shamoe, S. c. Himmal, D. Dlivae8 KFrequency Response of Positive-
. Dieplacemen.t Variable-Stroke Fuel Pwaptt NACA TN 21.09 (1950). 
B. L. Tqlort F. L. Oppenheimer, "Investigation of Frequency-Response 
Chsl..'acterioties of Etlgino .speed for e. ~teal ~urbo-propeller Engine" 
lfACA TN 2184 (1950). 
onging i2 ~eprescnted ac a box with a characteristic fUnction E, the input 
of •..;hich ic \ihe BnGine-i:ndependent varie:ble X and the output is the engine-
dependo:n.t ·'i'eriable j . The characteristics of the instrument measuring 
are denoted as L for '!:lhich the the value o:? the controlled variable J 
input is the variable ~ 1 taelf and the output is the measured val.ue ~ • 
The error is the difference bet•neen the setting y and the measured ve.lu.e 
of the variable d' . The characteristics of tho control are denoted as a 
function 0 :for which the input is the error Y- 1 and the output is a. signal 
X to the servo unit~ •.~thich is the device that actually clla.nges the eng!ne-
1ndependont variable and completes the loop. The servo characteristic is deno·i;ed 
as tha :?unction S and ma;r be considered as e. part of the control or ae a 
separa.to entity, as sho•:m above. 
In addition to the intentional disturbp...nce made on the control setting, 
inadverten:li tra.nsien t disturl>e.nces ~ appear in any part of the system~ One 
possible sourc0 of such tranaient disturbances has been included as an 
uncon tx-ollod cr .. l3ll'ge ~ en~ine-independen t variable. The variable X 1 e thus the 
sum of a con·i>:rolled part and a:n uncontrolled pert V • 
· Tho chHre.cteristic functions used to describe the various units of the 
a;rstem e:eo transfer :functions. Thus for the system of above figu.re, the 
Jllngi!lG ch8.Z'acteristic: 
(9.1) 
(9.2) 
-ll?-
Instruma~t characteristic: 
(/ = L·~ (9 .3) 
Servo and transient disturbance: 
(9 .4) 
These equations can be combined for tho effect of the disturbance~ Y and 
V on the con trolled variable~ as follows: 
(9.5) 
These relationo are more cocrplex than the s~ple syst~ns considered in the 
previous ch.?.pter, although the generp.l principles and method of' anelyais are 
the a.?me. Rowevor, for complex er.1,g111e ty-pes~ even this ;_s not sufficient. 'l'l..1.c 
following Yery general t:o:-ea.t•:~ent is due to A. S~ Boksenbom and R. Hood.* 
If the englne has more ·;;han one independent variable. there are addf.tion'!\l 
degrees of freedom in contr~l~ The enGine-cha~~cterisrGic function must be 
expanded to shot1 how each d.J~1ende:n.t .-a.ria'Ul!i o:!' :tuterest is a:f'.fected by all the 
engine inputs &s follo~s: 
J, • E,, :t, -;! E; Z :iz + - · - - f E;n ;t n 
/z = Ez, L, -f E2.2 Zz +--- -f Ezn 1'-n 
- ------
----- ----
• A. So Boksenbom ancl R. Hood: "General Algebr.aic Hethod Applied to Oont!.'ol 
A:n.Plysis of Complex ElJGine Types" NAOA Tll No. 980 (1950). 
In ·this eq'L.t5on (9.6) each dependent ~ariable ~is expressed as a linear 
sum of effects due to each independent variable ;{ • For n i.n.clapendent 
variables. there are n terms in ee~ch eq_ue.tion. There is an equation for 
each dependent variable of" interest. For i dependent variablen, •tiheTe 
j ~ n , there are i eqU8.tiona. 
The number of degrees of freedom of the entire system cannot be greater 
th2~ the number of degrees of freedom of the engine alone. For continuously 
acting controls (excluding such controls as lioiters), the total number of 
engine variables being controlled should not be greater than the number of 
engine-independent variables. 
The eqttation (9.6) can be visualized in ·the mtriX form. The engine 
£unctions are set up in a rectangula·r erray,,.,rhere EjA represents the element 
in the J.,-;, ro~" and the Arh column. The X inputs enter the !!latrix in the 
colurmz ?..ncl the/ outputs era a.tta.ched to the ro'trB. Each input multiplies 
all the elements in its col~~n and oach output is the linear sum of the 
resulting products in 1 t s ro• . ,r. ""' !for later use, a square l!la.trix obtained. by 
using only the first i Cjlumns is denoted b,r 3•. 
l' 
E" 
E21 
£- . t.l 
12 r I fn 
E -----IZ ~i E,,.., 
Ezz-- --- Ezi.. ------ ~n 
----
I 
l;.·e-- ---Eli. ,----- Ei.h 
E ~- I 
---..;;: 
-:~z 
yr.t n i... n ~li~ed to this exte11t~ 1) In£ uc e t 
ene;... h o n · inde!Jendent vari ablo::J, t h ere are t7 degrees of freed.on 
~or t h e ent ire uystem. If only e limited number 1 of eng~~e-depond~nt 
ve.ria.blos are to be control Jed, the difference n- ,· of the engine-independent 
variables can be controlled. 2) The control system employs negative feedback 
where only errors a.re applied to the control. 3) Each error is to affect every 
engine-independent variable. 
The control equations are •·tri tten where each control output £:. is 
expressed as a linear sum of effects due to the errors in the controlled varieolea 
as follows: 
I 
f( ( - '(. -
'(,.ft> X,-~1 - ;t,~,)..;. --- -f C-, Xn- :In 1 
---------
Or J~ =t:kv(Yv-Y-v)I-C;4 (~-::t4 ) (9.7) 
(-A= I, z---- n, tJ = 1 -- -1 , d =ri+l-- -n) 
There are a totaJ. of n controlled quanti ties, r, errors, and n tems in 
each equation. There are also n engine-independent variables and therefore 
t7 eq"llEltions. Those indenendent variables to be controlled are given subscript 
numbers from i + 1 to n and those controls to 1trhich the corresponding errors 
are applied are denoted b,y c•. 
I 
1 --- c,, (,2 -- --- C11• 
1z Cz, Ccz _____ Cz; 
I /"I -- --/' L,(i·o~t) C.Jn 
I , 
I {2~< ,-.,., >- -. -Cz,., 
I 
I , t, Cn, lnz ( • t ) ,, CnanJ C,n 
1 t 1 t 1 
(Y,-j,) (Y;-j;) ( - ) i,·~r';-~• (Xn-7,) 
c C" 
The characteristics of the insturments measuring the value of the . 
controlled variable are L, Le •• 
. 
1) = /, 2 --- I (9.8) 
(9.9) 
The general assumption is made that each enginea-independent variable •!lould 
require a servo, which would chanee the variable in accordance with its 
corresponding signal,! • A source o~ transient disturbance is included that 
~ vary any of the en~ine-i.ndependent variables outside of the controlled 
variation in them. Thus, the expression for the engine-independent variables 
can be given by 
. 1-
(..R:Jiz.----n) (9.10) 
These equa.tions can be visualized in the matrix form. The fieure on the 
follo•:ring pege represents the general. system of five independent va.riableB. 
Three engine-dependent and two engine-independent variables are controlled. 
The entire aystem is enclosed excel)t for the outside disturbances. •lfhich can 
be imposed on the system. These are the five settings of controlled variables 
Y and X and the five transient disturbances that have been included. 
When the above equations are combined to give the effects on the controlled 
variables of the outside disturbanceo, the follo•.dng equations are obtained: 
rutd 
(9.1.2) 
where A : 1/ 2 - - - ,., I J : I, 2 .. - ' / -r) = // 2/ - ~ - I/ 4 = ,~.J.I· - n 
~ CoHlP.oLs "') 
..5EI(Vo 
I / ~ { c.2 C,3 C,4 C,5 ~- }{I 1/ I I 
- I (. 
'i { Cz1 C23 Cz4 1S 
SERVo 
-z 21 ' 'I t..l 
. c3, c3 z. c33 c-'4- ~s 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
I I I I 
---1 
I 
---r 
-\!;.,. 
Til Atlsll.= llr 
I I I I I I 
l . . . . . 
tz 13 I 
IAJ~rl?uuE-NT5 : 
t;l ~2 1, jN.jrRvl-/z:wr~ 
t 
~- 1 ~ 1 Xs E21 E22 Ez3 ~4 ~ 
£i1 EJZ 43 EJ4 
E_AI,Jit/£ .!,_ 
·t t 
Y, Yz J .:J ~ X, 5ErrtNG-~ 
l 
A condensed forn of mat~ix represent at i on is shown in t he f ollowing diagrem: 
t ]+ L ... 31 - ~· ~ .. I L44l y 'l$1 ~-"'- I .:; I ~ J: - + \ L z-z .~ ~;;Y ~~ I LssJ 
.--:.£: I L,, ~· , ~"'+ 1 l r 14 Vs dl \" , 
-
. 
/lz c!. I --E.s' 
' 
.... E (3 ~-
)CA. 
~ I 0 0 0 I 0 5c .5 c. is -~ 
-<. 0 0 0 0 I 
A single-system matri% is used in which the inpu'!iB are the errors in controlled 
variables and the ou·~puts a re the controlled variables. The ESC matrix is a · 
ma·iirix in '.'thich the ele!nent in the j rh~. 7:0"tT P..nd_ t.J.th column is EJA~~ {~c) ~ 
Similarly, an .ES07 matrix i s a matrix in •r~hich the element in the j.,J, row 
and the.4lrA column is E,j1J.5A.A C~,u . An sc matrix is ..SA~ (A-cJ and 
sc~ i s ..SA;4 CA.t~ . An ado.itionc>.l ma trix is included showing the e:t:rects o:r the 
transient disturbances . 
Ton~interaction Conditions 
Controlling more than one variable generally introduces an interaction 
a.r.1ong the controlled variables. Baking a. new setting for one variable mq 
cause, during the transient state, changes in other controlled variables. 
lf these other variables are operatine at or near a maximum point, this 
interaction may cause excessive values and possible damage to the engine. It 
would therefore be desirable that et>ch ne~~r setting o~ a controlled variable 
effect only the variable being set, thu~ giVing separate non-interacting control 
of all the variables being controlled. 
Several types of non-interaction ~ be specified as foll~s& 
(1) A specific control variable. such e.s (/;• is to be affected only b7 its 
own · setting Yj e.nd is not ·to be affected by any other setting, which means 
t hat in the above figure the j th ro'!tr of the system matrix contains only the 
diagonal element and the other element must be zero. 
(2) .Any specific setting, such as )t. , is to e.!fect only 1 ts corresponding 
controlled ve.riable ]-t and not any of the other controlled variables. Thus 
the t th column of the s.1stem matrix contains only the diagonal element and the 
other elements must be zero. 
(3) E-~e:ry controllad variable is .to be affected by its corresponding setting 
only, or ever.1 setting is to affect its corresponding controlled variable only. 
This complete non-interaction means that the system matrix is a diagone~ matrix. 
In ~eneral~ the effect of the setting on the system is of primar.y interest 
and a condition such as (1) is of secondary interest. The interaction effects 
defined in terns of the effects of setting, such as (2) e.nd (3) ,,.rill thus be 
considered herein. 
Eqs. (9.11) P~d (9.12) can be ~ritten as 
If any set~ing Yt is to affect only 6ft , then ~ Jfz is not affected by 
. ~ ( J :/: f. ) and any controlled .:(-A ( ~ ::r i+j to 71) is not affected by Yt . 
If equation {9.13) is cons:idered for any j-F t . then only term that can be a 
function of yt i!.l the last; one. Eece.use o:t the arbBrary nature of the 
instru.ruent function, Yt- :f Lit. J'-t_ eo that 
...,.., 
t, Ei"?-S~~ c~-c = o " 1 J :~: t. (9.15) 
I:f i!;c_. (9 .. 14) is considered for ~::. lr! to 71. the only t.e:rm that ca.n be a 
fllnction of Yr is t.he last one; therefore 
or 
•.there 
v:here 
and 
~AA CAt= o 
c ~-t =- 0 
~=i+/ ----11 
/ 
J- :: I/ 2_~ - - - - - I 
(9.16) 
(9.17) 
(9.18) 
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Eq. (9.17) ts e. system of 1 oq_uations for tho i unknowns .SA£ (_At. This 
system can be solved by using a propert7 of matrix: 
and When * =j 
* In these equations \ E;J \ imlica.tes the cofactor of the EJJ element 
of E* matrix. Hultiplying Eq. (9.17) by I EN' \ and summing over p, 1:1a 
have 
Or 
(9.19) 
J~_,? ____ ,. - " <.I ._ 
Because j is aDY number (1.2, •···•· i). a similar expression for a~v other 
= 14~1 j., EfA-.5N.( ~f~i /i 
~~=.tl 
- \ i!Jl 
(9.20) 
Thus 
. 2 -
This then (~ives the ratio of control and 3er-vo functions nec·;,sa&:ry for 
non-interactic.:n. The resul 'i:o that olD.y ratios are specified comes from the 
fact thl?.t the condition of (9 .17) i.~ really a aat of i-1 equatious for i 
unkno•.ma Ckt (t = 1, • · · · i). ~'le lu?.vo show. that Eqs. (9.16) and (9.20) nre 
neceseary conditions for non-interaction. Actually they a.re aJ.so sufficient 
condi tiona for non-interactions of type (2) • •Ahere Y t affects only /r . 
~qs. (9.11) and (9~12) c2~ be also ~ITitten a.s 
(9.22) 
I:f nny setting Xr is to affect only :lr . then any /; is not affected by Xr 
C'.lld any control:'..ed ~A ( 4::.1--1-1 ton) i'il not affected by )(,_ for A:/. r . In 
equation (9.21) the only t~r:\l that can be a fu:nction of Yr is the last one. 
Bec<mse of the arbitrarJ natux·e of the inntrt."nent function, 'x'r F Lrr;(r . so 
"71 
fj Eik ~If· c~r ~o / (9. 83) 
I:f equation (9.22) ia considered for a.rcy· k ( i·r/,---,.,) •,rhere ;f j.r • the only 
term the.t can be a function of X'r is the la.sli one ?...nd therefore 
~A~ c;r =o 
o~: 
/ c~r :=o . :>'I (9.24) 
-128«• 
Thus 
Therefore l)y usi!'l..g the basic matrix property again, we have 
(9 .. 25) 
/=l,z,----, (r;;»i) 
The necessa.i."'Y and sufficient conclit:tons for non-interaction of type (2) for Xr 
are thus Eqs. (9.24) and (9.25). 
If t11e 11ish to have complete non~interaction. '.'l"here every setting is to 
affect i"ts correspondine; V9.l"'ia.ble only, the necessa.xy tmd sufficient conditione 
are spocifiei by Eqs. (9.16), (9.20), (9.24) and (9.25). 
'rhe uoc of the operaUonal functions ·to characterize each unit in the s-.rsten: 
allo•;JS algeb:i.'a1.c represen·iiations of the relations among the variables of the 
system. With co~lete non-interaction specified, the system matrix becomns a 
cl.iagonal ma·trix and ea.ch ciro:J.it act~f as follows: 
(9.26) 
and 
'tfhon ·"heno equa~iona are oolved for the controlled vadablos a.o a function 
of the aettings and the transient disturbances, the ~oll~~ing equations are 
obtained: 
(9.28) 
(9.29) 
If th ti nal ~" t• f !:1 t V is defined ao R · · and e opera_ o response .~-unc 10n o Q j . o r j (/d 
the operational response function of Xr to Xr as J</,. , (9. 28) and (9.29) 
becomes 
and l I 
:1,. ..:: !<',.,.. Xr- ( f?r Lrr - 1) Vr 
•r~here 
and 
(9.30) 
(9.31) 
(9.32) 
(9.3'5) 
The response of e:n:y J; to 'rj" insofar as the control mabrix is concerned 
depends only on the elements in the j th column of the control matrix. Inasmuch 
es for comPlete non-interaction o~ the ratios of the elements of that column 
of the control matrix are Sl'ecified, the respon~e can be independently set by 
choosi~ ~ one element of t~~t column. If the conditions for non-inter.e~tion 
are used, Rjj is u function of any c;, j 1 i.e., by (9.20) 
(9.34) 
(9~33) and (9.34) sho't'r the response o£ any controlled variable to its 
setting ag detel~ined ~ the control functions. The -response o£ a controli~d-
engine-o.ependent variable depends on tlw square engine matrix E•. 
An inrporta.nt result ia ob1;a1ned •trhen eq_M.tions similar to (9.28) a.nd (9.29) 
are ,ttri tten for the errors in controlleO. quantities a.s follows; 
(9.35) 
(9.36) 
The errora in controlled q:.>.antiUes respond in the same oanner to both setting 
and trl?.nsient distu.rba.nce~ and ·l;he control configuration chosen can act both · 
as a control to setting disturbances and a. regulator to '- transient disturb?..nceo, 
at lee.ot ':lith the transient disturbences assumed • 
.Qontrol _Eunct;i.Ql':\'R. 
N011 suppose the response of the controlled variables are specified_, i.e., 
t Rjj and Rrr e.re specified, ,,w ·:Ti sh to determine the necessary control functions. 
Equations {9.33) and (9.34) can be solved for Cs 1 • Thus 
-5v1.1 cvj R-. I Cjvl - .J-J-- l £* l I -k.'' · · L- · IJ ll (9.37) 
P-ll•l J 
' 
Rrr 
. ..SrrC,r :: -I 1- Rrr L,..r 
(9.38) 
Equa~~iOi.ls (9 . 35) and (9.r·m) sho\-r ths ;!; fo:r the errors to be smaJ.l, the numerators 
in (9.37) and (9 .38) mus ·iJ be smaJ.l. Ther.afore the gain of the control functions 
must be large8 This is in accord with the eonclusi~n of our previous stu~ of 
simpler systems. 
'rh13 :'?.lgebro1c methods used in deal.ing 1rt1 th operational functions can be 
further g enere.lized in terms of equh-a.lent relations when the engine, the control. 
and the othe r unit chaz·acteristics are expressed in other forms. For instance, 
if t he fre~uenc.1-responso characteristics are graphically knot.~ !rom tests or 
aneJ.ys:i.a , ali the resultn desc:r-lbed here can be graphically performed in terms 
of ~treqne11cy response characteristics in plnce of the operational functions. 
If the tu.rboprop eng ine t which has the' t'IJO independent variables fuel :flow 
and blade angle, is consideren, the defining differential equations obtained b.y 
linearizing the general :func~ional fo!'ms of e.ug1ne torque a.s a :f\Ulction of speed 
N and tenperature T, pro~eller torque as a function of speed Nand blade angle(?, 
· and temperature T as a function of speed :u and fuel flow Wf are 
Thus 
N -f r IN = -a f -J. 6 wf }· 
i : cvy.- e"' 
IV-
(9.39) 
(9.40) 
(9 .41) 
Let us consider first the case of sgntrolling speed li and fuel floy, Wf • 
Thus i = 1, n = 2. Here •,re eee the reason •11ey the general theoey r,ras developed 
f'or n -=f i. Of course •-te can also rearrange the system or Bqs. (9.40) and (9.41) 
Guch that the independent vari?..blea are T and (> end the dependent Vc.rie.bles are 
N and ~~'~f . Then n = i = 2. But this additional. ,,rork is not necessary if •-te use 
t ile e;er..eral theo:~:-y developed 'by Bokaenbom end Hood. Thus 
E. -a 
,, = I+ r:r ; £-, c:: .6 /Z l+~f 
::(2. ::::- Wf 
(J.-=r) 
The general control system is 
t_ .::::. C,, (' ~-N) -1- c,; ( 1,j- W() 
~f = tz1( A~-iii J -f Cz; r~,s- vV.r) 
-
'.olhere the subscript c denotes setti.l1gs and ( ) the mea.sured values. For complete 
ncn-interaction ·then, according to (9 .16) 
C21 = o 
Accordine to ~q. (9.25) 
I ~/~Z 
._.6zz c~: 
b 
a 
'1There the dete:uninant of a. single-element matrix •:tri tten as /E* /=/'E'-'11/Z tl allows 
·che usf; of the '3quut:lona employed hera. 
Problem 9.1 
Shov that £or the non-interaction turboprop control indicated, (1) the 
control-system eq_uations are 
..f- h...5 I -f!. ~ C11 { rv5 - N )-I- 4 ~ CZz (w'{ls- ~) 
!Yr- c,; r~s -wf) 
(II) the response of speed U and fuel flow Wf to their settings are 
Problem 9.2 
For the same t~urbo?rop engine considered but now control temperature T 
and speed n. Then n = i = 2. Deduce the conditions for complete non-interact1¢n, 
and the control-system e~uations and response under complete non-interaction. 
(I) 
(III) ~I 
-- ~[(c-6e)+cc;P} 
. C/ .€ 
:-
(C-,6..1! )+ C 'C.j5 
=- Sz2 Szt 
~z.-z521 L,1-1- -: 
J~~ 0t(~- N) + Czz(T;-r) 
.S..z~ C.z..,_ 
\ 
P:t•<fole~ . 
Deduce Equationa (9.26) and (9.27) from the ~iven conditions for 
complete non-inl.ieraction. 
As another ex.e.nplo of the eeneral theory, ''le shall consider the problem 
of cont1-olling a turbojet engine 'lli th tail-pipe burning~ The following analysie 
follot-.rs essentiruly the •-rork of 1-f. S. Feder and R. Hood.* 
For close-to-equilibrium operating conditions, the torque ~available to 
accelerate tho eneine is a function of eneine speed N, eneine fuel flow Fe , 
effective nozzle exit area A, and the ta:tl-pipe burner fuel rate Ft• ]'or 
convenience, Fe and Ft are expressed in enert~ llnits per unit time. Thus 
If I is the :.·o-te.ry moment of inertia of the enc;1.ne rotor, then 
(9 •. 43) 
•uhere the J .. aplace transform is already applied. Thus in the follo,..ting analysis, 
•·r~ do not ma.lte a different notation for the Laplace transform of a quantity end 
the quantHy itself. no confusion 'Jrill ari~eo L:::,. N :!. s the increment of engine 
;Jpeed over the steady-state operatine :point. 1tlo can linearize (9.42) by 
considering only smell deviations fron the steady-state conditions. Thus 
101 ~.{. S. Feder end R. Hood, "Analysi:... for Control Application of Dynamic 
Clu>.rA.ctenstics of Turbojet Engine 'tli th. Tail-pipe Burn~" NACA TN 2183, 
Sept. 1950. 
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whore ~ for o:taruple is 
Thu.o 
(-·.:!.e...+l) ~IJ =(-.?i:c .&_) A~l(-...td_.A..) AA+t'-11""& /-;)Aft 
tp:;, N ~~~~ J.i ,F~ ~ "( A ~AI -;;[7 f:t 
';fa Gee that - z/ '1# has the dimension of time and is the time constant of 
the system considered. Thus 
[ =-- -v~ (9.44) 
The steady-state is represented b.r oetting;' = 0, then the factor 
represents the increment of AB/U per unit increment of A F L /F-L. Or 1 t in 
the nlopo of a steady-state operating curve relating engine speed to en~ne fuel 
\... 
flot·1 at constant A and Ft, considered e.t the initiel steady-state operating 
condition. ~1e other similar factors in the equation can he similarly interp?~ted. 
and N = 4z (9 .46) 
Then 
(9.47) 
By analyain~ the variation of turbine outlet temperature T2 , 1 t is found 
that 
A a~d F.~ h-sld conatant, ani similar intelpr·at,ation for '02 and b3. The mean.ing 
of ?:1 cau be obtained by m.;t.king A and F.~ constant, then the relation bet':teen 
N' and T2 :ts 
tv' 
'l'hu3 r, i£1 the tine constaut for response of engine speed to changes in turbine 
outlet temperatura T2 , • .;1 th A and Ft he}.d constant. Si~:\l.larly 'l,2 1s the time 
c0natant :for the response of ear;ine speed to cht>.ltges in tu:bine outlet temperature 
T21 'tli'Gh F <. a.n.d :ll't constant. .And finally t 3 is the time constant for the 
resi>Onse of l'I to chances in T3 •.d th Fe. and A held constant. All these time 
conatallts are ho•,:ever, not ent:ircly 1nd.epenCI.ent, and rela·ted through the constants 
In !act, by using the fe.ct that there is a fixed 
relation, :l.:ld.epen<len1; of til;le, "bet•:Jecn T2. Pe, N, A, Ft, we can sh011l that 
(9.49) 
The pre~rious rele.tionr:. e.ra di!rived ';Tithout any considez•ations on the engine 
the:rmodynf'.mics. Therefore add:i.ti:mal restraints 0:1 the constants can be obtained 
by usi~ encine thermodynamica. T'Ais 'N"ill 11a dons in the follo•tT!.ng section. 
F:roblem 9.4 
Derive Eq_. (9.49). 
If the engine processt.s aro considered qtlE.si-sta.tic, therno~ynamic relations 
that hold in the steacly std.e can be extended to the transient state. Because 
uabalflllced torque is a. sma:.l difference bet~·reen h•o large numbers, only those 
the:.."lnodynMlic mt!_)reaaioits that are precise e.nd independent of en{::ine efficiencies 
't!'lll 1.e used. These expressions are the hes:~t·~ba~:,o.r.co eq_ue.tion and the continuity 
equ.:>.tion. 
1 -,. .... :J ~ 
onthnlpy of a.iT at compre.1sor inlet and tur.bine outle"i;, then 
(9~50) 
·~hare Wa is the a.i;;.- •rtei,~t rata. The tarm qJ:T/Wa is the enerltf stored in 
e.cce~~ra{;ing 'the engine. By ·iia.king constant specific heats for differential 
chane;es 5.n tem:ps:o:-ature, Eq~ (9.50) gives after differentia.~iClll~ 
'•1h~;;re t.h•; Ts are total tenperat.u.res at the designated stations. For deviati.:ms 
a:round s\·e<>.dy .... sta.te condH·ions, the differential.s in the equation e.rc differ·:mtia.l 
· ,l&-;ria:bioLs from: steaey-stP_te oo:nditions anC. the remaining quantities are ve~ues 
<>:f the v~·.::~J . .:'.hles at the i nitial steady~ste.te condition. If deviations from. 
.t;:J f".e _ .A~~ _ ..!:/._ .d<t' -z. ..&_ A JZ 
1=.€. W&t - F~ ( H£ 7Z (9.Ql) 
liO'IJ! ~,!e shall introduce a .. 'rl apy>ro:&:ilna.tion: In general., the term A.w,/Wa 
is e. fuz::ct;ion of eDt,<;l.ne syea1i t:>..lld cor.rpreeso~inl.et ~.n.d-outlet conditions. . If an 
a::del~·:.flc.":f compressor. is c.esur.mdt ho•,rever, the air flow may be approxima·ted ae a 
:'?unctio•: of e'ngin.o Sil9ed nlon.e; therefo:t>e 
~~L _ '•\L~~ W&~~ - r 41 IV (9.52) 
1Jhe:re ,&,_, . ~ wv~. ~s pl~portionP~. to the slope OI the steady-state relation between 
engS.ne sr.ecd C?.lld a:i.z· fio•11.. By subs1;ituUng Eqs. (9.43) and (9o52) into ilq. (9.51) 
•.ra have · 
Or 
Or 
·~ Tz. 1-q:.v.t ( C- INlql. 1;; I ~ (t-q,w~) Are ?Z : E.t; .,.. )?L. c.,-, .... , liz 
.IN7. 
:TI'Il !iv..L' p +I we! I/~ a AA Y\1,/~d{ F,.W.: p+J A"J:e, 
l:,p+l Hz z ..-1 ·- l..p t-1 liz ~ Fe. 
By compal"'ing this equation with Equation (9.48), we have 
(9.53) 
(9.54) 
and 
I 
6 - ~II£ 
'Z - - -H;-e:tz (9.55) 
J - '1\t;_l/..e. 
.o3-- Jlz '!3 
These eqtl.ationa sho•11 tha.t the ch2.racte:ristice of "the turbine outlet 
·;;emperatw:-e T2 response cm1 be completely d.etermined from the characteristics 
of the speed :N response. This is. of course, to be e:A.-pected., since the 112 io 
completely determined by ';he ener~ relation, once Wa and Fe, are specified. 
Feder ano. Hood gave e.n.otht;'r rel;;.tion bet•11een az and a 3 • But the basis a'£ 
this relation seems to be incorrect and therefore the relation is not valid~ 
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Let us consider the !Jroblem of feed-back control •nhen ·Ghe settings are 
on N! F0 and Ft. ln the Boksenbom-Hood theocy, i = 1, n = 3. The engine 
e~uation is then Eq. (9.47), and 
and 
I I 
~1e eenoral control ~sten 1o 
(9.56) 
(A: ) :c;, ,-{---;.Ll_j~-(¥)7 f c;;f_~Ji~ -(;~1+ c;;'[t 1!~- ~lf~J 
(.~) :- C21[(~/i1~-(AJ~j) f CL~l~t-~:b-(1/:-1 ;LCz:fr~!~·-(Ai} 1 
(j;~? ::: l:.3t [( /('>.:- -~')yAJ t s: kj}~- &~&.] ._ ~ [r 1;~ -{!' ""ff 1) 
In theae eqll2.t1ona, (_) means the output of' the control matrix, ( ) 9 the 
se·t.ting and () ·i;he mea.sm~ed value from mee.suring instruments. The condition 
of non-interacting contro:.s (9.16) then requires 
The condition of (9.24) speci~ies 
Ths conclition of (9.25) then gtves 
--
q, 
-- qz 
(9.57) 
(9.58) 
(9.59) 
=- :::-
Tho reoponsa is then 
- "" lo.- .... 
E,, V, + E; z\/z t 62 'b 
~~~~ ~1 L11 .f/ 
(9 .. 60) 
~'llr.1re:t'ore •:11 th the non-interaction conditions of Eqs. (9.57) to (9.60) f!aHsfied. 
C'he problem of. res:pon.sa i£J vo1y. ouch the ee.me as the simple .feed-back systems 
diacuased in the p1•eviou.o ohapte~'" 'l'he pl'ima.:cy aim is to design On, C22l and C33a such 
·~hat the gain in la.x·ge a:nc1 tho system transfer functions are stable. 
!t is o:f"ten :a.•equirod that turbi11e inlet temperature or the combustion ou·net 
·~amperature be limited to sa:?e value. Strictly speaking, ·this io a limit control 
and iG a non-lL.'1.ear effect not easily analysed. Ho•,Tever c-.n approximate oolution 
'iio this problen niGht be t.he control of this temperature, instead of the engine 
fuol rate. If the controJ. is stable, then •:re know the steady state temperature 
will be •:rithin ·bond se·t by the control. Then the transfer :function can be so 
desien.od as to eive a asynptotic app!'oach to the steady state temperature to 
ensure no overshoot. Or, perhaps, ~ore prectical~ the tre~afer function can oe 
~o syntherir.ed as to he7e a ver,r short time characteristics. Then even with 
tenperatura v7erohoot, the effect is harmless. For a discussion on such aspects 
of eng:i.ne con~!·ol~ one shcm.1d consult a paper by F.. c. I-1ock. • a,nQ.::..a_reporl by 
A. R. :So!:"'::'.ent.om end:.,..R. Hood. Ill 
----------------------------------------·---------------------------------
&;: F. c. ~focl.o:, 11 Tul"bojot (.tld ~:ur·oop!'op Eng:5.ne Con·<;role11 
Qu.a.rlerly Tz-a.n.scz:~ion of S.ll..'E, Vol. 5, No.3s (Jul.y), pp. 377-:-392 (1951). 
oa:. A. R. Boksenbom and R. Hood, "Automatic Control Systems Satisfying Oe::.-tain 
General Cl•i te!'"ions on T.:rann3.ent Be!>..e.vioz>tt UACA T.!l 2376 (1951). 
10. Servomechanisms with Alternating Ourrent Motors 
and Oscillating Control Servomechanisms 
In this chapter and the two following chapters, we shall extend the 
concepts and methods developed in the previous chapters on simple servo.-
mechanisms to systems which are basically more complicated but never-
theless could be treated approximately by the same technique. Therefore, 
they demonstrate the power of these basic principles of servomechanisms. 
The contents of this and the next chapter follow closely the treatment of 
L . A. MacColl. • 
Alternating Current Systems 
So far, whenever we have been conside:o.-ing a. servomechanism 
containing an electrical motor, we have assumed implicitly that the motor 
is a direct current motor. Similarly, if the "motor" in a servomechanism 
is some mechanical system, we have been assuming that it is a "zero-
frequency" device. In pratice, however, it may well be desirable to use 
alternating current motors. It is clear that the use of such motors 
necessitates the reconsideration of some parts of the forgoing discussion , 
Consider a servomechanism as sketched in the following figure: 
In this system all of the currents and voltages appearing in the amplifier, 
motor and potentometer are modulated sinusoids. The basic alternating 
current is generated by the oscillator. When a certain condition, which 
will be discussed presently, is satisfied, much of the earlier theory is 
applicable to this system. 
Let us consider for a moment the general steady~ state theory of 
invariable linear systems subjected to signals which are modulated 
sinusoids. Here the expression "steady state .. refers to the fact that the 
modulating signals are assumed to be sinusoidal functions of time. 
If the unmodulated ~•carrier'' is a75 W 0 t . the phase angle is here 
neglected without loss of generality. Then it is obviously legitimate to 
* .. Fundamental Tueory of Servomechanisms .. D. Va.n Nostrand Co., 
New York, ( 1945). 
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take the modulating 3ignal in c omplex .form, e Then the modnlated 
carrier is 
(10.1 
and the steady-state response of a system h~.ving the transnlisaion ratio 
KG(c.'(..)) .= F(lw~ is 
(10.2. , 
For any rea~ physical ayatem, the function F(,·w~ ".s gene1.·allv ratio 
of polynomials withi real coefficients Then 
(10 .3, 
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where the bar over the symbol indicates the conjugat e complex value. 
Therefore. we can write (10. z: as 
where 
(J 0. 4 
(1 0. 51 
Now we suppose that t h e S}•stem is such that we hav.E- ·i;he r e lation 
( l 0 6 ) 
Tben the expression of ( lO. 4 ) .-: an be w ritten in the form 
This result shows that when the condition of ( 10. 6 ) if.;, satisfied, the 
amplitude, Flllr(,C-cJ) eittJt , of tJ:w response of the system to U·e modulated 
carrier (10. lj is the same as the response of a system having tbe trans -
mission ratio Flllr( iw) to the in put signa l tl-wt This statement can be 
immediately generalized to more gene-ral input functiotlS b y the p:~inciJ>le o•· 
superposition: lf (10. 6 } is sat isfied, at least approximately , throughout a 
range of values of w which includes the more important parts o:: the 
Fourier spectrum of a modula ting input signal /;, ( t ) , the a mplitude 
of the resulting modulated out put signal is at least approximately e quc"\l t o 
th • response of a system havi ng the transmission ratio F*( i w j to th e 
input signal j;_ (t ). 
Translat ion of F(iw! to a Higt e r Frequency 
If we leave out of acc ount certain trivial s y stems. e . g . , pu:r. e 
resis tances, it follows from ( 10. 3) 
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This is different from the condition o:f ( 10. 6). Therefore (lO , 6) ca.nno1 
be satisfied exactly fo:r all real values c ,f w . Or, if we alte t' our point 
of view slightly, we can say that the transmission ratios F(,w) and F*Vw ~ 
of two physical systems cannot rigorous ly satisfy the relation of ( 10. 5 ! for 
all real values of w. 
Nevertheless, it is enti rely pos ,; ible, and indeed quite comn"lon, 
for the transmission ratios F*(~:.'w) and F(t.'w~ of two physical systems 
to satisfy the relation ( 10. 5) a pp r oxima:;ely over a. range of values of w 
which is large enough to include t he more im;?ortant parts of the Fourier 
spectra of the particular signals we ax-e concerned with . We can see this 
briefly a.s follows: 
Consider th.e impedanc e Z 
C in series, 
of an inductance L and a cap"-Cl t a n, e 
z = Lt:W+ c:·w-
= Liw (t- z{~i) 
If we make L and C of ~uch rnagnitul~e that 
(lO. 7 } 
then 
small or w nea.r wb , 
Th~t is, at the frequency w
0 
+ lJ the impedance of the series combination 
of L and C, satis!ying condition ( 10. 7), is approximately equal to the 
impedance of an inductance 2 L at tl e frequency t.V 
Similarly, consider the impedan.ce Z of an indttctance L and a 
capacitance C in parallel 
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I I J.. ".-., 
'% -=. Liw T Luu 
~ 2 c b (tAJ-tvt) 
if condition of (10. 7) is satisfied. The::efore at the frequency W+())0 
the impedance of the parallel combination of L and C, satiufying ( 10. 7), 
is approximately equal to the impedance of a capacitance 2 C at the 
frequency w . 
Thus, starting from a p~'lysic;al system with a trans:mission ratio 
F*(iw), we can, by replacing any inductance L by a series combination 
of inductance j Land capaci ty C = 2/Lw; and by replacing any 
capacity C by a parallel combination o f capacity -J. C and inductance 
L = z/cw; . obtain a physica l system having a transmission ratio F(i"-') 
such that the relation ( 10. 6 ) is satisfied approximately for .a:r::la-11 value a of 
w . Then the results stated a bove, c oncerning the relations bet\veen 
the signals in the systems, hold for th<!Se related systems. 
After this excursion to general carrier transmission theory, let 
us return to the consideration of the a e rvomecha.nis1n4 
Let t.tJ, /27! denote the frequency of the current sup~lied by 
the oscillator. It is clear tha t all of th.e currents and voltages in the system 
are modulations of the carrier wave cas t.JIJi • Hence it imz.nediately follows 
from the above that, in order to desig~ the amplifier for the 3ystem with 
alte~ting current, we need only desi1tn a suitable amplifie;.:o for a system 
with direct current by method s described previously; and the:l translate 
the characteristics of the amplifier up•vard on the U.' - scale by the 
amount W0 , in accordance with the p 1:ocedure sketched above. 
as we have indicated, the forgoing arguments involve a considerable 
number of approximations of one kind <•r another, An entirely complete 
discussion of servomechanisms with alternating current would necessitate 
an e:xamin.~tion of the effects of all the~ e approximations. ·vv e shall not 
go into thi13 investigation, because it w-:>Uld be involved and tedious, and 
because it does not appear to be a very urgent matter c..s fa·r as servo-
mechanism art is concerned. 
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Oscillating Control Servomechanism 
We shall now consider another class of system3, which we call 
oscillating control servomechanisms. These resemble se1·vomechanisms 
with alternating current motors, in that in both cases the signals are 
caused to modulate a periodic oscillation. However, in the case cf 
oscillating control servomechanisms the modulation emplo·yed is not the 
ordinary amplitude modulation. In order to introduce the c:on.cept of an 
oscillating control servomechanism in·~elligibly, we muot fir.st give a 
little preparatory discussion. 
One very primitive, but very c .:>mmon. kind of servomechanism can 
be described as follows. Suppose that to the system we were to add a 
circuit containing a relay, designed to function so that no voltage would 
be applied to the output terminals unless the absolute value of the error 
E.,(t) exceed a certain threshold, and so that when /~/ did exceed the 
threshold the output would be the full ~lectromotive force E of a source 
applied with such a polarity as to tend to reduce the absolute value of the 
error. We would then have an examph:~ of what we call an on~off servo~ 
mechanism. 
On-off servomechanisms have the great advantage tha·i: comparatively 
simple systems of this kind can be made to handle large an1ounts o:! power. 
This is often difficult to achieve with Elervomecha.niams of other types . 
On the other ha.nd, on~off servomechanisms a1•e deiinitely non~linea.r 
systems, and thei:r performances tend to be inferior to those of the 
systems we have considered previously. Briefly, an oscillating cont1:ol 
servomechanism is a. modification of a.n on~off servomecl:::anism, \"o~hh:b 
enables us to secure the advantage o£ linearity without sacrificing the 
advantage of the large power carrying capacity. •lc 
Before proceeding to the treatment of oscilla.ting control servo-
mechanisms proper, we sha.t::. present a general theoretical result, upon 
which the theory of all such systems i~ based. 
Let us consider a devi ce having the following property: According 
as the input signal, f;, (t), i s positive or negative, the output signal, 
* 
.. , 
See also I. Flugge~Lotz: "Uber Bewegungen eines Schwingere unter 
dem Einfluss von Sc hwarz- Weiss -Regelungen" Z , a. M . lvi. 
Vol. 2.5/2.7, pp. 97 - 113 ( 1947). 
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Jo (t), is +A or ~ A, where A in a fixed constant. We may think of 
such a device as an ideal limitel.·. In fact, such a system is an on--oif 
system with zero threshold. 
Suppose that the input signal to the limiter is 
(lO.f.l j 
where E0 J k,1 4)0 and w are constanta. In connection with oscillating 
control servomechanisms, the term ~Jin tAJtJt will be a persial:zmt 
oscillation in the system, and k ~ Sin e.Jt will be an applied signal or 
modulating signal. We shall calculate the corresponding output ,.., (t} 
presently. 
Response of a Limiter 
The output }tJ (t) of the limite1: in response to the input ( 10. 8 ) can 
be written in the forni 
(10.9 } 
where the a's are independent of t. W1~en m = 0 • the inner sumtna.tion 
is to be extended only over positive values of n , For our _purposes the 
only coefficients that are of any immedate interest are fl1D and ae1 ; 
for in the case of an oscillating control servomechaniam, operating under 
normal conditions, the other coefficients either are negligibly small, or 
they correspond to oscillations which are suppressed by sui-..:ablc filtexing. 
Or 
\lfhen 1L co ~ the coefficient a,() can be easily calculated as 
.zr.. !40~ A~nw,t· dt /jfj~;,"t.J0t.d/; 
a. = lb 
£ J- ~ 1f A r,-l)Lt{,t· dt = 
0 
.M ( 10. 10) 
7l 
When lr..:;o , the output fD<t) can be g :rapoically obtained as follows~ 
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It is seen ::hat if Ji/<</ , the corrections to the output ~rom the 
The sum remains finite as we increase N indefinitely. The:cefore by 
making N large, we have 
a = g Ak tlo.u) 
N 7C 
Eqs. ( 10. 10) and ( 10. 11) g!ve the two important coefficients t17b and 
~I for small k. For general values of k, these coefficients were computed 
by Bennett and Kalb. * When b< ~</, 
!A ~b= 7l! E(*J 
-1., = !Jx {E (~) -(,-!., Kfi.J} J ( 10. L!) 
>'.< 
Bell System Technical Jour nal, Vol. 14, pp. 3ZZ-,359 (1935}. 
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where K( k) and E(k) denote the complete elliptic integrals (1£ the :iirst 
and the second kinds, respectively. For k small, the elliptic integrals 
can be expanded, then 
tt. = 
"' 
ltf[!-·f -----}J 
~[It..£.,'-----} 
7[:, . l -
(lO.l3p 
I ~ 
Eq. ( 10. 13) shows that our simple comp·1.1tation to be correct, within 
the accuracy of analysis. It, however, also shows that the simple resul';f: 
of Eqs. ( 10. 10) and { 10. 11) are accurai:e enough for even moderate values 
of k. Therefore the ratio of the component of frequency w in tha 
output to the component o£ the same frequency in the input i:J approximatel)-
equalto 
(10.14) 
By Eq. ( 10. 10}, wh~n k is small the amplitude of the component of 
~---frequenc.y e.>0 in the output is approximately a constant, determined 
entirely by the properties of the limiter.. Also, the ratio of the component 
of frequency C.U0 in the output to the component of the same frequency 
in the input is 4-A/bc£.)· 
component of frequency 
TruG .-the amplification of the lin'l:iter for the 
ro0 is 6 lb. greater than the amplification for 
the component of frequency w 
: 
·' 
Now it is easily seen that the preceding considerations can be 
extended to the case in which v.re have, instead of the signJ.l i£, .J,i; tJ!; 
t) 
a small signal t(t) of arbitrary form. The essential result can be 
stated as follows: 
If we ignore higher order modulation terms (on the ground that 
they are negligibly small, or that they are to be suppressed ultimately 
by suitable filtering), the limiter wid'l the input 
where f(t) is small compa1·ed with E0 • behaves, as f;3:r as the 
transmission of the signal l (t) is concerned, substantially as a lin.ear 
system having the tl·ansmisaion r(l.tio given by Eq. ( 10. 14). 
Limiter Servomechanisms with Euilt··in Oscillation 
We are now ready to d:iscllss ~he oscillating control s a:rvo-
mecha.nism. We have already seen that the only effect of the pe:.:-siaten·.: 
oscillation, as far as the tranvmi.ssion of signals is concerned, is ·::o ma.lce 
the limiter into an effectively lir.ea.r element, with a. positive real 
tra.nsrr1ission ratio. Hence, we migh~ have CO<'lSidered thf: litniter to be 
such an element from the bcgin11ing, .:1.voided all explicit rr ... entior.l of the 
oscillation E0 Jin tJ.t , and de'l.lt with the system entirely by means o£ the 
concepts and methods given in the earlier chapters. This is, in fact, t;l~ 
novel and excellent proceedu1•e p1·oposed by J. C. Lozier. 
For the sake of simplic.ity, we have assumed 30 fa1~ that the :nhercnt 
properties oi the servo affo1.·d a.lJ of t:b.e filtering that is nE!Ce6sary to 
suppress the unwanted modulation tel'ms introduced by ~hE: limiter. It 
is at least conceivable that :i.n pea.c:tice it may sometimes be nece-;sa.ry to 
supply additional filtering, by means of supplementary filt ::!rt::. Naturally, 
whatever effective filters thare may be· in the system must be such that 
they pass the wanted signals. This, in combination with o·..1r other 
considerations, implies that the frequency We 
parts of the Fourier spectra of the signals., 
must be above the important 
No matter what filte2·lng we may introduce into the system, the 
output will always contain, as one component, an oscillation having tl.a.e 
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frequency tU, • It is worth remarking that it may not even be desirable 
to reduc;e the amplitude of this component below a certa.in level, by 
filtering. In fact, such an oscillation furnishes "dyn.a.mkal lubrication", 
which diminishes the effects of static friction, backlash, a.nd other 
parasitic non-linea.rities tending to degrade the perfo.l'mance of servo-
mechanisms. 
We have not said anything very specific about the way in which 
the oscillation E 0 Sin U~t i s supplied to the limiter; we have merely 
remarked incidently that it rna)• be supplied by a subaidiarr oscillator. 
Systema in which the oscillation is supplied in that way h'a.ve certain 
advantages in the way of flexi bility. However, they have the disadvantage 
of involving a certain amount of extra equipment. We sha.U close this 
chapter with a brief description of a variety of oscillating control servo-
mechanisms in which the servomech.3.nism :i.tself is made t~1 supply the 
oscillation. 
Consider the following systen'l: 
~ Filtel" ... Limiter ... _ .. Servo ,.. .... , .. System 
Feedba ck 
.., 
-
Suppose that the system is s o designed that. in the abGence of the input 
signal it oscillates at a frequency vJ0 determined by the phase shifts 
of the linear elements in the feedba<.. k loop. As we have seen, the limiter 
behaves, as regards the oscilla.tion. as an effectively linear element, 
having a. transmission ratio which decreases as the amplitude is increaE:cd. 
The amplitude of the oscillation adjusts itself so that the amplification 
around the loop, determined by the amplifications through tl:.e limiter and 
through the linear elements, is unity. 
' I 
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Now suppose that the system is subjected to an input sigr.al. If 
the corresponding error signal at the input of the limiter is sufficiently 
small, the amplification of the limiter for the persistent oscillatio~ is 
substantially unaffected, and the system continues to oscillate at sub-
stantially the original frequ~ncy and amplitude. As we have seen, the 
limiter behaves, as regards the signals, as an effectively linear element, 
having an amplification which. is 6 lb. less than the amplification for the 
persistent oscillation. It is clear th< t under these conditions we have an 
oscillating control mechanism, such a1:1 we have discussed above. The 
• only novelty in the present situation is the fact that the frequency and 
amplitude of the persistent oscillation E0 ..fin w()t are deterrnined by 
the system itself, instead of being determined independently, as we !:-.ave 
tacitly assumed heretofore. 
In all of our considerations of the system as a servomechanism, 
we need only ascribe the prrper effective t:ransmiasion ratio to the limite r , 
and then proceed in the wayt. described in the preceding chapters . We 
do not need to takE~ account explicitly of the persistent oscillation How-
ever, the requirements that the S}vstem shall also function as an oscillator 
imposes certain restrictions on what we can do toward improving its 
performance as a servomechanism. This can be seen as follows: 
Let F0 (p) denote the t1~ansmission ratio of the feedback loop for 
the signals. Then the tra.nsmiusion xa.tio for the persistent oscillation 
is ZF 0 (p); and. by the ve:ry iac.:t that the system doeEJ oscillate, there is 
a purely imaginary value of p "~ ieiJ() for which ZED ( i"w0 ) = a 1. H3nce, 
the curve, in the Nyquist di;~o gr~,m, described b'IJ the running point 4Al" = F0 (p) 
is constrained to pas a through the po,int w =- -J. . On the other hand, in 
order that the performance of the syotem as a aervomecha.niam shall be 
satisfa<.tory, the curve must meet the conditions we have discussed in 
the preceding chapters, including the condition of avoiding the neighborhood 
of the point W'=- l. Obviot...JbJ, the constraint to which the curve is 
subjected makes it more dLficult to meet these conditions than it is in 
the other systems, where nc such constraint exists. In this sense, these 
self~oscillating sel'vomecha.l isms a.re less flexible than are oscillating 
control seTvomecb.a.niams in which the oscillation is supplied by an 
independent generator. 
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An elementary precaution to be observed, in order that the curve, 
which is constrained to pass t h 1·ough the point W =- -J. shall avoid the 
~ 
neighborhood of the point W =- l, is that the curve should interest the 
real axis, at the point 'W" =- j_, perpendicula rly. This implies that F0 (p ) 
should be va1·ying slowly in amplitude. and rapidly in angle, at the 
frequency at which the system oocillates. 
l 
11. Sampling Servomechanisms 
All of the servomechanisms that we have considered so far are 
designed to deal with signals which are given a.s functions of the 
continuous variable .t. There are situations, however, in which the 
signals which a servomechanism has to deal with a.:r.e given as functions of 
a discrete variable. Such a situation arises, for example, when we 
have an input signal which has been obtained by determining the values of 
a function ~. (t) at equally spaced instants o , t , 2t, o • • • • • In such a 
~~ D t) 
case the input signal is not defined at all in the open inter\<als between 
the successive sampling instants. 
Naturally, when we have a situation of the kind just described, we 
are interested in only the values of the output signal at the sampling 
instants. Consequently, the serv.:>mecbanism should function so that 
the corrective effect which it applies to the output signal is governed only 
by those values, and not by the vaues which the output signal may have 
during the intervening intervals. A servomechanism which is designeti 
to function in this way may be called a sampling servomechanism. In 
this chapter we give a brief account of a theory of linear sampling servo-
mechanisms which is very similar, in its point of view a.nd procedure, 
to the theory of continuously operating servomechanisms that we have 
been discussing in the proceeding chapters o 
Output of a Sampling Circuit 
The prototype sampling servomechanism which we shall consider 
is shown as follows: The svstem contains the usual forward ar.d feedback 
circuits. The essential novelty of the system lies in the fact that the 
) 
Feedback 
Circuit 
r I Periodically J operated switch 
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feedback path contains a switch.' which is operated periodically so that 
the feedback loop is closed only during short time intervals loca.t.ed at 
the equally spaced instants, 0 c-0 .J. t'e~ •••. , J , • The location of the 
energy-storing, or frequency-selective, elements in the system affects 
the theory in matters of detail only. Hence, we take the opportunity 
to simplify the exposition somewhat by assuming that the transmission 
ratio of the forward circuit is independent of frequency. Then it is 
essential that the switch be placed in the position shown. 
The following analysis is based upon the assumption that the 
intervals during which the switch is closed are so short that the feedback 
circuit can be considered to be subjected to a sequence of impulses. 
It is also based upon the assumption that the response of the feedback 
circuit to an impulse is a continuous function of time. This last implies 
that the transmission ratio Fz(p) of the feedback circuit approaches 
zero at least as rapidly as p~ Z , as p approaches infinity; 
As before, we denote the input and output signals by /,; (t) and 
1/. (t) respectively. We denote the response of the feedback circuit to ~D t 
an impulse of unit intensity occuring at t = o by the symbol H 2 (t j. 
Since the Laplace transform of a unit impulse at t = o is 1. The 
Laplace transform of the response of the feedback circuit to that impulse 
is F z</J>· Then according to the inversion formula.* 
Clioo 
' I j tp /l,_(t) = Z1l-i fi( P) e rip (11 .1' 
c-ioo 
where c is the real constant which is greater than the real part of any 
pole of F 2( p). 
Now it is clear that if the input signal vanishes identically for 
negative values oft. the value of the output signal at the typical sampling 
instant nf0 is given by the formula. 
* See for instance Churchill: "Modern Operational Mathematics in 
Engineering", McGraw Hill ( 1944), p. 157. 
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( l l. 2! 
where F 1 denotes the transmission ratio of the forward circuit, a 
constant. 0 is the fraction of the switching cycle during which the 
switch is clos edo 
When ~~ (t) and H~ (t) are lomown at the sampling instants. the 
values of j"(o ). j, (to }. j;<ztD ) o • • o can be calculated succensively 
by Eq. (11. Z) in an elementary way. However. i.nstead of proceeding 
in that way, we shall follow a more illuminating c ourse, which will 
bring the theory of the sampling servomechanism into relation with 
the ordinary steady-state theory. This approach is due to G . R, Stibitz 
and C. E . Shannon. 
Stibitz-Shannon Theory 
Let us write 
is: z ~(n~) ent;,p 
1t•O 
!F = z /o(»-4) ;Ttt/> 
?1..=-o 
and 
(11. 3) 
(ll. 4) 
(11.5) 
These functions are thus periodic functions of p with the imaginary 
period 2tri/t • The functions of h fo are thus the Fourier coefficient. 
0 
For the time being we ahall confine our attention to the case in 
which all of the poles of F z(P} lie to the left of the imaginary axis. Thel'l 
the function H~(tj ultimately deca a exponentially. as t tends to,.vard 
infinity, and tr.e series in Eq. (ll .Si converges for ~.11 values of p witt. 
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real parts which are greater than a certain negative constant. Of course, 
the convergence of the series in the Eqs. (11. 3 ) and (11. 4~ depends upon 
the nature of the input signal . We restrict our attention to input signals 
for which the sel"ies converge in the same manner as the series in 
Eq. ( 11. 5). This amount only to the mild sol"t of restriction on jj. (t} 
that we are accusto1ned to assume in transient theory. 
Multiplying Eq. ( 11. Z) through by ;f14/J • and then summing 
over all values of n, we obtain 
But 
k 
Therefore 
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Or 
( 11. 6) 
Eq. ( 11. 6) is the analogue of the basic equation for feedback servo-
mechanisms discussed before. What difference there is between the cases 
lies in the analytical natures of the functions involved. We shall 1'-..ave 
something to say about this point later. 
Now let us assume that the character of ~~ ( nt) is such that 
the series of ?£ (p) is convergent for values of p with non-negative 
real part. Then the series is convergent for pure imaginary p . Let 
p = tJ . then 
coo 
;2 fpfm~);itJ(m-n) 
m=o 
Therefore 
Or 
.r + J::!L 
)
, t., 
~ ;,,4 s 
211; ![Its) e :. Js 
s., 
By putting is= p. we have finally 
By the Cauchy theorem of complex integration, 
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where r is a path of integration joining two points separated by the 
distance Zw/t on the imaginary axis in the p-plane, and passing to 
0 
the right of all singular points of the integrand. This statement on T is 
now in such a general form that if '.r<P) has poles with positive real 
part, Eq. (1L7) is still true. 
.to .:urc:.' 
-- - -- ~ - - -r, + -t • 0 0 
-- -- - ~- - -- -to--
Now because of the periodicity of j (p) and F ;(p), we can add ·:o 
r the dotted contours parallel tc:> the real axis. The combined contour 
then encloses all the poles of the integratt.d. But it can be shown that for 
reasonal inputJ ~ (p) has no poles with positive real parts. Then, in 
a way very similar to the conventional servomechanism, the necessary 
and sufficient condition for stability is that the equation 
Shall have no roots in the right~hanc1 half of the p-plane. We shall now 
show how we can implement this condition by an appropriate adoption of 
Nyquist criterion. 
Nyquist Criterion for Sampling Servomechanism 
Because of the periodicity of F z*<p), it suffices to determine 
whether or not Eq. (11.8) has any roots ina horizontal half-strip, of 
width Ztr/t
0
, extending to the right from the imaginary axis. We are 
assuming that F 2*( p) has no singular points on or to the right of the 
-7-
imaginary axis, a;ae -we alee assl:H!Retha' Fz*(P")-haSDe s~ 
-en&r tle the &"igbt-9&: ti9eli~_.,.Pf acae, and we also a a sume that 
1 + 6F1F z*<P) has no zero on the imaginary axis. We can, and do, assume 
that the half-stx-ip is adjusted vertically so that 1 + & F 1 F z*tP) has no 
zeros on the horizontal sides. 
Now let the point p describe the closed curve ABCDA. T hen 
;, +-~ t-n ______ ,.._.. ______ c~------
0 to 
p-plane 
0 
A B 
w-plane 
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the corresponding point 
(11.9) 
describes a certain closed curve A'B'C'D'A' in thew-plane. We do 
not try to show the curve described by w realistically. When p 
describes AB, w describes the arc A 'B'. When p describes BC, w 
describes an arc B'C'; and, because of the periodicity of F ;(p). B'C' 
is a. closed cure. When p describes CD, w describes an arc .C'D'; 
and, because of the periodicity of F z*<p), C'D' coincides, except for 
sense, with A~B1 • Finally, when p describes DA, w describes an arc 
D'A', which is a closed curve. 
By Ca.uchy1 s theorem, Eq. (11. 8) does. or does not, have roota 
in the rectangle ABCD according as the radius rector from the point 
w = - 1 to the running point Eq. (11. 9j does, or does not, make a non-zero 
net number of revolutions as the running point describes the curve 
A'B'C'DtA1 • 
Now consider what happens when the side BC of the rectangle 
recedes to infinity. It is easy to see from Eq. ( 11. 5) that the closed 
curve formed by the arc B'C~ shrinks to a single point. Therefore the 
effective contour of w is the arc D'A'. Obviously, Eq. (11. 8) does, 
or does not, have roots in the half~strip according as the radius t·ector 
from the point w = - 1 to the contour does, or does not, make a non-ze:ro 
net number of revolutions as the limiting curve is described. 
We have now given the fundamentals of the Stibitz-Sbannon theory 
of sampling servomechanisms which is very similar, both. in its point 
of view and in its form, to the theory of servomechanism with continuous 
operation. 
Steady State Error 
If the input is a step function of magnitude a, 
GlO Ole> 
$>(f)=a:Z entJ = ~ 2 (e-tf)n=-Q~ 
'»=-tJ 11 :::-6 I- e- l:.f 
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Then according to Eq. (11. 7) 
As n ~ oo , the only pole of irnportaa.nce is at the origin, 
Therefore the condition for small steady state error is 
Or I (11.10) 
1- ~ Jij(ID) 
This gives the approximate magnitude of the gain for the forward circuit. 
Calculation ofF :(p) 
We have one more step to take before our theory of sampling 
servomechanisms can be regarded as being of much practical value. 
Both of the functions F 2(p) and F z*<P) eerve to cbaracteri~e the feedback 
circuit. F 2{p) is the l!!ign#icant characteristic when the circuit is used 
as part of a continuously operating servomechanism; and F z*<Pl is the 
significant characteristic when the circuit is used as part of a sampling 
servomechanism. The familiar function F 2(p~ is mathematically much 
the simpler of the two. and furthermore it is the function which is used 
directly in our common techniques for designing circuits. It is important. 
therefore. that we relate F ;(p) to F 2(p), and in as direct a manner as 
possible. 
Assuming that the real part of p is greater than c which 
according to our assumptions is a negative number, we have by 
Eqs. (11. 1) and (11. 5), 
C-li oo 
r;tf)= _,_;b t; ;•t.il;fJ) e"~~ 
t j~+t<4 ClO 
- J.;. liff)ilf?; e-,~f~-1) 
C-ioo 
c.+Eao 
= _§__! ~lf)tl'f 
J.7ri 1- ; t~lf-,.J 
(11.11 ) 
We proceed to evaluate the right~hand member of (11. 11) by the method 
of residues. 
The integrand has certa.~n poles, the poles of F z(p}, lying to the 
left of the path of integration, and certain poles, the roots of the equation 
I - e -:to(fo -,):. o , lying to the right of the path of integration. It is 
easily seen that the integration upward along the line 
Real part of q = c 
is equivalent to integration in the negative sense along the closed contour 
formed by that line and the infinite semicircle in the right-hand half-plane . 
Hence the right-band member of ( 11. 11 ) is -t times the sum of the 
0 
residues of the integrand with respect to the several roots of the equation 
1- e.- r(J C?- 8> = o. 
Now the typical root of the equation is q = p + Z11'in/t0 , where n 
is an integer. and the residue of the intagrand with respect to that pole 
-1 1-
is -F ~<P + Zwin/t )/t • Therefore finally ~ 0 0 
~).(f)~ z li (f f )]Ti-~) J 
)?:.-"" 
(ll. l Z) 
This formula gives cc.nsiderable insight into the propertieD of F z*(p). 
and at times may be useful in making approximate calculations . However, 
we can easily obtain an exact representation ofF z*(p} in finite form . 
The function F z(P) can be represented as the sum of a finite 
number of partial fractions, thus: 
( ll. l~} 
I J. I 
where the a,., and the f'~ .s are constants. Consequently, we can 
write by using Eq. (11 . 12), 
( 11.14) 
Now it is known that 
Therefore Eq. (11. 14) becomes 
(11.15 } 
By means of this formula we can compute F z*(p) exactly for any value 
of p. 
When t
0 
is so small that F 2(,"w) is neglibiblv small outside of 
the interval -1f/t <w<w/t , the qualitative nature of Fz*(,i..:l) is immediately 
0 0 
apparent from Eq. (11. lZ). In fact, F z*<i(A)\ is approximately equal, 
in the interval -1r /t < w < 1r /t , to the function F.,( i4»). We shall now 
0 0 " 
see that when t
0 
is large we can obtain an equally simple approximation 
to F z*<iw). 
Referring to Eq. ( 11. 15 j, let us write 
(11. 16) 
where ~'s and w's are all real. In accordance with our assun"lption, 
the o<.'.s are all positive. 
Now we have 
and hence, when t >> 1, 
0 
I+ e-;[~+i(w-~J] 
1- e-~l'ttri(t.J-~)j 
(11. 17) 
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When p is large, Eq. (11. 13} can be written as 
But we have assumed as a. condition for continuous response of the 
feedback circuit to an impulse that I F z(P) "-.J p when p is large. 
Therefore 
(11. 18) 
Then Eq. ( 11. 17) becomes 
(11.19 ~ 
For physical systems, h { are real or form pairs of complex conjugates. 
Therefore the finite ;:;urn in Eq. (11. 191 is actually real. Then the graph 
* V' Tr of F z (iw) as - t; < w t="'o is a circle with the radius 
Compa.rison of Continuously Operating and Sampling Servomechanism 
For small t 
0
, we have seen that F 2* {t.w) is approximately 
F 2(io4'). The stability criterion for the continuously operating servo-
mechanism is that the contour F 1 F 2(.:"-'! should avoid the point -1. For 
the sampling servomechanism, the contour e F l F 2*(c'AJ) should avoid 
the point -1, or the contour F 1 F 2 (i'w) should a void the point jl} . 
Therefore if stability is the only consideration, the sampling servo-
mechanism can have much larger gain than the conventional servomechanism. 
For large values of t
0
, because of Eq. ( ll. 19), the Nyquist 
criterion becomes simply 
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Since f1c. bas negative real part, the radius of F z*t~.w~ contour 
is very small. This fact together with the smallness of IJ , allows 
very large gain for the forward circuit without iJ').Stability. 
Pole of F z{P) at Origin 
In practice, the function F z(P) is quite likely to have a pole at 
p = o. So far we have excluded this ca.se from consideration, in order 
to avoid having to deal with certain minor complications . However, we 
shall now consider the case briefly. 
In the f~rst place, we observe that when p = o is a pole of 
F z(P) the constant c must be positive, and that our representation of 
F z*<P) in terms of infinite series are only valid for values of p with 
positive real parts. 
ln the s-~ond-·p~ce, the Nyquist diagram for the system also 
undergoes changes . Specifically, instead of getting an actual closed 
curve, we get an open curve, the ends of which are to be regarded as 
being joined by an infinite semi-circle. 
Our representation of F 2*(p) in finite form remain valid. If we 
set p 1 = o, then Eq. ( 11 , 15) gives 
For t 0 large , 
- 15 . 
But 
So 
(1 1. ZO) 
The constant a 1 is, of course, real and positive. Hence the Nyquist 
diagram is a sinuous variation of a. straight line . 
10. ~,ol and stability of Systems •4th Time :X.ag 
111 the previou.s chapters, we have discussed systems •.nth incref\Sirl€ 
def!rees of complexity. Bu.ii the systems are all linear '.-ri th constant 
coefficients. Linear systems of next order of difficulty in their analysia 
are systems involving time lag. Such systens have been studied by ManY 
a.u.thora• from various points c•f view. .Bu.t our interest is in the 
possibility of stabil!.zing tll..t. system and thu.s remove the danger a! 
com"ousi ton instability occuring in jet propulsion power plants. !l'o:':' 
instance, it is known~"~ that t;he chucking or rough burnillg in 1·ocket 
eneine is due to the instability caused b.1 i~nition or combustion time l&g . 
We shall stu.qy in thin ch~pte~ the possibili~ of stabilizetion by a prcpor 
feed-back control • 
• A. Callender, D. Ha.rtree and A. For·ter, 11 Tine Leg in a Control System' 
?h1o. TrP.ns. Royal Society of London (A), 235: 41!.::--4.44 (193€). 
:n. Uinoslcy', "Self-excited Oecille.tio'ls in l'qnanicaJ. Systems l'ocseasin.t; 
RetA.rted Actiona" ~ J • .Appl ~ Hech?..nica, 9: 6?-71 (1942). 
11. 1. Ansoff, "Stability of Linear Oscillating S,ystems with Constant 
Time Lag", J. Appl~ Mechanics, 16: 158-164 (l949)o 
"'"'"'D. F. Gunder and D .. R. Friant, "Stability of Flo•Jt in a Ro<!ket Hotorfl 
J. Appl. l·iechanics 17: 327··333 (1950) ~ 
M. Yachter, Diacusnion of above paper, Ibid~ 18:114-116 (1951). 
lo.t. Summerf·ield, "A Theory of Unstable Combustion in Liquid l)ropellant 
Rocket MotorsMe J. ARS, 21: 108-114 (l95l)w 
L. Crocco, "Aspects of Combu.st1.on Stability in Liquid :Propellant 
Rocket Mo·l;ors", J. ARS, 21, 163-178 (1951). 
\ 
Time Lee in Combuetio~ 
The basic concept in this discua~ion 0 1 gineted £rom L. Crocco. 
He assumes that the rate at which the injeC~)d propellant -is prepared 
for the final rapid ree.ction is a £unction o.' the prvailine pressure in 
the rocket chamber. ~hie is certainly true l ")r processes auch as a.t·;;miza.tion, 
evaporation. heat transfer, etc. Therefore :,:· t is the time instant at vhich 
the propellant becomes ·hot gas and t- "C is he time inste.nt this parcel of 
propellent •·rae injectod, then 
Constant= j -t -{(/'J dt ' 
t-c. 
(10.1) 
where f~> is the time rate of "preparation :f)r oonbustionll, e..nd f is 
the prevailine chamber pressUl•e at the instant ~·. 
If the burning rate in the interve.l of tin.• dt is CP.lled miJ (f). 
the injection rate m; ( -f ) And if the time lacg : S r { t ) , the mass burning 
during the time from c to t + dt nust be equal to the mass injected during 
the time from t - [. to t -r+ d(t - r ). Therefcre 
' 177b ( i. ) d-t ::- 77? i ( t.- c ) cl ( t- c ) (10.2) 
The mass of hot eas stored in tho cha.r.lber is ~ f-(_) and is proportional 
to the pressure ~{tJ. assuming constant temperature of co~bustion. Thus 
-if ( ) denotes the steady-state non-oscillator,y quanities, then 
= (10.3) 
For low frequency oscillations, the flo•.·r in the nozzle cP~ be considered 
. 
ti d th t Of llll ..... tlischt=rtr,e /'71. c.<1n be taken as as quasi-ata onary, an o ra e ,....,. h ~ 
!lronortioDP.l to the pressure l' . Thus 
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(10.4) 
where m is the steady mass flo•.<T rate through the rocket chamber. 
The mass belance of gas then gives 
-m; d..e =- -m..( 4-e + t:1 H; <lo.4a> 
This equilibrium assumes, of course, thet the unburned propellant does not 
occupy E>.IJ.Y volume a.nd thus does not enter into the continuity eq_UP..tion. 
Equs.tions (10.1) to (11.4a~s~ecify completely the conbustion process in 
the chC'mber. By combining (10o4a.)with (10.2), •r~e have 
d A1 ~ ' , • c/ C. 
cJ j + Pi:t = 7'1h ::- 711(. ( t- c.} ( 1- oli. ) 
.No•·T by introducing the non.-di.l!lenaional variables !f , ~ and Ah as the 
fractional non-steady quantities, i.e., 
(jJ- ?· l -'/ -PJ,.- ::;;; J• I/~:; -:- / ? m 
(10.5) 
we hAve, because of (10.3) and (10.4), 
(10.6) 
It remains to calculate 4~t: from (10.1). By differentiating (10.1) •d th 
respect to t, 
o = fFiotrJ) -jL""?tt-i-)j(l-1f ~ 
now the pressure variations ,..,111 be assumed to be snw..ll to lineE>.rize our 
system, i.e., 
f [ />("'- >] ::- /fJJ.I·(if ~=l' 7 ;Pf-t) 
f /~(t-~)1 = f (/JJ +- r;f.J _ J fl(c-c J 
ql I'=? 
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Thus 
Let us put 
z_Lj{ - ciL(J_f 
r oiJ ;Jfl - e/ t:jj ih-
With these relations, the linea rized fol~ of (10.6) is 
c/'f fUl - 1 o{z. 1 =-A -~ (.z!- F J+-n I ytz )- trz- r J 
J = o/e1 , ' = ~I m 
(10.7) 
(10 .8} 
(10 .9) 
are no•.-1 constp.nts a.s o. result of linearization and i s 
equal to the Vc>.luea at the stel'l.dy.o:sta.te conditions. f9; is e?.sily sho•JJn 
to be gas residence time given by 
(10.10} 
where L 111 a.nd c• c-.re the ch::>.racteristic l eneth a.nd the characteristic 
velocity respectively. (10.8) is the ~mcwmentP-~ equation of the combustion 
chamber. 
Intrinsic Insta.bili tz 
Let us stuey first the condition for intr.inaic instability, i.e., 
insta.bility •1ithout the coupline effects of the feed system. In this case, 
the injection is assumed to be independent of ch..R.mber conditions. i. e ., 
,£{ := 0 • Then (10.8) redusos to 
(10 . 11) 
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Now let 
then 
The problem then revolves to find whether 
has roots whose real part is positive. We can write (10.13) as 
P..nd 
Gr~)=L-V:_f- ';n - J-J} = jf,PJ-;zr~) 
J(7;; = e-fl 
1-n 
n 
(10.12) 
(10.13) 
No•,., the question 'AThethcr (;(/J) = 0 r~s a root of positive real part 
is answered b.v making jb to take a contour enclosing the positive hn~f of 
p-pl~.ne, and then s'3e •qhether the vector G(/) melees a.ny complete 
revolutions. uo~AT the vector GCJ) is the vector ·nth vertex on (J~ Cf') 
A.nd tho stP..rting point on ~(/') • •t!heti I' makes the contour ind.icated. 
J(l) is e. curve \'tithin the unit circle. 
half-circle in the neeative half of p-pl~.ne. It is evident that if 
the "'(J) curve and J.z_ (/') lies completely outside of each other and 
therefore ~(~) cannot make complete revolutions. The system is thus 
stable. 
--
1- n 
n 
If 17 7f, then the curves can pe.rtially cover ePch othe:r. But if 
the point P on !J' CJ) it~ to the r:l{fh~ of t:t1e straight portion of Jd/) 
enclosed by the Wlit cir.clt~ , the vector G<p) cannot make a complete 
revolution. The system is ~A.in ste.ble. Thus if n 7 -f and if 
Co.:, ~ \; 2 n-J /-/7 ;?- !'/ 
the system i 9 stable. Thi~ means fo'!' s!ia.'l>ility with n 7Z . 
•.<~here J, -/ ( 1- ,., ) J~ = Go.!> - 11 _ _}_;( _ -I /- n 
VZn-1 -~ 7T CD~ n ) 
(10.14) 
(10.15) 
These results 1ATere obta.ineci by L. Crocco. Our derive.t1on, ho•:1ever. is 
different fro11 his, by .fol:. o,.rine the mo·(;hod of H. S3tche.* The d.iP.erruns 
of j{J) and Jz. (/') mey be called Satche diar,ram. 
• H. Sc..tche, Di scussion on the paper by Ansoff, Journal of J~ppl. 1>1ech. 
1 6: 419-420 (1949 ). 
">'/hen • then 
':#here 
0.,. = v z,.,_, {10.16) 
Thus ··rhen f =- f 114 , a. solution of (10.11) is sinusoidal oscillation of 
aneular frequency u:>%# •trlth w'*" deternined by (10.16). For n near 
l/2, the frequenc,y will be ver,y low. 
Propellant l!~eed System 
Let us consider the propellant to be fed b.f a centrifugal pump run at 
constant speed. Then if the time characteristics of the transient ia not 
too short, •11e cP..n assume that qua.si~ste.:'-d,V condition exist e.nd the relc>.tion 
. 
bet•t~een Jlla.SS nar11 rate m() Etnd 'the pr.'3SSUre l~' is g1 ven by 
= -
1 fA- %o J 
00.. Jo' (10.17) 
Let us for simplicity neglect the frictional PJld other lose in the pipe. 
Then under ste~dy state 
- - .....-2 z, - 717 ,6-~ = Af = zr~ .. "L (10.18) 
"here A; represents the area of the jets fron tho injector, i.e., '!#he 
orifice area corrected for the contracti on coefficient. ~·le shall neglect 
the elasticity of the propellent line, but 1,fe sh.?~l consider a controlled 
reservoir off the line just pJ[ead of the injector. Tho capacity C of the 
reservoir varies •llith til'le. Then 
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(10.19) 
--(?)'---___ ;---=----
\~ ... - .. -- .R. ii, 71'Jq 
No,., let 1/ be the pressure a.t the re 1ervo1r. Then the •rtork 1lone 
by the instantaneous pressure drop JZt-;Z, nust be equal to the increase 
of kinetic energy in the connecting line of ltngth .f. and a.rea Ac . Thus 
(10.20) 
•rthere /1:.. is the no~., velocity in the connect :.ng line. So. 
(10.21) 
If •:1e neglect the small propellant mass bet,tl'een -~he reservoir and injector. 
then 
J..- ~ _L m-' 
r' r = 2 !At 
By combining (10.20), (10.21) and (1C.22). •11e havl) 
'f.-~ _ _J_ -m: f R c( lh~ 
/"&- I - Z (A/z Tc qi: 
~{hen ve subtract (10.18) from the above equation, we have 
(10.22) 
rl-?6 >-f ?-/) r::: zr A'/)~+ ;fff£m;;. 1: 1 
But by (10.17) and (10.19). 
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Or introduce a non-dir:lensional reservoir capa.city K • and constants 
J' a.nd l' 
(10.33) 
Then 
(10.24) 
This is the feed-systeM equation •:then the extern;;U reservoir control J< is 
snecified. Together ':ti th (10.8 ), it deten1ines the transient behavior of 
the system. 
'.'le shc>.ll cl::>se the control lOOJl1 if ,_.,a make the reservoir cP.paci ty 
to depend upon Sf . That is we neasure the instantaneous chamber pressure 
l by a pressure pickup a.nd this neasurenent is made to ac't: on K through 
a p=opez· am,lifier and servo. Thus 
(10.25) 
•r1he:re F(-;fi-) is a ratio of polynomials in~ , •!lith the den~minator 
hav:ln.g E• order hit;her than the nw~er~.tor. Then let us substitute 
f =A e../Z 
/:: 8--R~r 
-* = 0 ~ ;o~ 
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~·le have from (10.8) 
[/+(1-n )I- -n_;Jfo]A+- £-J!__f"~ 13-+[oJ o = o 
/?} -"')+ f l+d-( p+f)+J?) 5f.j-J( r+fJtr:T;2J D:o 
Ff?JA -1- [ o] 8 - o = o 
The appropriate ~ is thus detennined b.1 the equation 
p 
0 
Or 
0 
Jrpr}JJt-I/ 2 =- o 
-/ ' 
For the system to be stable, the roots jb of, (10.26) ahould nev~r have 
positive real parts. The problem of stabilization by feed-back control is 
then the question of desi~ning the transfer function F (/) such that the 
condition of stable system is~deed satisfied. 
Problem lO.J; 
Derive the equa.tion for the exponent , •.-then the feed-system has an 
additional spring-lOP{led reservoir mid•Jtey bet,,-teen the pump and injec·tor. 
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Stabili ~ation by Feed-bact 
To study tho possibility of stabilizing the system throueh the feed• 
back transfer function F (') , let us first anAlyse the situation without 
feed-bP.ck. i.e., F(JJ=o. Then (10.26) becones 
(10.27) 
l,: (,_ n) 
f p.:l. /-z. = J (t-1- ;z (10 • .28) 
_}__ p-rl p ~3 ::- J (I+ (7J.. z + ?I 
Thnroforo (10 • .29) 
I 
Since al.l J s are positive, ~o~e sht>~l not alter the situation 1n the ri_eht 
h!?.lf of the p-plane by di vidiJlB (10.27) by /f 1~ . 
r~~--z.,) f etez) 
~+/J 
Let us put 
;, r~) =.fl.-a~ 
and 
ff.. r ) =- _L {et;,.)r?~-ez.) 
Then 
:0 
~2 ~ )7 .P-1-/3 
The tPfl )is the o?.me "unit circlert mentioned in tho previous section, 
but no•.1 ~0) is not a stre.ip;ht line paral.lel to the imagine.ry axis for 
along the irnP.giru>.ry e..xis. it is sommo~hP.t deformed: Let 
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and let us take o..t:: n..c.J. 
:·Then tJ = o • /'2.. ( ,· w) is real. 
Since jb3 7 /?.. is indicated by (10.29). /z!iw)crosses the ree.l axis a.t 
e. point to the right o:f the curve for the 1intrinsicll case. :.'/hen u) - e>c> • 
the real nart of jrz 1s 
The absolute value of this is again smaller 1 han /- n/?'1 Therefore the 
'rrhole Jz contour is diaplP.ced to'~tards tht right. The effect of i~he 
feed-system is t~en to brine the ~~ c~ntour cLoser. to the unit circle of 
the Jf, contour. The ganorp~ effect of the ceed system is then de-stabilizing • 
/'- CotvTot.IR 
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'tlhen the J, contour and the ?z contour intersect each other, then 
inst~bility can occur for lar~e enough V?~ues of a- . The critic~ value 
of d. d "', can b~ de.teminod fron a. consideration of the point of 
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intersection o~ !J. a.nd /z 
"Jhen Fr;J/;o. (10.26) cAn be written as 
p-~-o-1 
;17-1- ;;z i }-(- _/_) (,PI-6) (pi-, ... ) 
,PJ.ib3 n (/-J+h) =-o (10.30) 
' . ,here the constants ;z, , ~l.. and ~3 are given by (10.28) and are all 
positive. I~ the quant1t7 wi~in the square bracket has no zeros with 
positive real part, then 'tfe can \'trite e.gain 
with 
and 
GtJJ = j't~ )-r1£r7 J 
j, '?) = L-$/» 
I 
AE(e) (14 I:J! ) 
)? (,htf~) 
The stability condition is again satisfied if the contour traced by Jz. (/) 
lies completely outside of the unit circle, the contour of Jf/>. This 
cen be e..ecomplished by a proper choice of rf/) : 
As en exemple. let 
;: f/0 J =- K;or /J. ;3.,. J 
where ~ and ~ are rea~ and positive. It is then evident tnat the 
behavior of ~ f,P) at la.r~e jb is not 2l. tered by the introduction of J={)) ~ 
The stability condition can thus be accomplished by only pushi.ne the Jz fl) 
contour to1trards the left for s.tn<:tll Vf'~Ue3 of /:it..<,) • Before we discuss this 
condition, 'lTC must first put down the conditions for no zeros of positive 
real part for the polynomial Ttri thin the square bracket of (10 .30). This 
polynomial 1 s 
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Therefore the conclitions can be •11ri tten as 
(10.31) 
and 
0 '='(,Afh_- :;;~4/~fi-if- ~;f.J 
=~-A)~ ~: -z~ r /3tl+) -f +~ ':/j-f (10.32) 
Let us take then (10.31) and (10.32) can be ~ritten as 
and 
I< 
n 
If •.-10 tske )< 
?'1 
then the second condition is satisfied. The first condition then becomes 
Th is cond.i tion is al~·rays satisfied if C?( :.I I and -n =;z- • For the 
follo•.dng discussion, we shall assume this to be tl"'l.e. Then 
I 
1-2·6 
The first factor i s the value of ~ (~) "Then the feed-back is absent, 
it is al•A~s less than 1 in magnitude. The system is thus conditiollc'l.lly 
UllSta.ble, 'i .e. , it 'Ifill beCOr:te unste>.ble With large enough lf'..g r • But 1 Ti th 
the chosen feed-back, ~ ( o ) is l a rger than 1 in magnitude if p <:' 7 , 
Stabilization for any ve.lu.e o~ f is then 
possible '1ith the choson ~ead-'ba.ck if .Af/ f 7,4-. If P = 1, 
J-z(o) =-1.470, the /7.0) contour then lies completely ontside of the 
unit circle of o"J6) . Thus we have denonstrated the feasibility of 
compl~tely stabilizing thr~ combustion by en ap!Jropriate servo-control. 
Satche Diagre.m fo:r General. Caift 
In the prP-vious sect;~ on. only the simnlest feed• back transfer function 
is considered in order not to confuse the stability criterion in tho Sa.tche 
diaeram. If we aro in'.:;cresta<l in stabilization for any value of time 
lP.,e S ~ then it is evidP.nt th.-~.t the /z (,P) contour should not cut the 
jLr;)contour or the unit circle. This is the primary condition for 
absolute sta-bility. The Jz- contour ho•11ever need not be as simple as 
those discussed in tho previous section. For instance, the follO\·ling 
conto-...tr is e.lso stable: 
~-CoNToUR 
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It is tacitly assumed in the above discussions that the quE..ntity 
• ..r1 thin the sqUP,.,re bracket of (10.30) has no poles or zeros on the righ~ 
hP~f of the p-plane. If this is not true. then •:re must first doterrr,ine 
the difference of numbers of poles and zeros o:f this que.ntity in the 
rieht haJ.f of p-plane. This ce.n be done easily by usine the Nyq_uist 
diaF,ram. To shO\f this procedure clearly~ let 
I 
Or 
f-+z lE0 ) _..:.;P_+~o'.~T~:.---
n ~~jb~ 
Therefore (10.30) becomes 
(10.32) 
(10.33) 
Hence if the function /- F'if/>) has ~ poles and r 2eros in the ·,;ight 
half of p-plane, then as )b traces in clociD~ise direction a contour 
enclosine the rip;ht half of p-plana, the contour Ft~) •rrill caiTy out .12.-..S 
clockt,rise revolutions around the point 1. 
K:a.o·~ this fact, \ole can divide {10e33) by /- fl{? ) • then the 
quantity &., {?) -=- C.f?y C 1- .t", t; J) 'tJil1 have ...5 zeros end r· -poles 
in adc'.i tion to GIJ) • Hence if the Satche diagram •Aith 
(10.3'1) 
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indicates n clockwise revolutions. •11e lmow G~ )will have -n+r zero:.J 
in t.'le positive helf' plane. The stability condition is then for J-z.(;) 
given by (10.34) to lie completely outside of the unit circle and make r 
countercloc~r.Lse revolutions around the unit circle. 
Therefore for the nore general case, the stability problem can be 
detcrnined by a combination of Nyquist diee;re.m of ,Pit;) and Satche 
diagram of Jz f? ) . 
Concluding Remark! 
Al thoueh the treatment pl•es~'mted here is for the problem of combustic.n 
instability due to time lag in a rocket chamber, it is entirely possible 
that the combustion instability in other po~er plants is due to a similar 
ree.son. If so, then such instability can be also removed by a similar feed-
back control. Therefore the method eiven here can have other applications. 
It is al.so conceive.ble that there are instances ,,,here combustion 
instability is desirable instead of undesirable. For example, the jet 
helio.copter '1tith air compressor in the fuselego and combustion ch.?..obcr 13t 
the tip of the blndeo. If the combustion can be made to oscillates then 
the peak pressure is hi{")ler and the themal efficiency of the motor is 
raised. This is sometioee called valveless pulsejet. But ,,rith proper 
feed-back control, the frequency P.-nd amplitude of oscillation can be 
controlled and gives a v0xy flexiable s.ystem. 
CUCG.;:;~· 'Cl'.~ J""T PilC"P' L!:>hA CU~TC:1 
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Servo-Stabilization of Combustion in Rocket Motors 
II. S. TSIEN1 
Daniel and Florence Guggenheim Jetl'ropulsion Center, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif. 
This paper shows that the combustion in the rocket 
rnotor can be stabilized against any value of lime lag in 
combustion by a feedback servo link from u chamber 
pressure pickup, through an appropriately designed ampli-
fier, to a control capacitance on the propellant feed line. 
The technique of stability analysis is based upon a com-
bination of the Satche diagram and the Nyquist diagram. 
l<'or simplicity of calculation, only low-frequency osciiJa-
Lions in rnonopropcllant rocket motors are considered. 
However, the concept of sen •o-stabilization and method 
of analysis are believed to be generally applicable to other 
cases. 
T HE phenomenon of rough burning in liquid-pro-pellant rocket motor has been interpreted as the 
instability of the coupled system of propellant feed and 
combustion chamber by D. F. Gunder and D. R. Friant 
(1),2 M. Yachter (2), M. Summerfield (3), and L. Crocco 
(4). The essential feature of these theories is the time 
lag between the instant of injection of the propellant 
and the instant when the propellant is burned into hot 
~as. Crocco has further improved on this concept by 
considering the time lag as an integrated effect of con-
secutive stages, each of which is controlled by the prevail-
ing pressure in the combustion chamber. As a result 
of this new concept, Crocco showed the possibility of in-
trinsic instability with constant injection rate not in-
fluenced by the chamber pressure. 
The present paper will first give a slightly more gen-
eral formulation of Crocco's concept of time lag, allow-
ing arbitrary pressure dependence of lag. Then the 
problem of intrinsic stability is discussed by applying a 
method suggested by 1. Satche (5). This method is 
based upon a modification of the Nyquist diagram and is 
particularly useful for systems having time lag. For 
easy reference, this new diagram will be called the 
Satche diagram. The later sections of the paper will 
show the possibility of stabilizing the combustion by 
means of a feedback servo for all values of time lag. 
Such possibility of servo-stabilization was first men-
tioned by W. Bollay in his admirable paper (6) on the 
application of servomechanisms to aeronautics. The 
present study definitely shows the power of this idea. 
Time Lag in Combustion 
Let 1h&(l) be the mass rate of generation of hot gas by 
<·ombustion at time instant t. Consider, for simplicity, 
a monopropellant motor. Then the mass rate of injec-
ReceiV('d February 22, 1952. 
1 Robert II. Goddard Professor of Jet Propulsion. 
2 Numbers iu parentheses refer to the R eferences on page 268. 
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tion at t can be denoted by m1(t). Let r (l) be the time 
lag for that parcel of propellant which is bumed at the 
instant t. Then the mass burned during the interval 
from t to t + dt must be equal to the mass injected dur-
ing the time from t - r tot- r + d(t - r).. Thus 
1ilb(l)dt = rito(t - r )d(t - r) .... . ....... [J] 
The mass of hol gas generated is either used to fill the 
combustion chamber by raising its pressure 11(t), or is 
discharged through the rocket nozzle. If the frequency 
of the possible oscillations in the chamber is small, then 
the pressure in the chamber can be considered as uni-
form, and as a first approximation (7) the rate of flow 
through the nozzle can be taken as pmportional to the 
instantaneous chamber pressure p(l). Thus if 1h is the 
steady mass rate flow through the system, Mq is the av-
erage mass of hot gas in the chamber, and if the volume 
occupied by the unburned liquid propellant is neglected 
1ilb dt = rii (~) di + d ( 111. ;) ..... .... [2] 
where p is the steady state pressure in the combustion 
chamber. 
By foiiO\\ing C rocco, the nondimensional variables 
for the chamber pressure and the rate of injection are 
defined as 
'(' = p - fi, JJ = 1h.; - Iii . . .. ........ [3] 
p 1h 
'P and J.l. arc then the fractional deviation of pressure and 
injection rate from the average. With Equation [3], 
1i1b can be eliminated from Equations [1] and [2], and 
Af. d'(' . ( dr) I r I 
11
: dt + 'f' + 1 = l - dt [JJ(t - r ) + 1 ..... 4 
To calculate the quantity dr/ dt, Crocco's eoncept of 
pressure dependence of time lag has to be introduced. 
If the rate at which the liquid propellant is prepared for 
the final rapid tr:1nsformation into hot gas is a function 
(p), then the lag Tis determined by 
{t f(p) dt = ronst Jt -T 
By differentiating Equation [5] with respect to l, 
[J(p)),- [J(p)]I - T ( l - ~) = 0 
[5] 
The concept of small perturbation from the steady state 
will now be explicitly introduced : Assume that the de-
viation of the pressure p from the steady state value P 
is small. Then f(p) at the instant t and f(p) at the in-
stant t - T can be expanded as Taylor's series around p. 
By taking only the first order terms, 
ARS JouRNAl. 
[J(p)], = f(p) + p (dd'f) <f'(l) p P=p 
[f(p)]c T = f(p) + P (df) cp(l - r ) 
(<P v = v 
Here r is the lag at the aYerage pressure jj, a constant 
now. Then 
dr (dlogf) . 1 - -11 = l + d- l [cp(/ ) - cp(l- r)) ... IU] c og p ,,_,, 
By combining Equations [4] and [G], the following 
equation is obtained 
dcp dz + cp = JJ.(z - o) + n[cp(z) - cp(z - o)J ...... [7) 
where 
n = ('dl llog l) . . ............. [8) 
og p v =l' 
and 
..... .. [!lj 
If n is a eonstant independent of p, then f(p) is propor-
tional to p". This is the form of f(p) assumed by 
Crocco. The present formulation of the problem is 
slightly more general in that f(p) is arhit rary and the 
value of n is to be computed by using Equation (8], and 
is a function of p. 00 is, of course, the gas transit time. 
Intrinsic Instabili Ly 
CrOCC'O eallcd the instability of C'Ombustion with 
eonstant rate of injection the intrinsic: instability. If 
the injection rate is constan L and not influenced by the 
chamber pressme p, then 1.1. == 0 . Therefore the sta-
bility problem is controlled by the following simple 
equation obtained from Equation [7], 
~: + ( L- n)<f'(z) + ncp(z- o) = 0 ........ [10) 
Now let 
Then 
s+( l - n ) + ne-6• = 0 . .. ... .. .. [11) 
This is the equation for the exponent s. 
~ Crocco determined the value of t he eomplex number s 
by studying the set of two equations for the real and the 
imaginary parts of Equation [ L L ]. However, if the 
point of interest is whether the system is stable or not, 
one can use the well-known Cauchy theorem with ad-
vantage. Let 
. 
G(s ) = e-6• - - - ........ [12) [ 1 - n s] n 11 
Then the question of stability is deiNmined by whether 
G(s) has zeros in the right half of the complex s-pla.ne. 
This question itself can be in tum answered by wa~ching 
the argument of G(s) "hen s traces a eon tour enclosing 
the right half s-plane. Sperificall.v, let s trace clockwise 
the contour consisting of the imaginary axis and a large 
half circle to the right of the imaginar~' axis (Fig. 1) . 
If the vector G(s) makes a number of eomplete clockwise 
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revolutions, then that number is, according to Cauchy's 
theorem, the difference between the number of zeros and 
the number of poles of G(s) in the right half s-plane . 
Since G( ~) evidently has no poles in the s-planc, the 
number of revolutions of G(s) is the number of zeros. 
Renee for stability, the vector G(s) must not make any 
complete revolutions, as s traces the speeified contour. 
Therefore the stability question can he answered by 
plotting graphically G(s) on the comple'< plane. This 
graph is, of course, the well-known Iyquist diagram. 
A direct application of t his method to G(s) given by 
Equation [12] is, however, inconvenient for the com-
plication caused by lag term e-6• (8) . l\l. Satche (5), 
however, proposed a ver·y elegant and ingenious method 
of treating such a system with time lag: Instead of 
G(s), break it into two parts, 
G(s) = g,(s) - go(s) .............. [13] 
where 
g,(s) = c-~ 
l - 1l s g.(s) = - - ,-1 - - n .... .......... [14] 
The vector G(s) is thus a vector with vertex in g1(s) and 
its tail on g2(s). The graph of g1(s) is the unit circle for 
s on the imaginary axis. For s on the large half circle. 
g1(s) is within the unit circle. The graph of g2(s) 
is the straight line (Fig. 2) paralleled to the imag-
inary axis when s is on 1 he imaginary axis. When 
s is on the large half circle, g2(s) is a half of a large 
circle closing the contour on the left. A moment's re-
flection will show that in order for the vector G(s) not 
to make complete revolutions for any value of o, the 
F'IG. 2. STABLE SA1'CHE DIAGRn1 FOH IN'IRINS IC OSCJI,LATIONSj 
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g2(s) contour must lie compleiely out of the g1(s) con-
tour. That is, for unconditional intrinsic stability 
1 - n 1 
-n > 1 or 2 > n > 0 .. . ....... [15] 
vVhen n > 112, the g1(s) contour and the g2(s) contour 
intersPrt. Rtabili1y is still possible, however, if for g2(s) 
FIG. 3. U N STABLE S ATCHE J)JAORAM FOR 
IN'l'RINSIC OSCILLATIONS ; n > 1/z 
within the unit circle (Fig. 3) , g1(s) is to the right. of 
g2(s). This condition is satisfied if 
Or if 
where 
ros (o 2n- 1) > - 1 - n 
n 
o < o* 
l ( 1 - n) o* = v'2n - I cos- ' - -n- = 
v' ( ... - cog- ' 1 -n n) ... [lG] 
2n- l 
When o o*, then with 
w* = V2n- ! ... . .............. [17] 
G(iw*) = 0. Therefore when o = o*, cp has the oscilla-
tory solution with the angular frequency w*. 
These results on intrinsic stability were obtained by 
Crocco. The present discussion with the Satche dia-
gram, however, seems to be simpler. For the more 
complicated stability problem treated below with feed 
system and servo control, the solution is hardly practical 
without the Satche diagram. 
System Dynamics with Servo Control 
Consider now a system including the propellant feed 
and a servo control represented by Fig. 4. In order to 
approximate the elasticity of the feed line, a spring load 
capacitance is put at the midway point between the 
propellant pump and the injector. The spring constant 
is to be computed from the feed-line dimensions. 3 
Near the injector there is another capacitance controlled 
by Lhe servo. The servo receive~; iLs signal from the 
chamber pressure pickup through an amplifier. lf the 
feed system and the motor design are fixed by the de-
signer, the question is whether it is possible to design 
an appropriate amplifier so that the whole system will 
be stable. Because there is no accurate information on 
the time lag of combustion, a practical design should 
specify unconditional stability, i.e., stability for any 
value of o. 
Let rho be the instantaneous mass flow rate out of the 
propellant pump, and p0 be the instantaneous pressure 
at the outlet of pump. The average flow rate must be 
1h. The average pressure is Po- The pump character-
istics can be rPpresented by the following <'quation, 
Po - [Jo 
Po 
rilo - ni 
=- a---
rh 
.......... [18] 
If the Lime rate of change of mass flow is small, a is sim-
ply related to the slope of the head-volume curve of the 
pump at constant speed near the steady-state operating 
point. For constant pressure pump or the simple pres-
sure feed, a is zero. For conventional centrifugal 
pumps, a is approximately l. For displacement pumps, 
a is very large. 
Let rh1 be the instantaneous mass rate of flo\\' after 
the spring loaded capacitance, x the spring constant 
of the capacitance, and p 1 the instantaneous pressure at 
the capacitance. Then 
dp, 
PX dt · .....•....... . (l9) 
where pis the density of the propellant, a constant. 
In Lhe following calculation, the pressure drop in the 
line by frictional forces will be neglected. Then the 
pressure difference p0 - p1 is due to the acceleration of 
1 he flow only. That is 
l dmo Po - p, = 2 A d( . . . . . . . . .. . [20] 
where A is the cross-sectional area of the feed line, a 
constant, and lis the total length of the feed line. Simi-
larly, if p 2 is the instantaneous pressure at the control 
capacitance. 
l drh, 
PI - P• = 2A dl .............. .. . [21 1 
If the mass capacity of the control capacitanc·e is C, then 
d(' 
rh, - m, = dt . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . [22] 
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Since the control capacitance is very close to the injec-
tor, the inertia of the mass of propellant between the 
control capacitance and the injector is negligible. Then 
1 m.,• 
P• - P = z pA;• · ................ [23] 
where A1 is the effective orifice area of the injector. 4~ 
can be eliminated from the calculation by noting that 
at steady state, the difference of pressures Po and p, 
or t:.p is 
1 #l' Po - fJ = t.p = 2 pA,•· ....•.. ...... [24] 
Equations (18] to (24) describe the dynamics of the 
feed system. By a straightforward process of elimina-
tion of variables, a relation between rh1, p , and C is ob-
tained. To express this relation in nondimensional 
form, the following quantities are introduced, following 
the notation of Crocco: 
and 
2Llp 
E = =;o-- PX, 
mo. 
l -n 
J = 2t.pAo. · · · · · · · 1251 
K = C/ riio •.. .... ....... .... . .. [26] 
where 80 is the gas transit time given by Equation [9]. 
Then the nondimensional equation relating "'' JJ., and K is 
p { 1 + E (P + D ~ + J2E :z··~ I"+ 
[ ~ 1 +a (p + D ~ + ~ aE (p + D + J~ ~ + 
~a;E (P + D + J:~ :z•' + J:E ::,J IJ + 
[a ( P + D ~ + J ::, + a;E (P + D ::, + 
J 2E d'] 4 dz' K ~ 0 ... [27] 
where z is the nondimensional time variable defined by 
Equation [9]. 
<p = aeu, JJ. = ben, K = c&• ... ....... [29] 
By substituting Equation (29) into Equations [7,] [27), 
and [28), three homogeneous equations for a, b, and c 
are obtained. In order for a, b, c to be nonzero, the 
determinant formed by their coefficients must vanish. 
This condition can be written as follows: 
(s + (1- n)] [J:E s 3 + J2E ~ 1 +a (P + D ~ s' + 
~ aE ( P + D + J ~ s + { 1 + a ( P + D ~ J + 
e-&o {nJ;E s' + [n;E ~1 +a (P + D~ + J~PJ s• + 
[ n ~ aE (P + D + J~ + aEP (P + D J s + 
[n 1n +a (P + ~) ~ + P J + sF(s) [J:E 8 • + 
a;E (P+Ds•+Js +a (P+DJ} =o ... r3oJ 
This is the equation for determining the exponent s. 
F(s) is now recognized as the over-all transfer function 
of the servo-control link. The complete system stabil-
ity depends upon whether Equation [30] gives roots 
that have positive real parts. 
Instability Without Servo Control 
The system characteristics without the servo control 
can be simply obtained from the basic Equation [30] 
by setting F(s) = 0. Let it be assumed that the poly-
nomial multiplied into e-68 has no zero in the positive 
half ~-plane, as is usually the case. Then Equation 
[30] can be divided by that polynomial without intro-
ducing poles in the positive half s-plane into the result-
ant function. That is, for the Satche diagram, one has 
again 
G(s) = gi(s) - g2(s), g1(s) = e-68 
g1(s) is thus again the "unit circle." g2(s) is now much 
more complicated: 
[
8 1 _ n] if!- s3 + ~ ~I +a (P + D ~ s• + ~ aE (P + D + J~ 8 + 11 +a (P + D ~
n + - n- J:E s• + J2E ~ 1 +a ( p + D + ~~ s' + 1aE (p + D( 1 + ~) + J~ 8 + 11 +a (P + D + ~~ 
The dynamics of the servo control are specified by 
the composite of the instrument characteristics of the 
pressure pickup, the response of the amplifier, and the 
properties of the servo. Since it is not the purpose of 
the present paper to discuss the detailed design of the 
servo control, the over-all dynamics of the servo control 
are represented by the following operator equation: 
F (~) I" = K • •••••••••••••• •••• [28] 
where F is the ratio of two polynomials with the denomi-
nator of higher order than the numerator. 
Equations [7], [27], and (28) are the three equations 
for the three variables"'' JJ., and K. Since they are equa-
tions with constant coefficients, the appropriate forms 
for the variables are 
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... [31] 
The intercept of g2(s), when sis pure imaginary, is given 
by settings = 0 in Equation [31), i.e. , 
g,(O) = 
1- n 1 +a (P + D 
- -n- ------,.(---'----,1,..,---~-;,p ....... [32] 
1 +a p + 2) + n 
Since all the parameters n, a, P are positive, the mag-
nitude of g2(0) is now smaller than the magnitude of 
g2(0) given by Equation [14] for the intrinsic stability 
problem. Thus the effect of the feed system is to move 
the g2(s) curve toward the unit circle of g1(s) in the 
Satche diagram. For instance, for n = 1/ 2, g2(s) is just 
tangent to the unit circle for the intrinsic system with-
out considering the propellant feed. But with the 
propellant. feed system, g2(s) contour will intersect the 
2.59 
unit circle and the system will become unstable, for time 
lag 5 exceeds a certa.in finite value. The inOuence of 
the feed system is thus always destabilizing. This is 
further confirmed by considering the asymptote of g2(s) 
for large imaginary s, obtained from Equation [31]. 
That is 
g,(s) ~ - [: + e : n - ~~.) + ... . ]. lsi» l. [33] 
Therefore, for large imaginary s, g2(s) approaches 
asymptotically a line parallel to the imaginary axis at a 
distance 
1- n 2P 
n Jn• 
to the left of the imaginary axis. The effecL of the 
feed system is again to move g2(s) toward the unit cir-
cle. 
It is thus evident that for the parameter n near 1/ 2 
or larger than 1/ 2, it would be impossible to design the 
system for unconditional stability. In the Satche dia-
gram, g1(s) contour and g2(s) will always intersect with-
out a servo control. 
Complete Stability with Servo Control 
If the polynomial 1/(s) 
H(s) = J:E s• + [J: ~ J +a (P + D ( + J::J S2 + 
[ aE ( p + D + a!P ( p + D J 8 + 
[1 +a (P + D + ~] + ~ sF(s) [J:E sa+ 
a;E (p + D s• +Js +a (P + DJ. .. [34] 
which multiplies into e-&• in Equation [30], has no poles 
and zeros in the right half s-plane, then the occurrence 
zeros of the expression in Equation [30] in the right 
half s-plane can be dE:'termined from the Satche diagram 
with 
!}1(s) = e-&• 
and 
g,(s) = - [~ + 1 ~ n] [J:E sa + J2E i 1 + 
a ( P + D ~ s• + 1 aE ( P + D + J ( s + 
11 +a (P + D~J/ H (s) .. . [351 
Ass traces the contour of Fig. 1, gt(s) is again a unit cir-
cle. Therefore, if simultaneously the g2(s) contour is 
completely outside the unit circle, there can be no root 
of Equation [30] in the right half s-plane. In other 
words, if the transfer function F(s) of the servo-control 
link is so designed as to place the g2(s) contour com-
ely out of the unit circle (Fig. 5), then the system is 
stabilized for all time lags. 
As an example, take 
1 P=~ J = lE = 1 a=l n = 2' 2' ' 4' 
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FIG. 5. SATCHE DIAGRAM FOR 'flm ORlGINAL AND ~'OR 
THE SERVO-STABILIZED SYSTEM 
Then without the servo control, the g2(s) is 
() __ ~ (2s + 1) (2.~a + 3s2 + 2Js + 6) 0
' 
8 
- 2 s3 + 3s2 + 6.~ + 6 
Of primary interest is the behavior of g2(s) wh<:'n s is a 
pure imaginary number iw, w real. Thus 
g,(iw) = 
1 (6 - 2lw2 + 4w') (6 - aw•) + w2(2J - 8w2 )(6 - w2 ) 
2 (6 - 3w2 ) 2 + w2(6 - w2 ) 2 
_ 1 iw (21 - Sw2X6 - 3w2 ) - (6 - - 2lw2 + 4w')(6 - w2 ) 
2 (6 - 3w2 ) 2 + w2(6 - w2)2 
This contour for w :?. 0 is plotted in Fig. 6. It is evident 
that for sufficiently large valuE:'S of time lag, the system 
will be unstable. On the other hand, if the g2(s) con-
tour can be changed by the servo control to, say, 
g,(s) = _ 2 (s + 2_Ks + 3) (s + 6) 
Then, as plotted in Fig. 6, the ne"· g2 contour is com-
pletely outside of the unit circle of g1(s). Therefore 
the system is now unconditionally stable. A straight-
forward calculation from Equations [31] and [35] shows 
that the required transfer function F(s) for the servo 
link is 
F(s) = 
(s + l.0528)(s2 + 0. 716-!s + 2.6304) 
-
4
·
875 -.s(~s -,+~2~)(s + 3)(s +0.5332)(82 + 0.4668s + :3.7511) 
The servo link has thus the character of an integrating 
circuit. If, with given response of the chamber pres-
sure pickup and of the servo for the control capacitance, 
an amplifier could be designed to give an over-all trans-
fer function close to that specified aboYe, the com-
bustion can be stabilized by such a servo coot rol. 
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FI G. 6. SATCHE DI AGR AM FOR TilE ORIG I NA l, ANil 
FO R TilE SER VQ-S'r ABILIZEil S YST E M 
P = 3/2, J = 4, E = 1/ 4, a = 1 
(g2(iw) with out setvo ioterticcls the uni t circle; 
g2(iw) wi th servo is outside the uni t circle. ' um-
bers heRide points a re the value of w.) 
As t h<' second example, take 
n = ~· P = ~. J = 4, E = ~· a = 0 
Since a = 0, the feed pressure p0 is thus constant with 
even variable flow of propellant . T he case then corre-
sponds t o tha t of a simple pressm e feed . Without the 
servo control, 
1 (2s + 1) ( 2s3 + s 2 + 8s + 2 ) 
2 .~ 3 + 2s2 + 4 .~ -+ 4 -- -
When s is pure imagina ry, 
az(iw) = 
1 (4 - 2w2)(2 - 17w2 + 4w') + w2(4- w2 )( 12 - 4w2 ) 
2 - (4 - 2w2 ) 2 + w2( 4. - w2 ) 2 
I iw (4 - 2w2 ) (12 - 4w2 ) -t4 - w22{_2 - 17w2 + 4w') 
2 (4- 2w2 ) 2 + w2(4 - w2 ) 2 
This contour of g2 is plotted in Fig. 7. It is evident 
t hat withou t S<'I'V O cont rol lhe combustion will be un-
stable for suffieiently long time lag. In fact , the sys-
tem is even less stable than the system considered in the 
first example : It will become unstable at shorter time 
lag. The pa rt of the g2 contour n<'ar w = 2 is of special 
interest. Ncar w = 2, the contour comes so close to the 
unit circle of g. t hat if t he value of t ime Jag o is such as to 
make Yt and Y2 for w "' 2 very close to each ot her, t hen 
an almost undamped oscillation a t w "' 2 can occur. 
This cri t ical value of o is ev ident ly smaller than t he 
critical o determined from t he true intersection of 02 
\\ith the unit circle at w"' 0.65. Such ncar instability at 
small<.>r values of time lag can be easily overlooked in 
S EI''PF.!I!BE!l- 0 CTOBE R 1952 
the analytic treatm<'nt of t he stability eondition by 
Crocco, and yet sueh possible instability :;houkl not he 
di:;missed . This, perhaps, indicates t he superiorit y of 
the present graphic,ll method . 
For unconditiona l stabili ty, o2 should be di 
out of the uni t circle, t o, say, the same "stable" eont ou 
as in the first example. The required transfer function 
F(s) is calculated to be 
F(s) = _ 4 875 (s + 0.8126)(s
2 
- 0.04337a + 2.6506) 
· s•(s + 2 )(s + 3)(s2 + 4) 
The required servo link must t hen have t he character 
of double int egrating circuit . Furt hermore, t he t rans-
fer function has two purely imagina ry poles at ± 2i. 
This unrealist ic I'Cquiremen t on the amplifier comes 
from the original feed-system dynamics a nd is due to the 
neglect of frictional damping in t he feed lin<'. In 
any ac tual system, the frictional damping in t he feed 
line will remove these purely imaginary poles of the 
required t ransfer function F(s) and replace them by 
two complex conjugate poles. 
Stability Cri teria 
In the preceding discussion of servo-sta bilizat ion, 
it is assumed t hat the polynomia l H (s), Equa tion 
[34], has no pole or zero in the right half s-plane. This 
is, however, not neeessarily t he case. In genera l t hen, 
one should first investigate t he number of zeros and 
poles of !I(s) in the right ha lf s-plane. T o do this, it 
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~'I G . 7. SAT CU E DIAGRAM ~'OR THE ORIGINAL ANI> 
FO R T H E SER Vo-STA BILI ZED SYSTEM 
P = 1/ 1, J = 4, E = 1/ ,, a = 0 
(g1(iw) wi thou t servo intersects the unit circle; 
g2(iw) with servo is outsid e the unit circle. ~um­
bers beside points are the value of w.) 
2()1 
should be recognized that the polynomial in Equation 
134] before the factor F(s) usually does not have zeros 
in the right hatf s-plane. Therefore instead of studying 
H(s), one can study the ratio of H(s) and that poly-
omial. That is, the number of zeros and poles of 
(s) in the right half s-plane is the same as the number 
of zeros and poles of the following function 
where 
order to obtain (/l(s) and g2(s) as given by Equation 
[35 ], g zeros and r poles are introduced in the right half 
s-plane. The g poles of IC(s) must come from F(s), 
since the polynomial in the denominator of Equation 
[37] has no zem in the right half s-plane. Therefore the 
original expression in Equation [30] also has ((poles in 
~ sP(s) [J:E s• + '4!- (P + D s' + Js + a ( P + ~) J 
~ l_+_a_(-:-P---.:..:+-:~-:-)-,..~ -+=--J ~PJ s' + [ aE ( P + D + a!P ( P + ; ) J:;-=--s -+-[::-1-+-a ( P + ~) + ~] 
According to the Tyquist criterion, the number of poles 
and zeros for 1 + K(s) in the right half s-plane can be 
found by plotting the Nyquist diagram of 1 + K (s) 
with s traeing the contour of Fig. 1. In fact, if 1 + 
K (s) or IJ(s) has r zeros and q poles in right half s-
plane then K (:s) will cany out r-q clockwise revolutions 
around the point -1, as s traces the contour of Fig. 1. 
Henre the neeessary information on II(s) can be ob-
tained by plotting the Nyquist diagram of K (s). 
When one divides the Equation [30] by H(s) m 
/ 
I 
/ 
, 
' 
J raJ 
K'"61 
' 
' 
f b) 
I 
/ 
FIG. 8. FULL C!JRVE FOR POSITIVE w; DOTTED CURVE FOR 
NEGATIVE w. 
(a) Kyquist diagram for K(s), with two zeros for I + K(s) 
in righ• half s-plane. (b) Corresponding stable Satche diagram. 
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... {37] 
the right half .;-plane. Henre in order for the original 
expression in Equation [30] to have no zero in the right 
half s-plane, g2(s) must make -q + (q - 1·) = -r 
clockwise revolutions around the unit circle. In order 
for stability to be unconditional, i.e. , stable for all time 
lag, the g2(s) contom should never intersect the unit 
circle. Therefore the general unconditional stability 
criteria are, first , g2 (s) ron tour completely outside of the 
unit circle; and, second, g2(s) making r countercloek-
wise revolutions around the unit circle as s traces the 
conventional contour enclosing the right half s-plane. 
These are the criteria for stability with the Satche 
diagram. To determine r, one has to use the Nyquist 
diagram of K(s), Equation [37]. Thus the stahility 
problem for the general case requires both the Satche 
diagram and the Nyquist diagram (Fig. 8). 
Concluding Remarks 
In the previous sections of this paper, the theoreti-
cal possibility of completely stabilizing the combustion 
for any value of time lag by servo control is demon-
strated. The great flexibility of electronic amplifier 
seems to indicate that this theoretical possibility 
can be always realized. On the other hand, with-
out the servo link, unconditional stability is shown 
to be generally impossible. Therefore the concept. 
of feedback servo is indeed a powerful tool in 
controlling the behavior of a time-lag system. It 
is to be realized, of course, that the proposed scheme 
is but one among many. ~o attempt is made here to 
give an exhaustive treatment of all possible schemes. 
The best scheme is certainly to be determined by de-
tailed considerations on all aspects of the engineering 
problem, such as the possibility of high-frequeney 
acoustic oscillations which are not considered here. 
The main purpose here is to give a general discussion 
of the concept together with a suggested general method 
of analyzing the stability by the Satche diagram. 
(Continued on page 268) 
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It is of interest to point out that stabilization by 
servo control is only one phase of the general concept of 
feedback link. The opposite case of destabilization 
could be of importance also. For instance, consider 
the so-called valveless pulsejet. H is not a lways 
possible to operate the engine with the desired pulsa-
tion. With a feedback servo linking the combustion 
chamber pressure pickup through an amplifier to the 
fuel line, the system can be destabilized at the desired 
operating frequency and thus operate the engine at that 
frequency of pulsation. This application of servo-
destabilization gives the valveless pulsejet a new 
flexibility and an extended range of operation. There-
fore it Reems worth while to explore carefully all possible 
applications of feedback control to systems with time 
lag. 
APPENDIX 
Calculation of Parameters J and E 
If L* and c* are the characteristic length and the 
dmraeteristic velocity of the motor, and if Tc is the 
chambN temperature, R the gas constant, the transit 
time Ou is Ou = L*c* / RTc. 
To calculate J and it defined by Equation [25), it is 
more convenient to use the average propellant velocity 
o in the feed line. Thus 1h = pAv. 
Thus, according to Equation [25] 
J = ~ pt· GJ I 6f> 
A consistent set of units would be p in slug::; per cubic 
foot, v in feet per second, l in feet, 09 in seconds, and 
!::if; in pounds per square foot. 
If dis the diameter of the feed line, hits thickness, and 
SEPTEMBim-OcTOBER 1952 
E' Young's modulus of the tube material, then x, the 
change in volume of the feed line per unit rise in pres-
sure, is 
Therefore Equation [25) gives 
E = 2D.p (d) l/60 
E' h v 
A consistent set of units would be !::if; in pounds per 
square inch, E' in pounds per square inch, l in feet, 09 
in seconds, and v in feet per second. 
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11.. Stability Problem ••ri'iih Time-Vary~ Co~n:_:Lcie4J?..Q._­
Artillety Rocketn 
In the preYioua ch;:opters. the systems f r •,rhich stn.bili ty- a:;1.d control 
•. ,ere discussed, t·mre all systems cha.racter r:ed by differential eque.tions 
•rrith constant coefficients. 1-!athona.ticall;;, such systetls are the siml1lest 
systems ~·:here the method of Lapl2.ce t:rensf<m is most effective in dealing 
vtith their transien·!; solutions Wlder intli.:.tl disturbancoo. As :pointec't out 
in chapter 6, the probleias of next order .:r: ma.thern.a.tical. d.ifficul ty is the 
stability problem for systems chP.ra.cteri~ 3d by time-varJing coe:f'ficicmts. 
Such systems are still linear but the me ,hod of Laplace tr.?..nsf'orm is net 
applicable. In this ch."'lpter. •.~e slu:>.ll , nly consider a simplest .,?rob1c"lll o.f 
this type: Nemely. the problem of mot: on of artillery l'"Ocket duril~ 
bumine. The general problem of artiHery rocket has been ti'-aatad by vat•ioua 
authors, mostly dul·ing the ~tlorld War !I., The American ·110rk is SUIJliilal"lzed by 
J. ll. Rosser, R. R. Ne1·rton and G. L. Gross."' The Britiilh \tork is sw.nr12.rizad 
'tr,r R. A. ll2.nkin. llltll A French paper J.s that of 1). Carrie:t"e. "''~• The follo•lling 
account foll01SI!I that of Roeser P.nr'. collaborators. for s:plnless rocloots. 
•• 
*** 
J • .B. Rosser, 1{. R. Net:rto.l, G. L. G1•oes, 11Methematical Theory- of Rocket 
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R. A. lumkin, 11 The Hathemal ical Theory of the notion of Rotated and 
Unrotated Rockets" 
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·159-
:.'he dif:':erence bet· . ,een a shell and a rockot is only ch1 J to the 
presonca of the exhaust jet. It is well-known that tho e·t~ust jet 
givea a }ropulsive force r calculated ey 
(11.1) 
•. .,hero ih is the 112.es rate of now in the jet and ( the efi• cti ve 
exhaust velocit,.. ·,Then the rocket baa a yawing and p1tch1nc mo!iion. tl J 
exhau:tt Jet gives rl~e to e.nother inportP.nt qua.ntit,r, the j3 · dru!lpin:, 
moment;. To ca.lculat~ this quantity, one needsthe hlllp of '-' theo:r'~m Wl\ich 
can b(~ derived from tl".a principles tl'f' mechanics. This th Hre~ is: 
''If one has a sys'v'3m of ...S par;icles, then the momoo.; of iihe e;:te irr 
force"! acti%18 on -S , t,1ken •rrith rotpect to ~ a.:ds ~·;Hch pa.sses '.h. J 1 
the center of gravity of .S P.nd is :~.:ted in direction) is equal. fJ '~e 
time rate of change of the moment of ,1,nentum of ...5 r taken witt r~.~pect to 
4;hat axis. plus the rate at ~~~hich the \articles t&, e.re loo.vir!. ...5 are 
t.~neferring moment of momentum, taken ''ith respo;t to tha.t r .:~.s, out of..)". 
'L'he mass rate o! fio•.'l out of the ::Jcket iF ')71. N0111 if ·1e at1sume tha.t 
the Y~\tng and -pitchine oscillation ,r the ,.,ckot 1s sl ' onoueh for the 
now in ~.a nozzle to be qua.si-stee.<l,y, thr.a tlLe gas al•t;,;-s leavea the nozzle 
•,1ith a rolat've velocity ~n line •.dtl. its a.xiJ if thJ nozzle iS perfect; ii' 
not. at a fixe(\ angle •.dth respect -,o the nos.le eJ:iS. Then the eide-~·lise 
velocity of the o:r."\aust ga:: is cau.aod only JT tho yawing and pi jChing 
motion of the rocket. Let the yawing or t: e pi tch1:ng ane;le be f • and r~ 
be the distance bet••reon the center of gruit;v and the exit of nozzle, then 
. 
the side-•.-Tise velocity is r;_ p • The mo·tentum is .,.;., f;_ f 
-160.. 
The moment of momenttw is thus ~ U.2 ~ Let the if\stantaneous mass 
of the rocket be H, the radius of gy-ration be ;( , the aerodynamic 
s1;al_ling moment be -Ja , the other stalling mement be -J . Then the 
application of the above stated theorem eivos 
(11-2) 
B1:.t 
The tei'ln dA}:tr is ho• . ,ever ~ite small, and so it ce.n be ne~lected. 
Tl.en (11.2) becomes 
(11.~) 
'Z'he left s5.de is no,,, the conventional product of moment of inertia. and the 
angule..r aceoleration. •rhe first term on the rieht side is the moment due 
to the e:rJmuat Jet atd its senso is auc:h a.s to decrease the angular 
velocity if' . Therefore i'l:. is c~led the jet damping moment. 
~u.a.tions of Hotion 
The ballisticians define their aero~-namic coefficient in somewhat 
different ':!a:<j' than t he aeronautical engineers. The drag force is 
· .. dwr6 ( the air density, · d the reference diameter, and v the 
njeht velonity. The more :femiliar definition is 
Therefore 
C: .f_ .r -z.Ldz Ot:. v 1{-
No·~ if (J) is the inclination of flieht pA-th. J the angle of 
attacl;:, s;. tho deviation of the thrust axis from the axis of the rocket, 
the e:~uation in the vertical plane is then 
(11.4) 
where ~ is any other forces suCh as the friction with the launcher, ote~ 
A similar equation can be written for the motion in the horizontal planec 
For tho angle of inclination, if ~ is the angle of zero lift, 
wh:..ch will ~ero if :!'erfect synmetry is attained in manufacturing process, 
a.nd if K;_ is the "lift coefficient" and k'.s ia the coefficient o~ 
lift due to ya~fing or pitching velocity, then 
H v & = T 5.-,( f:- J; ) -u/ c.-& t K ( .Pv ~.-... ( F-£ J <n.s > 
f ~(c/.3v4'c-J-F2 
in the vertical plane and 
in the horizontal plane. Fz is other force components normal to the flight 
path. In (11.5) and (11.6) '··le have ':Tritten do•:zn the sp.me Jr and J";. 
for the equations in vertical. plP.ne antl horizontal plane. Actually the 
nurrerical values for th~ are different for the two ~lanes, and this fact 
should be kept in mind. 
If' L is the '"1oment arm of the thrust due to the miaalignr.te~lt 
of' the thrust axis. ~~ ths coefficient for noment about the center. 
of t~ravity due to ane;1e of attack, K,., the coefficient for moment due 
to angular velocity, and ~ the angle of zero moMent, then the a~u~tion 
for angular motion of the rocket is 
(11.7) 
•11here J is the other momcmt about the center of' gravity due to reactions 
:from the leunchert etc • 
.§~nplifi,ca.Uon Qf' the B§.:'li9 EgaationJl 
The system~ of' equations (J.l.4), (11.5), (11.6) and (11. 7) can be 
greatly simplified if' •11e -,ake clear the purpose of our analysis. Our purpos9 
is to ce.lcula.ts tho disturbed motion of the rocket during the burnlng of the 
rocket. Of the diaturbed quantities, we are particularly interested in the 
disturbance of (9 a.•·1d d . Then the velocity v need be only ca.lcula.ted 
up to the zeroth order, or the undisturbed case. During burn1UG, the thrust 
prodor.tinate:3 all other f'oTces, thus for zeroth order v , (11.4) simplifies 
to 
(11.8) 
After- burnlng, the eravHa.t~.onal and the aerodynamic drag must be considered. 
Therefore a moie general fo~ of the equation for zeroth order in ~ is 
tthere a is the average ane;la of the inclination of flight path. The 
deviation is cor..sidered to be small. Similarly (11.5} and (11 .. 6) can be 
t:.."T1.tten as the following, te.kin{~ only fir2t order terms~ 
for verticaj. plane and 
for the horizontel plane. Ho•:rever, if wo can ame.lgamg,te these two e<PBtione 
by introducing complex variables d, <f and 6) whose real :pe.rts are the 
val '.l.es of d , I and <9 in the vertical. plane and whose int.agina:'y pa.rts 
are the values of d • t/J and ~ in the horizontal plane. Similarly for 
J;. . ~ ard Fz • Then 
"--v 6> : Tf d-J; ..,_7 Ce7 t9a. + K~.. (d ].ci? d-J;) + fs (e/1 vi -Fz (11 .1o > 
By doing the s~e thing for (11.7) and. its companion equation for the 
hori~ontal plane, ~e have 
., I I .. 
-H~--z.f = TL-Kr--~(d7v 2( J-J"'M) -~fol"'-r// -~f(r; 2-~z:J-3 (11.11) 
. \ 
~-;here f , L , d, ~ • <f and J are complex numbers and all other 
quantities are real~ 
If the trajectory length -..5 ia used as the independent variable, these 
equ.~.tions become 
J.-/vzj: = T( F-J;; -H~ljo&qff(J21/-rd-J";J rJStlJ~~ -Fz 
r-1 £ V [ J ~~f 1; '/A j: 1 L -/(,_, ( d•v Y J- S',./) -kJJ (',jf u •jf 
--m~jj (~ 4_).:lJ-J 
(11.12) 
{11.1.3) 
(11.14) 
I 
-16~ 
The system (11.12 ), (11.13) and (11.14 ) ,.,ill be the start ing point of our 
st~bility calculation. 
Hotion of Artiller;y Rockets Durine Burnine 
Artil1er.y rockets are c~racterize~ by very short burni~ period ·~th 
very high t}'l..rust ru~d !:lOder~?t e end velocity of P.bout 1000 ft./sec. Then 
during the barning :period. the thrust is the predominatine force. The 
ap?ropriate eqUP.tion for the zeroth order calculation of the velocit7 
is thus (11.8). Furthermore, due to the low end velocity, the propellant 
'llei&lt is ~ relatively small ~rPction of the initial 'llr'Cif")lt of the rocket. For 
instance, if the effective exhaust velocity is 6,000 ft./sec •• then the 
propellant loading ratio is only 15fo. Then it is el1o•~ble to consider the 
weight of the rocket to be roughly constant during the burning period. That 
is, •11e tP.ke M end T to be constant. Let 
__ r_= c; 
M 
Then (11.8) inteer.ates to 
(11.15) 
v z. = z G .s (11.16 ) 
•rJhcre the inter,re.tion constant is c.ho~e:n to ' make the rel?..tion simple. If the 
rocket is firing on a stationary launcher. the velue of -...5 represents the 
true trajectory length fron the le.Wlchine point. But if the rocket is fired 
from a movi nc platform such as aircraft, then ~ is not the trajectory 
length fror1 the launcher due to the initial velocity of the rocket. This fact 
must be bo l"'B in nind • 
.Du.rillf~ bumine; after leavinr, the launcher. F2 and J in (11.13) and 
(11.14) are zero. :But this is not the only sim:r>lification possible •N'ith these 
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equations . Fi~st of nllc since t hrust is ver,r much lar~er in compari son 
''lith dr~g P..ncl Hft, it v.ill Berve to neglect the third and the fourth 
ter'n to the ril~ht of (11.13). Then by divic.1ing the equation by T, •,te have 
It is seen that (fIG io the reciproccl of the acceleration in J 
If •·ra div ide (11.14) by ~. 
Sinze the velocity of flight is not veT,y large. we can consider the 
aer:>dynF.mic coefficient t o be roughly' constru1t. The air density also taken 
to 'be constant. Then •rre can introduce a characteristic length ()' , such 
thaii 
d""z= (11.18) 
Now if H "'-" l slug, k ~ 1 ft., K A-I ~ 30, d ,.._.. l/3 ft •• then o 
is a pproximately 300 f.t. If t h is is the characteristic leneth of the I>roblem, 
the.l clearly the third :md f ourth term to the rie:ht of the eqtuttion for ¢; 
is ne~lieible. Thus the stabilizing action is mainly contributed by the 
res{;orine moment of the 15.ft of the tail assembli114~ due to angle of attack. 
The e ::,rodynemic and jet df'l!l:p:,:ng ha.7o only secondal"'J importc>.nce. Thus 
(11 .. 19) 
l!'rom thes e t•.vo CflUP t :toni3, ~.,e can no•,., deduce a si~lc e~UPtion in ~ . 
'J'O ~:::. SO~ di vide (11 .17) by 2 v5 and diffe rentiate the resulte.n·~ OqUP.tiOn 
with respect t~ • Then 
No•11 ,,,e divicle (11.19) by 2Vs !?.nd substract from it the above equation. 
then since d = '/-<9 , '.Je can unite the result as 
- dzr I ds· (411"1&" 1 ~, L + 4-"1Vi J. V-.5 d.JZ + VS dJ -f 0'' • ;if.Jfi () = 2,i_-&(; (? ~ M 
- ;; j (q ( cr;. + I ~A ) 
(11.20) 
This eque.tion clearly demonstrates the :fact thf'.t the controlling differential 
SflW.tion of tho stP.bili ty of 8rtillery rocket is not an equation of constant 
coefficient. In fact this equation c~.n be put into the stE>Jld.ard fonn of 
.dassel aCJ.UP..tion by the substitution 
S'= 
Then {11.20) becomes 
2rrs 
0" 
Hence the complimentary functions of J 
(11 .. 21) 
(11.22) 
are Be~$el functions of 1/2 ordor. 
These functions are ho•.r~ever e::.tpressib1e in terms of elementa.ry functions. 
Problem 11.1 
'.fnP..t is the differentie.l eqt.\ation for ;- if the independent variable 
hi tioe t instead of ...5 'I 
To sho•.1 this fact explicitly, multiply (11.22) by V$ , then it Crul bo 
•rfl'i t ten a..s 
(11. :33) 
Tho coraplimen·t;P..ry fWl.ctions of this equation are then trigometric fWlctions 
\' -of. 0 divic.ed by V,S • 01 !i.ntrodu.ce the nc"r d.ependent vP..riPble z. 
(11.2~) 
(11. 2~· ) becomes 
(11.25) 
The initial conditions of rocket after leavin~ the launcher is specified 
an 
and 
Thv.s ai:i 
v = v-1 
<9 =- (91' 
~=? 
- ' f=Yt 
, -'- 2 zrr 
J = p ::- 2G ~ <?" .= 
. z=V?~=A 
To derive .t~e initial condition for d .ejd ,5 , 
0::· by put t:1ng 5 = P • 
(11.2'7) 
... ,e need fi:cst 'Go re~write (11.17) 
Or, a.t ...5 = p & 
(- d~/:1 =--vP a--<1,. ./. rr ./.!' ?c.-aot9/(;. ) = 8 
av '1 1 27rl/;> 2 Vp 
(11.28) 
The solution of (11.25) ~ith the initiF~ conditions (11.27) PJld (11.28) 
is given by 
Z = 6~( ..5-f') [A i :S,. n(~-,P)CiJ(-5) cls} 
-t- ...s,~f ..5-f') r 8~5c.crot.:s-rJct(sJd..5 (11.29) 
'.'fhere Cl ( 5 ) is specifie.d by (11.26). Because of the !a.ct that C( ( S ) 
•::ontain half po•,Jers of S • Z a.ctu?.lly involves Fresnel inteffrals :i.n ,.5 
For the particular pu~)Ose on hend. Rosser and collaborators introduced 
'3pecial "rocket fWletiono" to f'acili tate the computation. They are ta.bu.l?-.ted. 
in Rosser's book. 
f?roblem 11~ 
Verif,y the solution ~iven by (11.29). 
j'roblem 11.3 
Obtain explicit :form of S' in terms of Fresnel integrals J 1 and :fc 
defined &.s 
TraJec tory Inclin~Uoi~ .l..ngle 6l 
The char?.cter of <.:;he solution can be demonstrated by considorillf': the 
trajectory inclin2.'tion anr;le (J) • <9 is also the most important <listurbence 
qua..'ltity, since 1.t can be used to estin.a.te the dispersio11. The result of 
cal culation c~ be expres sec. a a 
-c-8 
(. .. 
I 
-1-2 
-2. o 
- 1.69 ... 
t9 =.6Jo 4 / dTJ. ?~&q)G, +;:;::;jz G., -dMC~.Y.G3 1i-J?C3 
~-t-v,:; ;p ( ;; ) (11.30) 
'•!here Gl, ~. ~ and G4 are fw:~tions of S and P. The gerieral. charcter of 
these func tiona are sketched 1:L the fo ll0111ing figures: • 
o 2. 4 c5 lo 12. 
\~ ~"' ~ 
"""' ~ \ ' "" . ' ~ 
. \ ·-~-------... ~~s 
~ . \ ~ ' ·-------~:~:? ·5o 
\ 
'··~:""~0" 
..... P._,,, 
·-.....__::__ .... 
?=·IS 
"' Graphs of these functions are e;iven on pp. 83-86 of Uosser. et.c.. 
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1:/e note first that all these functions are real. Then if the real 
and imagina.xy parts· of 6l are separated to obta.j,n the trajectory inclinations 
in the vertical ple..ne ?nU. the horizontP..l plane, the qUPl1.tities f r)r the vertical 
·plane are influ.enoed only by the in.i tial values of (91' , ~ and <f;; in 
the vertical plane, fl,nd the qtlPnti ties for the horizontal plane are 1:nfluenced 
only b;y the initial -values in the horizont£>.1 plane. In other •·to:tds, the 
motions in the verticel plene and the horizontal plane are ruutuall;y independent. 
This is of course to be expected as •,.te have no first ordor conpling effects in 
our chosen equ:?tions of !"'lOtion. If the rocket aa spin, this •rlll not be true .. 
·~'Ia also note t~t as P increases, the 1!\a{~itude of these fu.nct1ons 
decreases. Incur it¥; P means increasing initial veloci t;y L/l as shown by 
(11.27), or increased effectivness of the fin in restori~ the rocket to 
undistur ad· direction. :;/hen l> is zero, there is no initial veloc it;y, then 
durin:; the first few inst;mt, very r8pid increase in the inclini'.tion can be 
expected. Therefore sme.ll velues of r means large deviations. 
The most important feature of the present result is however the fact 
that none of the G functions •..rould vanish for lare;e values of S , in spite of 
the a~totically decreasing cheracter of the Bessel functions •thich are the 
solutions of the homogeneous equ~tion. The Gr function is indeed unbounded 
for lare;e ..5 ( ""'"" log-S). Hence if •11e define stability as che.racterized b.v' · 
the boundedness of e.ll disturbances at large S {or time). Th3n the rocket 
is unstable, •,.;ith stable solutions of the homogeneous solution. This 
situation is quite contrary to the problem of stability in systems controlled 
by a differential equation with con~tant coefficient. There the stability of 
the ttfree" oscillation or the complimenta17 function assures the stability 
of the narticular integre,l. Honea the question of stability of systems 
with constant coefficient is v ery much simpler and can 'be answer 3d broacUy. 
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Uethematical.ly, the difference might be considered from the follo•.dng 
viatn-point: If the system is one ,'lith constant coefficient sq 
The "forcing" fwlCtion can be expP.nded into a Fourier integral if 1 t satisfies 
certain concti tiona of continuity end boundneas. • Then 
j(-f) = :J.l: c.,qol((t-;x >f!t:)./tclt< 
=- /,- ;-=J ~ iu..[t-:L) fd) q'i_ dt~. 
-~ -..-<:> 
Therefore the solution for J is 
The simplicity of the system ·~th constant coefficient lies in the fact that 
the continuity e.nd boundness of f(x)assures the continuity and boundneaa:; of d 
if &t :?o , h 7t:C... • If 4 7o , b 7'e:< 1 the complimentary functions are 
da.~ed. Thus if the cornplimentar,r functions are stable, the complete 
solution with particular integral t:rill be sta.ble for all 11 reasona.ble 11 forcing 
functions. 
A similar treatment for the e~ua.tion of variable coefficient, s~ 
• See for instance, \·1hitta.ker e.nd ~'fatson "Hodern Analysis" 9 . 7 . 
can be ca.rriecl throw;h by uein::.; the Fourier-Bessel integral* due to Eenkel u 
Th't:.S 
Sir.ce ..L. ( 5 ) satisfies the equation 
z 
The solution for J can be 'rlri t ten as 
No•:·, ho~11ever, due to the •t~eR.f.:ly damped character 
bot ndness of J ( 1.. ) cannot b1;} .~ssu:>:-ed even if' of .... ~ for large j . the z fct.) is rea.sonable. 
Therefore the question of si;abili ty cruu1ot bc3 ans•.-1ered by studying the 
complimentary functions alone. On the othe:r. hand., every forcing function 
wiJ.l give diffe1-en.t ans~,,.ers r,.s to the stability of the motion. The problem 
of •:rhether the system •dll perfor.n sat~.sfactorfly has to be stuclied 
indi vidu8lly for e?-.ch case. If •·te e;ive up the attenpt to determine the 
behavior of the system for all forcing functions, we can make a gene:!"P..liz<-:t ion 
in another clirection: 11/e Call generalize the properties of the system P.nd 
obf;a.in a generalized appror>ch. to the problem of disturbed motion. This is 
tho gene1•al theory of sliehtly perturbed notions, or the ba.llistic disturbance 
theory. 
<- See l1. Nielson, "Handbuch der Theorie cler CylinderfutL"ctionen11 , 
P!J• 366-370. 
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12. Ballistic Disturbance Theo:cy for Guidance Rnd Control 
The object of ballistic distn.rbance theory is to calculate the bahav~.o:r· 
of' a projectile or vehicle near the so-eal.led nonaal trajectory. The nonual 
trajectory is o. certain tra.jectocy •,11 th specified 1ni tial condi tiona, 
prOT>ulaion :program, atmospheric conditions and programed lift e..nd drag. If 
the actual condit1ona are slip,htly different from these specified conditionsr 
or 11' the vehicle is disturbed fron its normal trajecto:cy by accidental 
deviations such as wind gust, the trajectory of the vehicle will be different 
from the normal trajectory, ho•11ever, 1 t 'tlill remain near to the nora:a.l 
trejecto17. This fact of nearness to a calculated, known, trajectory is the 
basis for the linearization of the differential equations of motion for the 
disturbed t,rA.jector;y-. ':Ta t:rill thfln deal •:lith linearized equations. 
The o:.~e;inal purpose of ballistic disturbance theoey is to calculate the 
small modification of the trajectory of a projectile due to devie.tions of the 
•.o~eie;ht of the round from standard value, of the atmospheric conditions, and 
the effects of T..zind, etc. Ho,r,~ever •!11th the advent of modern large and fast 
computing nachines, the tendency ,,.,as to calculate all neighboring trajectories 
separately. The usefulness of ballistic disturbance theor.r then vanishes. 
However the problem of control and stability of vehicles is just the problem 
for the ballistic disturbance thaoey, especially •t~hen the normal. tre.jectory 
is a llball1;;ticll trajectory with rapidly varying aeroeynamic 11ft and dragt 
•,te:.f')l.t, etc. It is the purpose of this chapter to demonstrate this statement. 
The bRllistic_ disturbance theor.y was developed by ~ authors, being 
for many years the field of mathematicians. The most recent book on this 
subject is toot of R. SAnger.* :Sut we shall adopt a fo.rmulation by 
• " " R. Sanger, .11:3allist1che Storungstheoriett Eirkheuser. Easel (1949). 
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:!i'. R. Uoul ton"' and G. A.. Blisso*' In particular~ the analysis follo•.is a 
paper b,y R. Drenick~••• It' is assumed that the vehicle is remotely 
controlled from one or ~ore radio stations. and that the angular velocity 
of the vehicle is eo small as to allow the neglection of aneular acceleration. 
The moments about the center of gravity is thus alw~s in equilibrium. The 
control then changes the angle of attack ol.. thro~h a change in trin of the 
vehicle. 
Normal Tra..1ectorg 
We shall assume that the trajector.1 is sufficiently short so that the 
earth can be considered as flat and the gravitational acceleration to be a 
constant J . Take X and J to be horizontal and the vertical axes, and 
1./;, and 1 the veloc,.ties in these directions. The earth is non-rotating. 
The equations of motion can be written as 
} (12.1) 
and 
} (12.2) 
In these equations, <l>r , A , and 1\. are related to thru.nt lllr• the 
drag D, and lift L of the vehicle by 
F. R. Uoul ton, "New Methods in Exterior :Ba.lli sticBct University of Chicago 
l•rese, Chicago, Illinois (1926). 
•• G. A. Bliss, "Mathematics for ~erlor :Ballistics11 John ·:Iiley & Sons. Inc. 
Ne•11 York (1944). 
*** R. Drenick, "The Perturbation Calculus in Hissile .Ballistics" 
Journal of the Franklin Institute, 251: 423-436 (1951). 
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~.,. = Fr£_ 
· INv / 
I (12.3) . 
'.·:here 'tl is the instp...n'l;aneous •11eight a..'ld v is the velocity of the vohicla. 
11hus 
z '1.. '1. 
£) : V;t, +~ (12.4) 
If A is the reference area, the dr~ and the lift C?Jl be computed from the 
dree coefficient Cn and the lift coefficient c1 by the follo•dng equ:•tions: 
•.qhere 
P = f u-z. /'1 Co (d., "-1 ) 
L ::- : v -z.A ?L { o< I 4 ) 
is the e.ir density, a function of the a.l titude ? . 
(12.5) 
The 
coefficients CD and CL are both :functions o:f the .?..Ilgle o:f attack d.. and. the 
M~ch number 14 of flight. 
The a."lgle of attack d. •which enters these equations in the thrust terns 
e.a •r~ell as impli.citl:r throuch the drt>.g Hnd the li:ft coefficients Cu and CL ia 
an undetermined parameter. Its appea.rl'..nce in the eque.tions of notion consti tutcs 
the chief C..e:parturc of c;uided misaUe bell5.stics from conventional ballistics. 
For, •;.ri thin certain limits, d.. car. ba subject~cl to a.rbH1·ar.r conditions and 
the flight path of the vehicle can be shapod acr.ording~ to fulfill desired 
S}"JeCificR tions. 
There is one ad.di tional para.meter in these equ;:.tions •.-thich can be 
disposed of rather freely •1rhich, therefore, offers the possibility cf' some 
control over the }'lro~ress of fli.o;ht. It is the burning time, i.e., the time 
juring •,thich the thrust does not vanish. In the case of V-2 vehicle. for 
instance, rr.nge control •llas effected by a l'lroper adjustment of the 1'lurning 
timev It is t1~ that this description docs not exhaust the possibilities of 
flight control. It does, ho•.4cvcr, cover the methods •:thich have so f'a.r been. 
st.udiad thoroughly n-r w;,p l 'i zed in pre.ctice. 
The integration of this system of non-linear differential equations 
is usually carried out by a computing machine. Before it is undertaken, 
disposition !!lUst have been made concern iDe the t•Jio adjustable par~..meters, 
burning time and engle of attack. The end of burnine is usually effected · on 
the basis of sone requiremP~t which will be referred to a.s the "cut off 
criterion". The angle of attack is deterMined as a function of time by 
subjecti~3 the fli~ht to some additional specification. ThLs specification 
•11111 be called the "guida.nce equation". 
Once it has been settled on ~·1hat basis the burning of the rocket should 
be terminated and in •11hat manner the a.nele of attack is to be contt·olled 
during the flight, the shape of the flight path is deternilled. It is evident, 
therefore, that one should choose the cut off criterion end the euidance 
eqUPtion in a 'tl~ which •dll iMpress upon the resultin{! fl1eht path certain 
derived characteristics. To do this, we have to study the effects of 
disturbPnces. 
CaJ.culus of Perturbations 
To apply the ce.lculus of perturba tions 1 •rte must assume that a solution 
of the equfl,tions ha.s been foWld. This solution wlll be called the 11 standard11 
or 11 norrna1" trajectory. That is •niting the equations of notion as 
-;='j 
~ = ;= ( ~~ 0 I ~ J oi./ "-t ) 
"l = (;( ?~ ~I ';; lo</ -t) 
'"e obtain a standard trE~.jectory- specified by 
(12.6) 
(12.7) 
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all as functions of timet • . Now assume that the functions Fend G contain 
a par9llleter ~ - the '•teieht of the body, scy - and that the norfl'l.al trajectory 
has been derived :for _,(,( =,a.. I:f the parameter now is chaJ:Ieed some\11ha t to 
(12.8) 
•lfhere J.,P is e. small qUPntity, then a corresponding sma.ll change 'Ifill 
occur in the path v~riable3: 
.X= .X 1- [""'1: / !' = 7+ d"J/ 1/:X;: 0 .(. J" 1./.;t/ 
o( :: """ + fc;><' 
Horeover. the SI!1Bll pert1J.rbations •dll satisfy, to first order accttracy, 
equations 
~ ( ['.1 ) = J U;~ 
-/rt Ft ) = F V:, } 
j. rr0, ~ 5j s;.t jt;--,)'1L i.j -~ + jJ :icJ.Ja'J d~) d; ( !" (/'!) =_J_§_ ~ + _fG- d~ ~ .#;.. s u ~ ~~~ dG 0 -<- J ~ ';;) l V 0' V',t 0'~ 7 ~ d)..U 
Or more briefly 
f i_ -:. s-'1 
<f"j :JUJ 
s0· ~a,tj.;. t:tz rli f?t3 d" 1). ?l.f £o~. 1- ~s-A 1-
r 1 :: b, lj I- bz d/..j_ + ;_, s '7 ·1- b.tj. Jt?{ + 6..s J ,d J 
(12 .10) 
(12.11) 
(12.12) 
' .(12.13) 
The t:l ~ a.nrl .6~ are to be computed from the eJ!:!Jl"ession of F and G specified 
by (12.2), (12.3), (12.4) and (1~ .. 5). For inst<mce~ 
But 
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[ 1.-rV;t c-.J.-Lj ,;;,..J.)j :( 1/xc.-<X-'J s:.c~.) fSj 
=(0c.r><K-1 ,.~.~>J; ( ~'!) 
=A fVj '-<>o/-'j ''"oO df! ff 
The thrust can vary '.'l'i th respec·t to J at constant lJTO})ellant feed rate 
and pressure for ohan~e in the thrust coefficient at different pressure 
expansion ratios of the nozzle. Furthermore 
_2__../ ).& d ( I _?vA ) 
C) l ( '1 ~ ) = t/z ;) l -: 0? ;· 2 ~w f co 
_ U _L 7-vA r~~C _ )co t/ d&t} 
- ~2 vW d,J 0 ( dH ~ 2· dJ 
= l/:t _j_ j./ A -.£J c f _l _dL - _L:1_ :Jco -l-~ } Z w f P f dJ Ca )!-'/ t:{ 4J 
•. ,.here 
Therefore 
•tfhere 
.:: 0 Ll f ,P-& N } 
P - _!__de_ 
·- (J a~; 
C(= 
(12.14) 
(12.15) 
(12.16) 
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liow 
&(z ~ Jvt. t fr (~ vn~-'/ §i.,...oi. > -0 .A-~ A} 
::: fr ~o<-A- l'v.t c-.>o/-(1 'j:,.d) ~.tz. -~ -v~ ~~ - ~ ~~ 
= fr ;J, f'1_ s,-nol+ji &.oc-1, -A-&5£ i e;;n )~0L-t;?; ~"6A ~~; 
Thue (12.18) 
SimilP..rly. 
(12.19) 
and 
The coefficients bl• ~. b3 :md b4 can be cocrputed in a similar ,,rq. They a1-e 
l~:rob, 12.1 
Verify the Equations (12.21) to (12.24) for b1 , b2 , b3 and b4 • . 
The partial derivatives a)> p S de-pend, of course, on ".rhat para.mter 
is beine identified '111 th _..,..« • Sevex·al possib1li tie9 which are often encountered 
in design studies ~d similar investigations are; 
Variations in the dreg coefficient (/u' = Cn) ~ 
(12.25) 
Variations in the lift coef'ficient ~ = 4.>: 
(12 .26) 
VE~.riations in the structural •oJeight ~ , ( _,~<.. ... 111/.5): 
I 
(12.27) 
Varie.tions in the specific iMpulse[; (/":.[.): If W is the '!Jeir.~ht rate of flo'.·t 
of propellant, which is assumed to be not changed, the thrust is 
Therefore 
Cis= fr fVj c.,p~- ~ 6,~~ 
.b s : .fr f 1/t Si-n oi + V; c--cJyf 
I / 
The coefficients t:t!. and b s are to be evaluated along the normal. 
(12.28) 
t:ra.jecto:cy, using path variables of :Equation (12.7). They are thus ultimately 
s-pecified functions of time t . If there are M.ore then one variable parameter 
/, .the differentia~ influence of each/" should be entered separately into 
~qs. (12.11) or ~q~.(l2.13). When, for instance. the differential ch?n~es of~ 
2.n.d / are S!'ecified ~-s functions of i. , the system of i!:qs. (12.12) 8lld (12.13) 
then constitutes four linear eqUPtions for fottr unlcno•.ms f'; , fj, dlij and 
S tj• In fact, :lf •11e elimina.te ;-'? and d '] . ··re h:?.ve a. set of t•!JO 
simultaneous linear 1econd order ordinary dif:"":'e;o:ential eqU<'!.tiona for ft and 7 
•·ri th co effie iant a -which val7 in a complicated '•Tey 1:1i th :!'aspect to t irne i 
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£ld.ioint S"Jsten of D?~fforcntia::.. ~~qu.c:>.tions P..nd FundR.mental Formula 
Let 
(12 .2~1) 
be a system of linea-r differentiRl eq_ustionE£ for n functions Jt. tt 'in. •,;hich 
the coefficients tl,_;fi Pnd Ct. are ,~i ven functions of f. 
d ~" .. __ Z t:/ .I.'L. ). L dt:: - ~ 1'< ( i., /? ; /, - - - - n ) 
The eystem 
(12. 30) 
is called by ~1oulton anC. Bliss l'.s the ~nem ad.lo1nt to (12.29) . It if.' fomed 
rrom (12.2s > oy changing the sien or ·.:;!le elements of the :natrix a i~k. us in-s 
the columns of this ne.trix as ro'trs. a.ncl ienoring the tems (.i. • 
Nota- multip:...y (12.29) by ~~~ and (12.30) by (t, , add and. ·l;hen su.m ovel" i , 
The result of the double sum is clearly zaro. So 
I:;y inteere"tint; from t = -t, to t:. = iz. 
(12.31) 
This is called the FundamentP~ Formu2a. 
The matrix a i ,/( for our b~1llistic diatu.rbance equations is 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
4i/{ = 0 al az ~ 
0 'b b?. b3 1 .... 
\ 
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and c, = c2 ==o 
c3 = q,.~~-r ~-a/ 
~-= b+J,;{.J.. 6s~ 
Therefore the system of adjoint eq~t1ons is 
-'A: 
.: 4, ). ..3 f j, I A.,. 
1- Cfz ~ -1- bz>+ 
;.2. f ~ )\J + 6 }4-
The funda.mental f'onnula. no•s gi vas 
• 
•.ihere t, and i.z are two arbitrary times of flight on the stfl.ndard 
tra.jector,r. 
(12.32) 
These relations cs~re general relations. •dthout specific contents. For 
) . . 
instance, the A-5 are so far only characterized b;y the diff'erenti?.J. equations. 
The actual v;:.~ues of .A as functions of t depend yet on •. ,he.t initial valuaa 
we choose for them. The pro par choice of the ini t:tal values for /\ depend 
ho•11ever upon the purpose of their ap!.>licP..tion, as will be t.Utan pl!esently. 
Cut off Criterion 
In the case of the ground-to-eround missilies, the chief requirement is 
that of accuracy of hitting. That is, the flieht should be so controlled that it 
should end at the target regardless of variations from one flight to the next. 
This implies, among other things, that the cut off of the rocket power should bo 
effected at exactly the correct instant. A precise cut off timing is. of cour9a, 
of par-ticular inportance for missiles of V-2 type, •11hich a.re no longer controlled 
after cut off. Dut it is also quite critical in the case of vehicles in which 
control docs not cease simultaneously •dth the burning. The correction. of 
cut off errors requires. in geneZ'B.l, a good dee.l of ma.neuverit~g which muet 
take place durine the free flight, tha..t is, in a. virtual vacll.Ull:t, .,.rhere e:ffecti ve 
steering is either impossible or highly impractical. 
The timing of the po• . ,er cut off would seem at first a rather straightfor:tard 
matter. The range at which a target is located determines the standard trajectory· 
alone •11hich the target is to be reached. Its usefulness is, however, somewhat 
hypothetical; for the probability that a vehicle under actual flight conditions 
would ever follow that standard trajector,y is extremely small. Fluctue.tions in 
the performance of the rocket motor, for instance, will cause it to travel a 
path a ~ood deal different from the expected one and, at the time of standard 
cut off, the vehicle .,.,ill in genera.l ·be neither at the desired point ( .tc, Jc ) 
nor travel •rlth the desired velocity ( ~c • t/Jc ). Rather, its coordinates 
( Xc , J< ) and velocity components ( ~ c , jr ) t,dll differ from the anticipated 
ones by h{, fJc .cf~~· J~c: 
It is now desired to relocate the cut off point in such a •rmy ths.t despite the 
departures d i (' , J" ~ c 
unaffected. 
d ~ c • f' 1 c , the rt:>.nr;e of the missile remains 
Now let ns denote the qUPJltities at impact with tar~et by capital leters. 
Then the impact point is characterized by 
y = 0 
Therefore if d T denotes the devie.tion of impact tine and J" / denotes the 
deviation of or at th~ standard impact time, then 
(12.35) 
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Similarly the variation of ran:~e X is 
:By e1iminati~ J' T froo Zqs. (12.35) and (12.36) • •11e have 
(12.36) 
(12.37) 
•Rhere t.U is the impact inclination ane;le of the normal trajectory. or 
- f) L/x ~ w:::- (~)-7 r 
(12.38) 
Eq. (12.37) is now in the form of ~ )ijfi 
values of A as 
• That is if .,,e sot the end 
Then 
)., =I 
'Az. ::- uJ u) 
. }3-::o 
;.., = 0 
ttf t = T (12.39) 
(12.40) 
The appropriate ')\ functions for our pu.rpose are those obtained by 
integrating the ~qs. (12.32) backwards •#ith the end conditions of £q. (12.39). 
It is interestinr: to note that for all t 
llow according to the :fUndamental formula (12.33) 
J x =- f), J t + >-z I J J- ).J J Ll,t 4- A, ~ ~} r 
. =(),r~J.~cfJ-~o1I~~.t.t~f7}tG · 
4 J~ L(~ 4f+4h+)f"~./.( )l-.3C/sf~lfs)J#] eft 
No•..r if •11e assume that all disturbences vanish a.f'ter the ti::te 
(12.41) 
(12.42) 
• then tho 
integ1~ in (12.42) vanishes. Therefore the requirement for the ze r o variation 
-lCI · 
in ran,~e 1.s translated to the cu.t off point as 
0 = },t l; ;f:tcl ).2 ( t() J /c 'i-6 ( ~) .[ v'j c f ).4 (l;.) l""'j c. (12 .4.'3) 
Needless to s~ the >...s at"e com·.uted 1tTi th the end condii;ions {12.39) on thfJ 
basis of the p~pertiaa of tha nolnal trajectory. 
(12.43) can be put into a mo n use:full form by combining it •:ri:th (:2.34)~ 
J;_ =).,ftc) ~c + )z {~c)) .L b (t~) £/.t., -f)4-rte) tJc 
= j, ( -tc) .lc + ).2 rt;_ )/fc + ). 3 {-t(. )0 ... + ).4 ( i:c) V/c 
'l'he -y 
.,( c • are however fictitiotw quantities: They are 
the actUAl path varia.blea evalw\;ed at the na!'ldfH:s\ cut of:: time. Now let' the 
actual cut off time be tc .J.. f t , . Then up to :first orcler terms, 
and similar rel~.tions. Therefor1• if we cal.l 
Then the proper cut off condi tim is 
Jc. =Jc -( ).., Vt + )t?. ~ + ~~ F f )y_ G )i: I.e Jic (12..45) 
The quantities Jc and ( ,i\1 l1 f "~! ':/ + ~F i- A4, & ) at Cc can be pre-determined 
from the normal tra.jecto1-y. Then •.dth data obtained from tracking measurement, 
the value of the right side of (12.45) can be continuously computed. i'lhen the 
computed value coincides with J::... 1 this is the insta11t for power pla.ut cut off. 
The.u the range error 'ttUl be zero, provided no dis·turbe.nce occured a.ftor cut off. 
~\ance Equation 
The cu·t off criterion i'iisel:f is ho•::ever not sufficient to ensure accurate 
range.. In fact , the nost serious difficul'.;y eriflos frequently right after the 
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release of the cut off siena!. TheoreticC?lly, the cut off 55.c;na.l should 
entail the instantaneous shut-do•rm of the po•r1e1' :plant. Actual.ly this is 11ot 
llkely to happen. There usually develops some a.f'ter-burning in t 'he motor 
which continues to accelerate the missile beyond the cut off and may ultimately 
lead to a considerable range error. 
In addition, the free flight is affected. by ~rlnds, variations in ai~ 
density, dry coefficient, missile oscilla·fiions. etc. As a :result of e~l this, 
the impact will in ~eneral still be quite uncertain no matter ho•11 carefu}.ly the 
cut off si~l has been tined. If a hieh acctll'8cy of hi ttlng is desired, one 
is forced to resort to sone guidance after cut off. 
According to the fundanental formtua (12.33), 
Jt = b,r~ -l)•zdJ+A.lf"l f Jr.dj]"t, + J} ~3'lf+44Jf.<+r6"s~~bs) J/' ]4t 
c 
But by satis:f'yine the cut off ci'itor.\.on (12.~-5). '"e have made the first term 
to the right of the equation vanish. Thus in order to make the range error 
to vanish, eJ.l is required is that the integrand of the inteeral should vanish 
fo:.." all t bet,J/een t c and T. Hence 
dol..=-- )_, q51- ).4- 6s [.,;~t 
)...3 q4 + )4 b.f 
The distur'bance J ~ is hot,;ever not immediat~?Jly measurable. 't/hat could be 
measured are generally J: .t • r! . F t/x. • J' v;· · at each time instant t 
Ho•.1ever from Eq. (11.13), \'re have 
f/' "..,sf ~t~ [ di tf 1/.t-f !ltfij-(a,+(J.Jfj-f<rz.f-t l>z )J" 0 
- ( ~ +fi>_,)rf,-1~1(1~) J"~] 
1a a chosen function of' time t . Tbue 
• 
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j( 14.~- f ~ b4) ( ~.t~ ;5") - ( )..3 1.5-f ),+6.5) (V'f4-1 (lb..¢ 0 do( 
= ( 6 45- .l ~4 ~ } /-(q, J.~ b, ) I"/ J. ( t:~z .L 1 P2 ) f e& .J. l '!J + ~ ~ ) d 'J 
-{ c/f0 t8 dd~ )_] e~t r ;;(t;V J 
(12. 46 ) 
This is the guidance equf.tion. The choice of f must he such that with the 
given .limitations of the accuracy of mea.suremen'n on .fj , dl/:t • ~ 'J . the 
error in satisfying (12.46) should be the minimiill posrJible. For instance, the 
choice f = >.+ /) _, would be certainly 1.1· '0ng. 
The ~1dance equation (12.44) specifies H.e correction [" oJ.. of the angle 
of attack for accurate ranee •:1hen the deviat'ons of J . f1 ~ vj :from the 
nonnal trajectory are measured. The dietu ·bance f / does not appear in the 
equation. But the nature of disturb<>..nce r uat bo kno•m in order to fix the 
functions ~(-I:) and 4- (-t). normally, the data of trE>.ckine are gi-wen as 
Z , J , V( and '1-· Then the deviati 1:ls can be obta.ined from them by 
comparing them •rri th the val.ues for the cc nputed normal trajectory. Thus 
'l = ;-f 
! ~ =- '1-~ 
J"l~~-'1 
This information is then fed to a comp·Lter •tJhich cor:tputes J c:J. by (1.2.46) 
with the specified a , b , )\ w1.d f3 . This result is then the 
command for ch2nging the setti~ o£ r.n~le of attack. This command mq be 
translated into a command for c.lu>neing the elevator angle. This command is 
f inally taken by the elevator servo on the vehicle as an impu.t. The oU:tp11t io 
the actual elevator angle. This pt::ot of the con\rol is then no different f rom 
the conventional servo-mechanism. 
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The design criterion here are again accuracy of setting and quick response. 
Tho elevator servo is no,., ho~'l'ever a purely "1nternal 11 system. The 11 exterior 11 
part of the problem is taken cars of by the compu.ter. The duty of the computer 
is to pre-di~est the tracking information and produce the correct elevator 
si~ for zero ranee error, or overall tl stability-". The function of the 
. 
computer is then ~ite similar to the SJ'lplifier in the simple servo. only now 
it is r.n1ch more complicated and cannot l:e syntherized from I»re RC•circuits. 
Theuse£ulness of the be~listic perturbation theory here is in the design 
o£ the computer - giving the ~dance equation. A simple ~inded approach would 
try to make i'L : J" J = o at all instants. This would be ho•ttever impossible 
to do by the available means - the adjustment of Slll;le o£ attack. ~'lha.t is 
possible to do and what is sufficient to ens\11-e accurate ~e, are clearly 
given by the ba~listic disturbence theor,r. In this ~~. the present computer 
is different from the "simple-mindedll computer based upon tracking date. only, 
without the bonefi t of d , b , 1 and ). 
Ooordi»Ate Transformation 
The particular coordinate system used in the previous analysis is particularly 
appropriate the problem in that the fUnctions F and G in Eqs. (12.6) do not 
contain .( • But this coordinate system is not the coordinate system for track.lng. 
Therefore fo- "9ractical application, ~.,e have to consider coordinate trensforma.t:i.ona. 
Let 
Then 
X=::(f~.() 
! ::J(J. 1) 
. 
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(12.47) 
(12.48) 
(12.49) 
(12.50) 
and the bared quanti ties are the quantities for thr, normal trajectory. 
~Hth these relations, the cut off criterion ~.nd tJ.o guidance equation can be 
·~ritten in terms of the tracking variables • ..5 , 7/ , t.) and i/'1 . 
~or instance. let us consider a trackine ~~~tion located on ~round and in 
the plane of trajector.y. The origin is at the tracking station, then 
Hence 
and 
J vx: r~s <t- rs . ...,..f I 
~ = r ..s/~r!~o rC-<..!11 i 
f.:t:: CA-f.[r- r :s;->'11 Ff 
ij ;- SiYI !· Fr 1- r Ccro F $" f 
!' ~ -:(-~·rof-cFr-f~!.:JI-) I- i-.5/-nf.F.fl- Go..st/Jr- 75,717 fi 
E7 =( u.5.f/""r-f.s.;.,7r~)t}r rC~Cf"J"IJ. 5-..., ~fr+ r &rr;-Fri 
Sometirnes the freedom in the locntion of ·trackine station can be utilized to 
advantage to simplify the problel:', and inprove the accuracy. For ex.'U!lple the 
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quantity J c in (12.44) is no"r 
. .. 
Jc =-/-/, r-! /l'z ? -r /(3r +-/+ I' 
•t~here the ~ ..s are again functions computed frorn the normal trajectory. 
-
The ori~in can be chosen as t~ make .AI+= 0 • Then ~ need not be moasurod 
for the cut off criterion. This is desirable, because ~ is the nost 
difficult one ~ong the four to be neasured accurately. 
Differential Corrections for Tii:te of FliMt and l~ximwn Ordinate 
In the previous sections, we have developed the cut off criterion and a 
guidance equation b.y considerinc the differential correction for range. The 
concept of adjoint functions 7'~ is, ho• .. rever, very flexible an{t is equally 
useful for other differenti?~ corrections. 
For instance, at the terminal point, the time of flight T and the first 
differential d T and veloci t7 V; have tho follo•.·ring relation 
(12.51) 
Therefore for computing the differential correction for the time of flight, the 
ap~ropriate end conditions for A~ are 
)', ( r) = () 
). tf)=- I 
z "J(f) (12.52) 
/-3 (.f) =c 
J.-~o (T) ::. o 
Then equations (12.32) can be integrated using the above conditions. ~·!hen the 
adjoint fUnctions are conputed, •.·re have from the fundamental formul.a (12.33). 
[T= ( A,[;t~o ).2tf/J. Ayft1.J.. ~[ 7 )T =(),1"-!+)zfj f ~J rli .J. )4 f~)" 
f j}0,a~ .J. >:,. t4 ){o(f()J 1s+.l4 4-) if] dt 
D 
(12.53) 
If the lau.nchinc; point is fixed Pnd the initial velocity h: zero, theu the first 
pe.rt of the right of (12.53) vanishes~ The differential correction for the 
tine flight is given by the integral only. 
As a second eXBJ"lple, let t be the ti1ae of !'1 ight u:p to the me.x1mum 
:,j 
ordinate of the normal tra~iectory. Then the differential deviation for the 
· rn.e..x~~mum ordinate ~ is 
nut at 
at 
Hence tha appropriate 11end" condi tiona for the adjoint functions are 
,A, (s) = 0 
1(i:~):./ 
~ (~) =o 
~ ( t...$ ).:::: 0 
And the differential deviation can be computed as 
Ji~ ~ {).,St.! A2 d! + .-\3 J"t.~ .t. ).+ J '1) ~ 
tJ."..s {( 0 4 4+- )4~ )[o<+(A.J~+ )4. ~ )J/j dt 
(12.54) 
(12.55) 
(12.56) 
For rockets launohed at zero velocity~ the fil'St ).:Jart to the right of this 
e~uat1on is aeain zero. The differential correction is then a integral only. 
Pr;Rb. 12,2 
':That are the proper end conditions for )\ f'u.nctions if one •11ishea to 
calcula.te the differential correction for the angle of fall u) l' 
Cf. G. A. Bliss , P• 87. 
l;li,ects of the S'ffierici ty .£!'..Earth and the l{Ota.tion of Ea.r1j;Q 
In this section, "JJe shall treat t'·:o further t:>.pplications of the ballistic 
diG·t;u.rbance theory: The calculation of the effects of the sphericity of earth 
and the rotation of earth. Our treatrent is applicable to threa dimensional 
:.notion and will be thus concerned •.'l'i tl. the :Earterian system X • 1 , .Z .. 'l'l'>..e Cartesll:m. 
trajectory is almost contained in the plane of i / . ~·Tithout the effects of 
sphericity and rotation, 
i :::- //~ 
j=-~ 
J.::~ 
t/t_::.X 
~;'( 
I/ = z ~ 
l 
-I 
) (12.5?) 
X, Y, :Z are resul ta.nt force COI!IJ::;onEnt acti:::l{:; on the center of mass of the 
vehicle. J is the gravitational c·:mstant on the surface of earth. · For non!'"' 
rotating eer·l;h J is slightly diffe~a'lt end is J, . The disturbance equations 
are then 
f.( = dV:t 
r I:: $""'j 
J i- = a-v.z 
~ V{ = tf ~ :1 + tfrt!~ tiLs r + ~!}rc~; -J.{~ J1,t.J4 Jv~r t A 
fz} = ;/ fz +- 5/J;; 1-ft Jr +- -Jjfr -1 ~-~Y/if+ llz.r ~ f 8 
f,; = d'Z Jr...;. 'dZ.f;r "dzf~J. c}Z[,;_.r-dZJt/..1-'dzJv+c 
& _ dt -;;y- (J dj'l ~ :r 'dv1 7 )IJe- r 
(12. 58) 
'tthere A, :8 and C are any disturbe.nce sourcea. The partial dervitives are to 
bs evaluated along the nonnal trajectory and are ·thua specified functions of 
time. The adjoint systetJ is then 
... 
-}. = 
'.5 
' '\ 
(12.59) 
The fundamental fomula is 
z 
Since 
l 
r z ... 1. 2 ;- ;( +(I;•JJ ~ 2 
(12.60) 
Consider the effects of sphericity 
first. The gravitation attraction 
is clearly 
r;Z. 
~·-rz 
The three components in X. J; z 
are thu.s 
(.t;)z:: [f.}-JZ,.(If..1_)7.;.(_L) 2 1-I:: 1-Z ~ f 
r ,.. r; t; _] ,.-
...!... ~ .3_,. - - - - r; r- l = ;.t CJ L 1-r r; r r; 
Therefore the three coElp()nents are 
-Cf-!+ --- . -~•29._1_ ----tf! (P J (/ 1 (II fQ ) r -9- -f-~·ro 
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If '''e consider i! it eel:: a disturbance qu.ant i t~r, then the e.r:9ropriate 
contributions of the sphericity to ·!;he disturbe.nce sotu-ce of.' .Zq. (12.58) a:ro 
(12.61) 
c = 0 
If the earth is rotating, •s·& replace ~ by J 
The effects of the earth rotation on the equations of motion ce.n. be 
ob·~ained by a. series of coo:t·d.iru>.te t1·a.nsformation. • If f) is astrononical 
latitude at the launching :poJ.nt, 7.p the az::nuth of the ini ti.:~l tar;.eent plane 
o:f the traject~ry, measu:rod clock:t:iise from the south, and J2 the aneuler 
velocity of eech rotation. t.l1en ad.ditionel toms to Xl Y and Z a.re respectively 
the following: · 
X: 
-Si-n lf [ 2 A ~ ~t;~ 2 J2 ur 5i?1& 5;71 f + !2. z;.:f_s,~ p.~- z ~~if ) 
J. ..Jio? tJ U75 'j /:? J2. l_{, C-o.s Y' ~ Jl ,.f(/.1. r;)c ~0 .t. A' Si/l&c..ro )f-l5::n&5;.,.Y-') J 
• 
Y: 
Z: Cos i.p{2 .fl. (/ C..ro/lJ. Jl 'f.:15r~'f+2 ~sif) 1-2JL £.4 5i?1~ 
-JL 2 5.-n &5.-71lf ( 1fC) ~6 <9 f .:t s,~-n<P Go?-6 cf- Z .,5;,&5:?'1Jil<lZ .. 62) 
Since .4 -5 v is very small, being 7.2921 x 10 radia.us pe·r second~ C~nd Z , V.z 
'2 
small, ":Ja can neglect JL • Hence the first order effects cf 
the sphericity e...nd the rotation of earth give 
1;1Cf. Bliss, loc. cit. p.92-95. 
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A= -J :J. k -t Z J2 t/~ G-.7& 5,·w j9 
B = C ~ Jk- C /2 0_ ~6> 5;.,-, <f 
o = ;.. 212 v~ 5:n& -1-2 R 'J~ & ~..r-J f 
(12.63) 
\'Tith these cOlTection terms, the effects of s:pherici ty and rotation can 
b3 calculated, once the trajector,y on a flat E~d non-rotating earth is kno·~. 
... J 9.;... 
In tho :previous char tcr , ·~·e t. 'vc co;.:si<tered . e , rob:r. ot' ~ u J. 
fo1· s:rstems of incre sint geroralitJ. 
to the lillenr pr.:>'l.)lcm. A very F,.ane~· "· P..pproach to th vroblen t•:f cor. rol 
ia to consider it as e. s~ ten \rhic!' ... .nf, L free v.:~ri9.b1 E" ..lt th d~ . ..,"' of 
th s ::"1•ee variable a_qd tho other v~ !:'.; < :h h s such tb'3.t .he othe1· VP-riab ..... 
of thB 3yatem satisfy a certain con""ro:. cri ter:.r. S.)ec_ficd r.y tho _!)ro len•. 
For 'i.nstanc.e. the problen of sel''IO- si:~')ili .,..at~.on of th(. Jaricustion in tl.e 
rock.3t motor can be cons:! 'iered 2.\' c cyz!::>Jnic system be ,•:.oen the.) prJl)el· ~t 
injcc~ion rate, the chamb<Jr pres~nre E.Uld the capacity of tile control 
CP..}1ac:!.tance in the f'3ed line. There a::e t·:J'O differential oc_tw.tio:ts 
relatine t:r..e three variable a. The p1·o01en ic to c 100 C' anoth·n· rt.ln~ on 
be .;•:men thr: three ,-ar~.abJ.es ::10 tha:; tho o;rer£.1~. sy!3ten sati:f _ u tho 
condi·.;ion of stabili,;;~ ... 
!n this ch.Rptar. ',;0 shall tre~ 'i the :>l'Oblem of cor..t rol anU. stabi i .. y 
from ,his general point of vie'J:, e."'J~·l ic:-~.ble '.:;o ni ther lint1f r or non-ltnc -~ 
sy,t lms. I arts of t"lo tB cussion i'·:llo•:r the p:>.pal' by A. S. '3>~ser.bom 
P.nd R. Hood .• ~:J 
_Control Problem 
.An inportent as'"ect of the con~a·ol-ayntheGiS :pro )le"!l 1<. u cleal' 
definition of the criteriona of 1les:tra i cont!'o:!.l beha.vi.or. If a Yal'i ble 
! is to ue contrCJlled, a reaaone])lo r.:riterion is th~t the t_:.!G intc :t>nl 
------ -
A. S. :Joksenbom and R. Hood1 11Autom,~tic C"ntrol Sy lte:ns Sa.._i fy~nc 
certain General (}d, tel:'ions on Tran~~ient Deha•Tj.or" !TACA 'Ill' 23'78 (1 .. ;) ) • 
of some function of / i) to be miniuum or o. constant; ·~hP" is 
i, ! :f'r;J dt ~ c.mntant or ,._, lnir.mm ().3 .). ) 
Or 
f t., <? ( 1 -fs):z.~t -= const:mt Ol' minimum (13,2) 
•;:here t1 is the time at the end of tran9ient and 1:s 5.s the :wt ~ing OI' 
the desired value off • Eq. (13.2) ';Teir;hts the erro:r in ;f as thG 
square and accordi~g to the tioe du~e.tion of thzt er~o~u 
cf {:riterion :!!ley be that \-!hich requires a certain tine duration '.;o oe ,... 
n: in ir.mm or a consl·tan~: tlv-.1t is 
0 
dt ::-:: constant or minimum (13.3) 
Tho use of a si~le ~ritorion, such a.s equation (13.1) \d.ll u~ual. y 
yield j(?} = constant. 'l.'h.is result io reasonable becau$0 J(f) can 
usu.e.lly be made illentically a constant i::' no Etddi tionaJ. cr.i ter~.a is :l.m •oeed 
on other variable~:> in the system. Usually. certain linitiru..; conclit1.on; 
exist, ho• . .rovcr, on other variables ir. the system and theao cond:i tiona 
mu.ot be included in the o:c-iginal cri t e1·iono. 
Thus. a possible criterion could be 'Nri tten as :follo•£1B: 
for 
1
-c, 
0 
{rz) dt = constant J 
If1 for instr-nce, 7 = en..zine speed end. i!. :::: characteristic tGi7·:0erature 
o~ e. gP-s tU:!'bine engine, the cri tcrion of' (13.4) states that it ia 
d~sirable to design a control system such that, fo1· &. particu.l~r v~lue 
or a tanpera.tu.re int·~r~raJ., the integTal of the spee<l-error aqwrad ia a 
niniuUL1. This criterion ~r be u.sed 1f. for instanco, it ia ln.o m th., 
nu over-temperature condi ..;ion can be ·,;olerated for e. crJrt8.in period o;, 
time, say the total heat 1n~ut to the blades, and i~ i~ desi~e~ to ke~p 
the aver eee speed error mini mum durine a tranoieut. 
The general theory •:1~.11 sho<tT tha; an many criterions .?~S d.:l•Ji:~:ed o.· 
the type sho~ro in (13.1) ";a (13.4) ca:a bo included together nn:l a control 
system can be derived. that automatic?.lly sc:Hsf:.es ell thesa cri tel'ia 
simultaneously. 
Another aspect of the control czoit.:lria. is the end conditions of ·;; .• c 
,_·nte{:~ra.ls of (13.1) to (1'~.4). Th t• i... l ~ ' · h 'h · ' 1 ~ .., e :t.ns n .• e!"Va IO!' •-rn1.c ·.; ese ~n.,;c _:;?.'a.!..S 
e.ro to be a minimum or a constF!nt 111usii ba chosen. A l.".3asona1Jle tine 
inter•ral ia any duration du.ring ·.~hit!h essential externaJ. ii:Jturbancec . re 
constant and duri~ '·'l'hich tho systen to be controlled moves :from one 
E•sse!l·tial level ·of O:,?erat.ion to 2.notb.e1'. 'i'he ossontin.l exteraa:i. 
C.istu?.'hP..nces are thos·~ tha:li cnnnot be imnediately corl'ected l1y t.he cont:i.'Ol 
!:yst;em.., If an essential exter·nal dj. atu·rbance ~·1ere allo\l;ed ';T:1 t:1in thEJ tino 
~ntcr.Yal. of the criteria. no p.h;ysicn.l.J.y real.ir.a.'blo system cot.ld ilo 
Expected to anticipate this dis·cnrbnnce 30 as to behay,) prope r~.y befor ~ 
6.isturbru:ce occuro .A:rJ. essential level. of cperation is e.IlJ' srJecL'iCJ 
conuition of only thoGe vari.2.bles that ra-..ts't be continUt.lUSo In the cas· of 
£. turbojet e:.:1gine the tra-n.sien t behavio?.' of which can 1)e <lose r~.bod by •l 
first ord.er different:ia.l equ ... ~tion, the e1~ine speed de1uer,'lines th~ lev .1 
of operationo If the fuel system mus·li h·~ considered o1• if tho ~.;ompere. :t?.re 
does not rospond to s.._)eed immediately. then both the engine an<l the 
c:.ccelel"<:>.tion are req.ui r od. to describe tho es~entia.l le el of th£,1 engint:;. 
~·.e :Jl'>..e..ll see this pre:.;en tly. 
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.:\nal;r:tic I•roblem. 
::'he control sy3tar.1 I'ssul tine from acy de:.uicn m8thod mus·i; be 
physically roali2:=.ble. Th:::ro ~.:·e t• .. 10 aspectL to this prublem. :?irst, 
it in possible to set do1tm c:r.:. toria that are not realh.l'ble 1:Ii th e.xry 
s:rstem or e.rc inconpatible '1rith ea.ch other. If ouch cl"i terla. e>.re usecl, 
the un1•eali~-bility vrill E.tnpea.l' eith:Jr es a requil'err.ent on tho control to 
lock ahead ti:t.to i;he future or as an inability to sat5.sfy the lJounleq 
conditio:ls of nome different::.al equation. In most cases, a c:.ear under 
si;a.nd..i.ng of the cri tel"il?. useu. and of ~he aysten to be control:.ed :till 
indic2.tel!lcompatib111 Ues of this so.:.·t. 
The second aspect of physical 7.'ealizability is pur1ly m3.1;he 'ttica1 •. 
H is cles:·.red to uel'i ve a. <lescl'iption (a d:tf.feren.tial o~u.ation) o-f' tho 
control Ol~ the controlled syster:l the'!:~ satisfies l,he Cl'iteria of control 
and a.ll the neceasa:cy· boundary concli tions that arise in the dorivc.tior.'. 
of this equat-ion. ~Uthough the me.thematic:'l solution of the pl•ob:•.em IDF 
be any derivative or i;ltogl'd.l of this diffcren:titll eq_ut:.;ion~ t-he Tll-zye:l.c ·1 
aolut:.on . of the pl·oble:n req_uires ths li:!.f:i'e~f'ntia.l oq_uat on thf.t .::,self 
sr·~:tsfios the bounda.r.)" conCl.itions and for •.,rhich no undeter.!lined constcr.ts 
of intel~:cd:ton exist. 'l'huc, such fol'tnU a.o 
atd 
are not necees&riJ.:r in'verohangeable as descriptions of s .. ~me part o:: c. 
controlled systen becaase the fori:ls differ by an undet0l'f.liued conste.nt of 
.~.n.teg~·ation. Fol, stable linear systems. the 3ffect o:f ,hiu ccn Jtant 
here, ho•reverr this constant .1ua·;; be considered., 
StabilH;r Proble,g 
... he requirer:1ent of ote."b~lity is a :':'X1Ci'<l criterion ·~hat doca not 
enter into the main bo1y of the methods of rhia chapter. It ~~- ontor 
in the fino.:::. st. ens of th. ne .. hod ·.-1here tnF~ fina.l dif'f'er-:ntigl equ.n.tio:l 
dencr:l.bir.t; the control system may be '.;ho ·integral of a hi{;hor-Ol'dor 
diffet•Emtial equation thRt satisfies the necessa1oy bound.at~ ccnd1.':;ion fe>:..• 
st<.=!.bilit~-. In adO.itio'l, it is a1':1ays l'i'CossP-ry to add to the con~,-r:olled 
system a stability device that does no· affect the b!havior of tho system 
as far as ae..tisfying the other criter5<. ~s co:.1.c:erned.. ':'h1.s deVil~e can be 
described as follOlt/s: For first oxdc.· sys'.am, uhen 
?. = ;;~ 
? ::. 0 
For second order systems, •rrhen 
1 =: ~~ I 
_QQneral Theory 
I 
1.. = 0 
? = 0 J 
(13.5) 
(13.6) 
':Ii th the type of control crl. terir. given pL.""eViou.sly by (:;.2 .. 1) to 
(12~4), •.1e can formulate the control eque.t1 on in tho follo•:ring nanncn·: i.f, 
for such a list o:f cri tel'ions 1 one of the ~.ntegxals is to bo a m~.ni.'llum 
Wlder the condition that the othel' integral a are to be conctent, it is 
sufficiont, according to Varil".tional Celcu \u.s, to nake 
i t, ..f A3 J;t·::. f1/,:v/rnwm 0 
Or 
(13. 7 ,l 
T'ae ~~ arc arbitrary constants thE.-:~ en tel' intc ';;he con-=·ol tyn tem o. 
the adjustable pa:.:·a.oeters and are precisely detcrm.;_no, by the t.hcdce c f 
v::-~ues that the constant integ:rala aro to have. 
The teclmique of the ~ multipliers is 1 1idely used for p:.o'lllems 
of this type •..rhere one condition is to be a minimU."!l under ot~1.er restr5.ctivo 
concli tions. Indeed, the concU tions need not be in integral fo::cn and E'...l~ 
func";ional or differ€ntia1 l·elation among variables can be hmdled. in a 
similar manner.• 
Equation (13. 7) can be r!lad.e very gE>.neral '.'lhen ell po~Jsi"ble restrict:J.ve 
conditions are includ.ed. In the final equations, if any c•ne criterion i B 
not to be U'3ed, then the ~o::responding .::\- 0 
t;o be zero, then the corresponding ..1\- co o 
If any of' tho crHezia. aro 
If the system to be controlled is of first order and of one degreo oi' 
freedom (has one independent variable), then the varieblos ,~, and 2 
I 
are such that ;? = .2 (J / jJ. Equation (13.7) ce.n then be '•;ritten, in 
1;eneral, as 
l :t, 0 Ftj.~j )elf = minimum 
, 
'"here F is a continuous f:mction of 1 end J , and/' is a continuous 
function of time to 
Let us considel' l(l) to be a solution. Then '.t'e conn·truct a 
neighborine solution 8.6 1(/)~o£, J?{i) /j(iJ ia an arbi:::.. JTy 
func·t;ion, and £ is a small parameter. The co"ldition o:L (13 .8) CEll 
then be stated as 
[k l~,T,e:(r€;1·, i+fJi Jdf 1 .. ::::::. 0 
--------·-
3ee for ~nsta.nce, Co L?..n.czos, 11 Thc Variational Priz ciplcs c f l1echru ics 11 
Untv. Toronto I'rens (1946). 
Or 
(13. 9) 
The variation Jt
1 
, is due to the fE.C1i th2.t tl:e end point cf -~he integral 
(13.8) is not fixed, but to be on the curve "'] ::::ff-1) • This is to cllo''~ 
the prope~ boundar,r conditions of movine ~rom one essentivl level of 
operation to another, ali previo~sly d:l.scuosed. ny par-·liial interrr~:iiion, 
(13.9) becomes 
-t; ![}_£- ft(~})7/,~~~ -f { 1? ~ J;(/.1 }- ?.f./;y(c)+F(()/~-::; 0 
o 7J / ~ / 'J ~ c7 / i, (j tJ  (/ 
'rhe relation bet•,teen /"'1{1:/) ani c/'11 car. ·oe easily compn.ted. frou the end 
condition. 
Then by eliminating Jf(t1) • and then s:l.nce /'i is arbitral;r, •ro have 
and 
~t, j f?J-~CfjJ] J1c~-t =: o (13.10) 
The time interval durine •;thich the crtterion of (13.0) is to held ta 
considered as that durin[~ ~;rrhich the system novee from one esBenti.d ope:.:atinc 
level to another; in thia case, from one definite value of ~ to another 
definite vc>..lue of ~. T.hus 
Jd(tJ) =0 
-f(i;) - 0 j 
(1.3.12) 
Thus (13~10) an.cl (13~11) b'3ccrnea 
oF 
~~ (13 .1~~) 
a.ud 
Eq_uat.ion (13.13) need not hold at f:;:;::: C because cJ? (o}:::: o • The only 
condition the/c. need hold at -!'--= o is th?..t {{Jl is f1ni ~~e, which 
will be true if 1 is continuoua at i: ..::: () . At tho st·ut of a !la'd 
t:i.·an.aif,nt, ~ , F. , 'Jj: end ]'( m.-:?.,Y bo discontimuao~ '.'lhereao at (/ 'd!f: <7? 
other points (o<r<t) 'dr ';lill ba cor.tinuous becc-~.u.s3 of C-~~~13). 
- } ;;-? 
.'Eq,uaaon (13.13) is t:1e differe!'lt.1.al equatio.r.. for ~he J Ct-) tha:i.. 
satisfies the orieina1 criterion of (13.8). The pbysic1l ans·ter iio vho 
p:::oobltam is the fb•st integral of equ..<.:ttion (13.13) •..;hich :'Jlilt:ts:~ie's tha 
boundary condition (l3cl4). This soll:r~ion itl 
F {;>j) • .11.=. - 1 dj 
:6:1' 
" 
differentiating (13.15) ':lith resp0c·:. to t, 
Thus ei tht~r /= o (•:rhich is 
ia sattsf:Led .. 
- { /2f-)j ::; 0 d- \ ";) "'! 
r/ 
only true during s·i:iability) 
(_: .... 
Thus Eq. (13.15) is the description of that physic:uly realigablo 
) 
s.rstem the behavior o1' ~~hich •r~ill automatically and sirnltanetlusly sat:\ -:;fy 
those criter:i.a inclucled. in "'"he function .F during that t~ . .r1e in·;or'V 1 for 
'· ' ich the exte:-nal distm~'bancee are const~-Ttt ancl du::ing uhizh t- r.yste. 
o o lpe: oti.ll :evo: to nny o~hc-r 0' art.t_~ l v 1 • \. ""'t :L.i ·if 
i.:y•ric l :1ust be r>ct~led to lihe cystam; th'-" doscl·iption o£ sn.t~h tc1 iet') J. 
lovicv is that of Eq. (1~.5). 
In the t1.sue.l ce.so oi' deF-ie;ning tu:c-bojet-ant;ine controlc, the ont'P-ne 
s.)eed that sets ·the essential operating level of the eng~ne e.:1d, in the 
r:m.in! other pert.inen~ chare.cteris~;ics 11uch as thrust, is to D<l ~;.::~t o:~ 
MIL trolled. J.ini tl.llE; conditions of thn ent;ine are tho so of ovel'speecl. 
omrt •rJneratul'e. corrorc.,oor our[.e, a.ntl :rieh burner blo'\';-OU'.... Th~ :'ollo• .. ;1.ng 
c1:i terie. on t1'o beh.aYiOl' o:f ';his engin(l a::..·e ty-pica..l~ 
:for speed. r.!ontrol 
fol speed ovorahoot 
fo:r• ·i;empe·"at\lrO OVershoot and unrlCl'!:\!1.0Ct (1..5.1 
for coroprP<.>S0:7 surge 
\ 
al'ld J for blo•J out ; for rise ~ime 
The nature of these i'Wlctions ara sketched in the .follo.v:Lnt; fieuras: 
{l.(I'J) 
J 
/ 
• ..JA-/d.)( N 
\ 
_....,£ __ _ 
'-:~- 0 7'- (tlj 
N N 
P here the e.ctual compressor <lis charge pressure. The quantity I>-g(N) iu 
~he a.I!lount the corrrpressor-disch.?.rge pressure exceecls t 1e saf'£1 pl'ensu:..·e 
for suree and g(N) is the compressor-discharge pre:~suro for ec-.ch engine 
flpeed at a safe value belo''' surge., Il4.ch burner bl0\<1 out cen o hanclled 
in a. similar manner. 'llhe rise time ia the total time f'Cir ·:.he system to 
"lOve from one assentis.l operating level to the other. 
'r"ne linearized engine chP.racte:cistics can be ~:prasned, 'Ly assuming 
first :>rder behavior, as follovre: 
T :::: a:... N -~- a.- r A; 
P = bN .;. c T (13.17) 
tf' is the gas turbin= time constant. l3y substituting these relations to 
the integr?ls of Eq. (13.16). they are P~1 of the fo1~ 
~ 
1-'f'( N, N) tt" 
·~·here f is a continuous function of N and ;1, P..lld N a continm>us function 
J.peed ;::ontrol '.11th Ter:mera.tur'SJ··limi ti.ng Cri.te:r·U, 
If only the err6r in spsed control is considered important, the 
criterion becomes 
- /!linimum 
~han ~le control condition (13.15) simply gives 
f: (N-.1\6) = o 
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Then because of the nature of the function £ , N= Ns ~ Thic rcsuJ.'t 
moans that, in the absence of other criteria on the enctne behaviorz 
this speed control should Y~ep speed error idcntic?~ly zero» ~rhich ~s 
prcy-sical.)..v possible only in the sense uf allo1rling infinite tenperatures. 
This result 0 ho•:rever, is inconsistent ~r1th the previous develop.nent of 
(13.16) in that U ts now a discontinuous function o~ tine. This instance 
i!J actually a tr1 viaJ. case of the ~enera.J. problem. The resul r, ioes indicate 
th • .,.t a criterion like that must be accompanied by all ?.ddi tional crHerion 
to give a physically realigab1e s.ystem. 
Uow if the error in speed control is to be combine:i •Hi th the 
condition on the overshoot and undershoot of temperature, then 
i ij {-(, (N-· l'i.s) -1- .>t f; (T) J d 1: = minimum 
0 
(13.18) 
where F-=:. -(,(fll-/'1.$) + )\ {(-r) .. Eq. (13.16) then becom3s •.dth (13.17) 
(13.19) 
'l!he icleal stebili ty device is such thtl.t •ahen 
(13.20) 
. 
then N- o 
!;.lo.(l3.19 alld (13~20) describe the complete control system. Therefore \o"e 
cn..'1. visualize a CO!!IpUter so clesiened that it takes info:roatioa f!.•om the 
111 m.su:~.·ementa on lJ, T and stored infornation on ,.1 C.Z., , ~ aitd relation 
between fuel rato and U, T; and thus genera·te the signal for ~he proper 
~1el rate in accordance \11th (13.19). Then shortly before N reaches Nv 
t'1e stability device takes over, so that at tho end of ·transient, (13.20) 
is satisfied. In general, the cont1~l equation (13.19) is nou-linear: 
nd the computer is not aRC circuito 
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:t iG convenient to let .f.;(r) -· (7- L~.) -w f. or r > Lz an 
i.n (';eneral, the J)O"fGl" 1v st--c uld. be /'./, 
becauco, '·!hen 'h.-< I , T mey be infinite nncJ of such na ure &~ to nclc 
r: disc ntinuous and physically unre::l Gven though the :~.ntceral 
lo-r:, ~ (r) ttl:- ! 2 
is finite. In the e:um1>le of this cl.is"uoaion, le·c:; -?1:::2 and ·r,(N-N.s)c: ('V-Ilis). 
Then l:.q .• (13.19) becoues 
(1~.21) 
'JJhere, for acceleration, •t~hen tJ < !Vs , then 
I - L 
'- - z (1.! .22) 
'For deceleration, N ..::~ ~ 
• 
N < 0 I P-hd (1::: .23) 
A schematic d.i2Rram of 1.;he systern O<:Y be as follo1•.s; 
H !in Go.in Wf 
L-t I'll 
L'nea,r Circu.:/; 
I 
·-< 
_j 
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. . 
The actual 1f cnn be na.de very close to :1 by usint; a hit3h-t;a.:.n propo~t o"l 1 
controller. Provision mugt te r.1ade to chpnge tho s!gn of lT 'llld the vr luc 
of L •·hen N- ~- cru Ilf:en si~n. In addition, tho st?.bility condition 
. 
requires ?. provision fnr mP.king N:: 0 ··!henever speed ,~'ror is Jll!2.ll or 
zero. 
The control system has nno adjustable parH.meter .I\_ • 'b'o:~ sny v2lue of 
A, , this system •:Till, for the VRlue of integral te."!lpera.ture-ovcrahoot 
obtained, ~ive the r.t:'..nimwn v?lue of the integral s}?eed-arror uquared. The 
vr..lue o:f .\. determines the actual value. of the integra.. tcnpf·r~'tture­
overshoot. Let us consider the soecial ce.se •..rhere aJV.s:::. L ; t!;n t is, 
acceler"'-.tion or deceleration to the speed. thPt correspo. cls to tho limitlng 
te:nperatures, accordin1-; to .i:q. (13 .1'7). In this special case, '13.21 )b~cOLua 
E .( L - a..N ) = a_, tr' N 
I ' Jh E ~ (I+ a!"A ) 
(13.2 _) 
(13.25) 
I 
_2.£. 
t=-1 
From ~o. (13.24), 
E ( ) _J t:f,rv ~ 1\ls - fl - au- d.- 1: 
So the chara.ctexlstic timeVroL· the controlled transient ie 
-z; 
'7: ;;; - qJ 
E 
(13.28) 
(13.29) 
The left side of 'Ghese equations have been put in dimen!lionleos :fO!"ill. 
The ma.ximU!ll ter.l]1erature Tmax occurs at the beg:l.nninc of the t!·Bllsient. 
Fo:.:· £-. /, ( ~ = oo ) , the temper;:-ture does not ove1 shoe t, tl~us in 
a,ereei!lent •.-rith our previous statenent that the constan·G int.eeral has 
the vElue zero •·rhen .A..-.»00 The speed integral is 0.5 and. •1: :.~ c-v • 
As E increases, (A decreases), the temperature integral ~nd line ~e.xinum 
te;'1pcrature increases, •,'/herea.s the speed integral and the time constant 
decreHse. A compromise value for E ma;r be J2. , or al-A= 1 • Cnce the 
choice of E or ~ is settled, tho specification for the contr~l comput~r 
is fixed. Tho desir;n can then proceed. 
:For the .•:eneral c<:se of (13.21), the ce.lcula.tion of the v:J.ues o:f 
the in~egrals are some'tJha.t more cumbersome, but a. oimil< r p1ocadure appl ics 
for the des~ of the control system. 
Se~ond Order Systems of Seve;ral Degrees of Freedom 
For t.he r.ase of a aecond~order system •IIi th t''JO ctet;ree~ of freedom~ 
(13o30} 
Hhcrc / and 2 <>.re inde:1cmdent ftmC'·ui ong oi ~im(;). Tht C'>I•( itior.. ·~o 
satisfy (13.30) ia 
t,+£.1-l, 
..fLj 1 • "' . ~ f" • f?.. " r., r: • (': • '' 'z' ~ 1 
d£. 
0 
r(J r~d?J (!+CCI? J 1-1-f..u?> 2--K.o~ 'l:+£.diZ:/rJ··f:cr2/'lr;:::: 0 J (1 .31) 
td: £ ~~ 0 J 
The time dul·ation of the integral of .~q. (13.30) is that. be;~inn.:\r>.c; at a 
definite time (f=o) but. not endin~ at e. ... :.y dafini te time bu~; rather alo!lt.~ 
/' ~ f. . ,_L 
some curve a: 'J = -r1 (i) : J = z.(-t) . ~ := f· {-f.) ~ .Z =- /;. (?_.) . The 
functions 7 e.n<i dz are e.rbl·G:racy a.nu incleJ1endent ftncti.0ns of !iineo 
Perfonni!g the opcretion inc!:-.cated by Eq .. (13.31) € ives 
(13.32) 
.t\c before, the integra.I.ds of the intebl.'3~ s and the bou.nC: :1-'t')-~-co:;Ji tion 
te!'ms must Va!'l.ish separatelya From the geometry at the end co.'ldHion 
J .,J(-1..-) {I ~.-, ;;:: 
(13 ~~3) 
Tl1c three conditions from :Sq .. (13.32) then become 
and 
(13. :!:5) 
Equation (13.34) is a system of t•110 equations that fH".tisf:r the o~l'~l:r..cl 
cri.terion of 'El· (12.30). The :rihys!cal solution to the p1·oble::1 ~-~ the pa.:r 
of oolutions of these e~u.ations that satisfy the bou;·1dary-cc-ndition oq_U£ .ion J 
.. 
of (13.35). If the first o:f eqM.tione of (13.34) is multipllel lzy '(! 
&n•l the aecond by ,i and ·i;;ha equations are added, en exa.ct u:erivative is 
famed the integral of •:;hich is es follows: 
( 1'7: "6) ._u..,..,J . 
A :.1tuc!y cf the boundary-condition Ec. (13.35) then sho•'is tha·t che }}h;r::.icoJ.ly 
reason2ble bounda:~ coniitions nhould be as follows: 
?rF 
jf -~ '='i- 0 )! 
de 
If ?j ~ 0 
If~~ 0 d;E \ • E'Jtd ~¥ -:\ k , then J~(a):: o and } {z.~) ;:'! o (13.37) 
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Tl,cn in ~q. (13.3&), C = 0. The fim.l :JOlutiou to tho J.•Il• 'lt:: ,;: 
Eq. (13 .. 30) is as follo•N's: 
and eit'ler 
Or 
~qu.atio:us 
un1mo•.ms 1 and i::. • r.aey answer the q,1.:wstion of control (l.es~.];l , 
The mee.ninG of the bounclary-condition (13.37) is tc def5no the ol'ietnel 
crt tori~. for that duration durinG •tthich the system movoe from ··me GS'3ential 
operating level to anothe:.:·. T"nus, if all conci.itions of (13.37) nust holJ., 
the system GOes f:..·ore oro definite if , (/t , .2 , end i t:> e:ny oth3r •lefi lite 
f• j s .i!. , elld .i: o (13.38) is a third. order equat:!.on. (13.39) is a 
f • - ~ ourth order equa.tion. Thus besides '.;ha four initial. values~~ , /' • :t: E 
.. 
•,;e can still a.ssien throe VP~ues of -j.. t ~ 
. (/ . 
, ~ ~-t the f:l'1al,. That is 
•o~hon J = 1.s 1 '? = C.1 1 ~ = 2s and .2 = o • A sta.)ility device !'!tl'lt 
!Jt:.ll be aclded to the system, so that 
.. 
.. 
=0 ~-0 
at the final point. 
~o11trol }:'roblem •·ri th D:!.fferential Em)1·t~on ao Auxiliar.tr •1ondi t~.O';L 
Let us consider 1 to be the essential variable whoJ.a performance h s 
i;o iJ<3 controlled. 2. is the V?..riable 1r1hich •;re pnt in tho systo:.m so as r.o 
-'· ru:.; ~ •.re t.w t 7 c;:;n be !1B.da to hB.ve tha dasirod perfo1.•mance. 
·:cyn •. "'~ics of the system then gi vee one rf}lation bet~r1een ~! and -. .r: .. This 
- .L 
r l t · m ~ s in ;e;1.ernl cL differontial e .ue.tion, &ey of oecond .,::.-der, 
= 0 (13.40) 
The performance of 1 durinG transient is specified, say, as 
i t, 0 .[' v) r.lr = minimum (13 • .!':1) 
A,1error integrn.:!., (13.2), :rould be on e:~.mpl~ of this type of. specification. 
Tho pnblem is to d.eriva a control eq_ua..tion ~atir.fyi:ng both (13.40} and. 
(13.41). 
The !""'.athematicaJ. problem is thon a problem of cRlcul·~t:J of variations 
.1ith t 1e t.iffercntin.l e~.uation (13.40) as rot auzilia:cy condit:!.onu Thic 
can be aeain solved by usine the me tho c1 of Euler-Lagrange mu.l t ipli e;,~ .A (i) . f.t 
T.n..'"lt is, 
~ 
F (/"1 J j~ f./r/ i .J i /'~)df= minimum (l3.4.2) 
(13 .. 43) 
Tho only nova.l fea.tu1•e of the pro"olem in the intl.'Oduction o:f i;~.me-Ya:cyi.ng 
'!i·Jlti~lier /\.(t). Tha problem o:f (13 .. ·"-2) is exactly the s?..me a.s that of 
(l3e30). 1'herefore all the equations dove).opod in the las,;; sec·i;ion can 
h.J used. Eo•,Ievcr, we have now three unkno,·me; 1 P i!. 
three )qu.ations a.re (J.3o38), (13.39) and (13.-4-0)o . 
-------~ 
and "A. 0 The 
~ Sea for ~-n~ts:m<:e. 11 Vor1_"'f!t'.!!z~!!. llbcr 1'::.:-:.~t:i..on;;recl:w.ung!t by ~o Buj.za 
Ch"l;>ter 11, (Turbner) ~ 1909. 
Concludine R8nark 
The present chepte1· discussea the control pl"Cblem fxom a diffe:.7ent 
p:•i.'1t of vic\'t: Inste~.t\. of :rt.ut'lyinc; the perfornance of a deoignsd system, 
we desi~ the system su~h that it will petform acco~diUg t) a specified 
criterion. ~e res~\t of an~ysia giv~a cont1~l cquEtion. ~~e control 
equation is the design cpecification of tho computer. The computer, 
necz;asa.rily Clf extreMe Elpeed ancl ·thua must be electro-mechanical design, 
takes infom.ation f'l'Ot'l. ~.ctu.al neaanre."!! :ats of variablea at eG.ch time 
5.nstant, conbine :U; "'ith stored information, and then eeneratcs, almost 
instantarieously. the proper c:ontrol sic;ns.J.o If the system !s nad.e to 
follow this control si~lal fl~m the co~uter, the perform2nce of the 
"'Yt:ltem ia gua.ra:nteed to be ·~hat specified~ The present !pproach to the 
control problem is thus more positive tharc the stability ?.nclysio o:f the 
earlier chapters. 
The practicability of this me·thocl of ~~ontrol desic:n reats. of cow:se, 
o:n ho'\1 c:-itical is the perfo:':'rilf.lllc.a of t:te system and 0::1. ho•.-1 coDp:J.eJ: P..nd 
ho1r.· :.·eliable is the eleetro""mecha..."'1ical corrpu·te1·. I.n a great nmJber of 
problems the new control :-:t3thod may '.rell be £. lu."W.ry... In other p;.'Oblomo: 
such as 'J~llistic gu~.dnnce px-oolemst tho na•,; mf~thod is tr.e only J.ot;ical 
appron.chL 
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Automatic Navigation of a Long Range Rocket Vehicle 
II. S. TSIEN, 1 T. C. ADA:\ISON,2 and E. L. KNUTH2 
Daniel and f'lorence Guggenheim Jet Propulsion Center, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif. 
The Oight of a rocket vehicle in the equatorial plane of a 
rotating earth is considcrcd.with possible disturbances in 
the atmosphere due to changes in density, i n te1nperalure, 
and in wind speed. These atmospheric disturbances to-
gether with possible deviations in weight and in n'o•ncnt 
of inertia of the vehicle tend to change the flight path away 
from the normal flight path. The paper gives the condi-
tion for the proper cut-off Lime for the rocket power, and 
the proper corrections in the elevator angle so that the 
vehicle will land at the chosen destination in spite of such 
disturbances. A schen1e of tracking and auto•natic navi-
gation invoh ing a high-speed compu t er an<l e levator servo 
is suggested for this purpose. 
T HE behavior of a vehicle flying through air io; closely dependent upon the aerodynamic forceo; 
acting upon the vehicle. lf, during one period of oscil-
lation of the ,·chicle, there is appreciable variation of 
the response of aerodynamic forces to the attitude of 
the vehicle thmugh Yariations in speed, in aerodynamic 
coefficients, in air density, etc. , then the behavior of the 
disturbed flight path cannot be described by a linear 
differential equation of constant coefficients. In fact, 
the basic differential equation actually has coefficient.o; 
that are specified functions of time. A very simple ex-
ample of such motion is that of an artillery rocket dm-
ing burning of the propellant grain. As shown by J. B. 
Rosser, H. H.. Xewton, and G. L. Gross (1) ,3 the basie 
differential equation for this particular case can be 
written as Bessel's differential equation for the 
order 1/2. The general character of the solutions of 
such diiTerenlial equations is quite different from the 
character of solutiono; of differential equations with 
constant coefficients. For instance, while for equations 
with constant coefficients the stability of solutions for 
the homogeneous equation is generally sufficient to 
insure the o;tability of solutions with reasonable forcing 
functions, this simple state of affairs no longer prevails 
for equations with variable coefficients. The present 
theory of control and stability is built almost exclusively 
upon the theory of differential equations with constant 
coefficients. Therefore to study the disturbed motion 
of rockets, 11ew methods have to be used. 
R. Drenick in a recent paper (2) demonstrated the 
usefulness of ballistic disturbance theory in solving 
the control and guidance problem of ballistic trajec-
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tories described by equations with time-varying coef-
ficients . His theory is based upon the method of 
adjoint functions, first introduced by G. A. Bliss (3) 
during World War I. The purpose of the present paper 
is to make Drenick's theory more complete and definite 
and to apply it to the problem of automatic navigation 
of a long-range winged rocket \'Chicle. A system of con-
trol involving a fast computer is suggested, whereby the 
range errors due to changing atmospheric conditions 
and deviation from the standard weight of the vehicle 
are automatically corrected. The main objective here 
is not, however, to give the final design of such an auto-
matic navigation system, but rather to show the power 
of the ballistic distmbance theory for solving such prob-
lems and the various elements necessary for such a 
navigational system. 
Equations of ~lotion 
In order not to complicate matters, the vehicle is 
assumed to move in the equatorial plane of the rotating 
earth (Fig. 1). The planar motion is possible due to 
the absence of cross Coriolis force in the equatorial 
plane. The co-ordinate system is fixed with respect to 
the rotating earth, i.e., actually it rotates with the 
angular velocity n, the speed of earth rotation. The 
value of n is as follows: 
fl = 7.2921 X 10-• rad/sec .............. [1] 
In the equatorial plane, the position of the vehicle at 
any time instant tis specified by the radius rand angle() 
from the starting point of the vehicle. 7"o is the mean 
earth radius, its value is 
ro = 20.88 X 10• ft. . . . . . . . . . ..... [2] 
If g is the gravitational constant at the surface of the 
earth without the centrifugal force due to rotation, then 
g = 32.2577 ft/sec• ............... . . [31 
Lei R and e be the force per unit mass acting on the 
vehicle in the radial and the circumferential directions, 
respectively. Then the equations of motion of the 
center of gravity of the vehicle are 
; =: 1 
dt ~ .•........ [4] t = ll + r(li ± fl)2- g(~)" J 
dti . ) 
r dt = e - 2t(ll ± n 
3 Numbers in parentheses refer to the References on page 199. 
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where the plus sign in the second terms to the right will 
be valid for flights toward the east, and the minus sign 
for fiigh ts toward the west. 
The forces acting on the center of gravity of the ve-
hicle are the thrustf, the lift L , and the dmg D (Fig. 1). 
Let W be the instanta neous weight of the vehicle with 
respect to g, and V the magnitude of air velocity rela-
ti,·e to the vehicle. Then it is convenient to introduce 
the para meters '1', A, and A as follows: 
Jg Lg Dg 
"' = fr ' A = rVV' il = IVV · .. . . . .. · 151 
It will be assumed that the natura l wind velocity w is 
in the horizontal direction, positive if it is a head wind. 
w is considered as a function of altitude 1·. If v, is the 
radial velocity and l •9 the eircumferentia l velocity , i. e. , 
v , = t t 
v9 = r iJ ) ........ .. ........ . .. [6) 
then relative air velocity V is computed as 
V 2 = v,' + (Ve + W)2 . . . ... .. ........ (7) 
lf {3 is the a ngle between the thrust line and the hori· 
zontal direction, t hen the eomponents of forces Rand e 
per unit mass are 
R. = -¥ sin fJ + (V9 + w ) A - v,A ~ 
e •'• R ( + ) A • • • • • • • • • • • [8] = .,. COR ,.. - v,A - V9 w "' 
If N is the moment of forces abou t the center of 
gravity, divided by the moment of inertia of the vehicle, 
the equation for the a ngular acceleration is 
d~ diJ dt = dt + N .... .. ... .. ..... . . . [9] 
To completely specify the motion of the vehicle, thP. 
lift L , the drag D, and the moment m about the center 
of gravity have to be given as functions of time. Ac-
cording to the aerodynamic convention, the L and D 
will be expressed in terms of the lift coefficient C L 
a nd the drag coefficient CD as follows: 
~ . . ........ .• . • . ... [10] L = l pV
2SCL} 
D = 2 pV•SCo 
where pis the air density, a function of the a ltitude r, 
and Sis a fixed reference area, say the wing a rea of the 
vehicle. In the present problem, since the motion of 
the vehicle is restricted to the equatorial plane, the 
attitude of the vehicle essential for aerodynamic cal-
culations is determined by the a ngle of attack4 a , i.e., 
the angle between the thrust line, or body axis and the 
relative air velocity vector (Fig. 1) . The control on the 
motion of the vehicle is a ffected, however, through the 
elevator angle E. The parameters which will affect C L 
a nd CD are thus a and E. In addition, the aerodynamic 
coefficients are functions of the Rey nolds number Re 
and the M ach number Jlf. Thus 
cl. = CL(a, ., ,\[, Re)t 
Co = Co( a, • , M , R.e)) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · [ J l] 
• Drenick (Ref. 2) ~eems to take the sen;,e of the angle of attack 
a oppo~ite to the convention of aerodynamic:ists. 
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It will be assumed that the t hrust line passes through 
the center of gravity of the vehicle; thus the thrust gives 
no moment. Since t he angular motion of the vehicle 
during the powered flight is expected to be slow, the 
jet da mping moment of t he rocket is negligible. The 
only moment acting on the vehicle is then the aero-
dynamic moment m. m can be also expressed as a coef-
ficient C"' as follows: 
1 
m = 2pV2SZCM ... . ... . .. . . . . . . . . [12] 
where l is a reference length. The moment coefficient 
C M is again a function of t he four parameters a , E, P.I, 
andRe, or 
eM = c .• t(a, . , 111, R e) . .. . . ......... [13] 
If I is the moment of inertia of t he vehicle, then the 
magnitude of N in Equat,ion [9 J is 
N = m / l . .. ........ . ....... . [14] 
With the rotations defined above, the system of equa-
t ions of motion is as follows: 
dr dt = v, 
do dt = V9j r 
r!:.P = ~ 
dt 
dv, . ( v9 ) • dt = '!' sm fj + (vo + w)A - v,A + r ;: ± !l -
g (?)" = F . . [15] 
~~: = w cos {3- v,A - (vo + w )..l - 2v,C: + !l) + 
':!~Vr = G 
r 
d~ 1 dt = ;:-{ w cosfj-v,A-(VB+ w)A}-
2 v; (~ + n) + N = H 
This system of equations is a et of first order equations 
for the six unknowns r, 8, {3, v, v6 ,and ~. To solve it, 
FlO. 1 FLIOUT PATH OF A LONG RANGE WINGED ROCKET 
(The size of the vehirle is greatly magnified for clear graphical 
representation. ) 
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the six initial values at the start, t = 0, for the un-
knowns must be specifiC'd. In addition, the thrust!, the 
weight W, the moment of inertia I must be given for 
every time instant. To determine the aerodynamic 
forces, the elevator angle E must be specified as a func-
tion of time. The properties of the atmosphere must be 
known; i.e., wind velocity w, air density p, air viscosity 
and air \'elocity of sound must be given as functions 
of the altitude r. The angle of attack a of the vehicle 
cannot be specified; it is a quantity to be computed 
from the angle fJ and the relative air velocity vector V. 
Normal Flight Path 
Let the properties of the atmosphere be standardized 
and known as the properties of the normal atmosphere. 
The average characteristics of the vehicle and its 
power plant can be taken to be representative. Then 
if the elevator angle E is given as a function of time, the 
flight path of the vehicle is determined and can be cal-
culated by integrating the system of Equation [15]. 
The actual execution of this computation will be prob-
ably done on an electro-mechanical computer. This 
flight path of a standardized vehicle in normal atmos-
phere can be called the normal flight path. 
The dominating feature of the normal flight path is 
its range. This range is the distance between the take-
orr point and the landing point. The problem of naviga-
tion is then to calculate the proper time for cut-off of the 
rocket and the proper variation of the elevator angle 
during flight so that the range is that desired. Thi. · 
problem of navigation for the standardized vehicle in 
normal atmosphere can be solved mathematically 
before the actual take-ofT of the vehicle, since all in-
formation for the normal flight path is known or speci-
fied beforehand. 
Disturbance Equations 
::\Tatural atmospheric characteristics do not, of course, 
coincide with those assumed for the atmosphere. 
The wind velocity at each altitude changes according 
to the weather conditions; the temperature T is also 
a varying quantity. Therefore one should expect 
variations from the normal flight path due to changes in 
atmospheric conditions. The actual vehicle a lso may 
be somewhat different from the standardized vehicle, 
in weight, rocket performance, etc. Therefore actual 
flight path will be different from the normal flight path 
if the same elevator angle pmgramming is used. The 
problem of navigation of an actual vehicle is that of 
correcting the elevator angle programming so that the 
range of Lhc actual flight will be the same as the normal 
flight path and the destination is reached without error. 
Due to the rapidity of flight, this navigational prob-
lem cannot be solved by conventional method; but 
shoulu be solved by an automatic computing system, 
which responds to every deviation from the normal 
conditions with a speed approaching instant action. 
The general problem of automatic navigation is very 
difficult indeed. However, the deviations from the 
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normal conditions a rc cxpC'<·lf'd to bC' small, sinee the 
not·rnal flight pat.h iH, aftN all, a good rPpl"l-'senLaliull 
of the aventge situation. Thi:> fact immediately Hllg-
gests that only fir·st order quantities in deviations need 
be considered. This " linearization" is the ba:sis of t.he 
ballistic dist urbanec theory and I he present theory of 
automatic navigation. 
Let, quantities of the normal flight path be denoted 
by a bar OVN them and deviationR hy tllC' o siJ!;n. Thu:s 
for· the ac·tual flight path, 
,. =;: +o1·, 
t1r =Dr+ 15Vr1 
0 = ij + llO, 
1•o = iie + llvo, 
!3=1i+lli3( {3 = 11 + o{J\ . . . [L61 
The deviations of the aetual atmosphere from the nor-
mal atmosphere are expressed a;; the deviation of den-
sity op, the deviation of temperatun? o'l', and the devia-
tion of wind velocit.y ow; thu;; 
p = p + llp, '1' = T + o'l', IV = ll' +OW (17] 
The deviation of the actual vehic-le from Lhe normal ve-
hicle is assumed to be limited only to deviation of 
weight oll' and the moment of inertia Of. That is 
lV = W + oil', I = I +Ill .. . . . . ..... [18] 
The rate of propellant flow and the effective exhaust 
velocity of the roeket is assumed to be standard. The 
wing area S and the aerodynamic tharacteristics of the 
vehicle as expressed by Equations [ll] and [ 13] are 
also assumed to be invariant. 
By substituting Equations (16], [L7], and [18] into 
the equations of motion, Equation [1 .5], and retaining 
only first term deviationR, one h.a.<; 
dor dt = + llv, 
dllO vo 1 dt = - ;:•or + t''B 
do/3 = + o{J 
dt 
d., + dt = a,llr + a2ll!i + a,ll, ,, + a 4llvo + a,ll< 
aollp + a1ll'l' + asllw + a. llW 
dovo dt = b,llr + l>2llB!3 + bali!•, + b,li1•8 + b.ll• + 
bo/ip + h1ll'l' + bsllW + l>olill' 
dli{J 
di = c,lir + c2lii3 + caliv, + c,llvo + l"•ll• + 
Coop + c1ll'l' + c5llw + c.,oW + l"oo/lf 
.. .. [10) 
I . l .. [20[ 
I 
J 
The coefficients a's, b's, and c's are partial der-ivatives 
ofF, G, and If defined by Equations [15), evaluated on 
the normal fligb t pat h. That is, for exam piP, 
a, = (~)· "• = (e), "' = (~:.). 
(()F) a, = CJ< ' (()F) (L. = ()p , 
a1 = (~~). as= G~)· ct. =(~:) 
l r [21[ 
These coefficients a r-e ealeulated in detail a nd given in 
the Appendix. 
The system of Equations [ 19] a nd [20] is the system 
of disturbance equat ions. They are linear. The coef-
ficients when evaluated on the normal flight path ar-e 
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finally specified functions of Lime. If the deviations 
of the atmospheric properties lip, liT, and ow are known, 
and if liE, oW, and Ol are specified, then this system of 
differentia l equations determines the deyjations or, ofJ, 
o{3, ov,, ov0, and o~ from the normal trajectory. This is 
the direct problem in the ballistic disturbance theory. 
The problem of automatic navigation is however differ-
ent f rom this. What is required is the function oE, 
correction to the elevator angle, such that the range 
error is zero. As suggested by Drenick (2), this naviga-
tional problem can best be solved by the method of 
adjoint functions of Bliss. 
Adjoint Func tions for Uangc Correction 
The principle of the method of adjoint functions is as 
follows (3): Let y 1(t), i = 1, ..... n, be determined by 
a system of linear equations 
dy; n 
d- = 2:: a;;y1 + Y; ................ [22) t i-l 
where a11 are given coefficients which may be functions 
of the time t, and Y1 are specified functions of time. 
I ow in troduce a new set of functions tq(t), called the 
adjoint functions to y 1(l), which satisfy the following 
system of differential equations 
d>.; n 
-l = - 2:: a;;>.; ...........•.... [23) 
ct i- 1 
By multiplying Equation [22] by A. , and Equation [23) 
by y 1, and then adding the resultant equations, it can 
be shown that 
d n n 
- 2:: >.;y; = 2:: >.,Y; .•.•........ ... [24) 
dt i-1 i-1 
Equation [24] can be integrated from t = l1 to t = t2, 
n J n I i t= It ( n ) 2:: >.;y; I = 2:: >.;y; + .2:: >.;Y; dt .. [25] 
i- 1 t = Lt t=l t - tt t=-=tt 1=1 
Bliss named Equation [25) the "Funda mental For-
mula." 
For the present problem, the y1 a re the disturbance 
quantities, i.e., 
y, =or, 
y, = ov., 
y2 = ofJ, 
11• = 01'0, 
Y• = ofJ} [261 
- dl .....•.. 
Y• - up 
Then, according to Equation [20], the adjoint functions 
A., satisfy the following difTerential equations 
d>., iio 
- di = - fi>-• 
- d>., = 0 
dt 
d>.a 
-dt= 
- d>., = >., 
dt 
d>-. ~ >., 
-dt= r 
d>.o 
-dt~ 
T he Y 1 are then 
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+ a,>., + b,>.. + c,>.. 
a.>., + bz>-• + c.>-s 
... [27] 
+ a,>., + ba>-• + ca>-s 
J 
+ a,>., + b,>.. + c,>.. 
>., 
The Equations [27] do not determine the A.-functions 
completely. To do that, a set of Yalues for A. must be 
specified at a certain instant. For the problem of auto-
matic navigation, the requirement is vanishing range 
error·; then the required boundary condit ions for 
Equations [27] can be determined as follows: If l2 is 
the time instant of landing of the actual vehicle, l2 the 
t ime instant of landing of the normal flight path, then 
lz = l2 + Olz .. . ...•......... . . [29] 
:::limilarly \Yit h the subscript 2 denoting the quantities 
al the la nding instant 
,., = r, + or, ~ 
+ 
•(J • •• ••••••••••••••• [30] fJz=fJz az 
But 
ar, = (ii.)t-to ot, + (ar)t-lt ~ 
1 - - .... ...... [31] 
afJ, = - (vo)t-t. a~, + (o8)t-t. 
To 
oT2 is, however, zero by definition , because landing 
means contact \Yith the l:>urface of earth, T2 = T2 = To. 
By eliminating o~ from the Equations [3 1], 
08, = - _ ::- or + 08 _ . . . . . . . . . . . [ 32) [ 1 (iio) J r Vr t~tt 
Therefore if the magnitudes of A.t at the landing instant 
l = l2 are specified as 
then the error in mnge is given by 
" I "' X·11· L.J ... ,. 
i-1 t=lt. 
[X1or + >.,08 + X,o{J + >.,ovr + >-.ovo + >-.0/3]t-lt-. [34j 
\Vhen the normal flight path is determined, the coef-
ficieHts in Equation [27] a re specified as functions of 
time. These equations together with the end conditions 
of Equation [33] then determine the adjoint functions 
A.1• The integration has to be performed "backwards" 
for t < l2, by perhaps an electro-mechanical computer. 
With the adjoint functions so determined, one can use 
the Fundamental Formula of Equation [25] to modify 
the equation for the range error given by Equation [34]: 
Let Z1 denote the t ime instant for the power cut-off. 
Then the condition for the error ofJ2 in range to be zero 
can be expressed as 
08z = 0
1
= 
1
[X,or + >.,08 + XaofJ + x.ov, + >.,ovo + X.0/3]t-ft} [
351 + ' [x,Y, + x.1·, + x.Y.]dt 
It 
This is the basic equation for automatic navigation. It 
will be exploited presently. 
Cut-Off Conditi011 
The condition of Equation [35] for arbitrary dis-
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turbances can be broken dmYn into two part:>: The 
sum and the integral to be set to zero separately. 
Ther·pfore the eondition to be satisfied at the normal 
c·11t-off instant l1 is 
[:>.1/ir + >-.08 + XalifJ + :>.,liv, +>-.live+ X.O,$]t-T. = 0 . [36] 
Since the normal cuL-ofT instant, l, is a standard time 
inslanl, but not necessarily the aetual cut-off instant 
t,, i.e. , 
t, = l, + lit, ............ . ..... [37] 
Equal ion [36] should be converted into a more useful 
form involving the quantities at, the actual cuL-off 
instant. This is easily done, because up to the first, 
order quantities, according to Equation [16] 
(lir)t-1, = (r)t-tt- (d?!') lit, - (i')t-1. t t-1, 
Or 
(lir)t-1, = (r)t-tt- (f)t-1,- (ii,)t-I,Iit, 
Himilarly, 
(li8)t=I• = (8)t-tt- (O)t=I•- (~ vo) lit, 
r t-I, 
(lifJ)t=I• = (fJ)t-tt- (i3)t=1•- (.8)t-I, at, 
(liv,)t-1, = (v,)t-t. - (ii,)t-1, - (F)t-l, lit, 
(livo)t-1, = (ve)t-t. - (iio)t=l• - (G)t-1, lit, 
(li.Blt-I, = (.B)t-11- (S)t=l•- (!I)t-I, at, 
where P, G, and R, are the values of these quantities 
given by Equation [15] evaluated on the normal flight, 
path. In fact, they should be evaluated at an instant 
just before the normal cut-off time l1 so that the accelera-
ting force of the rocket is included and the rates of 
ehange of velocities are those of a powered Aight. No"· 
define J and J as follows, 
J = [>.,*r + >-z*8 + >.,*fJ + X.*v, + >-•*vo + >.o*,B]t=t•·. [38] 
and 
J = [>.,*r + >.,*8 + >.,*{3 + :>..*ii, + :>.?vo + >-o*.Blt-1, 
where At* are the values of At evaluated at the normal 
rut-off time t1. Then the condition to be satisfied at the 
actual cut-off instant t, is 
J = J + lx,•v, + x,• ~ + x,•"',a + :>..*P + x.-c + x,•B~ 1 r 5t-tt 
(t, -l,) . . [39) 
This is the equation to determine the proper instant of 
power cut-off. 
\Vhen the normal flight path is kn0\\'11, J and the 
quantity within the bracket to t he right of Equation 
[39] are fixed. Then the whole right-hand side of 
Equation [39] can be considered as a linearly increasing 
function of time t, if t is substituted for t1. Simul-
taneously J can be computed at every instant before 
cut-off by using the predetermined At* and values of 
position and velocity of the actual vehicle obtained by 
tracking stations. The magni.Ludes of the quantities 
on the two sides of Equation [39] can then be continu-
ously compa red. Wh0n they are equal to each other, 
condition [39] is satisfied. Then t h<' power cu t-ofT 
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signal is given and the rocket power is shut off.b 
Condition for Automatic Navigation 
When the rocket power is shut off earlier or laLer 
than the normal cu t-off instant, Zt, the propellant left 
in the tank, if not dumped, will alter the weight Wand 
the moment of inertia I of the vehicle. It is also pos-
sible that the pay load of the Yehicle is not that speci-
fied for the standard vehicle. Then after power-off, 
there is a fixed oW and OJ, fixed in the sense that they 
do not change with time, and are known once the power 
cut-off is affected. Of different character are the devia-
tions op, oT, ow of the actual atmosphere from the 
standard atmosphere. These are not known unless 
they are measured. In the following, it is proposed to 
use the vehicle itself as a measuring instrument, and 
proceed as follows: 
Aiter the cut-off condition is satisfied, the condition 
for zero range enor is that the integral in Equation [35] 
should vanish. Now since the Yt in that integrand in-
volving arbitrary disturbances op, oT, and ow is not 
known beforehand, this condition can be satisfied only 
if the integrand itself vanishes. That is, according to 
Equations [28], 
(:>.4a6 + x.b, + >.sr5 )o• + (:>.,as + :>.,b. + x,c.)lip + (>..a, + :>.,b, + :>..c,)liT +(:>.,as + >.,bs + Xscs)liw + (:>.,ao + 
:>.,bo + Xse.)lilV + :>.se101il = 0 
Or, with the following notation 
d. = >.,a. + >-.b. + >-se. 
do = >.,a, + >-sbo + >-.c. 
d, = >.,a, + >.,b, + x.c, ...... [40) 
ds = :>.,as + >-sbs + >-•cs 
D = -(x,a. + :>.,b. + >-se.)oW - >.se,o/il 
this condition can be written as 
d61i< + dslip + d,oT + d81iw = D .... . ..... [41] 
Equation [20] can be rewritten as 
a,a. + asap + a,oT + asliw = A} 
b•li• + bsop + b,liT + b61iw = B ......... [42) 
c51i• + c.Op + c,oT + csliw = C 
where 
A dliv, "'' = t - a,lir - a.ofJ - aaov, - a,ovo - a1o"· 
dove B = dt - b,or - b,ofJ - baliv, - b.Ovo - b,oW .. [43) 
dli.B C = dt - c,or - c,lifJ - caliv, - c,livo - c.lilV - c,o/il 
If the tracking stations for the vehicle will measure the 
quantities A, B, and C', then the atmospheric disturb-
ances op, oT, and ow can be determined by solving for 
these varia Lions using Equation [42]. This is essentially 
using the vehicle itself as a measuring instrument for 
op, oT, and ow. When op, 51', and ow are known, Equa-
tion [41] gives the proper elevator angle correction liE. 
A mathematically equivalent \\'ay to calculate OE 
5 Drenick's cut-off condition (Ref. 2) differs from that of 
Equation [39 I in that the second term to t he right is not present. 
It seems t hat this neglect is not justified and will int roduce 
first order ran11:e error. 
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would be to directly solve for oE using the system of 
Equations [41] and [42 ]. Thus 
a. a, a1 as A as a1 
as/ 
b. be b1 bs B b, b1 b, 
a. = . . . . . [441 
c. Co C7 cs c c, C7 Cg 
a. d, d1 ds D d. d1 a, I 
This equation specifies the necessary change in the 
elevator angle at every instant to be calculated from 
the quantities a's, b's, c's, and A, B , C, D at the same 
instant. The e quantities consist partly of predeter-
mined information from the normal flight path, and 
partly of measured information on the position and the 
velocities of vehicle obtained by tracking the vehicle. 
At high altitudes where the air density is very small, 
the aerodynamic forces will be almost negligible in 
comparison with the gravitational and inertia forces. 
Then the quantities A, B, and C of Equation [43] will 
be the small difference of large magnitudes. These are 
then the quantities most difficult to determine accu-
rately. If the actual elevator angle is made to con-
form with the one calculated by Equation [44], then in 
conjunction with the proper power cut-off as specified 
in the last section the vehicle will be navigated to the 
chosen landing point in spite of the atmospheric dis-
turbances. 
Discu ssion 
When the general character of the flight path is 
chosen from the over-all engineering considerations, 
the first step is the calculation of the normal flight path 
using the properties of the standard atmosphere and the 
expected performance of the vehicle with normal weight. 
The knowledge of the normal flight path then deter-
mines the a's, b's, and c's. The Equation (27] together 
with the end conditions of Equation [33] allows the 
calculation of the adjoint functions ~·+ All this in-
formation should be on hand before the actual flight of 
t he vehicle, and may be called the "stored data." 
Before the power cut-off, the elevator angle may be 
programmed according to that for the normal flight 
path, and the stability of the vehicle is supplied by the 
jet vanes or by the auxiliary rockets. The tracking 
stations, however, go immediately into action and sup-
ply the vehicle wi.th information on its positions and 
velocities. This information goes first into the cut-
off computer which, using the stored information, con-
tinuously compares the magnitude of quantities on the 
two sides of Equation [39], the cut-off condition. When 
that condition is satisfied, the power cut-off is affected. 
At the instant of power cut-off, the tracking informa-
tion is switched to the computer for automatic naviga-
tion. The instant of power cut-off a lso fixes the 
amount of propellant in the tank and thus determines 
the variations of weight oW and inertia moment ol from 
the standard. This information together with the 
stored data on the normal flight path then allows the 
computer to generate the elevator conection angle oE 
according to Equations [40], [43], and [4-!]. Theoreti-
cally the value of oE must be obtained without time 
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delay from the instant when the information is received, 
because Equation [44] is a condition of equality of two 
quantities evaluated at identical time instants. Prac-
tically there will be time delay due to the finite comput-
ing time. However, it is now clear that this computing 
time must be made very short in order to satisfy the 
condition of automatic navigation as accurately as pos-
sible. The computed correction oE combined with the 
elevator angle E determined for the normal flight path 
then gives the actual elevator angle setting E. The 
design of the control mechanism for the elevator from 
here on follows the conventional feed-back servo-
mechanism, with tbe usual criteria of quick action, 
stability, and accuracy. The general scheme of the 
automatic navigation of the vehicle then can be repre-
sented by the sketch in Fig. 2. 
INSTNUf1lNT 
FIG. 2. SYSTEM OF AUTOMATIC NAVIGATION 
The primary purpose or the "duty" of the computer 
is then to properly digest the dynamic and the aero-
dynamic information of the vehicle and thus to decide 
the right flight path correction that will insure landing 
at the chosen destination. The purpose or the duty of 
the elevator servo is now simply to follow the command 
of the computer. If the servo is considered to be 
internal to the vehicle, then the computer can be con-
sidered to be a mechanism to account for the external 
conditions of the vehicle. This separ·ation of the in-
ternal from the external is not neces ary for the control 
of conventional aircraft. For conventional aircraft, the 
basic disturbance dynamic equations have constant 
coefficients and the computer can be merged with the 
servo through a single "amplifier" of essentially RC-
circuits. 
The computers envisaged here are carried in the 
vehicle and receive the information on positions and 
velocities from the fixed ground tracking stations (4). 
It will be beyond the scope of the present paper to dis-
cuss their design. But the required accuracy and speed 
to generate proper signal almost instantly would indi-
cate that they should be of the electronic digital type. 
If this is indeed the proper type to be used, then the 
separation of cut-off computer and the navigation 
computer is not necessary. All could be done in one 
computer by proper programming. 
App en d ix 
Calculation of Coefficients 
The quantities F, G, and H are defined by Equation 
[15]. They contain the parameters ~~ A, ll, and N. 
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According to their definition as given by Equations 
and [14], they can be written as follows: 
'11 ={r, ' 
[5) 
A = ~;~ pSCr..~Vr2 + (vo + w~• 
1
t 
........ [45] 
~ = W 2 pSCDv v; + (vo + w)• 
,Y = ~~pSC.u {vr' + (vo + w)2 j J 
where the aerodynamic coefficients C L, C v, C M are 
functions of angle of attack a, elevator angle E, l\1ach 
number JIJ, and the Reynolds number Re. These aero-
dynamic parameters are related to quantities immedi-
ately connected with the flight path as follows: 
a= {3- tan - • ~ , 
v9 + W 
M = V/a(r), Re = pVlfp.(r) 
.. [461 
where a(r) is the sound velocity in atmosphere, and p.(T) 
is the coefficient of viscosity of air, both functions of 
altitude r. In the following calculation, the thrust f 
will be considered Lo be a function of altitude only. H 
is also assumed thai the eomposition of atmosphere at 
different altitudes remains the same as that of the 
standard atmosphere, only the density p and the tem-
perature T change. Thus the variations of a and p. at 
any altitude are variations due to temperature T. 
For 'li 
o'lt \jF 
olV = - lY . · · · · · · · · · · [471 
All other partial derivn.tives are zero. 
For A 
oA = A [1 dp ) 1 + Re ~CLI + 1_ ~ X I 
or p dr I c L oRe I v• dr 
j (MoCr..+!J:eoCr..+ l) X 
I Cr.. oM Cr- oRe 
( 1 oCL 1 vo+w)+Cr..oav,1-
M ~cr.. ! d~ _ 1!:!. ocr.. ! dp.J 
Cr.. oM a dr CL oRe p. dr 
~\ = A v, [ill_ oCL + ]ie oCL + 
ov, v• Cr.. oM Cr.. oRe 
l _ !_ OCL Vo + WJ 
Cr.. oa v, 
~~ = AVo + w [JJ oCr.. + Re oCL + 
ovo V' Cr.. ollf Cr.. oRe 
oA 
AW 
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A 
w 
l + .!_ ~CL _ v_, _ 
CL oa vo + w ~ .. [48) 
oA 
= ovq 
For A, the partial derivatives are obtained from the 
above equations by substituting A for A, and Cv for CL. 
ForN, 
oN= N _!_ oCM 
0{3 eM Oa 
oN= N _!_ oCM 
o. eM o. 
C!_N = N! [l + Re oC.tt] 
op P eM oRe 
~N = _ N [II! oC,tt...!.. + Re oCM! op.J 
oT CM oM 2T C.te oRe p. oT 
oN oN 
ow = ovo 
oN N 
ol -7 
.. [49] 
\Vith these partial derivatives, the coefficients a's, 
b's, and c's can be easily calculated: 
oF o'lr . dw oA 
a, = br = o•· sm {3 + dr A + ( vo + w) C>r -
Vr OA + ( vo ± o) 2 - 2 ~ ( vo ± o) + 
or r r r 
2 ~ (?)" 
oF oA oA 
a. = o{3 = 'It cos {3 + (vo + w) b{3 - v, b{3 
C>F oA oA 
a3 = - = (v8 + w) - - A - Vr -ov, bv, bv, 
a, = - = A + (vo + w) - - v,- + 2 - ± !l bF bA oA (vo ) C>vo C>vo C>vo r . . [ 50 I 
bF C>A C>A 
a, = b. = (vo + w) O< - v, b< 
bF oA bA 
a, = bp = (vo + w) C>p - v, bp 
bF bA bA 
a1 = bT = (vo + w)bT - v, C>T 
~ ~ oA 
a 8 = ow = A + (v0 + w) ow - v, bw 
bF b'lt . bA OA 
a. = C>W = bW sm {3 + (vo + w) C>W - Vr bW 
bG C>'lr M dw 
b, = br = -br cos fJ - v, br - dr A -
( + ) bA + V.Vo vo wbr T> .. [51] 
bG . C>A C>A 
b, = o{3 = -'I' ~10 {3 - v, C>{3 - (vo + w) b~ 
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oA oD. 
- A - v, - - (vo + w) - -
OVr OVr 
2G~±n) 
b. = oG = 
ovo 
OA oD. Vr 
-v, - - D. - (vo + w) - - -
ovo ovo r 
oG 
b, = oe = 
oA oD. 
- Vr Oe - (vo + w) oe 
b,=oG= 
"()p 
oA oD. 
- v,- - (vo + w)-op op 
oG 
b1 = oT = 
oA ot. 
- Vr o'J' - (VO + W) 01, 
oG oA oD. 
ba = ow = -v, ow - D. - (vo + w) ow 
oG o-v oA ot. 
be = oiV = oTV cos {J - Vr oW - (vo + w) i)tv 
oH 1 < 
c, = or = - r• 1 '1' COS {J - VrA - (vo + w)D. -
2Vr - ± 0 t + ) - COS {J - Vr - -( vo ) 1 1 < o-v oA r I r I or or 
oH 1 I 
C2=- = -~ 
o{J r I 
c, = C}H = 1 I 
ovo ;: 1 
(vo + w)(}D. - dw D. + 2 Vrvot +oN 
or dr r 2 ) or 
. oA 
- q, sm {J - l'r o{J -
ot.ll (vo + w) - i ofJ 
oA oD. 
- Vr ov, - (vo + w) OVr -
2 (~ ± n) I +oN 
r ) ov, 
oA oD. 
- Vr - - ..l - (vo + w) - -
ovo OVg 
2 ~( + o.v 
r I ovo 
c, = oH = 1 ) - t•, oA - (vo + w) o..l/ + ~'.' 
o. r I O• o• l v 
oH 1 I oA ( ) oal + ~N 
C6 = Op = -;. i - Vr Op - VO + W Op \ Op 
oH l ) oA o..l/ oN 
c1 = oT =-;. ~- Vr oT- (vo + w) oT\ + oT 
Ca = oH = ~ ) - Vr OA - D. - (vo + w) oc,. t + oN 
ow r I ow ow) "CJw 
bH 1 I bo/ OA OD. 
c. = oTV = r I oW ros {J - Vr oW - (t•g + w) oW 
oH oN 
C10 = bJ - ?){ 
.. [51) 
(cont'd) 
.. [52) 
After the power cui-off, Lhe thrust! vanishes. Thus 
for t > l1, '11 and its derivatives are zero. 
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3 "Mathematics for Exterior Ballistic~," by G. A. Blills, John 
Wiley & Sons, New York, 1944. 
4 For possible tracking system, see "Pictorial Radio" by 
C. D. Tuska, Journal of the Franklin Institute, vol. 253, 1952, pp. 
1-20; pp. 95- 124. 
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13. Control D si:! by- Spec:H'ied Criter,_a. 
In the previous clmpters. ,,,e he.ve considered the problem of control 
for systens of increasing ~er.E-rality. Eut •m have so - far limited ou~7uelvPs 
to the lineal' problem. A ver;_1 p;eneral a.nproach to the problem of control 
is to consider it as a system • hich has a free variable a.'" the disJ:.osal of 
the desi~el·. The problem of 1he tlesigncr is to choose e. relation bet•:reen 
this free variable e.nd the othm· variables such that tho other v?..riab~.oa 
of the system satisfy a certain control criteria spec~fied by the pro')lem. 
For instAnce. the problem of ser•o-stabilization of the combustion in the 
rocket motor can be considered c.: a dyr.:;-J!lic system bet•:1een t.ne propellant 
injection rate, the chamber pres.nre and the capac1 ty of the control 
capacitance in the feed line. Th~ re are t\oJO differential eqUP.tions . 
relatine the three variables. The problem is to choose another relation 
bet•11een the three var,_ables so the.: the overall system satisfies the 
condition of stability. 
In this chapter, •11e shall tree; the problem of control and stiabi"'..ity 
from this general point of view, apJlicable to either linea.r or non-linear 
systems. Parts of the discussion follo•:r the :paper by A. S. Boknenbo~ 
and R. Hood.,. 
Control Problem 
An inpo1·tant aspect of the con a-ol-ayntl:><>"'i" problem is a clear 
definition of the criterions of <ies:lred contr- \ havior. I£ a variable 
/ is to be cont~lled, a reasc,nable criteriou. :i.oJ that the time intee;ra..\ 
.:. A. S. :aoksenbom and R. Hood1 11Automa.tic Control Systems Satisfytng 
certain General Criterions on Tr<msiant Jehavior" NACA Tli 2378 (1951). 
' 
12. Optimalizing Control 
In the previous chapters we have successively discussed cont rol 
systems with increasing degrees of generality. However, one basic 
characteristic of these control syst ems remain the same: The prop-
erties or the performances o f the system to be controlled are always 
assumed to b .e known. In fact, the control design is based upon thes e 
known properties of the controlled system. The success and t he 
accur.a.cy of the control are t hus dependent upon how closely the actual 
properties of the controlled system are predicted. Since the perfor-
mance of all engineering systems a 1·e subject to small but appreciable 
variations with time, extreme accu racy of controlled behavior cannot 
be expected from the previous ly dis cussed designs of controls. In t h is 
chapter we shall discuss the o ptima lizing c ontrol, first analysed by 
C. S . Draper, Y. T. Li and H. Laning, J i: . This control is a simple 
example of continuous sensing a.nd measuring control system where no 
exact knowl~dge of the proper ties of the controlled system is necessary 
for the successful design of t h e eontrol . .Our discussion here follows 
closely a paper by Y. T. Li. $): 
Basic Concept 
An optimalizing controller i s designed to force the output of 
the operating system to rema in within a tol erable deviati oa from the 
optimum output level, which i s not readily known. An operating system 
in a. industrial plant generally functions to produce a certain type of 
output from a number of input s. Both the output and the essential inputs 
may be in the form of certain types of material or certai n forms of 
power. The production or con sumptuon of these materials or this power, 
is the priina.ry concern in the opera tion. The internal combustion 
engine is an example of such ~n ope rating system. In this system, the 
o "Opeimalizing System for P roces s Contr oltt, Instruments, Vol. Z5, 
Nos . l, Z, 3; pp. 11.-11, 190· 193. 228 , 3 2.4-327, 350-35Z, (1951.) . 
np~inciples of Optiina.lizing Cont'l.·ol Syst ems and an Application to 
the Internal Combuotion Engine., by C. S . Draper and Y. T. Li, 
A SME Publications, p. 160 ( 1951}. 
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fuel may be considered as the first actuating input, air as the second 
actuating input. The ignition timing can be considered as the modifying 
input which is non-consuming but changes the functional relationship 
between the actuating inputs and the output . The combustion chamber 
and swept-cylinder volume provide the input converter function by 
supplying an enclosure in which chemical energy is changed, first 
into heat and then into mechanical output. The piston, connecting rod., 
crankshaft, and drive shaft act as the output coupler tha.t serves to 
transfer the mechanical energy output of the cylinder gaues into the 
mechanical work of rotation which is supplied to a brake or electrical 
generator that acts as the output-absorbing system. 
Wl!en a _given load requirement is imposed on a system like that 
of an internal combustion engine, one of the actuating inputs must be 
adjusted to a level determined principally by the load. In order for 
operation to be possible at all, the other actuating inpute and modifying 
input must have more or less exact relationships to this primary 
controlled input. The adjustments of these inputs i'n order to fulfill the 
given load condition can be made by suitable performance regulating 
systems. In the case of the internal combustion engine, a governor 
and a carburetor may be used together when the load requirement is to 
maintain the speed of the engine at a constant level. 
When the input settings are made within ranges that allow the 
system to function, the remaining problem is to refine the input adjust-
ments so t~t the required output is obtained with minimum flow rateo 
of the costly inputs, or the me1.ximum output is obtained for given flow 
rates of these inputs. This is the optimum point of operation. The 
purpose of an optima.lizing control is to force the controlled system to 
operate as closely as possible to this optimum point. This searching 
of the optimum point is done by utilizing the non-linear nature of the 
performance characteristics between the output and the controlled inputs. 
In this type of system the operation is independent of all the complicat ed 
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relationships of the contl'olled input to the load conditions and the 
environmental inputs. For this reason, for complicated systems, 
the optimalizing control has an advantage ovel' the conventional 
. . 
control not only in a.ceu&"acy but quite p9ssibly also in simplicity 
and in the directness of approach t o the problem. 
In fact, optimum performance through optimalizing ·control 
can f requently be accomplished by manual means. An operator. with 
the aid of a suitable output indicating system such as a torque meter, 
may progressively adjust the ignition timing and fuel-air ratio to 
proper settings for optimum output. In principle this process. in 
I 
which tbe operator makes munual adjustments. is a feedback operation. 
the operator actually cort"elaf.:es the information of the torque meter 
with the input adjustments he ha~ made to detel'mine the additional 
~djustment required. Humanly-controlled operating systems are 
n~cesearily slow in response, and they are generally not satisfactory, 
or even practicable in many operations. 
An optimalizing control system operates in principle similar 
to the manual adjustments described above. However, in the optim-
alizing control system an automatic controller ie used in the feedback 
loop to replace the human ope rator. The observ"tions and the 
correlation of th• output with the controlled input adjustment, and the 
cut-and-try process exercised by the human operator. al'e all included 
as functions of the controller . 
General Principles of Optimalizing Control 
Most types of controllers are actuated by tbe output deviations 
of the contJ""olled syatetn. This quantity is by definition the difference 
between the actual levt!l of the controlled output and some setting for 
The main a~tion of the controller is to reduce the output deviation to 
zero. The optimalizing contr oller is different from this in that the 
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Input•j;, Sensitivity 
purpose is to operate at the op'!mum point or point of vanishing 
ttsensitivity'". oJ./ofi· Therefore here the sensitivty takes the role of 
the output deviation. 
~­-~Ji 
However, the basic cc-!1cept of optimalizing control is ~he actual 
sensing of the optimwn point during operation. This means that the 
principal problem in the der ign of a controller using output deviations 
as its essential input is to 1,.;; lerate an indicated optimum signal which · 
is a sufficiently close repr1.sentation of the actual optimum output level 
as this quantity varies with controlled system variation. When 
controlled system sensiti'.rity aignals are used for control purposes, 
the reference level is nat11rally zero and for this reason is simple to 
realize in practice. On the other hand, the problem of generating 
signals that satisfactorily rep:resent controlled system sensitivity is 
not simple. The several possible approaches to this problem lead to 
various controller types. 
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There are two classes of optimalizing controllers, depending 
upon the type of input signa.l that is used for operation. These classes, 
with sub-classes, are as follows: 
1. Input-output sensitivity operated controllers 
a) Sensitivity signal input controllers 
b) Continuous test signal controllera 
c) Output sampling controllers 
Z. Peak holding controllers 
All optilnali&ing controllers of the first type act by using the 
controlled system itself to generate a signal which represents its 
controlled input-output sensitivity and then using this signal as the 
essential controller input signal. Optimalizing controllers of the second 
type operate by continuously searching for an indicated optimum output 
level signal which is used in the generation of the indicated output 
deviation signal. We shall discuss these various controllers in the 
following sections. 
Limitation of Optimalizing Control Test Functions by Rand on Interference 
To generate a. sensitivity signal or to establish an indicated 
optimum level, data from more tha.n one operating point are necesaary. 
In practice some test variation of a suitable function with time is 
applied to the controlled input. The effect of the test input variation 
on the output is to produce a corresponding output variation. By p:roper 
correlation of the test input variation with the corresponding output 
variation it is sometimes possible to determine the input-output 
sensitivity or the indicated optimum output level. 
In the vicinity of the optimum level, the effect of the input 
test variation is to produce an output variation which in general remains 
below the optimum output level within an output hunting zone. This 
output hunting action is responsible for some output hunting loss and 
represents the cost of using optimalizing control. It is generally 
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desirable to keep the hunting ozone as small as possible by using the 
smallest practicable input test variation. 
In order to measure effectively the output variation as a result 
of the input test variation, it is necessary for this output variation 
with time to be made up of frequency components that may with 
certainty be distinguished from output variations due to interference 
effects. The relative amplitudes of the output frequency components 
making up the interference spectrum for a typical operating system 
is given in the following figure. Drift interferences are associated 
Relative Drift 
Amplitude ·· 
of 
lnteJferen e 
Available 
Frequency Range 
for -
Optimalizing 
Control 
Frequency . 
with slow changes in the environment or internal conditions of the 
ope::rating system and for this reason are made up of relatively low 
frequencies. High-frequency interference occurs above some more 
or less sharply defined lower limit. Satisfactory optimalizing control 
depends upon the existence of some frequency range, substantiall}• 
free from strong interference components, that is between the low- and 
high- frequency ranges. The corresponding control problem is to 
design equipment based upon test functions formed of frequency com-
ponents that may be recognized in the presence of normal output inter~ 
ference without causing unacceptably large hunting loss. In general, 
the test function must be made up oi input variations that are .fast 
enough to be distinguishable from drift interference, and at the same 
- "'1-
time are slow enough to prevent confusion with high-frequency 
interference effects. 
Sensitivity Signal Input Controller 
We shall first discuss the various possible forms of the optim-
alizing controller without consideration of the dynamic and the damping 
effects of the various components. This is done in order to bring the 
relation between the controlled system and the controller into its 
clearest possible view. The dynamic effects will be added later. 
In principle, the input-output sensitivity of a controlled syetem 
can be obtained by introducing a &uitable input variation to the controlled 
sy tern. and dividing the rate of change of the output signal by the rate 
of change of the input signal of the test variation. The process of 
tak.ing the ratio between the output rate signal and the input rate 
eliminates the time element f~om the function. and the resulting quotient 
is virtually the sensitivity signal of the controlled system. 
As an example of a simple circuit for ratio taking. consider 
the following diagram: 
. 
'(/pJ +.o., Amplier X.f!>) 
X ;>t 
-
· n <'PJ 
• 
. 
i(p) Multiplier 
~(p) Y,. 
Let fc.(p} be the Laplace transform of the output rate signal, 
be· tl}e Laplace transform of the input rate signal, ¥; (p) the Laplace 
transform of the ratio signal, and F z(P), F z(P) the transfer functions, 
then 
Or 
{11. 1) 
Therefore when the gain of the amplier is very large, 
( 11. Z) 
Thus is approximately proportional to the ratio of output rate &ignal 
anci the input rate signal, or 
(11.3) 
For simplicity in illu"'tration, an input variation with a constant 
rate which may be reversed in direction as required for <.:ontrol 
put'poses is c c:m.sidered in the discussion. Under this condition t..'le out-
put rate signal may be used to rep ·esent the sensitivity oi the controlled 
system, with a sign tha.t depends upon the direction of the input variation. 
~tc) 
® 
Ou +p1.1 1- h..nfin~ 7() ~ 
--~~--~--~~=---~~~~~--~t 
-'\-)~ 
+ -~ 
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Stabilization zone limit 
_;: .. .<-.L..<L...:-' ~ ~-"-'"'L./J' ~- L - --
--n- --- -T--- ------,-~-wr-SJ ;,;,, /';~,,,,, "/.!1 '""'' ,,,,.,,,, ,., 
In the accompanying diagram, (a), (b) and (c) are respectively the 
. 
controlled output, ~0(t), the output rate, }o(t) and the controlled 
input 1~(t). The controlled input variation with time is generated by 
a constant speed change of input with reversal at points determined b y 
' 
' 
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operation of the controller. Under this situation the output rate 
signal produced by the input correction signal is equivalent to the 
controlled system sensitivity. So long as this output rate signal is 
larger than a stabilization zone limit, the system is designed so that 
. 
the controlled input adjustor drive wjll cause the controlled input to 
vary in either direction at a constant rate. This action is illustrated 
in the figure. When the output signal curve has passed the optimum 
point and started to decrease, the output rate signal is allowed to be-
con'le negative until it has pas sed through the stabilization zone. At the 
lower limit of this zone the direction of the controlled input change is 
reversed. The size of the stabilization zone is chosen so that the 
controller will not respond to interference components that may be 
present in the output signal. 
The oper-ating cycle described in the preceding paragraph 
continues indefinitely. The result of this action is that the automatically 
controlled triangular input variation change produces a repeating series 
of concave output signal curve segments. The output hunting zone is 
by definition the difference between the highest and lowest out put levels 
that exist under the action of the controller. Because this hunting zone 
exi'st~. the effective output. which is by definition the constant output 
level that would be required to produce the same average output effect 
as that actually produced by the controlled system with the controller 
. -
operating, is less than the optimum output level. The difference 
between the optimum output and the effectiveloutput is the output ~unt­
ing loss. 
In many practical situations the controlled input-output 
characteristic near the optimum point may be approximated well by a 
parabolic curve. When thio approximation is valid for a controllP.d 
system, it may be shown by analysis that the output hunting loso is 1/3 
of the hunting zone. This means that one of the prime objectives in 
-11-
optimalizing controller design is to reduce the output bunting zone to 
the lowest feasible magnitude. 
Another performaDCe parameter is the output recovery time. 
It is defined as the time required for the controlled system tc eliminate 
95 ° /o of the required output correction from an arbitrary initial setting 
which is different from the final effective output level. The choice of 
95 ° /o, instead of the complete initial correction. for the definit.ion 
of recovery time simplifiee measurements by allowing the terminal 
instant to be taken when the rate of change of output is stillla.rge 
enough for accurate observat~on. In addition, if the controlled system 
operation follows an appt:>oximat ,lY exponential law. the recovery time 
is equal to 3 cbaracterietic time of the exponential ( /'?t,lo :\'. .3 ). 
In practice. controlled systems are often 8\:bjected to sudden 
changes i.n operating conditions. To minimize output los sea during the 
transient periode following changes, and to insure generally otabl~ 
operation, short recovery times are necessary for satisfactory per-
formance of the controlled system. 
The direct sensitivity optimalizing controller described repzoeaents 
the simplest design for an optimalizing controller. For this reason it 
has been used to illustrate the concepts associated with controller per-
formance and to eetablish the requirements for oper~tion, although 
superior results may be achi~ved with other arrangements. The primary 
difficulty in a direct sensitivity optiq1alh:ing controller is that the 
control signal is produced by differentiation of a signal representing the 
output. This differentiation process acts to increaue the eff eta of 
high-frequency interference components ·so that relatively large stabil-
ization zonbs must btt 1,1sed. For controlled syat~ms with small 
amplitude high-frequency interfe~ence components di.-ect sensitivity 
control may operate properly. On the other hand, tho interference 
components present in the output of a piston type internal combustion 
engine are so large that the neeeasary sensitivity stabilization zone 
does not permit dose output control. 
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Continuous Test Signal Controller 
In a continuous test signal controller the controlled system 
sensitivity is obtained by correlating the output var1.ation of the con-
trolled system with an input test variation of a constant sinusoidal 
function. It is mentioned in the previous section that the sensitivity of 
the controlled system can be 1•epresented by the ratio of the output rate 
to the input rate. When a sinusoidal test variation i s used. the con-
trolled system sensitivity is proportional to the average of the product 
of t:ae sinusoidal input test signal and the corresponding output test 
signal. To show this. let Jo * be the optimum output. accuring at 
the input Yt.*. Then for a parabolic variation of }1 against jt 
( 11. 4} 
Now if the test function is a simusoidal variation around the operating 
input level f, . i.e •• 
(11. 5 ( 
Then the corresponding output is 
• 
(11.6) 
But the output at the operating input J;, 0 is /t> 0 given by 
(11.7) 
'rhe difference of Eqs. ( 11. 6) and ( 11 . 7) gives the output test signal 
b. }o (t). 
-13- . 
( 11. 8} 
The input test signal A /;}t} is tl.S/ntuf • therefore the product of the 
test signals is 
The time average is then 
( 11. 9) Af.CI:} <l)ft) = -2 :!-,J-tt~.·-};_-* )-== %~ );:·' 
Actually the process of forming the product and taking the 
average is accomplished in several steps. The output signal is supplied 
. 
to the band-pass filter, which separates the fundamental component of 
the test signal output from the smoothed output sign:1.l jo0 and 
suppresses both high-frequency components of the test signal output 
and high frequency interference components. The output o£ the band-
pass filter is then the first term to the right of Eq. (11. 8). This 
fundamental frequency test signal component then passes through the 
phase adjustor, which compensates for undesirable phase shift effect 
that may have been introduced by operations of the controlled system. 
The phase-adjusted test signal is supplied as in input to the reactifying 
multiplier, which also receives the input test signal. The rectiiying 
multiplier in effect takes the product of these two signalo and gives the 
resultant an algebraic sign by using phase-sensitive rectification of 
the output signal component with respect to the input test signal. In 
order to prepare this instantaneously varying signal for use a3 the 
controlling effect for an input adjustor drive system, it is passed 
through the smoothing filter, which produces the input correction signal. 
The input correction signal then controls the rate of input variation. 
-14-
Since the input correction signal is es"' ac•tially perportional to the 
senoitivity, the control system des~ri"l •l will approach asymptot ically 
to the point of zero sensitivity , or the :ptimum point, with a. certain 
characteristic time. 
Since at any time the output dev iation is proportional to the 
squa.re of the input devia.t~on, the sn.oothed output signal is propor tio nal 
to the square of the corresponding ?alu c of the average input l evel. 
Because the average input cur ve ic an exponential function, it is seen 
thd.t the smoothed output curve is also an ~xponential f\\nction of tirne, 
but with an characteristic time l , 2 of t hat for the input valda.t~on. 
Continuous test signal op:imalizing controllers are generally 
more satisfactory than contro;lers of s ensitivity signal input type. 
Firstly, in a continuous test oignal opt imalizing cor.troller the sen-
sitivity signal is obtained without t h e us e of differentiation wit h r espec t 
to time, which reduces the ,~f!ects of high-frequency interference. T h e 
continuous test sign.al contr<lller al.Jo has the advantage of being abl e 
to tenerate an input correction signal independent~.y of the input adjuotor 
drive speed. Because of thin chara.cte ridtic it is possible to oimul-
taneously produce correction signals for several inputs without mutual 
interference, if proper seJ.>ara tion of ~est function frequenciea are 
achieved. By using the required m1mber of optimalizing controller s 
-------- -- - --- - ----,--~~-
~ Smoothed o11tput 
I 
' 
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\-.r~r-~~--~~~~~~~----------------------------
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Smoothed input 
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in parallel. the necessary adjustments to several inputs may be made 
to drive the controlled system toward the optimum point with minimum 
. 
loeB of time. 
The feasibility of the continuous test signal optimalizing 
controller system depends upon the frequency range of tolerable inter-
ference. When a number of inputs are to be controlled. a wide range 
of frequency of tolerable interference is required. For a single 
controlled input, the frequency range of tolerable interference should 
be wide enough to include both the frequency of the test signal and that 
required for the average input level cr..anges of the input adjuotor drive. 
Controlled systems with a narrow tolerable frequency band are difficult 
to control with continuous test signal controllers. 
A basic difficulty with the exponential type of system response 
is that the input and output rates become very small as the deviations 
approach zero. With small input and output rates, system operatiol'l 
tends to become unsatisfactory becuase of interference effects. This 
trouble can be overcome by reverting to constant rate input testing 
function method described in the previous section when the deviations 
are reduced to small values. 
Optimalizing Controller with Output Sa rnpling 
An output sampling type controller is operated by an output rate 
signal that is generated by taking differences at discrete time instan·ts 
between the average output signal levels for these successive equal 
sampling periods. This output rate signal is used to produce the input 
correction signal. which is then used to control the hunting operation 
of an optimalizing system. When reversible constant input ra.te is used. 
the operation of the output sampling type optimalizing control system 
is in general similar to that described as the sensitivity signal input 
controller. 
The controlled input of the output sampling type optimalizing 
control system may also be adjusted to have a rate proportional to the 
-17-
controlled system sensitivity. The result of this type of adjustment 
is an exponential output recovery curve similar to that shown the 
continuous test function systems. We shall not discuss the details of 
this type of optimalizing system here for its similarity to types already 
shown. 
Peak Holding Type of Optimalizing Control System 
Optimalizing control oyatems of the peak holding type differ 
from the systems already discribed in the method used for generating 
the input correction signal, which has in general been a representation 
of the controlling system sensitivity. In systems of the peak holding 
type. the input correction signal is baaed on the difference between an 
indicated optimum output signal as the reference quantity and the out-
put signal as the compared quantity. 
In principle the indicated optimum output signal is equal to the 
output signal so long as the magnitude of this signal is increasing, but 
remains constant at the highest level reached when the output signal 
starts to decrease. The operation of the controller is to generate a 
suitable input correction signal as soon as the output signal starts to 
decrease, and use this input correction signal to adjust the input to 
restore the output. 
The accompanying figure is a functional diagram for a. typical 
optimalizing control system of the pea.k holding type. The corresponding 
performance characteristics 4re illustrated in a second figure. The 
controlled input adjustor drive operates to change the input at a 
constant rate from some typical level. The constant input rate, operating 
through the characteristic curve, causes the output signal to have the 
shape illustrated. So long aa the output signal is increasing, the 
indicated optimum output signal changes with the signal. When the 
magnitude of the output signal passes its peak. which corresponds to 
the optimum output level, and starts to decrease the indicated optimum 
output signal is held at its highest level by the indicated optimum output 
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sig1 al generating system. The indicated ·optimum outpt t signal is 
supplied as one of the inputs to the input correction signal generator, 
which also receives the smoothed output signal fron1 the output 
signa.l smoothing system. The difference between the ou .. put signal 
and the indicated optimum output signal is the indicated output 
deviation signal. The time integral of this deviation signc..l builds up 
until a stabiliza.\:ion zone limit is reached. When this limlt is reached, 
the input correction signal is applied to the controlled input adjustor 
drive and reverses the sense of the controlled input rate. When this 
reversal occurs, the input adjustor drive reversal 3igna1 acts on t~e 
s1gnal resulting system to reduce the signal representing the integral 
of the output deviation to zero. The resetting signals are supplied to 
the indicated optimum output c.ignal generating system, and the input 
correction cign.a.l generator. The resultant effect of the action 
dear.:ribed is that the output of the controlled system rernaina wi~b.in a 
hunting zone corresponding to the output signal hunting zor..e. 
Peak holding type controllers operate without the use of a 
certain specified control frequency which is required in a continuo':tS 
test signal controller and a.n output sampling controller. For this 
reason the peak holding type controller is more suitable than the other 
two types of controller for the cont::ol of operating systems with strong 
interferences. 
Dyna.mic Characteristics of Optimalizing Systems 
Since optimalizing controllers al'e dt:sigued to cope with til.! 
drift of the behavior of the controlled system, the variations of the 
im;:mt for this purpose must of neceasity be an ord~r faster than the 
drift variations of the input-output l"elation. For this reason, the 
dynamic analysis of the optima.lizing c:ontrolle1•s can be made under the 
ass.1mption that such input-output relation is not influenced by the dl'ift 
ef1 ect. We shall furtheX' assutne that the input-output relation is also 
-ZO-
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independent of the time rate of change of the input. In other wordo, 
the i.-lput-output l"elation to be u.sed io quaGi-cto.J.cly. Fo;.: intc:t·-.ul 
cv:C."lDUGtion engines, this is fully justified because oi the production 
of mechanical to1:que at consi:a.ni: speed is a gas dynamic 4-nd com-
bustion process. The characteristic time for such process is very 
short indeed. Since the input-output relation is the only e:ssentially 
non-linear element of the controlled system. the aE'sumption of 
invariant input-output relatiou g1·eatly simplifies the analysis of 
dynamic effects in optimalizing controllers. 
Consider the continuous test function controllers first. The 
output ft (t) under a sinusoidal teat function of Eq. (11. 5} is given 
by Eq. {11. 6). The net result of the combined effects of t.he bmd-
pass filter and the phase adjuster is to remove the quasi-steady part 
of the output and the second harmonic. If ) 1 is the se11oitivity of the 
syatem, then the output }t of the phase adjuc;tol." 5.s 
(11.10, 
U Az. is the sensitivity of the rectifyi11g multiplier, then the output 1/,_ 
'2. of it is 
If the ra.te of variation of the input is made to be proportional to }5_ 
with a factor of proportionality o{ • then 
(H.lll 
The characteristic time T for the exponential approa¢h to the optimum 
point is then 
(11. 12) 
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Therefore the characteristic time is inversely proportional to 
sha.:t<pness of the optimum point in the input-output 1.·elation. 
For optimalizing controllers of the output hunting type, the 
dynamic behavior is more difficult' to analyse. Howeve;: it is con-
venient to discuss system behavior in terms of groupe of performance 
deocribing functions. These are divided into linear function groups. 
which can be expressed in terms of transfer functions. and non-linea "" 
function groups, which are not expressible as transfer functions. As 
far as control is concerned, the linear functions describe signal 
relating actions, while the essential optimalizing performance is 
associated with relationships established by the non-linea.r componen ts . 
For the purposes of analysis it is convenient to form groups fl·om 
individual functions without regard to whether or not the co1·respond~ 
ing components are located in the controlled system or the cont roller , 
For a optimalizing controller then. the linear components may be 
considered as forming two g1·oups: 
a. The Input Linear Group, which consists of the controlled 
input adjustor drive signal generating system, the controlled input 
adjustor drive andtthe controlled input adjustor. 
b. The Output Linear Group, which consists of the output 
coupler, the output receiver,and the output signal smoothing system. 
Effect of a Response Delay in the 011tput Linear Group. 
The following figure illustrates the action of an op:irnalh;ing 
control system in which the performance of the output linear system 
mby be represented in terms of a single first-order delay. The input 
va1·iation is shown as a series of saw teeth corresponding to a consta nt 
input rate with reversals at evenly-spaced poir1ta. When no response 
delay exists in the input linear group and the controlled system 
characteristic is assumed to have a parabolic shape, the input converter 
. /;, 
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output correspond to the triangular wave input variation ia the series 
of parabolic segments. Let the height of the segment or the output 
r hunting zone be a, and the period be 2'1l' I , then the Fourier eJcpansion 
of the variable output is 
(11.13) 
Now if the transfer function of the output linear group is simply 
A(l It+ 'l;j> , the steady-state output 1 0 from the output signal 
smoothing system is 
-24-
But 
I 
= 
/- t' Pf;4J -i fNh ·l"hrto 
If- n1;'"«l2. ~t 1>1~4 e (j 1-t i l)r;t.J 
Therefore 
( !l. 14 
For points corresponding to the peak of the parabolic areas, the Fouri .. r 
series is rapidly conv~rgent and only a few terms up to 7J-=7J2... a.·e 
necessary. Then if the delay time is short in compariflon to the 
hunting period, say 1/6 of the period, then 
Therefore for points near the peak of the curves, 
(11. !5 
If we designate the time interval be':ween the optimum point of the (/o 
and that of )(
0 
as the output linear group response delay. Then 
Eq. ( 11. 15) shows that the output linear group response delay is equ. 1 
to the characteristic time 7:0 of that group if the output linear 
group is a first order system. For seve::al first order systems in 
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series, the delay will be equal to the sum of the cbiu·acteristic tilne 
in each system. 
Let. us conoider the peak holding optimalizing controller. The 
time interval between the point of optimum fo * and the input drive 
reversal signal, i.e., half of the output hunting period T, is equal to 
the sum of output linear group response delay and the interval between 
the maximum of ;(
0 
and the input drive reversal signal. But the 
interval between the maximum of ,X,0 and the input reveroal signal ia 
equal to one half of the output hunting period T 0 when the output 
linear group delay is absent. Hence 
(11. 16 
Therefore the effect of the output linear group delay iG to inct·eaae t"1e 
hunting period by twice the characteristic time. 
Since the input is driven at constant speed, the amplitude of 
input hunting is directly proportion.:t.l to the period of hunting. The 
?utput hunting zone 6, due to the parabolic input-output relation, is 
thus proportional to the square of the hunting period. Thus 
A =: ~o ( 7; +210) 2 
To 
(l.l.l7j 
where A 0 is the output hunting zone with no response delay of the 
output linear group. 
If 1r is the constant input rate, then vr;j;, is the input 
deviation from lf.*· Therefora using the parabolic input-output t•el,:J.tion, 
/" we have 
(11.18 
The output hunting loss D is thus 
-Z6-
lJ -'- Kl. 2 = 2 £\ = 2 (7: + 2 1:.) 
...J 12. () '(J (1-1.19) 
With chosen T0 , Eq. (11. 19) determines the drive speed Jr for 
the input for specified output hunting lo~s D. 
Combined Output Linear Group and Input Linear Group Response Dela.ya 
In general, any particular optimalizing syatem w·il! have 
response delays in both the input linear group and the output lineal" 
group. When there is responae delay in the input linear group, the 
actual input variation with time will not be the eaw teeth curve \lith the 
... 
-- ....... 
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maxima and the minima at the instants of the input drive t·eversal. T~c 
actual input variation \vill have the sharp peaks and dipa removed. I y 
and by an entirely similar argument as given for the prc:::v!ous section, 
the main effect is an input response delay apprmd.mately <::qu..;l.l to the 
che.racteristic time Tj of the input linear group. Then it io easily 
seen that the output hunting period T is 
{11 . ;:.1') ]. 
Due to the rounding-off of the dips in the output curve, the actual hunt"ng 
zone is less than the following quantity 
Indicated Optimum Output Signal Stabilization Marg:.n 
For peak holding optimalizing controllers, the indkated ~utput 
deviation signal instantaneously ret1.1rna to zero whc.;-n the ::esetting 
action occurs. If no response delay effects are present in the cont:i'oller 
or the controlled system, the indicated optimum output signal remains 
to the indicated output signal and tha indicated output devi<l.tion signal 
holda to zero until the output signal passes through its m<.u:imurr. and 
starts to decrease. When response delayo are present in the syotem, 
the input drive signal reveraal occurs when the input correction sign:~.l 
exceeds the stabilization zone limit, ju.st aa this would happen with 
no response delays in the linear group. However, with response delays 
in the system the indicated output deviation signal would not hold to 
zero after the input drive reversal has occured. The reanon for t'hit: 
effect is that, if the indicated optimum output signal is J."edet to equal 
to the smoothed output signal at tht:l instant of input drive ·~eversa.l, 
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the indicated output deviation signal will continue to decrease toward 
the stabilization zone limit even though the controlled input is actually 
being adjusted toward the optimum point. In practice this action 
always has a de-stabilizing effect because the indicated deviation bailds 
up even though the input is being driven in the proper direction to 
reach an optimum point. Satisfactory optimalizing control system 
performance is possible only if the build-up of this destablizin'g signal 
is kept within tolerable levels and prevented from reaching the stabil-
ization zone limit. 
One method is to introduce an indicated optimum output aignal 
stabilizing margin in resetting the indicated optimum output signal. 
When this margin is used. the indicated optimum signal is not made 
just equal to the indicated output signal. but is reduced to a point 
lower than the indicated output signal by the stabilization margin. The 
dynamic characteristics of the resetting system a.1·e chosen so that tl1.e 
indicated optimum output signal is caused to approach the indicated 
output. This means that the use of a p.:-oper stabilizing margin cocpled 
with suitable dynamics in the input col"rection signal generating syGtem 
may be used to prevent a false input correction signal from being built 
up before the indicated correction signal has actually passed through 
the optimum level. 
Output Hunting Zone of a Peak Holding Type Optimali~ing Controller 
For smooth output signals. there is no reason why the output 
hunting zone cannot be reduced to very small value so as to minimize 
the output hunting loss. In general. a stabilization zone io used. 
primarily for the prevention of some undesirable effects caused by 
interferences. An example to show the relation between interference 
and stabilization is illustrated in the following figure. In this figure 
the upper plot shows the system output. which includes a no-interference 
output and an interference cor~'lponent of periodic nature with a fuuda- · 
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mental frequency considerably higher than the hunting frequency which 
gives the shape of the no-interference output curve. 
The lower plot showo the output deviation signal which is l\Sed 
aa the input correction signal for the example represented by th~s 
figure. 
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----~----~~~~~~--~~---~~~~--------------------------------· 
0~-lthf 
SfQJN1/z4~;a, ll)"ffe 
~-,",fer{e rene e.. 
- - -C,.,'h"rA/ Jt<J.ln-h;allilrt 
Zne. 
Opem.tf'1 lnpu.f' dn'ye. reve,sl!ll fi~ 
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II any of these ripples forming output deviation oignals i • llow d to 
exceed a stabilization zone setting, then an input t•ate rev real 
would occur because of the property of the peal(; holding ype control" er 
In this situation the output would start to decrea e before the <;~-c~ual 
optimum level is reached. To prevent this undesirable perforrr. ace 
from happening. it io necessary to set the stabilization EOn loV~.ct' 
than a critical stabilization zone, wllich is defined as the ~'"l.bili i.;> 
zone barely sufficient to prevent au input rate reversal due to irtcr-
ference effecto alone. An operating stabilization zone i .... e ... one 
actually used in operation. The ratio between thin stabilir.a.tion :..ont: 
and the critical stabilization zone ie c lled the stabilization zonP 
operating ratio. 
In gener 1, the output hunting zone of a Bystem ia of the a me 
order of magnitude aa the interferences of the output aign.1l used o 
generate the indicated optimum output level. Therefore i ordc to 
reduce the output hunting zone it is neceaoary to smooth out the int r-
ference by the use of a properly designed filter. Another method of 
reducing the interference effects i to use the time integral of tl e 
output deviation aign.a.l as the input correction signal. 
• 
12. Linear Systems unde:- Ra-.:tdom Disturbances 
We shall introduce another new element into our s·..:udy of c->n-::roJ. 
in this chapter: The forcing function or the input will be considered. not 
as a definite specified function o:£ time. but a random function whi<-h is 
specified only by certain statistical properties. Ex.arnple3 of such. random 
input are the interference or nnoise11 spoken in the last chapter~ and the 
aerodynamic response of an airplane wing in a tu1·bulent atmosphe_e. 
The problem of noive is a problem of much resea1·ch in connection with 
the problem of communication. There the ceni:ral question is how to 
devise a system of code so that the inevitable noise effect can be 
minimized and the useful information io not lost. The pro~J.em of ::h-:s 
chi'.pter is somewhat different: The noise effect is the main output o f 
the oystem. The aim is to design the system by app~opriate se:..·vc 
circuit so as to achieve the desired cha:racte:dstics of the output. 
Statistical Description of Noise 
Let us consider d. device which generates a randor .. 1 functio 1 f$<t>· 
Now to formulate the concept of a statistical description of such Ti ndom 
function, we have to considex a great number of devices n1acrospi ;ally 
identical to the first. Such a group of devices is called an assembly. 
The random functions generated are 
t 
At a definite time instant t, the y s 
Yl (t}, Yz(t), Y3 (t), ..••..• 
are generally not ~qual. JE,ut 
we can ask for what fraction of the total numbez· of cases y occnro in 
a given range y and y + A y . Thia fraction will deper-.d on y and t 
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and will be proportional to ~y when ~y is small. It is written as 
w 1(y,t)dy and W 1(y,t) is the first probability function. Next we c·an 
consider all the pairs of values of y occuring at two given times t 1 
and t 2 . The fraction of the total number of pairs in wh'ch y occu:s 
in the range (y1• y 1 + ~y1 ) at t 1 and in the range (}•2 , Yz + ~Yz) 
at t 2 is written as W z(Yl' t 1; Yz• t 2 ) dyl dy2 • W z(Yl' t 1; Yz• t 2 ) is 
called the second probability distribution. 
It may be objected that observations of the noise on an assc.mbly 
of devices can never be made, simply because of practical difficulty. 
Such observations are not necessary, however, when the noise output 
is stationary. This means that the statistical character of the noise :i.a 
not tune varying. If one observation is made of the noise for a ve t:y 
long time. all the infor:mation desh·ed will be received. The reco ·d can 
be cut in pieces of length e (whel"e e is long compared with a.ll 
ttperiods11 of the noise) and the different pieces can then b~ considered at 
the different records of an assembly of observations fron1 which the 
different probability distributions can be determined.. Furthermo1·e, 
these distributions now become somewhat simpler. V/1 will be 
independent of t 1 and \V 2 will be dependent only upon the difference 
t = t 2 - t 1. 'Thus for stationary random functions, we have the following 
descriptions of the stistical character: 
w1 (y)dy = probability of finding y between y and y + dy. 
-3-
W 2ty1• y z• t)dy1 dyz = probability of finding C':. pair of values o f ·1 in 
the ranges (Yp y 1 + dy1) and (y2 , y 2 ·+ d}·2} which are a lime ~ . , 
intervalf\apart from each other. 
and higher probability distributions W . 
n 
It should be emphasized that these probability distributions 
represent everything that can be found out about the random function, 
and one may therefore say that the random function is defined by t h ese 
distri'butions. Of course, the functions W are not ai"bitrary and 
n 
unrelated to each other; they must fulfill the following three obv!.ou s 
conditions: 
0, because the W are probability densities, 
n 
Z) Wn(yl'tl; y 2.t2; • ·; yn.tn) must be a symmetric func ";ion in 
the set of variables y 1,t1; y 2,t2; .•• ; yn.tn' since Wn is a joint 
probability, and 
3) 
~ (,) t, j It f 4 j • • . j !f 1 i;J 
=J····/'fh, "h,R .... 11/n. "Vn (f,,t; lz, 4.; .:.;fA,~/~t1 ,"t; .. if,,·4,) · 
. (lZ.l ) 
Since each function Wn must imply all the previous Wk. with k < n. 
It should be noted that in Eq. ( ll. 1 ), the integration over all posai lc 
values of yk + 1 also eliminate the variable tk + 1 in W11• This i a 
a feature of probability distributio·n.s. Fo:r instance 
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• I w, r,., t,)., = , 
due to the definition of probability. 
Average Values 
From the first probability distribution W 1 (y. t) the 
average value of y can be found. 
( 12. 2) 
(12. 3) 
Clearly. this average value will in general depend on the time t . 
It can be determined by averaging, at time t , the no:.se y 1(t}, 
y 2(t) • • • • of the assembly. It wUl be spoken of, therefore. as the 
assembly average, and indicated by a ba.r. !t must be distingu.i.::hcd 
from the time average, defined and denoted by 
9/2 
" J. -'-/ 1 = ~ e ?t-t)dt G}_...oo 
-~ 
(12 • .{) 
'rhis will be independent of the time, of course, but will, i~ general. 
differ for the various functions y 1 (t) • Yz(t) • • • · • of the aosen"lbly. 
We can still average over the assembly; then the aame r~sult will 
be obtained as the time average of y . Or 
-5-
-J=f ( l z. 5) 
Only for a stationary process will the two ways of averaging give the 
same result, since then y will be independent of t and y will be 
the same for all members of the assembly. 
The same distinction must, of course. be made fol!' the ave!"age 
values of functions of y • Usually it will be clear £rom the context 
which kind of averaging is meant. Especially important are the 
different moments of the distribution W 1 , defined by 
( 1 z. 6) 
From the first c.nd the second moments there is derived the fluctuation, 
variance, or the mean deviation 
f!-?l == Jry-;!w,r1,tJ"f 
: J (/*-2-fl-1 J)YI,t;,t-J"f= f-f!l (!2.7) 
which is a measure of the width of the distribution w1(y} about 
the average value y From the third moment an idea of the skewness 
of the probability distribution can be made. More and more information 
about W1(y) can be' deduced when additional moments are known. 
The problem whether or not the knowledge of all moments determines 
-6-
the pzobability distribution uniquely is a famous one, but it will not 
con,:ern us here. In certain instances this is actually the case. aa, for 
, 
example. when ms fulfill the relations 
J (lZ. 8) 
Then W 1 (y) is the Gaursian distribution 
( 1 z. 9) 
Of special importance is the combination of the mor .. 'lents embodied 
in the so-called characteristics function 
(lZ. 10) 
The significance of the characteristic function lies especially in the 
following two theorems: 
1. The characteristic function determines uniquely the probability 
distribution. In fact, from the Fourier integral theorem it followa 
that 
.0 
W,ff) e -/i I e-tsl ifs)ds (12. 11 ) 
_ .. 
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z. If the characteristic functions of two independent randon1. 
variables y and z are ~(s) and ~) , then the char~cteristic 
function of the distribution of the sum y + z is given by the produc t 
lJts)tfs). This can be seen as follows: . The probabilit y of the sim ul-
taneous occurance of independent events is the product of in dividual 
probabilities. Thus 
Then the moments of W 1(y+l) is 
Thus the characteristic funchon '(s) for the distribution of y+z is 
( lZ. l Z) 
Let us now turn to the second distribtuion function W 2(y 1 , t 1; y z• t 2) 
The most impo1•tant average value derived from it is 
( l Z. 13 j 
In general this will be a function of t 1 and t 2 • Letting t 2 = t 1 + ~ • 
-8-
we can perform et.n additional time average over t 1 • and then obtain 
a function of ~ G/t 
Rfr:):~:,i,m. tjj,?s. {t,)~+tt)dt, (!)-+- 410 
-Biz 
The came function R(t) is obtained. of course, by tal·ing tq.e assembly 
average of \J. 
G;2 
~-)u., tjiJ,f~)lf~+'l'}d~ (-J_...oo f 
-G/2 
(12. 15} 
Fo1.· a stationary process Eqs. ( 11. 13) and ( 11. 15) give the same 
result. The function R(t') gives a measu1·e for the correlation between 
euccessive values of y and is therefore called the cor elatio- function. 
arc independent of each other 
and 
~If,/~'; f,., ~) = w;tj,,/j)W, 11~ -4) 
M ~ J,·X 
It is often that this situation will occur when the time interval z = t 2 - t 1 
i9 sufficiently large. For ?;c. 0 , it is obvious that 
(12.16) 
It is aotnetimes convenient to work with the function 
-9-
( 1 Zo 17) 
which is called the normalized c orrelation function. It is seen that 
Power Spect!'U!n 
Of special significance for our applications is the notion of the 
spectrum of a random function. Let us su:,?pose that a function y(t) 
is observed for a long time 6) • Assuming that y(t) = 0 outn:i.e the 
time intel!'val e ' then y(t) can be developed in a Fourier integJ:al 
.0 
Jll)= Afw)e dw I UAt (!2.18) 
-oo 
In fact the amplitude function A(w} can be calculated by the inversion. 
theorem as e~ , 
Afw) = i£ j j/tJe•rotdt 
-e~ 
'J.f we denote ( )* as the complex conjugate of ( )~ then since 
ia real, 
Now we can calculate the time average yz as 
(!Z. 19} 
(lZ. ZO) 
-10 -
~~ f:J/2. 00 QO 
r =k.- -f f*rt)dt =}i..._ -/; dtj' ~wti'-~'A/t.J)Aid)/1.>-.JJt e~oo e~#IO }" 
-e,/.2 -ej2 -~ -~ 
By the substitution 
If we now substitute 
then 
Tllerefore 
~.,tl I 
"""=-to 
f:::. ~ /t.V-ttl) 
td' == lA)- ~ e 
00 f = J ltt.J)duJ 
6 
- 00 (lZ. Zl ~ 
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where 
( 1 z. 22) 
The function !{~) is called the power spectrum of the randol'D function. 
This relation between the power spectrum and the Follrie1· coefficient 
is called the Parseval theorem. 
Let us consider next the average value 
G>/2 ~:at: .. t /J1t)fb7:}dt 
. -~;.2 
l3y substituting the Eq. (11. 18). 
eh 
~ r-e': ... i-j jAf,)Af,,l)e•tN~wrkJ/e':tt.)+t.>'Jtdt 
-ao -oo -9/z 
Then, by a similar argument aa before. 
00 
~ = j Jt&>)w <c>'t dw 
() 
(12. 23) 
When ?: = 0, Eq. (11. 23) reduces to Eq. (11. Zl). Accozoding to the 
inversion theorem, 00 
.ftw) = f j ~ t.tJJ w?;d?; 
() 
(12.24) 
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All this holds for any function y(t). Let us ansum~. now, that 
we have a random process and that y(t) ie a membe1· of the assembly 
of functions y 1(t), y z(t), · · · •. Each of these functions ca.n be developed 
in a Fourier integral, and the correspond:.ng f(w) can be averaged over 
. 
the assembly. The resulting f(.U) will be called the spectrum of the 
random process. Thus 
.. 
R(-,;) ~ j /ttb) tiJS a>?: .II.IJ (12. 25} 
!twJ = /t; 1 R('ll) tJJS UJ?: t/1: 
() 
(12.26} 
Eq. (11. Zl) can be also averaged ()Ver the assembly, then 
( 12. Z7} 
For a stationary process the averaging O'\•er the assembly can be 
omitted, since each member y z(t) will lea.d to the same power spect:f"um 
f(lO). 
The power spectrum f(LD) may contain singular peaks of the 
well-known Dirac $ -function type. This certainly cccura, for instance, 
when y is not zero or, in electrical engineering language. when there 
is a d. c. term. Then 
,Jl ~~~) = ~ f s (4)) + 1,14>) (ll. Z8) 
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where S(x) is the Dirac S -function, i.e., 
such that 
For pure noise, the peak at {.() = 0, corresponding to the d. c. term 
will usually be the only peak, so that f1(b.)) will be a regular function, 
representing the really continuous spectrum. When there are noiae 
and a eigna.l, the power spectrum f(.O) wi..l consist of a continuous 
spectrum and a number of peaks at the divcrete frequencies 
the signal. 
Simple Fo:rms of the Power Spectrum 
tt). of 
l 
For isotropic turbulence, it is known that the fund.atr1ental 
correction functions are R 1 ('!? and Rz(~ is the correction of the 
fluctuating velocity parallel to the mean flow direction at a t!.me inte1•val 
't . Rz('t') is the correction oi the iluctuating velocity normal to the 
mean flow direction. These correction functions are approximated by 
- ~li/L R, IT)= 1?1 fD) e 
~(r) =- R,_lo);. -w/L (1- i 1:}f) 
(1Z.29) 
(1Z.30} 
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where Y is the mean flow velocity and L is the sc::ale of turbulence. 
From these equations, the corresponding power spectra £1(W} and £2(w) 
can be calculated by Eq. (lZ. Z6). They a.,:oe 
J r = t0L >u 
If the correctin function R('l") is a Gaussian C'arve, 
1?1'&) = Ric) e 0(2.7! 
then the power spectrum f(w) is 
(12.31) 
(12.3.2) 
( 12. 33} 
( 12. 34) 
When o(~ oo • the correlation function becoJnes a. ~ -!unction, i.e., 
the random process ia uncorrelated. Then f(t>) = !(o) = conoJtant, i. ~~, 
the power spectrum io a constant. This type of random procevs in 
called white noise and often describes the natu.rally generated random 
vc:. ria tions. 
It is not necessary, of course, to ::alculate the power spectrum 
by means of the correlation function. Sor.'letimes it is just as ea~y to 
dedve the spectrum directly. Let us cotuider, for example, the caee 
where y(t) consists of a series of pulses ;ha.t have identical shape and 
-15-
a constant repetition frequency but ,,,hose heights val'y ace: or ding to 
some probabilitr 
I la az a4 n a~ I 
__ ._ __ ~-~------~--~------'~'3~~--~--------~--~--------J~-----~ r- T t T t"---- T t--r --1 
distribution. If F(t) represet1ts a single pulse of unit height, then 
jft)• ~"""? ~ Flt-kT) (1;~. 35) 
where T is the spacing of the pulses. Then according to Eq. (12. 19; , 
AlfAJ)• fi pt)e-wi.ttt= fi if~Fit-ir)e'"~ 
-NT -NT 
·00 
= :f; 'i li j Fl ~-t..r) ;'"'tit 
-N -oo 
N 00 • • N 
=!} i~ J f/J)i~-•"'·t)J=BI.,;ztlf.eW.T 
-
010 
-N (1.:!.36) 
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where 
(12. 37) 
-oo 
It ha.s been assumed that there are approximately (2N + 1) pulse a 
between the times -NT to +NT. Then the power spectrum f(loe)} ia, 
according to Eq. (lZ. Z2) 
-
- z Let the mean value of ak be a, the mean square be a • Then 
So 
~ c {oft -a)+ a 
4~, = ( 4(-i) +ii 
'%1' = ~~- ,;)(1, -a) +i [r'i -crJ .,. r~,-4)] + a-2 
Now we take an assembly average of Eq. ~lZ. 38). then 
kv iN [ 1:, z (til- .i )(1, - 4/ e.- ;,.,(H'J '} = "'j ... fi)2 
N~e10 -N -N 
. 
N':ao iN/± i'. a[t•rl)r (1, -iff i~(lt-IIJT,. 0 
-AI -~~ 
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Therefore 
(12.39) 
The sum inside the braces will be 2N J . 1 for tU = Zn 'IT /T when 
n is an integer; hence in the limit f(~) w :ll be infinite. For other 
values of ~ thoe sum will be oscillatory, and for N ~ aQ the limiting 
value will be zero. Clearly, the limit haB the characte£" of e. series of 
peaks, or J- functions, at the frequency Zn-:r/T, and f(cv) can be written 
as 
( 12. 40) 
where 
Therefore, a continuous spectrum is obta11ned that has the Lame shape 
as the power spectrum of a single pulse. The tob.l intensity is determined 
by the fluctuation ';i- fct)Z of the pulse heights. There is, in addition, 
a discrete spectrum at the spectrum n«)0 , where the inte!r13itiee are 
also determined by the spectrum of the single pulse. 
Let us consider next a 11eries of pulses that b:lve identical shape 
a.nc1 height but a repetition period T + e .varying around an averaRe value T 
I 1-1 ~Ll_ 
-18~ 
according to some probability distribution P(E }o Now 
e k is the deviation of the k th spacing flom T. so G = 0 • Let rp(td_) 
be the characteristic function for e . i.e .• 
co 
¢fA>)~ j P(~) /we tie ( 12. 42) 
- OQ 
Then a similar calculation as b~forCJ will give the power spectrum as 
( lZ. 4·3} 
Here, the shape of the continuous spectrum and the intensitives of the 
discrete spectrum are no longer det,rmined solely by the spectrum of 
the single pulse but 4epend also on the function ¢ (W ). 
Suppose that the function y{t) consists of piec:es of the function 
-ei Wet, the length J1 of these pieces being distributed according to the 
probability distribution P( l )'! Let us suppose furthe .l:' that at the end of 
each piece theppbase changes and that these pba se changes are governed 
by the probability distribution Q (0() • Then it can be shown~ that the 
power spectrum is 
* Lawaon V. Uhlenbeck, '•Threshold Signals" McGraw Hill (195~) p. 45. 
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t-1 ..t 1 
. 7L 
A+ i B "' j q., tJJr~oJ /·" 
-1 
00 
4' ltJ) 1- i.'IJI~) = j PIL) ei(wo-e.?)fdl 
(> 
(12. 45) 
00 
and l = j P(t)Ut 
() 
Some special cases are of interest;. Let W0 = 0 , and 
Q(o( ) . = f (o( .. 1f), so A = - 1. B = 0; this leade to a step curve of height 
± 1, in which the length of steps are distributed according to the prob-
. --) 
ability law P ([). Then from Eq. (ll. 44) we lv'J.ve, smce y ... = 1, 
y=O 
( 1 z. 46) 
where now, of course, 
0() 
t/;ltJ)-~>ij/IJ) = j Pll) ;"·IAJtJt 
0 (1 z. 47) 
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If P(j,) has the Poisson's distribution 
(12. 4e) 
then 
-
tp(t.))+i 'If/~)= ~Je I p + ~)'Jt :::. -1fj!.;;~ 
,- (} p2+ciJ 
So the normalized power spectrum for this special case is 
(12.49) 
Probability of Large Deviations from the \.f.ean 
It will often become necessary to ask not onl}~ for the meau value 
y or yZ. but also for the probability that a certain value of y is 
exceeded. This question is natural for stl:ength cone iderations. If the 
probability distribution is known, then the answer is very simple: 
-it. ~ 
P{ 'fJ;.-1.}"'" j '1 ~)"} t j W,~) 7 
--o l 
(1 2 .50} 
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where P denote the probability of the event specified in the bracket. 
It is, however, possible to give general but b;,:oad estimatcfl 
of the probability. For instance if g(y) is a non-negative function of 
the random variable y 1 then since W 1 (y) is by definition non-negative, 
Dll 
}'f) = /tttJ~~); ~ /( }w.fJ)"t· 
- 1>1) MIL I w/..,_ f;)~/( 
But the last integral is just P [ g(g) ~ K J . Th\le 
(12..51) 
This is the so -called Cheby shev1 s inequal ity. Now :.et 
Then ?iii=~, {12. 52) 
where f) z 2 is the mean deviation from th~ mean. Let K = k ~ , then 
Eq. (12. 36) gives the Bienayme- Chebyshev in equal:.ty 
(12.53) 
The Bienaym~- Chebyshev inequa.li,;y is known to be too br ad 
for most practical applications, and the upper limit !:iven is. in 
gener;1l, much too high. J>.. sharper estimation can b~ given for W 1 (y) 
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that bas only a single maximum, the so-called :mode. This estU:oate 
for "unimodal" distribution is due to Gauos (1821). To prove Gauss' 
inequality, let us consider a function W (x) which is monotonically 
decreasing in the range x ~0 . It is seen that f.tf (x) can be considered 
as a superposition of functions which are constant fro:rn x = o to x = x. 
and zero for x > x 0 • Let v-(x) = 1 for 0~ x ~ x 0 and V"(x) = () 
for x > x 0 • 
,.._ 
~ 
,..., 
"""~. 
~ 
""' ~ :::::1::, 
.__ 
Then for any K > x 0 , 
But if 0 <. K ~ x 0 • 
I 3 The maximum of this quantity for K with: n the range is 2.] If~ 
, 
it is generally true that 
011 
S /-j~'-vtxjd.f. 
0 
Thus 
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By superposition, we have then 
00 00 
K j!ATMtbt <: -1-J x2tr(~tlt. 
"/( 0 
Now consider any unimodal distribution with the abscissa 
x = y - y 0 • y0 is the mode, then 
and 
00 K1 W,/1.)1/il 
K 
-I< 
QIC) 
~ f j ;/ W, (x)4:1. 
0 
0 
K~ j W,IA) 4x ~ f Jbv,k'lJ~ 
-oa -~ 
By adding these expressionfJ, 
where V is the mean deviation from the mode. Or 
Let K = k)l , then we obtain the Gauss' inequality, 
(1.2.54) 
(1.2. SS) 
If the distribution is symmetrical, then y = 0, y
0 
= y, Eq. (12. 55) 
reduces to 
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(12.56) 
Eq. ( lZ. 56) is much oharper than Eq. ( lZ. 51). 
Often it will be possible to assume, at least approximately, a. 
Gaussian distribution. Then by using the asymptotic expansion of the 
error function, it is easily shown that 
(12.57) 
This ~s a very small probability. For instance for k = 3 , the prob-
ability is only 0. 002. Eq. (lZ. 51) will only say that the probability ie 
less than 0. 1111, while Eq. ( lZ. 56) will say that the probability ia less 
than 0. 0493. The difference of these estimates is of course the 
different degree of information available to the estimation. The more 
generdl the assumption, the broader the eGtimate. 
Frequency of Exceeding a Specified Value 
For stationary random process, the correlation function R('i:') 
can be obtained by time average only. Thus 
~
RIT) = }ltJ?It+ 't) 
Thus the derivative of R(4l') with respect to 7: is 
and 
~ --.......-...,_--.,..... 
R'tr) = ?ll) f'ttll"J = !11---c)ftt) J 
I ---......-..... -y---._ 
R fr) - - J'f f-""£) ftJ : - jlt) Jll,.z) 
(l.G. 58} 
Hence 
Or 
Similarly 
Thus 
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R l ----;- ~ ttJJ =- tttJ(rtJ-= - fltJ JlfJ 
I -. 
R lo) =-b =- fi' 
From Eq. (12. ZS), 
eo 
R'tb)= - jt<>'ltw)dw 
tJ 
(12. 59} 
(12. 60) 
(12.61) 
If both y and y 1 have a Gaussian p1·obability distribution, then 
it follows from Eq. (lZ. 44) tha.t they are also statistically independent. 
The joint probability is then the product of the distribution of y and y' 
e-llJ/] 
~ 
W.lt'L= 1 - Z!i'i 
' ( I ,J 2.1£ 6'~ e 
(1Z.6Z) 
and 
(12.63) 
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In Eq. (lZ. 47), lr and 6"' are the mean deviations for y and y' 
from y and y 1 respectively. 
For fatigue considerations it will c..lso be useful to ask for the 
nun1ber of times per unit time a certain value is exceeded. Let this 
number be N ( t' ), i.e., the number a random function y(t) passes 
0 ~ -
through the value of f . N
0
(J) can be expressed in terms of the joint 
probability W(y, y 1 ), 
(12.64} 
This equation is derived from the fact that y spends the time W 1 ( y, y 
1 }dy dy' 
per unit time between y and y + dy having a slope in the range y 1 and 
I I 
y + dy. The crossing of the interval dy takes the time dy//y'J . 
the expected number of crossings per unit time is I 'I I I y w (y, y )dy. 
for a double Gaussian distribution, Eqs. (lZ. 47) to (lZ. 49) give 
N.l )- I 
' J - (izr .. 
I 
= ...L .§.._ 
2Jl 6" e 
-PO 
JL 
- Ziii 
e ~ 7' 
Hence 
Thus 
(12. 65) 
The average number of times per unit time that y(t) exceeds 
J is given by 
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The ratio 6 ' jo-- can be calculated from the power E:pectl:um 
f(w): If the f(w ) is "normalized" by taking out the d. c. component, 
then 
-= j #w)dw 
() 
Therefore 
( 12. 66} 
Reoponse of a Linear System under Steady Random Input 
Let the characteristics of the linear system be reprenentcd by 
its transfer function F(p). The output is ytJ and the input is y.. The11. 
1 
if the power spectrum of yi is f(W) and the correlation function R 1• 
Clot it - j -lto>)JIJ= ft.}fb) 
0 
(1Z.6'7) 
and 00 Q() 
1?Jr:)=:../-ltt,Y tN4>?:JW ~f./ -ltw) f"t4w 
- 00 
(lZ. 68) 
The last relation is possible due to the fact that f(~) = f(-w), !l:'om 
-28-
Eq. (lZ. Z6). Let the power spectrum of y0 be g(w ) and the 
correction function be R 0 • Then 
00 
j} = j jlm)dW == f?/-J 
() 
00 oc 
R/rJ = j ~~~J ~ "''& "7::-= i /JI'..>>e ilv";Jt<J 
{12.69!1 
(12. 70) 
Call h(t) the response of the linear system to a unit impulse at 
t = 0. For a process going on since t = - oo and for a systetn with 
positive damping, the solution Y. (t) ca.n be written 
() 
t 
, (f) "" j /.I 'I) u t-'l)h 
-eo 
Since h(t) '5. 0 for t <.O , the upper lin"lit of the integral can be 
extended to + GO • Then 
00 coo 
j.lt)<= //JtHff-<r)l/7; .. j pt-s)~M•Is 
-oo 
- 0<) 
The correlation function R, (to) is thus 
-co--o 
But 
}tIt-s) f;, t t r f- s') = }t t t) J f t + 1: "~ s- s') = 1<,- lr+:s -s~ 
By using Eqs. ( lZ. 53) and (lZ. 55). 
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l oa ~'1: ;CICI;oo;: ;tA)(c-Js-s') jlt»)e Jc.a -: -JltA)) e h/J)~/.s')d.s dJ' Jw 
-II() -oa-oO-oQ 
But for damped systema, 
0() 
F(i.W) ... J /.It) e;,.t tit 
-~ 
Therefore 
lienee the power spectra g(w) and f(AJ) are related as 
jltJ) == ltw) FI~J Ff. ~ (12. 71) 
Thus the character of the output, Hself a ra.ndon'l function, can 
be predicted from the input. This problem was first considered 
perhaps by Langevin in connection with the theory of Browni anf r.'\6h.dn. 
Second Order System 
.n.s a simple example, consider the linear system to be o{ second 
order, then the equation of motion is one of Langevin's type, 
(12.72) 
I 
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The tranofer function F(p) of the system is thus 
I I 
_!/!. -1 , 7 .J_ .~. ,I 
IAlf ' '"> 4Jo ~ 
where ~0 is the natural frequency of the undamped system and 7 iu ~ 
the ratio of actual damping to the critical damping. Therefore 
The power spectrum of the output is thus 
(lZ. 73) 
If we are interested in the mean square outpc.t of the linear 
syatem, then Eq. (lZ. 54) gives 
00 
f ~ If 1 /fi/!~lrw~2f7J;t (ll.7.!.l) 
Now if Z is very small, the denominator of the integrand in Eq. (ll. 74) 
,J 
is very nearly zero at {J) = .:U0 • Therefore if f(tV) is a slowly vaxying 
function, then 
-31-
- 7l 
- 2.mc 
(12.75) 
It is quite conceivable that the func:tion f{ tJ1 ) /w; has a 
minimum at a reasonable frequency tJ, • then it ma·y be possible to 
reduce the output radom fluctuation by malting the system to operate 
effectively at lt)0 • This can be:accomplished by a simple pl·opol·tional 
servo·-feedback. 
tt.)t1 ··- _.,. 
Then instead of Eq. (lZ. 57) we have 
Or 
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Then w/"= (~+Ol)/m 
Therefore by proper choice of 0( , the output can b~ reduct::d. This 
shows the power and flexibility of servo-control. 
Motion of a Two-Di.Jnensional Airfoil in Incompressible Turbulent F!ow_,. 
Consider a flat thin airfoil of chord c moving with a const.a.nt 
velocity U through turbulent air. Let x lie along the chord, y along 
the span of the wing. and z normal to the span and chord. The 
components of the fluctuating turbulent ve:.ocity u, v, w are ausumed to 
be small in comparison to U. Because of these turbulent fluctuations, 
a time-dependent apparent angle of attack 0(,. exists at the airfoil, and, 
hence, fluxtuating lift forces one produced. The fluctuating angle. of 
attack 0\ is given by 
d= w-/U 
as long as the fluctuations are small. c((t) now plays the role of the 
forcing function. The "response" is the f1.uctuating l.ift of the ail.•fcil, 
or better. the lift coefficient CL(t). 
To find the mean square CL 2(t) of the lift codficient. it is 
first necessary to define a transfer function for the ail'f'oil. For this 
purpose, the result of W. R. Sears for ai:.:foil in sint1soidal gust ca.n 
be utilized. Sears considers the fluctuation of the velocity of the form 
:.;: See H. W. Liepmann: "On the Applicatzon of Statiutical Conc ep£:s t? 
the Buffeting Problem" j , Aero. Sc. 19:793-801 ( 1952.)o 
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w f x, t Jju = ~~ etw[ i - xjy J ( ll. 76} 
that is, the vertical velocity consists of h rmonic waves of angular 
frequency and wave length 2-rrU/ . This corr~sponds to a f ixed 
pattern of sinusoidal gust passing the airfoil at a velocity U, the flight 
velocity of the wing. For this velocity distribution, the lift coefficient is 
(lZ. 77) 
where le::: tUG Plf I C • chord 
JIJI*JK, (ik)+i J,l~)~lih:,~ 
K,lik)+ ~ liJ) 
(12.78) 
J and K are Bessel functions. 
Turbulent fluctuations are essentially three dimensional - that is, 
u, v, w will be functions of ,;,, y, z;t. For the first an.llysis, it seems 
sufficient to consider only the component w and the dependence upon x, t. 
Thus, in turbulent flow we conoider a fluctuating velocity or angle of 
attack of the form 
If it is now assumed that the turbulence pattern does not change 
appreciably during a time of the order C /U, then the turbulent angle of 
attack will also depend ·~pon t-(x, U) only and Sear's result can be 
applied. This assum!_)tion is f~equently m~de in turbulence:- <'-!'!"'-lysis and 
-----
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requires essentially the condition that the rate of cru-~nge of the velocity 
following the particle is small compared with the rate of change of 
velocity at a fixed position. 
With this asswnption. 
00 
r;_. = ~T[,~j ~~~/If(/,) t d:~ 
I) 
(1Z.t9) 
where f(c~) is the power spectrum of the W /U. According to Eq. ( 12. 32), 
I+J (L2~'(u') 
[1+ (L 2u//UV]a 
2. / 'J/It)} can be approximated by 
rhus 
where 
.1IL 
u 
(12.80) 
(12.81} 
(12.82) 
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1 
-
0 
Evidently, if C/L->- o , we have an airfoil of small chord in 
large-scale turbulence and 
The airfoil behaves quasi-stationary with a lift slope of 2w. If, on the 
other hand, C/L becomes large, we deal with an ail·foil of long chord 
in small-scale turbulence. It follows from Eq. ( lZ. b6), that ci ~ 0 • 
That is to say the ngusts" cancel each other out com?letel}• and the net 
lift is zero as might be expected. 
Intermittent Forcing Function 
A phenomenon of major importance for aerociynamic buffeting 
is the so-called "intermittency'' in wake flow. That is, the edge of any 
wake fluctuates with a large-scale motion so that a point situated near 
the edge will sometimeo be within the wake and somt}times outside the 
wa ~e . For a tail surface situated near the edge of the walte of a stalled 
-36-
or partially utalled ·wing. this "intermittency'' may t"nus be e1ct:remel) 
important in determing the lift forces. A detailed analysis would 
require much more experimental study than is available at present. 
For a crude idea of i:he effect, consider the flow at the tail al:i a region 
of uniform downwash switched on and off at irregular intervals. Such 
a flow is probably a good model for th.e conditions in the wal~e of an 
intermittently stalling wing. If the probability of switching over from 
one region to the other is a~:.umed to be governed by a Poisson 
distribution, one can then a'?ply the power spectrum of Eq. (lZ. 49) with 
some modifications: The mean deviation is not unity but the mean angle 
tV ~~y2.. The average time T for the forcing .iunct;.on be switched on 
is the mean interval //p. Thus the power spectrum is 
/ttJ)= ~ L u2. 7l I 
Then the mean square lift coefficient is -approximately 
-C2-L -
(12.43) 
(12. 84) 
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Servo-Design for Random Forcing FunctiCJn 
We have already indicated in connection with ~he response of 
a second order system to random input the possibility of servo-control. 
In that instance, however, the feedback mechanism is rather primitive 
in that the feedback control force requirec is of the same order of 
magnitude as the input forcing function. In more practical design, this 
feedback mechanism can. be made much more oubtle, eo ao to reduce 
the control force required. For instance, a wing in a turbulent flow can 
be controlled by a feedback servo which n:.ovee the hinged flap. The 
force necessary to move the flap could be quite small in comparison 
with aerodynamic effects such movement produces. The servo link can 
be thought of as follows: The input randon1 function is the turbulent 
air stream. The first aerodft14mic transfer function F 1 (p) is the 
relation between the turbulent instream and tho aerodynamic lift due 
to the turbulent airstream. As a result ox the changjng lift and 
moment, the wing is subject to vertical and to1·sional motion. The 
relation between the aerodynamic forces and wing motion is given by the 
structural transfer function F z(p). The wing motion will have two effecta. 
There is the aerodynamic forces due to wing motion ~hrough the second 
aerodynamic transfer function F 3(p}. Thjs is the first feedback loop. 
This loop is however not under designer•s control. ::She designer's 
control is on the second loop. The wing motion can be used to generate 
flap motion through the transfer function F 4(p). The flap motion will 
again generate aerodynamic forces through the trans:fer function F 5 (p). 
The loop diagram is thus as follows: 
-3~-
~ A;:(:narnic~ 
_(_r_:1._·n_d_o--m~)---l Aer;::;rnic !Force~ ~ S;•;:~re !-·--?-----. 
F s(P} I F 4(p) 
I .t 
-
Thus the input and output relaticn ic as f~":llows: 
01' 
(12.85) 
The overall transfer function F( >) can thuf be modified by changing 
the servo transfer function F 4 tp). The de£ ign aim wc•uld then be the 
maximum reduction of the wing motion y 0 without e:~Ccessive flap 
motion by properly designing l:he oervo. 
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